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ACCOUNTING
8244
Paper 1

1

GENERAL COMMENTS

There were many learners writing the AS Level examination who are not able to cope with the challenges and difficulties
of Accounting AS Level.
Teachers are encouraged to continue emphasizing the importance of dates, names of contra accounts, layout of
statements, etc. It is also of vital importance that learners are taught to show their calculations. It is important that
teachers ensure that the entire syllabus is taught. It is obvious that some topics are not covered sufficiently well e.g.,
managerial accounting.
Some learners struggled to finish the paper and teachers are encouraged to teach time management skills in answering
an examination paper during the year.
Teachers are requested to train learners to read carefully and with understanding, especially the requirements of a
question and to answer only what is asked.
The neatness of the learner’s work can improve. Abbreviations are not allowed.
2.

COMMENTS ON INDIVIDUAL QUESTIONS

1

(a) Well answered. Learners could define the principles, however, they struggled to give a proper
example that is linked to the principle.
Answers
(i) The money measurement principle states that only transactions with a monetary value can		
be recorded, (1) e.g., the loyalty of the work force cannot be recorded. (1) 			
Any suitable example.			
[2]
(ii) The business entity principle states that the owner and the business are separate entities and, 		
therefore, the private transactions of the owner should be recorded separately in the business		
books, (1) e.g., the private expenses of the owner are recorded in the drawings account. (1)
[2]
(b) Well answered. The majority of the learners knew the layout of the income statement and could, 		
therefore, find the correct gross profit.			
A lot of learners incorrectly recorded the payment of the trade receivable (P Louw) as a bad debt		
recovered.			
Interest on loan seems to be a challenging calculation for some learners.			
Learners did not show the calculation.
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Answer
Coast Traders
Income Statement for the year ended 30 September 2021
N$

N$

Sales (675 300 – 5 300)

670 000 (1)

Less Cost of sales

427 000 (1) O/F

Opening inventory

15 000

Add Purchases (432 800 – 7 800)

425 000 (1)
440 000

Less Closing inventory

13 000

Gross profit

243 000 (1)O/F

Add Other income

30 150
W1

Commission received (35 000 – 5 000) (1)
Provision for doubtful debts (1 500 – 1350 (1))

150 (1)

W2
273 150

Less Expenses

90 850

Bad debts (1 700 + 900)

2 600 (1)

Interest on loan (11 250 (1) + 3 000 (1))

14 250

W4

Water and electricity (37 500 – 7 500 (1))

30 000 (1)

W5

Depreciation (36 000 (1) + 6 000 (1))

42 000

W6

Vehicle disposal (loss on disposal)

2 000 (1)

Profit for the year
182 300 (1) O/F
					
Workings
W1
35 000 ÷ 14 = 2 500
		

2 500 x 2 = 5 000

W2

(28 500 – 1 500) x 5 % = 1 350

W3

1 700 + (1 500 x 0,6) = 2 600

W4

100 000 x 15 x 9 = 11 250
100
12
80 000 x 15 x 3 = 3 000
100
12
14 250
OR
80 000 x 15 x
100
20 000 x 15 x
100

12 = 12 000
12
9 = 2 250
12

14 250
W5

(37 500 ÷ 15) x 3 = 7 500

W6

Vehicles: 180 000 x 15 = 36 000
100
Equipment: (80 000 – 20 000) x 10 % = 6 000

4

W3
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[17]

(c) Fairly well answered. Most learners could identify the principles but failed to correctly explain and link
them to adjustment for interest on loan.
Answer
Matching/Accrual (1)
Matching states that the income of one financial year must be matched to the expenses of the same
financial year. (1)
Prudence (1)
Prudence states that all known losses and expenses must be written off immediately so the profit will		
not be overstated. (1)
Interest on loan was accrued with N$2 250 and if it was not added to the interest on loan paid, the		
profit for the year will be overstated. (1)		
[5]
(d) Well answered.
Answer
Answer “Yes” or “appropriate method” (1)
Reasons
1. Machinery loses value faster during the earlier years of its life. (1)
2. Maintenance cost will increase as the machinery gets older. (1)
3. Machinery never reaches to a zero value.(1)
4. May show machinery at a more realistic book value. (1)
Any acceptable/suitable reason.
2

Any two

[3]

(a) Fairly well answered. Learners did not use the correct dates and the correct contra account names.
Some learners became confused between the closing balances of the account and the amount that
needs to be transferred to the income statement.
Answers
(i)

2020
Jul 1

Balance

2021
Mar 31

Khomas Stationers

Jun 30

Bank

b/d

Stationery Account
N$
2021
1 300
Jun 30

Income Statement

1 200 (1)

Balance

N$
6 700 (1) O/F
c/d

600

4 800 (1)
7 300

7 300

Jul 1
Balance
b/d
600 (1)
					
(ii)
Advertising Account
N$
N$
2021
2020
Jun 30 Income Statement
7 300 (1) O/F
Jul 31
Bank
400 (1)
Aug 1

Bank

6 000 (1)

2021
April 1

Bank

2 400 (1)

Jun 30

Bank

8 800

Balance
c/d
(500 (1) + 600 (1))

[5]

1 100

8 800

Jul 1 Balance
b/d 1 100
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(iii)
Interest on fixed deposit Account
N$
2021
Jun 30 Bank
b/d
900 (1)

2020
Jul 1

Balance

2021
Jun 30

Income Statement

7 200 (1)

Jun 30

Bank

8 100

Balance

N$
6 500 (1)
c/d

1 600
8 100

Jul 1 Balance
b/d 1 600 (1) O/F
					

[4]

(iv)

2021
Jun 30

Income Statement
Balance

c/d

Rent income Account
N$
2020
15 600 (1)
Jul 1
Balance
2021
2 600
Jun 30 Bank

N$
b/d

2 400 (1)
15 800 (1)

18 200

18 200

Jul 1
Balance
b/d
2 600 (1) O/F
					

[4]

(b) Poorly answered. Learners knew the difference between the two accounts but failed to explain the
difference properly. The treatment of the two accounts was also omitted or incorrectly explained.
Answer
Bad debts are the actual amount that a business will not be able to collect from trade receivables.(1)
Amounts that are written off during the current financial year. (1)
This amount will be shown in the income statement as a bad debt. (1)
Any two
Provision for doubtful debts is an estimate of the amount which the business may lose to possible bad		
debts in the next financial year. (1)
It is deducted from trade receivables in the statement of financial position. (1)
The adjustment is written off to the income statement. (1)
Maintaining a provision complies with the prudence concept. (1)
Any two
[4]
3

(a) Fairly well answered. Learners struggled to calculate the amount for bad debts as well as the amount
transferred to the income and expenditure account.
Learners omitted the balances brought down to the next financial year.
Answer

2020
Jan 1

Balance

Dec 31

Income & Expenditure
Balance

b/d
c/d

Subscriptions Account
N$
2020
300
Jan 1
Balance
39 900 (1)

Dec 31

1 000

b/d

Bank/Cash

600 (1)
39 200 (1)

Bad debts
Balance

41 200

N$

100 (1)
c/d

1 300
41 200

2021
2021
Jan 1 Balance
b/d
Jan 1
Balance
b/d
1 300 (1)
1 000 (1)
					

6
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(b) Very well answered.
Answer
The Fitness Club
Income Statement for the year ended 31 December 2020
N$
Sales

N$
10 200 (1)

Less Cost of sales

8 600 (1)

Opening inventory

1 050

Purchases (6 750 + 1 050)

8 800 (1)
9 850

Less Closing inventory

1 250

Income and expenditure/Profit on refreshments
1 600 (1)O/F
					

[4]

(c) Very poorly answered. Learners did not read the question carefully. They did not discuss the impact
of excluding the adjustment but suggested how the exclusion of the adjustments can be corrected.
The corrected surplus was calculated, which was not what the question required.		
Learners also omitted the amount of the effect on the surplus.
Answer
3. Water and electricity
		
Water and electricity was understated with N$280, OR the expenses are understated with N$280.(1)
		
The surplus, therefore, was overstated with N$280. (N$15 020) (1)
5.
		
		

Wages
Wages were overstated with N$530, OR the expenses were overstated by N$530.(1)
The surplus, therefore, was understated with N$530. (N$15 550) (1)

6.
		
		

Depreciation
Depreciation was understated by N$2 700.(1)
The surplus, therefore, was overstated with N$2 700. (N$12 850) (1)		

[6]

(d) Poorly answered. Learners did not compare a trading business with a non-profit making organisation.
Learners failed to explain accurately and define the differences.
Answers
(i) The owner contributes money instead of the owner provides resources. (money and assets)
The accumulated fund is a contribution made by the members instead of a fund created from 		
surpluses.
Answer
Capital is provided by the owner of the business. (1)
OR
Capital is the total resources provided by the owner of the business. (1)
Accumulated fund arises from surpluses of a non-profit making organisation. (1)		
(ii)

[2]

Profit is income less expenses instead of gross profit plus income less expenses from a trading 		
business.
Answer
Profit for the year arises from revenue add other income less expenses from a trading or service 		
business. (1)
OR
It is gross profit add other income and the expenses (1)
Surplus arises from subscriptions add other income, less expenses from a non-profit making 		
organisation. (1)			
[2]
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(iii) The income statement shows the profit and the Income and Expenditure shows a surplus instead of 		
referring to the kind of business and mentioning the loss and deficit.
Answer
Income statement is a statement that shows the profit or loss for a specific financial year in a 		
business.(1)
Income and expenditure account is used to calculate the surplus or deficit of a non-profit making 		
organisation for a specific financial year. (1)		
[2]
4

(a) (i)

Fairly well answered. Some learners could not calculate the correct profit in order to find the gross profit
margin.		
Learners did not compare the results of 2020 and 2021 and only gave one comment.
Answer
Gross profit margin = Gross profit x 100
Revenue
1
2021
= 187 500 x 100
750 000 1 (1)
= 25% (1)		

[2]

Comments
Has improved by 5%.
Shows good control over inventory.
Selling price has increased.
Cheaper suppliers.
Higher trade discount received.
Answers must relate to the candidate’s answer in (i).
(ii)

Any two

[2]

Poorly answered. Most learners did not know the formula to calculate the earnings per share. Learners
struggled to find the correct number of ordinary shares.		
Many of the learners do not understand what the earning per share ratio means.		
Learners did not compare the results of 2020 and 2021 and only gave one comment.
Answer
Earnings per share = Profit for the year after tax
		
Number of shares
2021
= 140 170
130 000 (1)
= N$1,08 (1) O/F		

[2]

Comments
Business was more profitable OR profitability has improved.
The earnings per share have more than doubled.
Increase in profit/profitability resulted in each earning per share increasing
This will improve the confidence of the investors in the company.
Answers must relate to the candidate’s answer in (ii).
(iii)

[2]

Fairly well answered. Most learners knew what the ratio means and what the acceptable
norm is.
Some learners referred to assets and liabilities instead of current assets and current liabilities.
Learners did not compare the results of 2020 and 2021 but just stated the facts given in the question.
Answer
Comments
The current ratio has improved from 2020 to 2021.
The business is more able to pay its short-term debts from its current assets.
The ratio of 2021 is closer to the accepted minimum for this ratio of 2 : 1.

8

Any two
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Any two

[2]

(b) Poorly answered. Learners did not know how to calculate the ordinary dividends paid and did not
show any workings.
Answer
Dividends per share
Ordinary dividend paid (W1)
Number of issued share capital (W2)
= 60 000 (3)
130 000 (1)
= 46c OR N$0,46 per share (1)
Workings
1.

Ordinary dividend paid
Net Profit before Tax
Less: Tax
Net Profit after Tax
Add: Retained earnings (2020)
		
Less: Retained earnings (2021)
		

250 430
110 260
140 170 (1)
35 682 (1)
175 852
115 852 (1)
N$ 60 000

OR: (250 430 + 35 682 (1)) – (110 260 (1) + 115 852 (1))
= N$60 000
2.

Number of issued share capital
260 000
2

= 130 00 shares (1)		

[5]

(c) Well answered
Answer
Non-financial aspects cannot be considered
Difficult to compare transactions that took place at different times
Some businesses use different accounting policies
Certain general terms used in accounting statements may sometimes provide different meanings
Accounting statements show a picture of a business as it was some time before the statements were 		
prepared
Different types of ownerships/businesses
Different types of products
Different capital structures
Number of years in business
Age of non-current assets
Ratios are calculated on past data while decision-making focuses on business future
Any other suitable alternatives
Any three
[3]
(d) Fairly well answered. Learners did not link their answers to the question asking for funds to buy new
equipment of N$200 000 and just chose general solutions. 		
Some learners suggested the issuing of preference shares which was not applicable in this question
as Steel Ltd was only registered with ordinary shares.		
Very few leaners made use of a share premium as an extra source of finance.		
Learners who chose to sell old equipment failed to see that, that will not bring in enough funds to raise
the N$200 000. Some learners also incorrectly referred to selling current assets.
Answer
Option 1
Issuing of shares.(1)
260 000 = 130 000 shares already issued. The rest of the 70 000 shares can be issued at a premium
2
of N$1, (1) N$3, which would lead to N$210 000 being obtained. (1)
NSSCAS Examiners Report 2021
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There will be no extra costs involved for the business. (1)
Option 2
Issuing of debentures.(1)
N$200 000 debentures can be issued at a fixed rate of interest that must be paid e.g., 5%. (1)
Debentures have to be paid back together with the interest regardless of whether the business
makes a profit or not. (1)
Option 3
Selling of old equipment.(1)
This will, however, not bring in enough funds. (1)
Option 4
Obtain a loan. (1)
Taking out a loan will supply the cash but the loan plus a fixed rate of interest must be paid back. (1)
The loan has already increased during 2021, therefore, taking out a loan is not a good option.
Best option: Option 1 (1)
Answer to be based on options listed by candidate.		
3.

[7]

POSITIVE SUGGESTIONS TO TEACHERS

Teachers must plan enough time for revision and examination preparation.
Learners should be encouraged to show all workings and calculations as well as explain terminology in full sentences.
Pay attention to dates, the correct account names and the correct layouts.
Learners should be coached to read the questions with care and understanding.

10
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8244
Paper 2

1

GENERAL COMMENTS

2021 was the first year that AS examinations were written. Teachers and learners were both not sure what to expect
and what the difficulty of the AS papers would be.
Several factors influenced the time available to teachers to finish the syllabus. Some centres did not finish some parts of
the syllabus. The difficulty level of the paper was about the same as the previous higher level, except that calculations
now count less and the time is only 2 hours.
Although instructions were followed, time was a big factor, so many learners did not manage to finish in two hours.
Learners struggled with the question about managerial accounting.
Most learners presented neat work but some papers were difficult to read.
2.

COMMENTS ON INDIVIDUAL QUESTIONS

1

(a) Very well answered. Learners did well in this question.
Answer
- Interest on capital
- Interest on drawings
- Partner's salary
- Interest on loan from partner
- Amount of capital invested by each partner
- Maximum amount of drawings allowed to be taken by partners
- Rules for admission of a new partner
- Procedure on death or retirement of a partner
- Ratio in which profits will be shared

Any two

[2]

(b) Fairly well answered.
Answer
Fixed capital accounts
Capital account shows only capital contribution and funds invested in the business (1)
A separate current account is used for the partners' share of profits or losses and drawings (1)
Fluctuating capital accounts
No current accounts are used (1)
All the partners' transactions are made in the capital account (1)		[4]
(c) Very well answered.
Answer
- Partners can no longer agree with one another
- Partner retires or becomes ill
- One partner may want to start or set-up his or her own business
- Partnership is not profitable any more
- Old age of partners
- Conversion into a limited company
- They lose a big customer
Any two

Any other valid reason		
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(d) Fairly well answered. Not much attention has been paid to dates because everything happened on		
1 September 2021.			
Learners lost marks because they did not always give the contra account, e.g.,
Bank - Land and Buildings
- Equipment
- Vehicles
- Debtors
Trade receivables
Capital: Tangi – Vehicles
Bank – Dissolution expenses
Some learners entered loan and trade payables also in the realisation account.
Current accounts were also not closed off to the capital accounts.
Answers
(i)

2021
Sept 1

Land and buildings
Equipment

Realisation Account
N$
2021
420 000
Sept 1
12 000

N$
Bank (Land and
buildings)
Bank (Equipment)

460 000
15 000

Vehicles

80 000 (1)

Bank (Vehicles)

25 000 (1)

Inventory

50 200

Bank (Inventory)

46 000

Trade receivables

42 000

Bank (Trade
receivables)

40 000

Bank: Dissolution
expenses

6 700 (1)

Capital: Tangi

15 780 (1)

Capital: Dina

Trade payables:
Discount received*
Capital: Tangi
(Vehicles)

1 200 (1)
50 000 (1)

10 520 (1)O/F
637 200

(ii)

637 200

Capital Account
N$
2021
Sept 1

Current
Account

50 000 (1)

Realisation:
Vehicles
Bank*

N$

50 000 (1)
267 780 (1)O/F

205 520 (1)O/F

2021
Sept 1

Balance b/d

N$

N$

300 000

200 000

Current
Account

2 000 (1)

Realisation

15 780

10 520 (1)O/F

637 200
210 520
317 780
210 520
Bank* if these amounts are brought down as a balance → only (1) O/F		[6]
(iii)

2021
Sept 1

Realisation:
Land and buildings
Realisation:
Equipment

Bank Account
N$
2021
460 000
Sept 1
15 000

N$
Balance

b/d

10 000 (1)

Realisation: Vehicles

25 000 (1)

Loan: Shaba Bank
Realisation:
Dissolution Expenses

Realisation: Inventory
Realisation:
Trade receivables

46 000

Trade Payables

40 000

Capital: Tangi

267 780

Capital: Dina

205 520 (1)O/F

586 000

63 000 (1)

33 000 (1)

6 700 (1)

586 000

					
12
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2

(a) Poorly answered. Learners did not explain the difference but wrote about how it is calculated.
Answer
Margin is gross profit expressed as a percentage of sales (1)
Mark up is gross profit expressed as a percentage of cost of sales. (1)		

[2]

(b) Poorly answered. Most of the learners could not use the information about trade receivables to
calculate credit sales. Most of them used the receipts from trade receivables as credit sales.
Answer
Bank

150 925

Add Discount allowed

2 100

Bad debts
Balance

600 (1)
c/d

21 800
175 425

Less Balance

b/d

Credit sales

43 500
131 925 (1)O/F

Add Cash sales
Total sales

45 000 (1)
176 925 (1)O/F

OR

2020
July 1
2021
Jun 30

Balance

Sales Ledger Control Account
N$
2021
b/d 43 500
Jun 30
Bank

Sales

131 925 (1)O/F

N$
150 925

Discount allowed
Bad debts
Balance

c/d

175 425

2 100 (1)
600
21 800
175 425

Total sales = N$131 925 (O/F)+ N$45 000 (1) = N$176 925 (1) O/F		

[4]

(c) Learners could do this although their sales were wrong, but for their own figures they obtained a lot
of marks.
Answer
Nicky
Income Statement (extract) for the year ended 30 June 2021
N$

N$

Sales

176 925 (1)O/F

Less Cost of sales

141 540

Opening inventory

39 000

Add Purchases

168 640 (1)
207 640

Less Closing stock (inventory)

66 100 (1)O/F

Gross profit
35 385 (1)O/F
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(d) Fairly well answered, although again with learner’s own figures. Most of them knew the formula and
could calculate the stock turn.
Answer
Rate of inventory turnover

			
			

=

Cost of Sales
Average inventory

=

141 540 (O/F)
(39 000 + 66 100 O/F) ÷ 2

= 141 540
52 550 (1) O/F
= 2,69 times (1) O/F

[2]

(e) Very poorly answered. The question asked for reasons for the change, but learners suggested ways
to improve it.
Answer
Comments must relate to answer in (d)
Increase in prices from suppliers
Reduction in demand because of higher prices/poor quality
Higher levels of closing inventory
Any other suitable answer		
(f)

Any two

[2]

This question clearly asked learners to round up to the nearest day and several rounded it down.
Comments on the answer of the ratios were average, especially for (ii) where the figures to use in the
formula were given to them.
Answers
(i) Trade receivables collection period = Trade receivables x 365 days
Credit sales
1
= 21 800
x 365 days
131 925 (O/F)
1
(1) O/F
= 60,31 days

		

= 61 days (1) O/F		[2]

		Comments must relate to answer above
		
The collection period of 61 days is worse/ longer than the norm of 30 days
		
This may lead to cash flow problems – unable to pay suppliers
		
Trade receivables can become bad debts – decrease in profits
		
Cash discount will not be allowed – increase in profits
		
Will be able to charge interest on overdue accounts
Any two
(ii) Trade payables payment period
		

=

[2]

Trade payables x 365 days
Credit purchases
1		

= 32 000 x 365 days
152 640
1
(1)
= 76,52 days
= 77 days (1)		[2]
		Comments must relate to answer above
		
The payment period of 77 days is worse/longer than the norm of 60 days
		
Will not earn cash discount
		
May be charged interest on overdue accounts
		
Supplier may restrict purchases or reduce the credit limit
		
Supplier may refuse to supply on credit
Any two

14
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3

(a) Very poorly answered. Instead of providing ways in which budgets are used for control purposes,
learners gave the advantages of budgets.
Answer
- Continuous comparisons of actual and budgeted results
- Take corrective action when actual and budgeted results differ
- Investigate any unaccounted deviations from budget
- Control income and expenditure
- Used to calculate deviations (variances) which can be used to investigate causes
- Assist in decision-making
- Clear statement of manager’s responsibilities
Any three

[3]

(b) Poorly answered. Most learners did not know the purpose of the sales budget.
Answer
To be able to calculate expected sales figures. (1)
It is used as a basis for all other budgets. (1)		[2]
(c) Fairly well answered. Many learners struggled to calculate the receipts from trade receivables
proceeds as sale of equipment was left out. 		
Several learners still entered depreciation as a payment. 		
Encourage learners to close off the budget.
Answer
Jacko Traders
Cash Budget for the 3 months ending 31 May 2022
March
N$

April
N$

May
N$

Receipts
Sales

45 000

63 000

54 000 (1)

Trade receivables

69 160 (1)

86 100 (1)

118 860 (1)

Disposal of equipment

-

12 000 (1)

-

114 160

161 100

172 860

Purchases

33 750

30 000

22 500 (1)

Trade payables

60 000 (1)

101 250 (1)

90 000 (1)

General expenses

12 000

15 000

Salaries

30 000

30 000 (1)**

30 960 (1)

Vehicles

-

84 000 (1)

56 000 (1)

135 750

260 250

208 460

Net receipts/payments

(21 590)

(99 150)

(35 600) (1)O/F

Balance b/d

98 400

76 810

(22 340)

76 810 (1)O/F

(22 340) (1)O/F (57 940) (1)O/F

Payments

Balance c/d
**Mark for entries for April and May
Workings
March
Trade receivables
March- 1 month 30 800 – 5 % = 29 260
2 month		
					

April

9 000 (1)

May

= 39 900
69 160

April 1 month 42 000 – 5 % 		
= 39 900
		
2 month			
						
May 1 month 58 800 – 5 %			
2 month			
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= 46 200
86 100
= 55 860
= 63 000
118 860		
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(d) Poorly answered. Due to the fact that learners did not close off the budgets, their answers could not
be accepted.
Answer
Comments must relate to cash budget in(c)
Results in bank overdraft in April and May
May result in bank charges
Reduces funds available for other purposes
Could try to arrange more favourable terms of repayment/consider obtaining a loan
Could consider hiring/leasing instead of purchasing
Could postpone purchases until in a more favourable financial position
Any four
Recommendation		
4

(1)

[5]

(a) Learners struggled to answer this question. Learners gave the calculation instead of what was asked.
Answer
It is the amount each unit of sales revenue provides towards covering the fixed cost.		

[1]

(b) Most learners calculated the profits and losses in (i), but their advice in (ii) was very bad.
Almost all of them said we must close down fertiliser. Learners did not know that it is not about the
profit or loss made, but about the contribution to cover the fixed costs.
Answers
(i)
Fertiliser

Compost

Selling price

N$150

N$120

N$130

Variable cost

N$130

N$90

N$100

Contribution

N$20

N$30

N$30

x units

Insecticide

2 500

2 500

3 000

Total contribution

N$50 000

N$75 000

N$90 000

- Fixed cost

N$(60 000)

N$(40 000)

N$(50 000)

Profit or Loss

N$(10 000) (1)

N$35 000 (1)

N$40 000 (1)

OR
Fertiliser N$

Compost N$

Insecticide N$

Sales

375 000

300 000

390 000

Less Variable cost

325 000

225 000

300 000

Contribution

50 000

75 000

90 000

Fixed cost

60 000

40 000

50 000

(10 000) (1)
20

35 000 (1)
30

40 000 (1)
30 (1)

Profit or Loss
Contribution per unit

(ii) Comments to relate to calculations in (b)(i)
		Do not cease production of fertiliser
		
Fertiliser has the lowest contribution per unit
		
Fertiliser should consider price increase
		
Fertiliser makes positive contribution towards fixed cost
		
Compost and insecticide have the highest contribution per unit
		
The business should maximise sales of compost and insecticide
		
Continue with all three
		
Sales of all three products complement one another
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[4]

Any six

[6]

(c) Very poorly answered. Learners did not know how to calculate the contribution and then make a
decision based on their answers.
Answers
(i) Working: variable cost for both orders
			
Product
Units
Cost/unit
Original cost
			
Fertiliser
50
130		 6 500
			
Compost
50
90		 4 500
			
Insecticide
50
100		 5 000
							 16 000
			
Total contribution
			
Order 1
			
Offered price – Original cost
			
N$14 000 – N$16 000 (1) = (N$2 000) (1)
			
Working: Order 2
			
Product
Units
Price/unit
Price offered
			
Fertiliser
50
145
7 250
			
Compost
50
100
5 000
			
Insecticide
50
120		 6 000
							 18 250
			
			

Offered price – Original cost
N$18 250 (1) – N$16 000 = N$2 250 (1)

			
Alternative calculation – Order 2
				
Fertiliser
				
N$
			
Selling price per unit
145
			
Less Variable cost per unit
130
			
Contribution per unit
15

Compost
Insecticide
N$		 N$
100		 120
90		
100
10		
20 (1)

			
			

Number of units
Total contribution

50
500

			

Overall contribution N$2 250 (1)							

50
750

50
1 000
[4]

(ii) If calculations are blank in (i), no marks in (ii).
			
			
			
			

Order 1
- Reject order
- Offered price does not cover marginal cost
- Negative contribution					

Any two

			
			
			
			

Order 2
- Accept order
- Offered price covers marginal cost		
- Positive contribution towards fixed costs				

Any two			

[4]

(d) Ways were answered well, but the explanations were bad.

			
		

Answer
Make or buy a product (1)
A manufacturing business can either make or buy a product depending on which would yield a higher 		
contribution (1)
Pricing a product (1)
Price of product must cover all costs and should yield an adequate profit margin (1)
Break-even analysis (1)
Show the point where no profit or loss is made or
Managers need to know production units where no profit or loss is made (1)
Continue or discontinue production (1)
A product should be providing a contribution to fixed cost otherwise consideration should be given to 		
discontinuing that product (1) 				
Any two x 2		
[4]
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3.

POSITIVE SUGGESTIONS TO TEACHERS

Although the education time (face-to-face) was not enough, the teachers did their best to prepare the learners well.
The notes from the workshops are more than enough to prepare learners.
Old higher grade papers can also be used/adapted to prepare learners.
As much as possible, questions must be worked out by learners about each topic of the syllabus to prepare them.
This AS examination has been a first for teachers as well as learners and we can only go from strength to strength.

18
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AFRIKAANS AS A SECOND LANGUAGE
8201
Paper 1

Algemene opmerkings
Hartlike dank aan al die taalonderwysers wat hard gewerk het om hul kandidate op standard en gereed vir die eksamen
te kry.
Dit is baie belangrik dat u, as onderwyser, elke jaar die verslag deeglik bestudeer en aan alle aspekte van die sillabus
aandag gee. Sommige kandidate se leesvaardighede was beter, soos geblyk het uit hul antwoorde, maar ongelukkig
geld dit nie vir al die sentrums nie. Onthou: LEES, LEES en LEES, bly maar die sleutel tot ’n uitgebreide woordeskat
en sukses in die beantwoording van ’n vraestel! Ons wil u herinner dat u moeite moet doen om tydskrifte vir u kandidate
te gee.
Aanbevelings
Kandidate moet ook geleer word om nie die antwoorde net so uit tekste te lig nie. In sommige gevalle het kandidate tot
4 punte verloor omdat hulle antwoorde net so uit die teks gelig het. Kandidate is op die Gevorderde vlak, so daar word
van hulle verwag om ŉ goeie taalgebruik te het.
Kandidate moet ook aangemoedig word om te probeer alle vrae te beantwoord. By heelwat sentrums het kandidate
vrae net oopgelos.
AFDELING 1
Deel 1: 1 – 5
Vrae 1 – 5: Die vrae is gemiddeld beantwoord deur die kandidate. Heelwat kandidate het tussen 3 – 4 punte in hierdie
afdeling verdien. Daar was egter ook kandidate wat óf een óf geen punte gekry het. Onderwysers moet seker maak
leerlinge kry blootstelling van hierdie soort vraagstelling.
Kandidate moet ook daarop gewys word dat vrae 1 – 5 in die tabel voorsien beantwoord moet word. By sommige
sentrums het kandidate die letters omkring en het die tabel leeg gelos.
Deel 2: Vrae 6 – 11
Vraag 6 (a) en (b): Meeste kandidate het nie die vermoë om ŉ sinsdeel te kan skryf en het sodoende punte verloor.
Indien hulle die vraag korrek beantwoord het, het hulle die hele sin uit die teks gelig en dan die punte verloor.
Vraag 7 (a): Die vraag is goed beantwoord nie. Kandidate het die term “berugte” met “beroemde” of “berigte” verwar.
Hulle het gedink dat dit iets positiefs is.
Vraag 7 (b): Die meeste kandidate het hierdie term uit die teks afgelei en kon dit beantwoord.
Vraag 8 (a): Baie min kandidate kon hierdie vraag korrek beantwoord. Kandidate het “berugte” met “beroemde” of
“berigte” verwar.
Vraag 8 (b): Baie min kandidate kon hierdie vraag korrek beantwoord. Of wanneer hulle die vraag beantwoord
het, was die antwoord baie vaag. Bv. Slange is kindervriendelik. Geen motivering word gegee hoekom “slange
kindervriendelik” is nie.
Vraag 9: Baie kandidate kon die korrekte antwoorde uit die teks lig, maar dan het hulle 1punt verloor omdat hulle die
antwoorde net so gelig het.
Vraag 10 (a): Heelwat candidate het gesukkel om hierdie vraag korrek te beantwoord. Dit blyk dat die woord
“uitdaging” ŉ problem vir hulle gewees het.
Vraag 10 (b): Weer eens was die antwoorde uit die teks gelig wat veroorsaak het dat kandidate 1punt verloor het.
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Vraag 11 (a): Die meeste candidate het hier 1/2 punte verdien. Kandidate het egter punte verloor omdat hulle óf nie
volsinne gebruik het nie óf antwoorde uit die teks gelig het.
Vraag 11 (b): Die vraag is maklik beantwoord, maar punte is verloor omdat antwoorde uit die teks gelig was.
AFDELING B – Gerigte skryfwerk
Vraag 12
Kandidate moes ŉ toespraak geskryf het om hulle medeleerders te oortuig dat die moderne tegnologie hul
lewensgehalte kan verbeter.
Die meerderheid kandidate het daarin geslaag om hierdie vraag te beantwoord. Kandidate moes relevante feite uit die
teks asook hul eie idees in hul toespraak genoem het. Baie het net die feite uit die teks genoem.
Sommige kandidate het in plaas van ŉ toespraak ŉ opstel geskryf en sodoende punte verloor. In sommige gevalle
was die aanspreekvorm en register te formeel in die toespraak. Kandidate skryf “Geagte Dames en here” in plaas van
“Liewe medeleerders”. Hulle gebruik ook die aanspreekvorm “u” in plaas van “jy” of “julle”. In sommige toesprake was
daar geen bewustheid van gehoor nie.
In baie gevalle is die slot weggelaat. Die gebruik van Engelse woorde, anglisismes en spelfoute was aan die orde van
die dag. Sommige kandidate het ook die Engelse spelling van “tegnologie” gebruik terwyl dié woord deurgaans in teks
voorkom. Idiomatiese uitdrukkings wat verkeerdelik gebruik was, het ook voorgekom. Dit het ongelukkig die kandidate
se puntetoekenning beïnvloed.
By die taalgebruik het kandidate heelwat punte verloor omdat hulle die inhoud van teks woordeliks oorgeskryf het.
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8201
Paper 2
Inleiding:
Hierdie is ŉ nuwe vraestel wat uitdagings aan almal gestel het. Dit is egter baie duidelik dat onderwysers sowel as
kandidate hulle uiters goed voorberei het vir hierdie nooienseksamen.
Soos ons verwag het is daar egter heelwat uitdagings waarmee ons gekonfronteer word.
(a) Die interpretering van die opdragte was ŉ wesenlike probleem vir sommige kandidate.
(b) Kandidate moet onthou dat ŉ opstel ŉ titel moet hê.
(c) Paragrafering: sommige van die kandidate het ooglopend hiermee gesukkel.
(d) Spelling: korrekte spelling van woorde is ŉ vereiste.
(e) Sinskonstruksie en lengte: lang, gekombineerde sinne het bygedra tot swak sinskonstruksie en
gebrekkige woordorde. Dit het soms gelei tot die skryf van ŉ paragraaf met slegs een sin.
Sinsnedes word soms aangebied as volsinne asof dit ŉ feit is.
(f)

Vaste uitdrukkings en idiome: moet korrek in sinsverband gebruik word.

Vraestel:
1

Onderwys
Die meeste kandidate het daarin geslaag om hulle menings hier uit te druk. Van die kandidate het dit moeilik
gevind om die opdrag uit te voer weens gebrekkige taal, swak sinskonstruksie en paragrafering.

2

Toerisme
Baie min kandidate kon hierdie vraag suksesvol beantwoord. Die redes hiervoor was die verkeerde
interpretering van die opdrag en die aanbieding van die inligting.

3

Klimaat
As gevolg van goeie kennis oor en gepaste woordeskat van die onderwerp, kon die meeste kandidate hierdie
opdrag redelik suksesvol beantwoord.

4

Menseverhoudings
Die meeste kandidate kon nie daarin slaag om die humor in die storie uit te druk nie. Baie kon slegs ŉ
oorsigtelike storie oor generasiegaping skryf.

5

Innovasies
Bykans al die kandidate het daarin geslaag om hierdie vraag te beantwoord.

Aanbevelings:
(a) Daar moet aandag gegee word aan die interpretering van onderwerpe, paragrafering, algemene
taalgebruik, spelling en sinskonstruksie.
(b) Kandidate moet oefen om hulle kennis in verskillende aktiwiteite uit te druk.
(c) Daar moet klem gelê word op die beplanning sowel as die vereiste lengte van opstelle.
Slot:
Dit was deurgaans duidelik dat onderwysers en kandidate, onder moeilike omstandighede, daarin kon slaag om goed
voor te berei vir hierdie eksamen.
Baie dankie vir u harde werk.
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AGRICULTURAL SCIENCE
8222
Paper 1

GENERAL COMMENTS
The overall performance of candidates was satisfactory. Teachers are commended for their efforts in preparing
candidates to take their first examination ever in Agricultural Science AS level. Although a number of items proved to
be well known by many candidates, there were some aspects that proved to be more challenging e.g. some candidates
could not cope with questions that required mathematical skills. Most candidates failed also to draw the correct graph
for question 1 d (i) and some could not differentiate between the dependent and independent variable and as such
failed to label the x-axis and the y-axis correctly. Candidates did not also pay attention to command words in questions.
There was evidence that some centres did not cover the whole syllabus as candidates from those centres left some of
the questions unanswered. Candidates need to be reminded of the importance of clear handwriting and how to delete
incorrect answers.
COMMENTS ON INDIVIDUAL QUESTIONS
Section A
1

(a) Fairly answered, Although some candidates, referred to Agronomy as the production of staple food.
Answer
Agronomy focuses on study of crops and the soil and environment in which they grow;
Involves breeding plants through scientific processes;
A Aspects of Soil Management; Soil classification, soil fertility, weed and pest control;
(b) Well answered.
Answer
Less photosynthesis / crop productivity reduced / reduced yield
Produces poor quality products;
Less water and minerals absorbed;
Stunted/poor growth;
Plant dies / crop failure;
Plants wilt;
Delayed germination/ failure of seeds to germinate;
(c) (i)

Most candidates could not explain further as to why the yield doubled
Answer
Use of pesticides / herbicides / fungicides, which are more effective at controlling pests / weeds / fungi
Use of improved crop varieties that are resistant to pests
Application of inorganic fertilizers, to improve soil fertility faster
AVP;

(ii)

Majority of candidates scored one mark. Candidates referred to the disadvantages of conventional
farming rather than the reason why organic farming is more sustainable. (Teachers should
encourage candidates to always answer questions from a positive perspective).
Answer
Less damage to environment;
Improves soil structure / texture / less soil compaction / Result in better soil quality / soil gives higher
productivity;
Less erosion;
Reduce water pollution from fertilizer or pesticides run off;
Maintain soil pH;
Preserve soil organisms / increase biodiversity
AVP;

(iii)

Fairly answered. Candidates however, focused more on negative impacts and should be
reminded that impacts could be both positive and negative.
Answer
Results in high income/profit/returns/yield;
More money spent on fertilizers/expensive to buy fertilizers;
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Expensive to buy pesticides/ fungicides/ herbicides/
(d) (i)

Poorly answered. Most candidates drew a line graph instead of a bar chart. Candidates could
also not get the correct scale for the graph.
Answer

Axis labelling / correct labels and orientation;
Scale (linear scale and data plotted on at least half of the available grid);
Plotting (all points/ at least four plotted to ± half a small square);
Bars (equal width of bars and space between bars)
If wrong graph, max 2 for plotting and labelling;
(ii)

Fairly answered
Answer
Absent from work due to illness / sickness / being isolated;
Absent from work taking care of the sick / isolated family members;
Workers who are sick are too weak to work;
Limited number of workers / reduced labour force to work per day / shift; not all important jobs are able
to be completed on farm e.g. pest control, fertiliser application/ less land cultivated;
Loss of skilled workers / lack of skilled workers / skills lost through death of experienced workers
AVP.

2

(a) (i)

Well answered. Some candidates however referred to narrow tubes instead of narrow pores in the soil.
Answer
Refers to the ability of water to rise up / move upwards; between the narrow pores in the soil; against
the force of gravity / due to adhesion force;

(ii)

Well answered
Answer
B

(iii)

Fairly answered. Majority referred to this as gravitational force.
Answer
Adhesion / cohesion / surface tension

(iv)

Poorly answered. Many referred to pore spaces without specifying whether large or small.
Answer
Large air spaces/macro pores; large soil particles; open soil texture/sandy soil

(v)

Poorly answered. Candidates could not compare the movement of water in soil A and B.
Answer
Soil A has big pores between the particles, could not hold more water by capillarity; lose more water
through drainage than B;
Has large particles and less cohesion compared to B;
ORA of B
Soil B is able to hold more water due to tiny pores; lose less water through drainage than A;
The smaller the pores, the greater the movement;
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(b) Well answered.
Answer
Refers to the amount of soil moisture/water content held in the soil; after excess water/gravitational water
has drained away, and the rate of downward movement has decreased;
(c) Poorly answered. Few candidates scored one mark for the first step of calculation, but could not get
to the correct final answer.
Answer
Amount of phosphorus applied (kg/ha)
= amount of fertiliser (kg/ha) × %P
150 kg/10ha
15 kg/ha;
18/100 x 15kg;
= 2.7 kg/ha;
(d) Fairly answered. Majority of candidates referred to label as the ratio of fertiliser in the bag instead of
ration of nutrients.
Answer
Represent the percentage/ratio of nutrients in the fertiliser; N: P: K: S;
3

(a) (i)

Fairly answered.
Answer
Ability of the seed to resist external conditions; and stay in a state of not germinating;
Incapacity of a viable seed to germinate; even if conditions are favourable;

(ii)

Well answered, some candidates however stated boiling seeds for 24 hours instead of soaking seeds.
Answer
Stratification / exposure to light / scarification / soaking;

(b) Well answered
Answer
Reduce competition for resources/nutrients/water/sunlight;
Reduce spread of diseases / allows air circulation
Improve plant growth / influence size of crop;
Influence the quality of product;
Increase crop yield;
Makes it easier to weed / machinery movement
(c) (i)

Well answered
Answer
Meiosis;

(ii)

Well answered
Answer
1 parent cell produced 4 daughter cells;
Daughter cells are genetically different;
Parent cell is diploid and daughter cells are haploid / chromosome number halved;

(d) (i)

Fairly answered
Answer
Palisade cell 26;
Pollen grain 13;

(ii)

Fairly answered. Some candidates however referred to the growth of cells instead of growth of
plant, and replacement of tissues instead of repair of tissues / replacement of cells
Answer
Formation of new/more cells;
Formation of genetically identical cells/ duplication of cells;
Aid/for growth of plants;
Repair/ regeneration of tissues/ replacement of (old, sworn out) cells;
A Allow asexual reproduction/ methods of asexual reproduction stated;
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4

(a) (i)

Fairly answered. Candidates should be careful with spelling of terms.
Answer
Gametogenesis;

(ii)

Fairly answered. Some candidates did not however, specify whether primary or secondary,
which was crucial for this question.
Answer
Haploid: secondary spermatocytes/secondary oocytes; mature oocytes; mature spermatids; polar
bodies;
Diploid: primary spermatocytes/primary oocytes;

(b) (i)

Fairly answered
Answer
Proper/Correct and regular feeding their cows (to avoid too thin or too fat cows)/production ration/right
amount of nutrients/balanced diet;
Isolation;
Correct housing/ enough space/ shaded place;
Ensure availability of water;
Regular monitoring;
Maintain high disease and parasite control measures;

(ii)

Poorly answered
Answer
Poor nutrition; results in too thin or too fat cows;
Metritis; infection of the uterus due to cows having given birth in contaminated environments previously;
Bacterial or viral infections/ reference to venereal diseases such as brucellosis or vibriosis;
Genetic defects;
Stress/ hormonal imbalance;
Cow age;

(c) (i)

Well answered
Answer
Meet global demand for efficient food /increase meat/milk production;
It improves the quality of products/ high value products (named products);
Enhance disease/ parasite resistance in livestock;
Improves animal fertility;
Improves the growth rate of the animal;
Improves adaptation of animals to local climatic conditions;

(ii)

Majority of candidates could suggest the positive effects of stimulating ovulations in cows
Answer
Positive: produce more egg cells that can be harvested for artificial insemination;
More predictability of production by the farmer;
Results in production of more offspring/multiple birth;
Negative: reduced growth rate of the progeny;
Possible increase in dystocia/increased risk of pregnancy loss;
Productive/reproductive life spans of cows is shortened;

(d) Well answered. Some candidates could not give the correct reason.
Answer
Fodder A;
It contains high percentage of protein;
It contains high percentage of calcium;
5

(a) Fairly answered
Answer
A - Lance/ spray gun;
B - Tank;
C - Trigger (on/off) valve;
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(b) Poorly answered. Most candidates scored one mark for the number of tanks, but failed to calculate
the mount of product that should be added.
Answer
10 000 ÷ 15 = 667 (tanks)
2 kg = 2 000g;
2 000 ÷ 667 = 3g;
(c) (i)

Well answered. Although some candidates referred to the maintenance of a tractor rather than
a planter.
Answer
Empty/clean/wash all hoppers
Remove plant materials/remove soil/clods/use air hose to remove soil;
Check for worn or broken parts and replace them before the next season;
Cover all the furrow openers with protective covers;
Paint any exposed metal surfaces and lubricate/oil all moving parts;
Store inside a building with the wheels off the ground/store in a dry/dry and shaded place/away from
moisture;

(ii)

Fairly answered. Some candidates referred to empowering instead of powering of other
machines. Candidates should be specific on what implements are pulled by the tractor.
Answer
Can supply power directly to machines such as pumps, mowers, mills and threshers/power generator;
Lifting using front loaders; e.g. loading a trailer;
Moving materials/pulling a trailer;
Ploughing;
Personal transport around the farm;
A pulling specified implements

(d) Fairly answered. Most candidates could not state the group the implement belongs.
Answer
Implement: Cultivator
Group: secondary tillage implement;
6

(a) Poorly answered. Most candidates gave the reasons for regulating the price and not the effect it has
on the Agricultural sector.
Answer
If the price ceiling is low, the price of the product will drop, the demand increases and suppliers will be
unable to recover their production/lead to low supply;
Not making enough profit due to high cost input / government imposes high specification on products which
means high production cost for farmers;
Taxes ensures that consumers buy locally produced products more than the imported products/ government
not imposing tariffs on products leading to oversupply in the market/ allowing cheap imports, depressing
the country’s price on that product/ high competition between local and foreign, well established business
enterprises;
setting a price control keeps price for consumers low but decreases profitability for farmers / price ceiling
ensures that farmers do not sell products at a price that is too high for consumers;
If the price floor is high, the price of the product will be high, the demand will drop and this will cause a
surplus of the product in the market;
(b) (i)

Well answered
Answer
Agricultural bank;
Personal savings;
Credit services;
Commercial banks; R Banks
Cooperatives;
Entrepreneurial sponsors/dealerships;
NGOs;
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(ii)

Well answered
Answer
Not easily repayable if enterprises made a loss/ risk of repossession;
Bank charges;
Limited number of clients to be given financial assistance;
High interest rate;
Requires collateral;
Not easy to get because agricultural enterprises are risky/ lack of market trust;
Short repayment period/ regular repayment / cash flow not easy due to seasonality of crops;

SECTION B
7

(a) Most candidates could give examples but failed to explain the farming techniques further.
Answer
Use of herbicides/ use of pesticides/ use of fungicides, for control of weeds/ pests/ diseases;
Use of inorganic fertiliser: NPK / N-rich fertiliser e.g. urea / P-rich fertiliser e.g. superphosphate / K-rich
fertiliser e.g. muriate of potash, to increase the soil fertility;
Use of hybrid seeds / use of certified seeds / use of genetically modified (GM) seeds / use of growth
substances;
Irrigation system;
Vertical farming e.g. hydroponics
Use of remote sensors/ sensing/ drones; robots;
Use of machineries;
(b) Well answered.
Answer
Advantages of conventional farming:
High yield/ high production/ high profit
More food for high population/ food security;
Rapid technology innovation;
Fast control of pests/ diseases;
Fast control of weeds;
Inorganic fertiliser are fast in releasing plant nutrients;
Less labour cost/ use of fast machineries;
Disadvantages of conventional farming
High salinization;
Soil compaction/ reduced soil structure/ reduced soil quality
Increased erosion;
Loss of organic matter;
Desertification/ deforestation;
Pollution;
Disturbance of biological activities;
Loss of biodiversity;
Loss of employment;
Very expensive;
ORA
(c) Majority scored two marks.
Answer
Approach the Ministry of Agriculture, Water and Land Reform / the directorate of extension and advisory
services / approach AMTA/ AGRIBUSDEV / NAB;
Store the maize grains in the silo;
This will maintain the quality of grains for longer until the market is found;
Reduce the price of the produce;
Attract the demand of maize/ improve marketing activities;
Add value to the maize/ create new products/ processing
Export the produce;
Find new market for maize grains;
Use part of maize crop for seed sowing next crop;
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(d) Fairly answered. Most candidates focused on the PPEs and could not get further marks since these
were considered as alternative answers.
Answer
Wear the following PPE:
Overall / work wear; to avoid the spray solution from getting into contact with the skin;
Masks; to avoid inhaling the chemical;
Gloves; to avoid the spray solution getting into contact with hands;
Boots; to prevent any injuries to the foot;
Max 1 for PPE
Avoid eating/smoking (to prevent poisoning);
Avoid spraying on a rainy / wind day; reduce the effectiveness of the pesticide;
Avoid spraying on a windy day; to avoid spraying to other crop area;
Avoid spraying near open water;
Avoid spraying in dry conditions;
Select the correct chemical for the job/follows guidance on product label;
Correctly calibrates the sprayer according to the product label/ avoid over spraying;
8

(a) Fairly answered.
Answer
BNF accounts for most of the fixation of atmospheric nitrogen into ammonium;
This makes it the main process by which nitrogen is naturally added to the soil;
BNF provides the legumes with which they have a symbiotic relationship with ammonia, which the plants can
use as a source of nitrogen;
Using legumes with BNF bacteria as a forage crop provides a rich source of nitrogen-rich fodder for
livestock;
This reduces the need for supplementary feed;
BNF provides high-protein crops for human consumption;
Using legumes in crop rotation systems and ploughing the residues of the legume crop into the soil as a
green manure adds nitrogen to the soil;
It does not harm the environment/ environmentally friendly;
BNF does not harm the soil/ prevents soil erosion;
Does not pollute water supplies or surrounding ecosystems;
Using BNF to fertilise the soil is cheaper than using inorganic nitrogen fertiliser;
Increases organic matter in soil/ improves soil structure;
Legumes are carbon sinks;
Opportunity for insect pollination;
(b) Poorly answered. Some candidates failed to interpret the question.
Answer
Nitrogen availability: Less soil water decreases the rate at which soil organisms decompose soil organic
matter to form ammonia;
Phosphorus availability: Less water in the soil can reduce the rate of the processes of decomposition and
mineralization /
The processes by which organic phosphorus is converted to inorganic phosphorus;
Potassium availability; less water in the soil causes decreased movement of potassium to the plant roots;
When there is a lot of water in the soil, leaching of nutrients to the deeper layers take place, making nutrients
less available to plants;
Salinization / reverse osmosis can lead to reduced nutrient uptake
This is a bigger problem in sand than in clay soil because of the large spaces in sand soil where water with
dissolved nutrients drain through fast;
Sulfur/zinc/ iron become unavailable;
(c) Fairly answered. Some candidates did not specify whether high or low pH and therefore lost marks.
Answer
For acid soils/to decrease soil acidity/to raise pH, add agricultural lime/limestone;
Add crushed shells/l/biological charcoal/ash;
Add mushroom compost;
For alkaline soil/to reduce pH/decrease soil alkalinity add farm manure;
Add aluminum sulfate/ ferrous sulfate;
Plough back crop residue into the soil;
Over/heavy irrigation;
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(d) Well answered.
Answer
(i)

Arenosol: Colour:
Productivity:

brown/light red/reddish/yellowish red;
poor/ low fertility;

(ii)

Cambisol: Colour:

blue grey/dusky red/very dark grey;

Productivity:
(iii)

Fluvisols: Colour:

black/ brown to very dark grey/ very dark brown/ very dark reddish brown;

Productivity:
9

good crop production/useful for crop due to high fertility;
useful for crop cultivation/good crop production due to high accumulation of
organic matter;

(a) Fairly answered. Majority of candidates scored one mark for “inhibit root growth”.
Answer
Causes cell elongation/ control the direction of root growth;
It increase root growth in low concentration;
Inhibit root growth;
Promotes rooting of cutting/promotes adventitious roots/ root branching;
(b) Poorly answered.
Answer
Less auxin/auxin production will stop;
Apical dominance will stop/removed;
Side shoots grow/lateral buds or auxiliary buds will develop/
Plant becomes bushy;
(c) Fairly answered.
Answer
Gibberellin:

Ethylene:

Increase fruit size;
End seed dormancy/ increase germination;
Promote the production seedless fruits;
Used for thinning of fruits/ flowers;
Flower formation / blossom;
Increase stem elongation;
Can be used as a pesticide;
Plant growth regulator;
Causes fruit to ripen;
Causes the crop to ripen at the same time;
Delaying food production;
Prevent wastage of fruits if ripen before use;
Used for thinning fruits/ flowers
Inhibit terminal bud growth/ make flower stems more compact/plant growth regulator;
Causes fruits to colour;
AVP

(d) Well answered. Majority of candidates scored full marks.
Answer
Large (bright) petals (to attract insect);
Petals are scented (to attract insect);
Stamen/anther inside of the flower;
Carpel/stigma inside of the flower;
Presence of nectary;
Sticky/rough pollen/ sticky stigma;
Small/ firm anthers;
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(e) Fairly answered.
Answer
Pollen grain land on the stigma, the pollen tube is formed/pollen tube emerges from pollen grain and grows
through stigma into the style and reaches the ovary;
The generative nucleus moves down the pollen tube and divides into two haploid generative nuclei/male
gametes;
Pollen tube reaches the ovule and degenerate;
The two generative nuclei/male gametes enter the ovule;
One male gamete fuses with female gamete/egg cell/ovum to form diploid zygote;
The other male gamete fuses with polar nuclei to form the endosperm nucleus; which is triploid;
Endosperm stores nutrients of the seed;
After fertilization, petals, stamen, style and stigma will dry out and fall off;
10 (a) Candidates could describe the benefits of artificial insemination but not for embryo transfer.
Answer
Benefits of artificial insemination:
Semen from a donor bull can inseminate more cows;
Cheaper than maintenance of breeding bulls;
Semen used is tested, hence reduces the spread of venereal diseases;
Semen from exotic bulls can be use;
Can improve the quality of the herd quickly;
Semen can be stored and used even after the death of a donor bull;
Prevents big bulls from mating with small heifers/ decreases chances of injuries;
Benefits of embryo transfer:
Calves with superior genetics are produced;
Improves the genetic quality of the herd;
Progeny received in a given time as many cows can be impregnated/ more offspring produced
Cheaper to transport/ less transport of live animals thereby reducing the risk of disease transmission;
Easier and fast exchange of genetic materials between countries;
(b) Poorly answered. Some candidates referred to genetic modification in general instead of genetically
modified animals.
Answer
Possible allergic reactions from modified animal products;
Animal welfare is not considered as animals may die earlier than expected/short lifespan;
GM species can have a negative impact on wild species/ reduce biodiversity;
Transferred genes may present unknown potential harm/danger to the health of people or the environment;
Lack of regulation;
Moral implications / unethical;
Causes genetic defects/ genetic mutation/ abnormalities;
(c) (i)

Well answered.
Answer
Virus;

(ii)

Well answered.
Answer
Vaccination;
Quarantine/ isolation;
Restricted movement;
Slaughtering infected animal/ burning/ incineration of infected animal
Sterilize equipment/boots/overall;

(iii)

Poorly answered. Most candidates explained how the disease spreads instead of describing the
life cycle of the agent that causes anthrax.
Answer
(Dormant) spore enters the body; and become active/ germinate;
(Active) spore engulfed by a white blood cell and multiplies in the white blood cells instead of dying; its
coating resists antibodies;
It releases toxins as it multiplies which causes death of the animal;
Bacteria grow in decomposing animal and forms spores (dormant);
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(d) Poorly answered.
Answer
Selection of animals with required/desired characteristics/Use genetically modified animals;
Separate the selected animals from the rest;
Use artificial insemination/ cross breed with more resistant breeds;
Practice MOET;
Use other animals (not selected for breeding) as surrogates;
Repeat over many generations;
POSITIVE SUGGESTIONS TO TEACHERS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Teachers are advised to plan their time well to prepare candidates for the examination by doing more revision,
making them aware of the command words and generally how to answer examination questions.
Teachers should guide candidates on how to answer questions with action verbs that require a discussion or an
explanation.
Candidates should be taught to spell words correctly through repeated work and assessments.
Candidates should be encouraged to attempt every question and take note of the marks allocated to each
question part as a guide to how much detail is required.
Candidates should be made aware of the different types of graphs and when to be used depending on the data
given.
Teachers must encourage the candidates to proof read their answers before submitting.
Teachers should seek assistance when they are challenged in some topics.
Time management is very important to ensure content coverage.
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8222
Paper 2
GENERAL COMMENTS
Many centres submitted the required documents for external moderation.
It was noted that most centres submitted worksheets of high quality. Some centres’ worksheets were, however, not of
acceptable standard. Marks for some centres were allocated in such a manner that it was beneficial to all candidates.
However, for the practical investigation some centres awarded 6 marks per marking criteria instead of 5.
Most centres submitted evidence in the form of pictures/photographs as required. However, some centres failed to
submit evidence of the work done especially for the practical investigation. Centres are encouraged to ensure that
photographs/pictures submitted as evidence for practical investigations are attached to specific investigation reports.
Photographs/pictures submitted as evidence should be clear enough for moderation.
Candidates at most centres selected individual topics as per the syllabus requirement. However, it was noted that
some centres had the same topic of investigation for the whole group. Centres are advised to encourage candidates
to select individual topics. Teachers need to ensure that topics of practical investigations selected by candidates are
researchable.
Candidates who are submitting typed reports are advised to use Arial / Times New Roman font and font size 12 with
1.5 line spacing.
Appropriateness of Assessment Tasks
Many centres managed to select practical tasks from different themes outlined in the syllabus. However, a few centres
selected tasks from the same themes and some selected tasks from Grade 10-11 O-level syllabus i.e. Osmosis,
Transpiration, water purification. Centres should take note that selected tasks must address specific objectives in the
Agricultural Science AS syllabus.
Some centres selected simple tasks that are not challenging enough for candidates at this level. Centres should not
only prepare the seedbeds but also grow some vegetables on the prepared plots and take care of them till harvesting
and marking. Similarly, for the task on seed germination, which was selected by most centres, candidates should grow
the viable seedlings and take care of them until harvesting time as well.
Interpretation and application of assessment criteria
Most centres were aware of the five assessment criteria that should be assessed in each practical task. However, some
generated marking points that were too general. Centres are urged to generate specific marking points per marking
criteria for each of the practical tasks. Marks should be awarded based on the five practical assessment criteria and
should not come entirely from the written work.
Centres are urged to develop more challenging questions under the written component of the worksheets. Teachers are
reminded that written work completed by candidates is an important evidence that they have participated in the carrying
out of a specific assessment task.
Suitability and relevance of practical investigations
Selection of relevant question (hypothesis) for the investigation
Many candidates were able to come up with a hypothesis for their investigation. However, some candidates selected
topics that were not of investigative nature and some selected topics with more than one variable to be tested. Centres
are encouraged to ensure that candidates choose their own investigation topics as well as carry out their investigations
individually and not in groups.
Planning of the investigation
It was evident that most centres had done prior planning for their investigations. Centres are, however, reminded
that candidates should collect data by direct observation and measurement. This means candidates should set up
experiments and then observe/measure, not just by using questionnaires and interviewing other people. See page 26
of the syllabus.
Handling of evidence
Most candidates were able to show understanding of how to handle data collected through completed tables and
graphs. However, results presented by some candidates were unrealistic.
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Ability to make deductions
Many candidates could interpret and analyse their data. However, deductions (conclusions) made by some candidates
were not linked to the data collected or hypothesis.
Limitations
Most candidates were able to identify limitations experienced during their investigations. Centres should encourage
candidates to suggest improvements for each identified limitation.
Presentation, layout and originality
Many candidates were able to follow the report layout as outlined in the syllabus. Candidates are urged to use pictures
from their own investigations rather than using downloaded pictures from the internet. Candidates are also encouraged
to acknowledge the work of other researchers (mentioned in the literature review) through referencing.
Interpretation and application of assessment criteria for practical investigations
Most centres were able to interpret and apply the assessment criteria for practical investigation with regards to:
•
The selection of relevant questions (hypothesis) for the investigation
•
The planning of the investigation and the principles on which it is based
•
The handling of evidence
•
The ability to make deductions from the evidence or the data acquired
•
The ability to recognise limitations of the investigation
•
Description of practical, presentation, layout and originality of candidate’s work
Centres are advised to use the assessment criteria for practical investigations when awarding marks for candidates’
reports and to provide annotations as to how the marks were awarded.
Administration
It is appreciated that many centres complied with all the administrative procedures that are required for moderation
purposes. It was noticed that some centres put in extra effort by providing the required information in well-organised
files. This made the moderation exercise much easier. Centres are encouraged to submit evidence of candidates’ work.
Pictures provided as evidence must show all the main stages of the practical task and not just the end result. It was
observed that some centres did not transfer the marks from the Assessment Summary Form to the MSI form (USB).
Some centres did not print out the completed MS1 form as instructed. Centres are urged always to follow and adhere to
given guidelines regarding the handling of candidates’ marks. In addition, centres are reminded that only samples of ten
candidates’ individual record cards, worksheets and investigation report should be submitted for moderation purposes.
The rest of the individual record cards, worksheets and investigation report should be kept safely at the centre until
after the release of the results. It is important to verify before sealing the envelope that all the necessary information for
external moderation is enclosed in an envelope.
Centres are referred to the reverse side of the individual record cards, coursework assessment summary forms for
additional information.
In conclusion, the performance demonstrated by candidates was satisfactory. However, there were a few signs of
negligence at a few centres. We recommend that training be arranged by regional offices for centres. AS level teachers
should seek assistance regarding the conducting and administering of school-based assessment in Agricultural Science.
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ART AND DESIGN
8251
Paper 1&2

In addition to this general report, each centre will receive a centre specific report for Paper 1 and Paper 2 combined.
Three centres entered learners for the 2021 Advance Subsidiary Art and Design examination. Generally, most centres
produced work of a satisfactory level.
Administration
Teachers are congratulated on their good administration which made our task easier.
Assessment objective A –Research and record
Reference to artist work and the ability to link appropriate ideas, styles or techniques used by other artists should always
form part of learner’s research.
It is pleasing to note that almost all learners initiated their ideas from first-hand observation and their own photographs.
Assessment objective B – Explore and select
This objective is closely linked to the previous objective (A). some learners lacked the ability to refine their ideas as the
work develops.
Assessment objective C – Develop ideas
This objective flows from the previous two objectives (A and B). Some learners still lack the ability to stay focused in
their investigation. It seems that some lose focus and bring in irrelevant work that has nothing to do with the idea. Some
learners stay “safe” and then fail to develop their ideas further. Overall, this seems the most difficult objective to most
of the learners. Thus, learners are unable to demonstrate analytical and critical understanding.
Assessment objective D – Produce
Development of ideas culminates in the final, thus this objective is linked to previous objectives. It seems that learners
have difficulty developing their ideas. They also have difficulty producing a personal and meaningful response that
demonstrates their understanding how to use visual language.
Paper 1 – comments on questions
Question 1 – The secret life of paper
Three learners answered this question. This seems to be a challenging question although one of the learners did well
in executing this question. One learner used design to execute the question.
Question 2 – Interlock
Three learners answered this question. This question was interpreted differently in very pleasing work. One candidate
was extremely successful.
Question 3 – Nanoscape
Two learners answered this question. All scripts were done in a very pleasing manner.
Question 4 – Giants of the earth
One learner answered this question. Although executed well, it seems to lack development of the idea. The use of
media was extremely good.
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Question 5 – Melt
Two learners answered this question. This question seems to be difficult to interpret, with a moderate outcome.
Question 6 – Volume
Two learners attempted this question. It seems that both lacked understanding research and recording of ideas.
Overall, the standard of work was of a very high quality. The number of weak submissions were not up to standard
because of quality of work.
Teachers are thanked for hard work under very difficult circumstances and lack of face-to-face teaching time with
learners.
Congratulations to teachers for the inspiration and guidance they provided to their learners. As AS is new to all teachers
– please keep up the hard work and do not be discouraged.
Thank you all!
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BIOLOGY
8223
Paper 2
General comments
Referring to the Namibian National Curriculum Guidelines, the following four points need to be highlighted:
The Namibian National Curriculum Guidelines:
•
recognise that learning involves developing values and attitudes as well as knowledge and skills;
•
provide insight and understanding of crucial global issues in a rapidly changing world which affect quality of life:
the AIDS pandemic, global warming, environmental degradation, distribution of wealth, expanding and increasing
conflicts, the technological explosion and increased connectivity;
•
recognise that as information in its various forms becomes more accessible, learners need to develop higher
cognitive skills of analysis, interpretation and evaluation to use information effectively;
•
seek to challenge and to motivate learners to reach their full potential and to contribute positively to the
environment, economy and society.
The questions in this paper required a very good understanding, of the topics covered, to be able to apply the learned
subject content to relevant biological topics. Several learners managed this quite well.
Many candidates do not take enough time to READ the introductions to the questions as well as the questions with
understanding. At this level of Biology candidates must be able to use the basic knowledge learned in class and select
what is applicable to the answer for a question. The basic processes are the same in all living organisms and can
,therefore, be applied to all living organisms.
Use of language is an issue. Punctuation rules apply in all subjects. Candidates write sentences without capital letters
at the beginning and any punctuation marks. Biological terminology must be used correctly and more care should be
taken with spelling. Questions should be answered using full sentences, except when asked to list or state.
There have been scripts where correction fluid was used.  This is NOT allowed.
Comments on specific questions.
The parts in italics represent the marking scheme.
Question 1
(a) (i)

11;

When measuring in millimeters, the ruler does not have the necessary accuracy to include decimals in the
measurement. Candidates should therefore only state whole numbers.
(a) (ii)

Surface area = 726;

When calculating the surface area of a cube, all 6 sides of the cube must be included. Most candidates just
calculated the area of one face of the cube.

			Volume = 1331
Most candidates calculated the volume correctly.
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(b) (iii)

0.55 or 0.55 : 1;

					
When a ratio is calculated the answer should always be in the simplest form. In this question candidates were asked
to give their answer to 2 decimal places.
The order in which the ratio is given, in this case surface area: volume must be used in the answer as well. The 0.55 :
1 can be omitted, since the value is 1.
(b) as cell size increases the surface area to volume ratio decreases; ora
					
Accept: they are inversely proportional.
Candidates did not read which relationship was being referred to.
Candidates were struggling to express themselves and they tried to describe the relationship between surface area
and volume of a cell which was a wrong explanation.
(c) 1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

substances / molecules / nutrients / wastes / gases / named substance;
(named substances) can only, enter / leave, through the, cell membrane;
diffusion is important to living cells / determines the rate of diffusion;
diffusion would be (too) slow if the surface area to volume ratio is (too) small; ora
AVP: e.g., implications to cell shape;

Candidates did not know why surface area to volume ration is important to a cell, so many answered the question with
reference to body size of multicellular organisms.
Surface area to volume ratio is important to the cell since the cell membrane is the only part where substances can
enter or leave the cell.  If this part is too small, too few substances can enter or leave the cell which will influence the
efficient metabolism of the cell.
Candidates write about diffusion being easier in many of their answers. Diffusion cannot be easier; it can only be
faster or slower.
Candidates could not relate the variation of surface area : volume to the changes in cell size and how this is linked to
diffusion.
(d) plant cells:
root hair cell
adaptation: long (thin) extension / efficient absorption of mineral ions or water;
				
Accept more,maximum for efficient
epidermal cell
adaptation: flattened / reduce number of cells on the surface / shorter distance for light rays to travel;
palisade (mesophyll) cell
adaptation: elongated / arranged in columns / reduced number of cross walls (for maximum
light absorption) / increased number of cells / can be packed into the leaf (for cytoplasmic streaming of
chloroplast) ;
plant cell: phloem sieve tube element
adaptation: elongated / reduced number of sieve plates / efficient transport, of sugars / amino acids ;
plant cell: companion cell
adaptation: plasma membrane is folded to increase the surface area with proton pumps / cotransporter
proteins
animal cell: squamous epithelial cell / endothelial cell
adaptation: thin / for short diffusion distance;
animal cell: epidermal cell, with brush border / with microvilli / lining the villi
adaptation: folds / efficient absorption of, nutrients / AW ;
animal cell: red blood cell
adaptation: biconcave disc / described / efficient, absorption / transport of oxygen ;
animal cell: (named) neuron
adaptation: long / thin / axon / dendrites / branched / efficient transmission of impulses /
multiple connection points ;
In this question the LIST rule is applied:  the first response on the answer line is the only one marked.
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Marks were awarded for the cell and its adaptation
If none of the adaptations was correct, one mark can be awarded for two correctly named cells.
Candidates do not know the difference between organelles, cells and organisms.
The cells candidates should have listed, are those adapted by having an increased surface area to volume ratio,
which means cells adapted for a role in absorption.
Microvilli / villi are not cells; microvilli are folds in the cell membranes of cells lining the villi (folds in the lining of the
small intestine)
Question 2
(a) (i)

			mp1 correct location of oxygen bridge
					
					
			mp2 correct location of C6 Ignore Atoms attached to C6
			mp3 correct position of all H and OH
Many candidates drew the molecule perfectly.

Accept C1 to C5 as joined bonds 		
(without C drawn)
Ignore numbering of C atoms

When drawing molecules in biochemistry, candidates should ensure that all atoms are included in the molecule. When
a molecule is drawn in its ring form, the C-atoms forming part of the ring can be left out. The position of C6 and the
bridging oxygen was often not indicated in the structure.
All the angles formed in the ring structure represent C-atoms, therefore, the O bridge must show the O atom in the
correct position. All other atoms that are not part of the ring must be clearly indicated and the solid lines, indicating the
covalent bonds must be drawn clearly.
(a) (ii)

in α / alpha glucose the OH / hydroxyl group on C1 / anomeric carbon, is below the plane of the ring;
ora

Most candidates know that they must refer to the position of the hydroxyl (−OH) group in the two molecules, but do not
refer to which C atom this −OH must be attached to.  Some candidates did not know the difference between a hydroxyl
group (−OH) and a carboxyl group (−COOH).  Reference was also made to single vs double rings.  Both isomers of
glucose have a single ring structure.
(b) (i)
				

P: ß-glucose / beta glucose ;

Accept on labelled diagrams

Q: (beta 1-4) glycosidic bond ;

Accept: β glucose / B glucose

Well answered by most candidates. A number of candidates referred to an oxygen bridge, which can occur in a number
of different bonds, therefore, the answer had to refer to the specific bond found between monosaccharides.
(b) (ii)

maintains structure / stability, of cellulose ;

The hydrogen bonds do not join the β glucose monomers in the chain that forms the unbranched cellulose molecule.
(b) (iii)

1. water is a polar molecule ;
2. oxygen (atom) is slightly negatively charged / hydrogen (atom) is slightly positively charged ;
3. uneven sharing of electrons between the oxygen atom and hydrogen atoms / AW ;
4. (weak electrical attraction / hydrogen bond) between a hydrogen in one molecule and the oxygen in
another molecule ;
5. hydrogen and oxygen (atoms) are covalently bonded together within one water molecule ;
								
Accept: MP1 water is a dipole
									
MP2 oxygen (atom), is delta negative / electro-negative
									
MP2 hydrogen (atom), is delta positive / electron- positive
									
Reject ions
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Annotated diagram may be used

Candidates are not sure as to what an ion, an atom or a molecule is. These terms were used incorrectly.
Candidates also confuse the covalent bonds between the oxygen and two hydrogen atoms in the water molecule and
the hydrogen bonds between the water molecules.
In the water molecule, the atoms are covalently bonded. Due to the difference in electronegativity (the tendency of an
atom to attract a shared electron) the electrons shared between the oxygen and hydrogen atoms in the water molecule,
are pulled more towards the nucleus of the oxygen atom, making the region around the oxygen atom more negative
than the areas around the hydrogen atoms which become more positive.
The charges in these areas are not complete charges, that is why it is important to refer to slight positive or negative
charges.
The slight negative charge of the oxygen atom in water attracts the slight positive charge around the hydrogen atoms
in another water molecule.
The question was about how this bond is formed, not where it plays a role in the life of a plant or in determining the
properties of water.
Question 3
(a) (i)
				
			

neutrophil ;
(multi-)lobed nucleus ;			
granules / vesicles / lysosomes, in cytoplasm ;

Ignore ref, to enzymes / ribosomes

Most candidates recognised the cell as a neutrophil or a phagocyte. Reasons were also given correctly by most.
Enzymes and ribosomes were rejected because they are too small to be seen.
The neutrophil has a lobed nucleus, not 3 nuclei. The different white blood cells are easiest identified by looking at the
structure of the nucleus and associated organelles.
Candidates did not read the question and referred to the functions of the cell.
(a) (ii)

1.
2.
3.
4.

non-specific / innate, primary immune response ;
engulf (named) pathogens / endocytosis ;
formation of a phagosome / vacuole surrounding pathogen ;
fusing of lysosome with phagosome / digest / hydrolysis, pathogens (using hydrolytic 		
enzymes) / ref. to phagocytosis ;
					
Accept:
					
MP1 identify non-self antigens (on pathogens)
					
MP2 swallow / eat (pathogens)
					
Ignore microorganisms
					
ECF lymphocyte in (a)(i) produce antibodies
					
Accept breakdown for hydrolysis
					
Ignore destroy / kill, pathogen unqualified
					
Ignore fights pathogen
Most candidates answered this question correctly. Mention of a foreign substance and antigen, instead of a pathogen
is not accepted.
The question was: Describe the role in immunity of the type of cell shown in Fig. 3.1.
Immunity is the ability to resist a particular infection, therefore, the candidates were expected to describe how this cell
helps the body to resist a pathogen.
The involvement of the phagocytes in the non-specific immune response was rarely mentioned by candidates.
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(b) (i) (macrophages) present the antigen on their cell surface membrane ;
			
they activate T-helper cells ;
Accept: antigen presenting cell
			
T-helper cells / T-lymphocytes produce cytokines;
			
cytokines stimulate (specific) B-lymphocytes to divide by mitosis / clonal expansion ;
					
Accept: (specific / activated) B-lymphocytes
					
are cloned
					
Ignore ref. to memory cells / antibodies
Most candidates struggled to answer this question.

The macrophage does not display debris of the pathogen, but the antigen of the pathogen and this is done in its cell
membrane.
This display of the antigens activates the T-lymphocytes / T Helper cells to release the cytokines which then stimulate
the B-lymphocytes to divide by mitosis.
(b) (ii)

1. memory cells ;
2. ref. to providing long term immunity / stay in body for a long time;
3. triggers a secondary (immune) response ;

4. plasma cells ;
5. produce / secrete antibodies;
6. antibodies, facilitate agglutination precipitation / neutralization / lysis of pathogens and their toxins ;
7. ref. to specific immune response ;
					
Accept: 2 marks for naming cells
					
MP2 Ignore ‘remembers’ pathogen
					
MP3 Accept multiplies immediately and
					
produces more on further infection by same
					
pathogen / reduces chance of symptoms a
					
second time
					
MP6 Accept description of role of antibodies
					
(e.g. mark pathogens)
Mostly well answered, although some candidates listed antibodies in such a way, that it gave the idea that they were
cells formed by the cloning of the B-lymphocyte. Candidates do not understand that it is the B-lymphocytes which are
cloned to form plasma cells and not the plasma cells themselves. The plasma cells only form antibodies.
Question 4
(a) (i) R: alveolus ;
			S: bronchiole ;
The candidates struggled to interpret the photomicrograph.
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(a) (ii)

1. correct ref to diffusion of carbon dioxide / oxygen ;
2. thin layer of epithelium / alveolar wall / one cell thick wall, for shorter diffusion distance ;
3. surrounded by many blood capillaries / network of capillaries, to maintain concentration 		
gradient ;
4. layer of moisture inside alveoli for gases to dissolve in for faster diffusion ;
5. surfactant prevents alveoli from sticking together / closing AW ;
6. ball / rounded shape, to increase surface area (for gaseous exchange);
					
Accept:MP2 only when linked thin wall to
					
short diffusion distance
					
Apply ECF for incorrect identification of R
					
If candidate is describing an alveolus (even
					
though it has been wrongly identified), use
					
mp 1- 5.
					
MP2 Reject thin cell wall
					
Ignore reference to elastic fibres throughout
Due to the inability to interpret the photomicrograph, candidates also struggled with this question.
In this question it is important to note that the adaptation was only about how structure R, on alveolus is adapted to
gaseous exchange.
Most candidates had some ideas of how to answer the question, but their answers were incomplete, as they did not
include an explanation of the adaptation.
(a) (iii) stretch / expand, during inspiration AW (to increase surface area) ;
				
recoil / shorten, on expiration to help, expel air / increase pressure ;
			prevent bursting of R ;
					
Ignore contract / relax			
					
Accept withstand high pressure
Also in this question, the wrong identification of R made answering this part very difficult. Ecf were awarded.
The elastic fibres do not prevent the alveoli from collapsing, they just allow it to stretch during inhalation and recoil during
exhalation.
(b) breathlessness / shortness of breath / frequent chest infections / difficulty in breathing / wheezing
sound when breathing / mucus produced when coughing / productive / persistent, cough / fatigue /
coughing blood ;
Mark as list
Accept inflammation of gas exchange
structures
Ignore coughing unqualified
Reject chronic bronchitis

					
					
					
					
					

Most candidates answered this question well; coughing, however, had to be qualified, i.e. described.
Question 5
(a) Y: centromere ;
		
Z: (sister) chromatids ;
Candidates answered this question quite well. Some confused centromeres with centrosomes and some candidates did
not know the difference between chromatin and chromosomes.
The two sister chromatids were often labelled as telomeres. The position of the telomeres is important, but since the
label was provided at the top of the diagram, it could not be accepted as an answer to this question.
(b) 1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

(specialized DNA) cap at (both) end(s) of the, chromatids / chromosomes ;
consists of many repeats of the same short DNA sequence ;
(repeated DNA sequence is) TTAGGG ;
prevents the loss of genes (at the ends of chromosomes) / loss of genetic information ;
continuous, DNA replication / cell division ;
prevents unnecessary recombination of DNA; AW

Most candidates knew where the telomeres are found but were unable to describe what a telomere is.
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MP 6. It is the DNA molecules that would get stuck to each other during the replication process, not the chromosomes.
Many learners referred to telomeres as being plastic, or a hard structure at the end of chromatids. This is an incorrect
interpretation of the comparison to shoelaces. Telomeres consist of DNA nucleotides, just like those that form part of
the genes in the chromatid.

(c) (telomeres) are worn down / become shorter / parts are lost (each time DNA replication takes place);
Accept disappear / degenerate
Reject thinner / die / become fewer / degrade

					
					
Most candidates answered this correctly.

(d) telomerase replaces the telomere sequence on the chromosomes / AW ; ora
(higher telomerase concentration) allows for faster formation of telomeres ; ora
allows, uncontrolled / continuous, cell division / mitosis ;
Accept: cell replication
prevents cell death / apoptosis (of cancer cells) / telomerase allows cancer cells to survive / prevents cell
aging ;
Candidates struggled with this interpretation of the function of the telomeres.
The telomeres in healthy cells become shorter and this eventually leads to cell death / apoptosis.
If the enzyme telomerase replaces the lost telomeres, they do not shorten as quickly and, therefore, there will be
no cell death. The number of telomeres does not increase: the lost ones are just being replaced. The introductory
statement about the enzyme telomerase: “Telomerase is an enzyme that catalyses the formation of telomeres”, was
misinterpreted as the breakdown of telomeres.
If there is no cell death, cells will continue to divide uncontrollably and this is what forms the tumour.
Many candidates assumed that the enzyme telomerase was responsible for increasing the rate of cell division / mitosis,
which is not correct.
Some candidates struggled with the idea of cell growth and cell division.
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The following diagram shows what happens to the telomeres in a healthy cell over time. When hardly any telomeres
are left, the cell stops dividing and this leads to cell death.

Question 6
(a) (i)

Due to a problem with the information provided in the question, the first row in the table was ignored and
not marked. Question 6(a), therefore, was marked out of 1 and not 2.

substances transported

process

supporting evidence

mineral ions

two / 2

against a concentration gradient / from a low to a high concentration.

Candidates did not follow the instructions in the question and wrote the name of the process into the column with the
heading “process”, which did not qualify for a mark. Candidates also just referred to there being a low concentration
outside the cell and a high concentration inside the cell, instead of stating what happens in the process.
(a) (ii)

1. water is absorbed by osmosis / mineral ion absorbed by active, transport / uptake ;
2. active, transport / uptake against a concentration gradient, requires energy (from respiration);;
3. (osmosis/diffusion is a) passive process / uses kinetic energy (only) ;
4. the water uptake will continue at the same rate and the mineral uptake will, decrease /stop ;
					
Reject: energy is produced (in respiration);
					
Accept: ATP is produced (in respiration)
This question was clearly about the effect of the toxin on the absorption of water and mineral ions. Many candidates
referred to the role of these substances in the cell / plant, instead of concentrating on the absorption of these substances.
Candidates also did not recognise the link between no respiration taking place, therefore, a lack of energy and the
method used in the absorption of water and mineral ions by the plant root.
Active transport as evidence for process 2 is not correct, since the diagram does not show any evidence of active
transport, the diagram only shows the relative concentration of substances.
(b) (i)

Candidates did not interpret the cross-section correctly.
When asked to label a diagram, it is not sufficient to just draw a label line to the correct tissue, a label must also be
provided
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(b) (ii)

translocation

This part of the question was mostly answered correctly. There were, however, also a number of candidates who
referred to processes such as translation / diffusion / active transport.
(b) (iii)

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

protons are actively transported out of companion cells;
ref to proton pumping ;
(active transport of protons) creates a proton gradient (between the cell wall and the cell) ;
cotransport of sucrose and hydrogen ions (in cell surface membranes of companion cells) ;
(high concentration of) protons move, along with / drive, sucrose, into the companion cell / via co
transporter mechanism ;
6. sucrose moves (through plasmodesmata) from companion cells into the phloem sieve tube ;
				
Accept: hydrogen ions / H+ throughout
				
Accept: phloem cells for companion cells
				
throughout
				
MP 3: high concentration of protons in
				
cell wall / outside cell / creates a proton
				
gradient
Most candidates described the process of translocation (mass flow hypothesis) in this part of the question because they
did not read the phrase “loaded into the tissue”. Many candidates lacked the knowledge of the basic biochemical
details.

The question required a description of the part circled in the diagram.
Many candidates refer to the hydrogen ions bonding with the sucrose which is incorrect.
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8223
Paper 3

Key messages
•
•

Candidates should be given the opportunity to experience a variety of practical work throughout the year, in order
to develop the skills that can be applied to the requirements of the examination.
Candidates should be aware that the command word of questions indicates how the candidate should respond.
The word ‘Describe requires candidates to state in words (using diagrams where appropriate) the main points of
the topic.  It is often used with reference either to particular phenomena or to particular experiments.  When the
question states describe with reference to a named feature in Table 2.1 how the leaf of the hydrophyte is adapted
to its environment, the candidate needs to state a feature and the role that feature plays in enabling the adaptation.

General comments
The majority of Centres returned the Supervisor’s report with the results obtained and seating plan with the candidate
papers. The information included in the Supervisor’s report is essential, as any problems encountered by the
candidates, or instructions which confuse the learners such as in Question 1 (a) – d (ii) to be taken into account when
marking the candidates’ scripts.
Candidates who have used materials and apparatus during practical work as part of the course are likely to perform
better in the examination. Whilst the activities in the examination may not be familiar, candidates who have had the
opportunity to follow instructions carefully in a variety of practical work are likely to find it easier to organise and complete
unfamiliar activities.
Preparing the correct materials and providing the specified apparatus are essential for the success of the examination.
In general, fifty percent of the candidates demonstrated that they had a good understanding of the skills required. There
was good discrimination between the weaker and more able candidates and the majority of candidates showed that they
were familiar with the use of the microscope.
Comments on specific questions
Question 1
Due to contradicting information in the instructions, only questions (e) - (f) were marked.
(e) The stronger candidates identified one significant source of error that may have affected the trend
in results.   One significant error was the reaction time error associated with operating the timer/
removing tubing/fitting the bung.  Many candidates correctly stated that the measuring cylinder is not
completely full of water at the start of the investigation.  The most common errors were stating that the
concentration of hydrogen peroxide was weak and candidates also stated the challenges they have
experienced during the practical such as stopwatch faulty, test tubes broke and removing the hand
from the cylinder.
(f)

The majority of candidates correctly described how the learner would test and confirm the presence
of protein by stating the correct solution, the process and end results.  The most common error was
describing the test for reducing sugar using Benedict’s Solution and test for Starch using Iodine
Solution and some candidates outlined the experiment on hydrogen peroxide, which they had carried
out earlier on in the paper.

Question 2
(a) (i)

The majority of candidates were credited for calculating the correct total magnification. The
most common error is that the candidates stated the magnification of the ocular lens only or the
objective lens.

(ii)

Credit was awarded to candidates whose drawings were made using a sharp pencil to produce
clear, thin unbroken lines which joined up neatly and used at least half of the space provided.
Many candidates were able to draw 4/6 cells from the epidermis with double lines representing
the cell walls.  The most common error was to draw lines that did not meet up precisely, were
sketchy, were too thick, smaller, or extremely larger drawings, extending into the text or beyond
the line on the right and bottom of the page.  Many candidates were credited for showing a cell
that was different from the others, often with an inclusion. Most candidates used a label line to
show the guard cell and lower epidermal cell.
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(b) (i)

Many candidates correctly measured the length of the stomatal pore and converting to micrometers.
The stronger candidates showed the final length of the stomatal pore in a micrometer.  The most
common errors were candidates failing to get the correct measurement of the stomatal pore, not
converting mm to micrometers and failing to show the working in the calculation.

(ii)

The stronger candidates outlined that both leaf Q and leaf R should be of the same size and
should be exposed to the same environmental conditions such as wind speed, light intensity, and
humidity.  The most common error was that the candidates described the use of the photometer
and testing a leaf for starch and they did not specify which leaf’s length of stomatal pore should
be measured.

(i)

Fifty percent of the candidates produced a correctly labelled plan diagram.  The most common
errors were to include cells in the diagram when it should have been a plan diagram and also
candidates incorrectly labelled the structure of the part of the leaf.

(ii)

The stronger candidates have compared the named features of the hydrophyte in Fig. 2.2 with
the mesophyte in Fig. 2.3. Many candidates listed at least four observable differences between
Fig. 2.2 and Fig. 2.3 such as in terms of the number of stomata Fig. 2.2 has 9 and Fig. 2.3 has
1. The most common error was that candidates switched the observable features.

(iii)

The stronger candidates described how the named feature of the hydrophyte in Table 2.1 is
adapted to its environment and that the number of stomata is for efficient gaseous exchange.  
Other named features such as the position of the stomata to allow transpiration, size of airspace
for buoyancy and waxy cuticle for creating a waterproof layer on the water surface were also
credited.  The most common error was that some candidates stated the named feature without
a description or a description without a named feature.  Some stated the wrong description for a
named feature.
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BUSINESS STUDIES
8245
Paper 1

1.

GENERAL COMMENTS

Not all the teachers teach according to the syllabus. Due to a lack in resources available, teachers do not put effort into
finding the relevant information for the learners. They only use the limited resource material from the workshop.
Learners did not answer most of the questions in context and could have lost up to 15 marks in paper 1.
2.

COMMENTS ON INDIVIDUAL QUESTIONS

1

(a) Some learners answered this question well but some learners could not score full marks, because
they indicate it is a system which was not approved, instead of referring to a relationship between
employer and employee to ensure that government regulations are followed.

		Answer
		
Knowledge (2 x 1)
		
		
		

Clear understanding (2)
The relationship between employers and employees (1) to ensure that government regulations are
followed. (1)

		OR
		
		

Labour relations refer to the relationship between employers and employees in an industry (1) and the political
decisions and laws that affect it. (1)

		
Some understanding (1)
		Labour relations refer to the relationship (1) between the management of a company and its workforce
(b) This question was well answered, although some learners failed to answer in context and, therefore,
e.g only scored one mark. One mark was allocated to the role of a shop steward and the second mark
was allocated to answering in context.
Answer
Knowledge (1 x 1)
Application (1 x 1)
			
Provides union members with information (k) about changes in shift patterns at JJ Hotel. (ap)
Serves as a contact person (k) for employees to say whether they are happy with the changes. (ap)
Keeps all union members up to date (k) with the proposed new shift patterns. (ap)
The role is to be the first contact with an employee (k) when discussing the proposed new shift patterns. (ap)
To help recruit members to the trade union. (k)
Application
Shift patterns change, Stacey wants to discuss changes with waitresses, all employees are trade union members, the
waitress is the shop steward
(c) Learners did not have a clear understanding of the term unionised and, therefore, failed to answer
this question well. Some learners could manage to refer to industrial action that will take place and
workers asked for higher salaries but did not refer to the impact on the business. Most learners
did not refer to a positive issue and to a negative issue, although marks were awarded for only two
positive issues and two negative issues.
A few learners managed to identify the impact on the business and most did not answer the question in
context.
Answer
Knowledge (2 x 1)
Award one mark for each issue identified.
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Application (2 x 1)
Award up to two marks for relevant reference to JJ Hotel.
Analysis (2 x 1)
Award one mark for analysis of the impact on the business of each relevant issue.
Answers may include:
Trade union members may be discriminated against (k) by denying them promotion opportunities. (an)
Management may refuse to sit down and negotiate with trade unions (k). They may delay negotiating with
trade unions about shift patterns (ap) which may lead to industrial action. (an)
Stacey may stop waiters working during a labour dispute (k) to force unionised workers to accept
management decisions (an) by accepting the new shift patterns. (ap)
As all employees are members of the trade union (ap), Stacey will be able to negotiate more efficiently (k) so
that the changes can happen as quickly as possible. (an)
Advantages of becoming a unionised worker
Unions protect workers’ rights to work. (k) Union representation, however, looks out for workers so that
they have a better chance of retaining employment - labour cost increase. (an)
Unions increase workers’ negotiation powers. (k) Unionised workers can better negotiate their contracts
because they can bargain as a collective unit. (an)
Unions ensure that workers have better retirement opportunities. (k) Employees that are represented by
a union in the workplace have better access to retirement benefits. (an)
Disadvantages of becoming a unionised worker
Unions do not provide representation for free. (k) Workers, therefore, pay a portion of their salaries in
order to receive the benefits of union representation. (an)
Unions may pit workers against companies. (k) Always fighting for their rights, instead of working
together with the company to fight toward a common goal. (an)
Union decisions may not always align with individual workers’ wishes. (k) Some employees may
not want to support causes (an) with which they do not agree or unions may advocate for changes in
the workplace that do not necessarily benefit all employees. (an)
Unions can cause businesses to have to increase prices. (k) Because businesses tend to pay
unionised workers higher pay, (an) they also have to charge consumers higher prices. (an) Businesses
might lose clients and customers if their prices are too high for people to pay. (an)
Application
New shifts/shift patterns, Stacey is consulting with workers, all employees are trade union members
(d) This question was fairly answered, but some learners failed to answer the question positively and
negatively and only concentrate on the advantages, therefore learners could not obtain three marks
for evaluation.
With evaluation learners must make a choice which leadership style will be the most appropriate for
Stacey to manage JJ Hotels and then support their choice for the other two marks.
Answer
Knowledge (2 x 1)
Award up to two marks for knowledge about leadership style(s).
Application (2 x 1)
Award up to two marks for relevant reference to Stacey/JJ Hotel.
Analysis (3 x 1)
Award up to three marks for analysis of the impact on the business.
Evaluation (3 x 1)
Award up to three marks for a justified decision about the leadership style used.
Knowledge may include:
Names of leadership styles: democratic (k), autocratic (k), laissez-faire (k) and McGregor (k).
Characteristics of different styles, such as:
democratic encourages consultation (k), two-way communication (k), employee autonomy. (k)
autocratic expects tasks to be performed precisely (k), top-down communication (k), close supervision. (k)
laissez-faire can be remote (k), little direction. (k).
McGregor is Theory X and Theory Y. (k)
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Autocratic
Advantages
- It allows for fast decisions to be made. (k) Because there are fewer levels of administration (an)
that must be kept informed of each decision. There is also less feedback from various levels of
management (an) which must be processed.
- It improves overall communication. (k) Because the command goes straight to the workers (an)
involved and not through multiple levels.
- It improves productivity. (k) Because autocratic leaders are able to move information throughout
an organisation quickly, (an) there are fewer delays in productivity. (an)
- It handles crisis situations effectively. (k) Because they are the ones who are in charge. (an) If
there is a short-term problem, the expertise of the leader can be used to create a solution. (an)
- Employees are closely supervised and know what is expected of them. (k)
Disadvantages
- It does not offer a sense of professional ownership. (k) Leaders take all the credit for the work that
is done. (an) That means workers tend not to take ownership of the work they do because there
is no incentive to do so. (an)
- It creates a system of dependence. (k) Workers are forced to rely on the autocratic leader for all
their feedback, instructions and work duties. (an)
- It creates a lack of trust. (k) Leaders must assume that their workers are not performing as they
should, which requires their direct supervision to ensure results happen. (an)
Democratic leadership
Advantages
- It works well when trying to solve a complex concern. (k) The democratic leadership style
empowers leaders to work with their team. (an)
- Management makes use of the employees’ experiences (k) to improve hotel services. (an)
- Workers may be more motivated (k) to provide a better service. (an)
Disadvantages
- It can create negative emotions. (k) If one member of a team are consistently having his/her
ideas implemented, the other team members can grow resentful of the leadership style. (an) It
makes them feel like their opinions are not valued, (an) which eventually causes them to stop
participating in the process. (an)
- It can lead to procrastination. (k) Leaders who rely on the framework of this leadership style may
find themselves procrastinating more often because they wait for someone else to tell them what
ideas might be good. (an)
- It does not guarantee the best possible solution. (k) Diversified opinions and feedback make it
likely that the best possible solution will be found, (an) but that is not a guarantee. (an)
- It can cause team members to question the capabilities of the leadership. (k)
- It encourages no one to take responsibility for failure. (k) When the team fails for some reason
under this leadership style, there tends to be a lot of blame that is passed around. (an)
- It requires a certain skill or educational level. (k) Employees who do not have the needed skills or
education are going to be less likely to offer creative solutions (an) or meaningful feedback during
each discussion. (an)
- Decisions take longer (k) as employees need to be consulted, (an) which may reduce the efficiency
of the business. (an)
- Supervision may not be close enough (k) leading to poor service (an) and a lack of customer
loyalty. (an)
Laissez-fair
Advantages
- Freedom to make decisions. (k) Laissez-faire leadership gives authority to employees to make
decision. (an) It makes employees more skilled and trustful. (an)
- Encourages creativity. (k) Leader gives freedom to employees, who start taking the initiative (an)
for the company and develop ideas. (an)
- It can help employees to develop self-discipline. (k) It shows that employees are trusted and can,
therefore, be motivating. (an)
- This gives employees freedom and flexibility (k) about how they organise their work. (an)
Disadvantages
- Lack of role awareness. (k) In some situations, the laissez-faire style fails to identify the role of a
particular leader (an) that leads to the poor performance of the group. (an)
- Low accountability. (k) Some leaders take advantages of this style because, when the group
members fail to reach the goal, they start blaming the group members (an)
- It can lead to too much control being in the hands of the employees. (k) Managers might lose
touch with the way in which work is being done. (an)
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Analysis may include:
Management makes use of the employees’ experiences to improve hotel services. (an)
Workers may be more motivated to provide a better service. (an)
Decisions take longer as employees need to be consulted which may reduce efficiency of the business. (an)
Supervision may not be close enough leading to poor service and a lack of customer loyalty. (an)
Evaluation
- Democratic leadership is appropriate. (ev) The workers will develop self-reliance as they feel
trusted (ev) and, therefore, provide a better level of service when serving meals or cleaning rooms. (ev)
- Some workers may prefer an autocratic style. (ev) They may want clear direction (ev) as many
jobs in a hotel are carried out by less well-trained workers. (ev)
- In most cases a democratic style is appropriate. (ev) However, sometimes an autocratic style is
best for routine tasks that need to be done at certain times, for example supervising cleaning of
rooms, serving of meals. (ev) Therefore, a mixture of styles will be best. (ev)
Application
Examples of hotel employees and the work they do (waiter/waitress, bar staff, cleaners, reception), Stacey is
consulting workers using a democratic style, decision will be made after consultation, all employees are trade union
members, changes in shift patterns.
2

(a)

This question was well answered, as most learners scored full marks.
Some learners referred to profit plough back into the business (1 x mark) and then for the second
knowledge mark they refer to “after expenses have been paid,” but no marks were awarded. Learners
were supposed to refer to after dividends were paid or used by managers to cover expansion expenditure.
Answer
Knowledge (2 x 1)
Clear understanding (2)
Retained profit is kept in the business (1) after the owners/shareholders take their share of the profits. (1)
Plough back capital (1) used by the managers to cover for some of the expansion expenditure. (1)
Some understanding (1)

(b) Most learners could explain what internal growth is but failed to answer in context to obtain the
second mark. In context was bank loan of N$750 000, retained profit or seven branches.
		Answer
		
Knowledge (1 x 1)
		
Award one mark for knowledge of internal growth.
		
		

Application (1 x 1)
Award one mark for applying internal growth in context.

		
		

When a business expands by using internal funds (k) e.g. retained profit (ap)
The business has grown naturally over time (k) using a bank loan (ap)

		OR
			
		
When a business expands its existing operations by using funds (k) e.g. retained profit (ap). The business has
		
grown naturally over time (k) using a bank loan (ap)/opens seven new branches.
Application
Retained profit, bank loan of N$750 000, growth to have 7 branches over 10 years.
(c) This question was well answered, as most learners could give the advantages and disadvantages
of business growth but learners lack the skill to answer it in context. Few learners could not analyse
their knowledge.
		Answer
		
Knowledge (2 x 1)
		
Award one mark for each implication of business growth identified.
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Award one mark for a relevant reference to the context for each implication of business growth.
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Analysis (2 x 1)
Award one mark for analysis of each implication for the business of growth.

		

Answer could include:
Larger business leads to poor communication. (k) Blind Solutions (Pty) Ltd. might not provide high quality
(ap) curtains and blinds which will lead to dissatisfied customers. (an)
Expansion costs are high for Blind Solutions (Pty) Ltd. (k) They might have a shortage of capital (an) due to
the loan. (ap)
More customers/bigger market share (k) will lead to more sales (an) and higher retained profits. (ap)
Due to growth more money available (k) for further expansion (an) of seven branches. (ap)
Blinds Solutions (Pty) Ltd. will be able to buy in bulk (k) and receive discount which will reduce the average
cost (an) and lead to more competitive prices for commercial customers. (ap)
Advantages
Increased power and status of the owners and directors. (k) The opportunities to influence community
projects and government policy will increase, if the business controlled by well-known owners or
directors. (an)
Reduced risk of being a takeover target. (k) A larger business may become too large for a potential
‘predator’ company. (an)
Disadvantages
Loss of control. (k) As your business grows, you may need to delegate management duties or divide
the workloads between different locations. (an)
Increased capital requirements. (k) A larger business means a larger workforce, (an) more
facilities or equipment (an) and more investment. (an)
Increased staff turnover. (k) For example, if staff are given extra work, their morale could drop, (an)
their productivity could decrease (an) or they could leave your business. (an)
Managerial problems. (k) Existing management may be unable to cope with problems of controlling
larger operations. (an) There may be lack of coordination between the divisions of an expanding
business. (an)
Cash flow problems. (k) Need more working capital to operate (an) – higher stock levels and higher
wages for more employees. (an)

Application
Residential and commercial customers, retained profit, bank loan of N$750 000, high quality blinds, growth over 10
years, seven branches
(d) This question was moderately answered. Some learners failed to show knowledge (the definition of
lead time and the definition of buffer inventory). Without knowledge marks, a learner cannot obtain
any other marks.
Learners were supposed to answer lead time positive and negative impact or buffer inventory positive and
negative impact to be able to evaluate. Some learners fail to make a choice between lead time and buffer
inventory and fail to support their choice, therefore, lose the three marks to evaluation. Learners did not
answer in context to obtain two marks.
Answer
Knowledge (2 x 1)
Award one mark for knowledge of buffer inventory and one mark for knowledge of lead-time.
Application (2 x 1)
Award up to two marks for relevant reference to Blinds Solutions (Pty) Ltd.
Analysis (3 x 1)
Award up to three marks for analysis of the impact on the business of buffer inventory and lead-time.
(Maximum of 2 marks if answer refers to only buffer inventory or lead-time)
Evaluation (3 x 1)
Award up to three marks for a justified explanation of buffer inventory and/or lead-time.
Knowledge may include:
Buffer Inventory
Minimum stock should be held to ensure that production still takes place. (k)
Used to reduce stock shortages. (k)
To ensure that unexpected demand can be met. (k)
Buffer inventories are the minimum inventory level that should be held to ensure that production could
still take place should a delay in delivery occur or should production rates increase. (k)
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Lead-time
Time taken between ordering new stocks of material and their deliveries. (k)
Has a direct influence on customers’ satisfaction. (k)
Orders may take time to process. (k)
Lead time is the normal time taken between ordering new stocks and their delivery. (k)
Analysis may include:
Buffer Inventory
So that less delay of an order can occur. (an)
Leads to better customer services on time. (an)
The less reliable the suppliers, the greater the buffer stock. (an)
Advantages
Minimum stock should be held to ensure that production still takes place (an) – less delay of an order.
(an)
Used to reduce stock shortages (an) – leads to better customer services on time. (an)
Reduces the chances of opportunity loss (an) as the company has stock to take new order. (an)
Helps to protect against fluctuations in the demand and supply (an)/ensures that unexpected demand
can be met. (an) If supplier is unexpectedly closed for a week or if there is a disruption of your order in
transit, you do not waste time fulfilling orders to your customers with safety inventory (an) – less
reliable the suppliers, the greater the buffer stock. (an)
Compensate for forecast inaccuracies (an) (only when demand exceeds the forecast) – Perhaps you
have a consistent demand for a certain item but one month you sell more than you forecasted; with
safety inventory in place, you do not sacrifice your customer service level while you replenish. (an)
Prevent disruptions in manufacturing or deliveries (an) – the purpose of safety inventory is to make
sure your customer service levels stay high (an) – and your supply chain runs smoothly. (an) With
safety inventory in place, your workers are not running around trying constantly to locate and reorder
parts – they are fulfilling orders to your customers. (an)
Avoid inventory to keep customer service and satisfaction levels high. (an) Helps to keep your
warehouse and supply chain running smoothly, (an) the end goal is to make sure that your customers
will be satisfied and keep coming back. (an)
Stock also reduces the chances of opportunity loss (an) as the company has stock to take new orders.
(an)
Disadvantages
Creating and maintaining a buffer inventory can result in additional overhead cost. (an)
Extra inventory also takes up additional space. (an)
Maintaining a too-high stock could result in high inventory carrying costs. (an) On the other hand, too
little buffer inventory may fail to meet the objective of preserving such stock in the first place. (an)
Lead-time
The longer the time period for delivery, the higher the re-order stock level has to be. (an)
A higher lead-time means that a higher buffer stock needs to be held. (an)
Advantages of reducing lead time
The major benefits of reducing lead times are reduced carrying costs, (an) streamlined operations, (an)
and improved productivity. (an)
The ability to outpace your competitors with faster, more efficient output. (an)
Quicker replenishment of stock to avoid stock outs, (an) lost sales, (an) and lost customers/direct
influence on customers’ satisfaction. (an)
Reduction in lead time lead to improved customer retention rates, (an) and allow business to build
their client base (an) and expand to meet growing demands. (an)
Disadvantages of extended lead time
Halts in production line. (an) Long lead times can put an immediate halt on manufacturing operations.
(an) Stopping the production line - completing customer requests, (an) creating another situation of
having limited stock. (an)
Unable to generate revenue. (an) They may even find themselves spending more money to receive the
parts from an unvented independent distributor, (an) so manufacturing projects can be finished and
client orders are fulfilled, bringing in needed revenue. (an)
Depending on the terms and conditions, providers could be fined for failing to perform contractual
obligations. (an)
The longer the time period for delivery, the higher the re-order stock level has to be. (an)
A higher lead-time means that a higher buffer stock needs to be held. (an)
Evaluation
Raw materials are imported from Malaysia taking a long time to reach Oshakati. (ev) This means the
raw material buffer stock needs to be higher so there is sufficient stock for manufacturing, until new raw
materials arrive. (ev)
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-

Finished product can be delivered more quickly to the branches because of shorter distances, (ev)
which means lead-time is shorter. (ev)

Application
Import from Malaysia, branches up to 200 km from factory, seven branches, sell to residential and commercial
customers, large warehouse, raw materials and finished products, high quality blinds/curtains.
3

(a) Question was answered moderately, although some learners confused reasons why a business may
choose to operate in a niche, with why firms remain small.
Answer
Knowledge (2 x 1)
Reduced/less competition
Saves money for advertising
Increased visibility in a smaller market
Takes advantage of specialised expertise of the business/employees
Can create better customer relationships
Less resources needed

Any two

(b) Well answered. The majority of learners could provide methods of how a market can be segmented,
however, they failed to give an application as related to the case study i.e., hair products, jewellery.
Geographical method would not have been applicable for hair products.
		Answer
		
Knowledge (1 x 1)
		
Award one mark for identifying any method of segmentation.
		
		

Application (1 x 1)
Award one mark for applying the answer to Missy Shine.

		Gender/sex (k) or Demographic (k)
		
Missy Shine may sell different costume jewellery for men and women. (ap)
		Income (k) or Lifestyle (k) or Personality (k) or Psychographic (k)
		
Missy Shine sells an exclusive range of products. (ap)
		Age (k)
		
Missy Shine may target different age groups with different types of hair products or jewellery. (ap)
Application
Costume jewellery, hair products, exclusive range of products, nail polish, niche market
(c) Fairly answered. Many learners could provide the benefits of using market segmentation; however,
some could not furnish an analysis and some could not answer in context, which causes them not to
score full marks.
		
		

Answer
Knowledge (2 x 1)
Award one mark for each benefit mentioned.

		
		

Application (2 x 1)
Award up to two marks for relevant reference made to Missy Shine.

		
		

Analysis (2 x 1)
Award one mark for analysis of each benefit for the business of market segmentation.

		

Answers may include:
Missy Shine can design and sell hair products, nail polish and costume jewellery (ap) that are specifically
focused on target groups of consumers (k) leading to higher level of sales. (an)
It enables gaps in the market to be identified (k) and the hair products can be offered to each niche (ap) to
attract different types of customers. (an)
Marketing strategies can be focused on the target market groups (k) which avoids wasting resources (an) on
trying to sell just one type of costume jewellery (ap) to the whole market.
A business like Missy Shine might not be able to compete in the whole market. (k) It can focus on a certain
niche (ap) to help increase its profile and reputation. (an)
It is possible to deal with competition more effectively (k) by using resources more effectively. (an)

Application
Well known retailer, exclusive ranges of products, hair products, nail polish and costume jewellery, niche market,
asking for customer preferences.
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(d) Well answered. Learners obtained knowledge marks by referring to examples of social and
environmental factors. However, to develop these factors/analyse them was again a big problem.
Learners had to relate the effect of social factors and environmental factors on the business and
not the impact on the customers. Some learners could not make a choice as to whether social or
environmental factors will have the biggest impact. In order to gain marks for evaluation, a learner
had to make a choice and give sufficient reasons as to why that factor has the biggest influence.
Answer
Knowledge (2 x 1)
Award one mark for an example of each factor identified.
Application (2 x 1)
Award up to two marks for relevant reference made to Missy Shine.
Analysis (3 x 1)
Award up to three marks for analysis of the impact on the business. (Maximum of 2 marks if answer refers to
only social factors or environmental factors)
Evaluation (3 x 1)
Award up to three marks for a justified decision about the biggest influence.
Knowledge may include:
Examples of social factors such as population (k), demographic changes (k), changes in consumption
patterns (k), cultural (k), religion/beliefs (k), lifestyle (k).
Examples of environmental factors such as pollution (k), recycling (k), eco-friendly products (k).
Analysis may include:
Customer trends are important for the marketing because it will help them in identifying a customer’s needs
and wants. (an)
An ageing population may mean the business has to change the sorts of products it sells. (an)
The business may need to change the dye to another brand of dye to eliminate the harmful effect on the
environment. (an)
Missy Shine must adhere to government rules and regulations to recycle materials and decrease waste
disposal which will increase costs. (an)
Not abiding by environmental regulations may lead to bad publicity and lower sales. (an)
Evaluation
Social factors have more influence. (ev) As a well-known, fashion-based retailer (ev) Missy Shine must keep
up to date with trends in the market to ensure it stays ahead of the competition. (ev)
Missy Shine sells exclusive products which are likely to be aimed at richer customers (ev) who will be
affected if income levels increase (ev) so social factors are most important (ev).
Environmental factors have more influence on Missy Shine. (ev) To reduce pollution, the type of hair
products and nail polish should be environmentally friendly. (ev) If environmental factors are not carefully
considered it may push up the business costs. (ev)
Environmental factors are more important than social factors. (ev) Even though the population is growing
they will not buy Missy Shine’s products, (ev) if they are found to be unkind to the environment or tested on
animals. (ev)
Application
Well-known retailer, exclusive ranges of products, niche market, hair dye causes water pollution, identify customer
trends.
3.

POSITIVE SUGGESTIONS TO TEACHERS
In the (d) part of the question paper learners did not answer advantages and disadvantages to be able to make a
choice. Remember if you expect a person to make a choice he/she must have positive and negative information
available before he/she can make a choice. For evaluation the first mark is for the choice. Learners cannot write
in general but must make a clear choice and then the other two marks are given when the learner supports his
choice. (Why he/she decides on that specific choice.) Without a choice no marks are awarded for evaluation.
Tips: Before a teacher starts with the lesson he/she must give the specific objective to the learners and then
decide where this objective links with the grid. Learners will know what is expected of them: knowledge,
analysis, application and evaluation.
Teachers must use the prescribe format for question papers throughout the year in achievement tests as well as
in examinations.
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8245
Paper 2

1.

GENERAL COMMENTS

The standard of learners’ work/answers could not be compared with previous years, but currently their answers show
the following:
- Most learners answers indicated good knowledge, but a lack of explanation and application to case.
- There are still learners on AS-level who are not supposed to enter this level.
2.

COMMENTS ON INDIVIDUAL QUESTIONS

1

(a) Well answered. Most learners could give the two needs for funds for KB Taxis, but could not analyse
it by showing the impact on the business. Some learners used the business name (KB Taxis) as an
application where they should refer to the case study.

		Answer
		
Knowledge (2 x 1)
		
Award one mark for each relevant need for funds.
		
		

Application (2 x 1)
Award one mark for each relevant application to KB Taxis.

		

Analysis (2 x 1)
Award one mark for the impact on the business of each need identified.

		Possible answers:
- KB Taxis will need to finance their working capital (k) and help to improve its poor cash flow (ap) helping
to improve for efficient running of the business. (an)
- The business may need money to expand. (k) It would allow the business to buy a bigger fleet of luxury
cars (ap) so that more customers can be served. (an)
- To cope in times of difficulties (k) in situations where there is a decline in demand as a result of a decline
in the economy. (ap) This would help the business to continue operating. (an)
Application
Private limited company, upper end of the market, fleet of luxury cars, expansion into weddings and executive cars,
petrol/fuel as an expense, decline in the economy, poor cash flow and profits, credit terms of 30 days, new business
idea of quality tyres, new business plan, forecast changes in 2021
(b) This question required from learners to indicate and evaluate the implications for KB Taxis of changing
from a partnership to a private limited company.  Most learners gave a comparison of both firms and
at the end the answers were the opposite of each other, which was incorrect. The requirement was
to give the advantages and disadvantages of a private limited company well developed in case.
		Answer
Knowledge (3 x 1)
		
Award up to three marks for advantages and/or disadvantages of changing from a partnership to a private
		limited company.
		

Application (3 x 1)
Award up to three marks for relevant application to KB Taxis.

		
		

Analysis (3 x 1)
Award up to three marks for analysis of implications on the business of changing from a partnership to a
private limited company.

		
			
			

Evaluation (5 x 1)
Award up to five marks for evaluating the change from being a partnership to being a private limited company.
Knowledge may include:
Advantages of becoming a Private Limited Company
- More capital can be raised. (k)
- It has a legal personality. (k)
- Continuity of existence of KB Taxis is not affected by the death of Karen or Bill. (k)
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-

The owners can keep control as shares in a private limited company cannot be sold or transferred to
anyone else without the agreement of the other shareholders. (k)
Karen and Bill will have limited liability. (k)

Disadvantages of becoming a Private Limited Company
It is an expensive procedure to establish a private company. (k)
Still a limit in funds to be raised as the shares in a private limited company cannot be sold without the
agreement of the other shareholders. (k)
- The accounts of a company are much less secret than for a partnership. (k)
- Divorce of ownership and control. (k)

-

Analysis may include:
Advantages of becoming a Private Limited Company
- The company will expand to serve more customers in the future. (an)
- The company can enter into legally binding contracts without putting the shareholders’ private possessions
at risk (an)
- Will be easier for KB Taxis to obtain more funds from financial institutions as the company is less risky.
(an)
Disadvantages of becoming a Private Limited Company
- Will increase costs such as auditing of financial records. (an)
- Restricting selling of shares may make some people reluctant to invest in KB Taxis which will limit the
opportunity to raise more funds. (an)
- Each year the financial statements must be sent to the Registrar of Companies which will be time
consuming and expensive for the business. (an)
Evaluation
The change can be positive for the business if they want to grow (ev). The opportunity to raise more
finance means that economies of scale are more likely (ev).  Any growth may not be possible otherwise.
(ev)
- Although KB Taxis will have continuity (ev) if Karen and Bill do not mind handing over some control, (ev)
as long as they restrict how many shares are sold, although they can remain in control in the future. (ev)

-

Application
3 years old, upper end of market, weddings & executive hire as well as taxis, refused funds due to lack of security,
declining demand due to decline in the economy, cash flow and profit problems, diversification into tyres, forecast for
lower prices and higher costs.
2

(a) Well answered. Most learners could explain by using an example from KB Taxis the concept variable
cost.  Some learners confused it with fixed cost.

		 Answer
			Knowledge (1 x 1)
			 Award one mark for a clear explanation of variable cost.
			
			

Application (1 x 1)
Award one mark for a relevant example from KB Taxis.

			

Answers may include
- Variable costs vary directly with output (k) such as labour costs. (ap)
- If no tyres are produced then no rubber is needed (ap) so the variable cost will be zero. (k)

Application
Rubber, labour cost, petrol/fuel, any reference to the costs per unit in the table.
(b)

(i)

Moderately answered. Learners could calculate the break-even level of production for the year
commencing 1 July 2021.   Some learners had no idea how to calculate the break-even after the
changes. Some answers were written wrongly as N$224 instead on 224 units.

			Answer
				 Knowledge (1 x 1)
				
Award one mark for the formula.
				

Application (2 x 1)
Award up to two marks for using correct figures.

				
				

Analysis (1 x 1)
Award one mark for the correct answer.
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Break-even

=

Total fixed costs
Contribution per unit

(k)

			 					 =   28 000   (ap)
                                            405 - 280    (ap)
				 = 224 units (an)
(ii)

Most learners could not identify and explain their reasons why break-even is of limited use
to KB Taxis.   Most learners’ answers referred to the definition of break-even, instead of the
advantages and disadvantages of break-even analysis before making a decision and supporting
their decision. Learners mostly focussed on one side of the question.
Answer
Knowledge (2 x 1)
Award one mark for each statement about break-even.
Application (2 x 1)
Award up to two marks for relevant application to KB Taxis.
Analysis (2 x 1)
Award up to two marks for the impact on the business of the use(s) of break-even analysis.
Evaluation (2 x 1)
Award up to two marks for a justified opinion whether break-even analysis is of use to KB Taxis.
Knowledge may include:
Advantages of break-even analysis
Managers can calculate/read the expected profit or loss to be made. (k)
Managers can redraw the break-even graph to show a change in the break-even point. (k)
The break-even chart can also be used to show the safety margin. (k)
Disadvantages of break-even analysis
Break-even charts/calculations are constructed assuming that all items are sold. (k)
Break-even charts/calculations are based on forecast data which may be incorrect. (k)
Cost curves are drawn as a straight line. (k)
Analysis may include:
Advantages of break-even analysis
Can make changes to prices or costs if necessary. (an)
The impact on profit or loss of KB Taxis’ decisions can also be shown. (an)
May help to determine the likely success of the business. (an)
Disadvantages of break-even analysis
If not, all tyres are sold then the business will not meet the profit forecast. (an)
Managers of KB Taxis must control these factors otherwise the break-even point will be incorrect.
(an)
Evaluation
Yes, break-even analysis is valuable to KB Taxis. (ev)
Analysis provides useful guidelines to management on how the break-even point will change, (ev)
as a result of the new price and costs for the year starting July 2021. (ev)
Comparisons can be made between different options by constructing new charts showing
changed circumstances. (ev)
No, break-even analysis is of limited value to KB Taxis. (ev)
Too many factors to control to change break-even point.
(ev)
The simple charts used have assumed that costs of rubber, labour and revenues can be drawn
with straight lines. (ev)
Not all costs can be classified into fixed and variable costs. (ev)
There is no allowance made for stock levels on the break-even chart. (ev)
It is unlikely that fixed costs will remain unchanged at different output levels up to maximum
capacity. (ev)

Application
3 years old, upper end of market, declining demand due to decline in the economy, cash flow and profit problems,
diversification into tyres, suppliers of rubber, quality tyres, forecast for lower prices and higher costs, any use of data, any
use of answer to Q2 (b) (i) [OFR]
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(c) Most learners could identify one advantage of a business plan for KB Taxis, but could not analyse
(impact on business) it and give reasons as evaluation.
Answer
Knowledge (1 x 1)
Award one mark for an advantage of producing a business plan.
Analysis (2 x 1)
Award up to two marks for relevant analysis of the advantage for the business of producing a business plan.
Evaluation (3 x 1)
Award up to three marks for evaluation of whether a business plan will be advantageous.
Knowledge may include:
A business plan forces management to plan ahead. (k)
Communicating with all stakeholders. (k)
To obtain funds/finance. (k)
Business plan reduces the number of mistakes. (k)
Business plan will make it easier to update and amend the business strategies in future. (k)
It gives the business a sense of direction. (k)
Owners can use the business plan to review the firm’s progress. (k)
Analysis may include:
Helps the business to obtain funds to invest. (an)
Planning ahead provides information that a business needs to prioritise expenditure (an) not to
waste resources. (an)
The business can analyse areas to improve break-even point to maximise profits (an) to provide
services efficiently. (an)
Evaluation
KB Taxis is entering a new business sector (service to manufacturing) and the business plan will force it to
set new objectives (ev) which provide guidance on managing it. (ev)
Different products in a different market need adjustments in marketing. (ev)
Without a business plan it may make mistakes and stand little chance of being successful. (ev)
3

Format:  Most learners scored full marks (3) for the layout of a report.  Some learners have no idea of the
layout of a report. An example is attached to the syllabus.
Introduction:  Learners could not indicate the short-term finances in the introduction.  They mostly scored
knowledge marks for showing it in the findings instead of showing it in the introduction.
Findings (body): Most learners could identify trade credit, factoring o debts and bank overdraft as sources of
short-term finance as well as the advantages and disadvantages of each.  A few learners confused short-term
loan, retained profit selling of unused assets, selling of stock and owners’ savings with short-term finance which
is mostly internal sources of finance, except loan.  Most learners could not apply (application) the mentioned
resources to KB Taxis.
Conclusion: Most learners failed to conclude their report by indicating/weighing up the advantages and
disadvantages of each source of finance chosen.
Recommendation:  Most learners could recommend one source of finance, but could not give reasons/explanation
for the choice.  Some learners repeated the advantages/disadvantages mentioned in the findings instead of
giving alternative advantages/disadvantages.
Answer
Knowledge (5 x 1)
Award three marks for correct format and up to two marks for appropriate sources of finance.
Application (5 x 1)
Award up to five marks for relevant application of advantages and disadvantages in context.
Analysis (5 x 1)
Award up to five marks for relevant explanation/development of advantages and disadvantages given in findings.
(Maximum of 3 marks if answer only considers one source of finance)
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Evaluation (5 x 1)
Weighing up advantages and disadvantages, drawing a conclusion and finally a recommendation.
Format
(to, from, title, date, introduction, findings, conclusion, recommendation)
If one missing (2), if two missing (1), if more than two missing (0)
Introduction					
Findings
Conclusion & Recommendation
					
Possible answers may include

(3 k)
(2 k)
(10: 5 ap & 5 an)
(5 ev)

INTRODUCTION
Due to KB Taxis’ diversification to produce tyres, there will be a need for more working capital to cover operating
costs.
Therefore, trade credit, (k) overdraft (k) and factoring of debts (k) are possible as sources of finance. (NB: Do not
accept any sources of finance which are not short-term)
FINDINGS
Trade credit
(By delaying payment of bills for goods or services received. It puts KB Taxis in a better cash position. Trade
credit is a lifeline for a business cash flow.)
Advantages
Helps to get stock and raw materials on credit without paying for them straight away.
Allows KB Taxis to be more flexible to adapt to market demands, when their finances are not stable.
Get a competitive edge
Buying goods as required on credit gives KB Taxis a competitive advantage over rival firms that may have
to pay upfront.
No cash required upfront
Help to buy fuel and pay wages when cash flow is low.
Trade credit is an interest free loan
Best way to keep cash in the business effectively providing access to working capital at no cost.
Less administration compared to arranging a short-term loan, rather than using cash reserves on stock,
the business is effectively providing a service on behalf of the supplier and get a profit for doing so.
Easy to arrange
If KB Taxis has a good credit history, it is able to meet a supplier’s requirements and has the ability to
invoice regular payments, then it is easy to arrange and maintain.
Increase KB Taxis reputation
Demonstrating their business can make regular payments against credit, is a good way to establishing
and maintaining KB Taxis as a valuable customer. A good trade credit history can mean suppliers treat the
business as a preferred buyer.
Discount and bulk buying
Suppliers may offer appealing discounts to trade credit customers who pay early.
Disadvantages
Penalties and interest
It is an interest free loan, but missing repayment deadlines can turn “free money” into “expensive debt”.
Trade credit terms include penalties for late payment and interest payable on outstanding credit.
Legal action
Fall behind on trade credit payments and KB Taxis could face legal action, including goods and assets
being confiscated to pay outstanding bills.
Negative impact on credit rating
Missed deadlines and late payments can quickly harm KB Taxis’ rating. That may cause problems in
future when KB Taxis seeks to raise finance as a loan. Poor credit rating can affect the amount of interest
they will have to pay to secure a loan in the future.
Loss of suppliers
Suppliers may refuse to supply to KB Taxis, leaving their business unable to operate or meet customer
demand, resulting in the closure of KB Taxis.
Overdraft
(The bank gives the business permission to spend more money from the current account than is currently in it.)
Advantages
A flexible source of finance
		
This means that the amount used can vary from day-to-day, depending on the particular needs of the
business.
Cheaper than a loan because it only pays interest on outstanding amount per day.
It is quick to arrange.
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There is not normally a charge for paying off the overdraft earlier than expected.
Disadvantages
If KB Taxis has to extend its overdraft, it will have to pay an arrangement fee.
KB Taxis’ bank could charge the business if they exceed their overdraft limit without permission.
Bank has the right to ask for repayment of KB Taxis’ overdraft amount at any time, although this is unlikely
to happen unless they, get into financial difficulties.
Unlike loans they can only get an overdraft from the bank where they maintain the business’ current
account.
The interest rate applied is nearly always variable, making it difficult to calculate the borrowing cost
accurately.
Debt factoring
(Selling of claims over debtors to a debt factor in exchange for immediate liquidity.)
Advantages
KB Taxis can instantly release the cash value of its invoices/debtors and put it to better use.
Improve cash flow for KB Taxis quickly.
Saves time and resources
Loss of profit can be counteracted by the saving of time and resources facilitated by improved cash flow.
Administration and resources needed to manage and chase up invoices/debtors can be expensive. Debt
factoring frees up time to use elsewhere in the business. Leads to greater overall efficiency and ensures
that every resource is being used wisely.
Accelerates growth
		
KB Taxis can expand rapidly provided it reinvests the factor’s money wisely.
Debt factoring can be useful in smoothing out business finance issues as well as stimulating cash flow
and growth.
The risk of collecting the debts becomes the risk of the factoring company.
Disadvantages
Reduces profits
Reduce the overall profits for a business, because the debt factor charges a percentage of the overall
invoice/debtors value.
CONCLUSION
Candidate should weigh up the advantages and disadvantages of sources of finance discussed in the findings/
body.
RECOMMENDATION
Candidate should give a clear recommendation of the most suitable source of finance.
Application
3 years old, upper end of market, weddings & executive hire as well as taxis, refused funds due to lack of security,
declining demand due to decline of the economy, cash flow and profit problems, business customers offered 30 days’
credit, diversification into tyres, forecast for lower prices and higher costs, use of any quantitative data in the context,
rubber, refused loan request, lack of security.
3.

POSITIVE SUGGESTIONS TO TEACHERS

Teachers should concentrate on the following:
- Teach learners according to syllabus and not to a specific textbook.
- Teachers should place more emphasis on the keywords of questions and how learners should answer the
questions, especially questions containing analysis and evaluation.
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CHEMISTRY
8224
Paper 2
1.

GENERAL COMMENT

The quality of language used for the responses was, for the most part very impressive. However, it seems learners
struggle to mobilise the correct scientific terms for use in their answers. For instance, the key words to properly answer
question 3 b (iii) were missing. Instead of ‘more successful collisions’ the candidates simply wrote ‘more collisions.’
Spelling errors were prevalent.
The presentation of the work was also impressive; the candidates’ handwriting was neat and legible. However, some
responses were written in pencil and then overlaid with ink and not rubbed out. We really struggled to read those
responses. Candidates may use pencil for diagrams, graphs and rough working but they should not overlay the pencil
with ink. Should they wish to change the response written in pencil to ink they should completely erase the pencil marks.
Candidates should take note that any working done in pencil is treated as rough working and is not credited.
The candidates struggled with the command words used in questions. In particular it appears the term explain is not
well understood by the candidates. The term ‘explain’ requires the candidates to proffer reasons. Instead, a number
of candidates gave a very general related comment rather than an actual explanation. Question 4 b (iii) is a case in
point. The candidates were asked to explain why carbon dioxide is a gas while silicon (IV) oxide is a solid at room
temperature; the candidates simply stated that carbon dioxide requires less energy to change states than silicon (IV)
oxide. Although this is true it cannot be enough to score 4 marks. They were required to give details about the
The candidates found graphing very difficult. First, their drawings were done with a careless abandon and the axes
were not labelled. Second, they failed to interpret graphs and neglected to make use of their graphs in their answers.
For instance, in 3 b (iii) the candidates were required to use their graph but most of them failed to show on the graphs
how they were using them.
Some candidates gave giving very long winding responses. This resulted in a loss of marks because some of them
contradicted themselves. Candidates also made use of brackets, for instance to provide further clarification. Candidates
should be made aware that examiners do not read anything that is placed in brackets. Zero credit was earned for
anything written in brackets.
It seems a number of topics were not covered to the detail required for AS level while others, such as organic chemistry
were not covered at all. Chemical equilibrium proved difficult for the candidates and many demonstrated they lack basic
understanding. For instance, in 2(a)(ii) learners were required to describe observations. Instead, the few candidates
who had some understanding of equilibrium described the corpuscular processes which are not observable. In 3(c)(ii)
most candidates revealed that they espouse the misconception of compartmentalization of dynamic equilibrium i.e. the
reactants and products are situated in different containers. Consequently, most candidates gave statements such as
“endothermic side is favoured” instead of “endothermic reaction is favoured and the position of equilibrium shifts to the
left hand side”.
2.

COMMENTS ON SPECIFIC QUESTIONS

Question 1
This question was well answered by most candidates. Only a very proportion of the candidature lost marks due to
carelessness. For instance, the candidates were using two capital letters for the chemical symbols.
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Question 2
(a) (i)

Poorly answered. This was a simple recall question but a lot of candidates failed to realise that
they were required to give the colour of the vapour - not that of the solid or of the solution.

(ii)

Few candidates were able to answer this question correctly and the mark was only accessed by
the strongest candidates.

(b) (i)

Well answered. However, a few candidates lost marks because they used curved brackets ()
instead of the square brackets [] that represent concentration. There are a few candidates who
forgot to square [HI] or were confused by the subscript in iodine and hydrogen.

(ii)

Well answered. Candidates seem to enjoy calculations and do well in them. However, marks
were lost because of premature rounding as well as, disappointingly, incorrect rounding.
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(c) Answered fairly well. Almost every candidate scored at least one mark. Candidates lost marks
because the axes were not labelled. In addition, Ea was not labelled clearly and we could not
decipher where it started or ended.

Question 3
(a) (i)

Well answered. A few candidates gave nitric acid which does not work for this reaction. We gave
them benefit of doubt.

(ii)

Well answered. Only a few candidates failed to get this mark. Candidates should be encouraged
to learn the full definition for a catalyst. Some candidates restricted their definition to enzymes.

(iii)

Few candidates gained credit for this question. It seems the concept of homogenous and
heterogeneous catalyst is not well understood.
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(b) (i)

Poorly answered. The drawings were very poor and the labels were misplaced. Many of the
sketches showed some confusion between the ideas of a Boltzmann distribution and an energy
profile for a reaction. The few candidates who attempted the Boltzmann curve failed to realise
that it must start at the origin and must not touch the x-axis at the right-hand end.

(ii) Poorly answered. Eac was incorrectly marked to represent a change on the y axis.

(iii)

(c) (i)

(ii)

66

Only the strongest candidates answered this question correctly. Candidates gave ‘ordinary level’
responses that did not demonstrate an understanding of the distribution of molecular energies.
In addition, there was no evidence in their responses that they used the graphs - which should
have been shaded.

Well answered. However, a few candidates could not clearly show they were comparing.

Poorly answered. Most candidates failed to realise that they were required to apply Le Chatelier’s
principle. The few candidates who recognised that this question was about LCP made a general
reference about the effect of temperature but failed to relate the general theory to the specific
context of the question.
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Question 4
(a) Well answered. However, some candidates failed to use all the key words of the definition as stated
in the syllabus. Candidates should be encouraged to learn full definitions.

(b) (i)

The dot and cross diagram was known by almost all candidates. However, some candidates
forgot the lone pairs on the oxygen.

(ii)

Well answered for shape. Many candidates could not offer a reasonable explanation for the shape.

(iii)

Candidates found this question challenging, even though the question tested really basic
concepts. Most candidates chose to answer the question in terms of the energy taken in to break
the intermolecular forces, but neglected to identify the forces involved.

(c) (i)

Well answered. Candidates generally score very high in calculations. However, there were a few
errors emanating from improper use of the calculator.
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(ii)

Well answered. However, marks were lost due to premature rounding.

Question 5
(a) Many responses were not awarded full credit due to lack of clarity. Not enough care was taken in
selecting terminology. It is the atom that loses electrons from its outer shell and not the ion.

(b) There were few good answers that were awarded full credit. The second mark was not available to
most candidates because they could not clearly explain shielding. Some candidates attributed the
increase in radius to a decrease in nuclear charge. This is not true. An accurate phrasing of that
response could be “decrease in effective nuclear charge”.

(c) (i)

(ii)
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Well answered. A few candidates gave the ‘ordinary level’ configuration.

Well answered. A few candidates failed to clearly show that the comparison was between nuclear
charge and not between cationic charge.
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Question 6
This entire question was poorly answered. It seems organic chemistry was not adequately covered in centres.

3.

POSITIVE SUGGESTIONS TO TEACHERS

•

Teachers are advised to cover all the objectives in the syllabus and to insist that learners define terms as they are
defined in the syllabus.
Teachers should encourage the candidates to write legibly. They should discourage learners to write in ink over
pencil. If candidates wish to use pencil first then should completely erase the pencil.
Teacher should advise learners to show all their working clearly, neatly and in ink. Any working that is written in
pencil is considered rough working.
Teachers should discuss the terms used in science examinations. A glossary of the command words used in
examinations is given on page 34 of the syllabus.

•
•
•
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8224
Paper 3

General Comments
It appeared as if most of the candidates were not exposed to enough, if any, practicals throughout the year.
Many candidates seemed to have “cooked” the data for the experiments, especially for the titration, as they gave exact
values for the titre that was not realistic if compared to the initial and final volumes.
Many candidates seemed to not be familiar at all with the chemistry practical notes that are provided in the question
paper. They did not consult the notes when giving their observations.
Recording of data in tables was not up to standard, in many cases data was not recorded in the required table format,
but simply noted somewhere on the page. When data was recorded, was done incorrectly
Candidates were unsure of the number of significant figures to use and many rounded incorrectly.
Comments on specific questions
Question 1
The majority of the candidates appeared to have not been able to reach the end-point of the titration. There was a very
wide range amongst the candidates for the final titres and concentration calculated. This could be due to teachers not
correctly preparing the solutions, or candidates not titrating until they reached the end-point. It appeared as if most
candidates were not familiar with a redox titration.
(a) Fairly well answered.
•
•
•
•
•
•

70

Majority of candidates had initial and final burette readings
Headings were incomplete, for example, they would just use “Volume of L” instead of “Volume of L added/
used”
Units were omitted or used incorrectly. Some candidates indicated units, but they were not correctly
separated from the quantity using either the solidus, /, or brackets, (), as recommended in the syllabus
A significant number of candidates did not record their burette readings to the nearest 0.05 for accurate
titrations. They gave their readings to either 1 decimal place or simply as a whole number
Some candidates subtracted incorrectly to calculate the final titre. They used initial volume – final volume,
and therefore ended up with a negative answer, or they did not subtract it at all.
Learners were not able to identify the end-point accurately and therefore had a large spread of values for
their final titres. Learners who seemed to have an idea of what was expected for the final titres seemed
to have “cooked” their data by giving exact values that are either not corresponding to their initial and final
volumes or that are unrealistic. It appears they have done this in order to have values that fall within the
ideal spread. Teachers are advised to consult the Syllabus page 36-50 (Annexe A – Assessment
criteria for paper 3) for the layout of a titration table as well as the rules for end-point values and
the spread for accurate titres.
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Mark scheme
Question
1(a)

Expected Answer

Marks

Skill

I Initial and final burette readings and volume of L added recorded for at
least 2 accurate titrations

1

PDO

II all headings and units correct for accurate titrations –
- initial / final (burette) reading / volume OR reading / volume at start
/ finish
- titre OR volume L added / used
- (cm3) OR / cm3 OR in cm3 by every entry ALLOW in top left cell only.

1

PDO

III all accurate burette readings are recorded to

PDO

the nearest 0.05 cm3.

16.7 – only acceptable for the rough titration
16.60 – necessary for all accurate titres
16.65 – necessary for all accurate titres

1

IV final titre within 0.10 cm3 of any previous accurate titre
and subtractions are correct to give titre values

1

V, VI and VII
- award V, VI and VII for spread ≤ 0.20 cm3
- award V and VI for 		
0.20 cm3 ˂ spread ≤ 0.30 cm3
- award V for 			
0.30 cm3 ˂ spread ≤ 0.50 cm3

3

PDO

MMO

(b) Fairly well answered. The majority of learners correctly calculated the mean titre, however there were
a few candidates who included the rough titre in the mean as well, which is incorrect. The mean titre
is also a reading and should therefore be given to two decimal places.
Question

Expected Answer

Marks

Skill

(b)

Mean titre correctly calculated from clearly selected values:
• Candidates must average two (or more) titres where the total spread is ≤
0.20 cm3 (if this is not available, ALLOW this mark for choosing the best
two or more titres.)
• Working must be shown or ticks must be put next to the two (or more)
accurate readings selected
• The mean should be quoted to 2 d.p rounded to the nearest 0.01

1

ACE

(i)

Fairly well answered. There were a few learners that either did not read the instruction for the
number of significant figures or completely ignored it.

(ii) – (iv) Fairly well answered.
•
•

The majority of learners were able to complete the calculations correctly. There were a few learners
who failed to use their previous answers in the next calculations. Learners should use the answers
that they wrote on the answer line in the next calculation and not any other value.
Some learners were not able to round their answers correctly or gave their answers to an incorrect
number of significant figures and therefore lost marks.

Question
1(c)

Expected Answer

Marks

(i) all final answers to 3 or 4 sig. fig. (minimum two parts attempted)
(ii) correctly calculates 0.0057 × (b)
1000

(iii) correctly uses (ii) × 5/2
(iv) correctly uses or x40 or

(iii ) × 1000
25
25

Skill
ACE

1
1
1
1

ACE
ACE
ACE

(d) Poorly answered.

•
•

This question clearly shows that learners did not consult the given practical notes, as they simply had to copy
the test from the practical notes given in the question paper.
Learners are encouraged to use appropriate action terms, such as mix, add and drop, when adding chemicals
to each other, and not the word “react”.
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Question
1(d)

Expected Answer
add/mix/drops
aqueous/dilute
		 ammonia / NH3 /
sodium hydroxide / NaOH
It forms an off-white or white or pink ppt.

Marks
1

		

Skill
ACE

1
[14]

Question 2
The majority of candidates seemed to have managed to carry out the experiment as per instructions, but failed to record
their results as instructed.
(a)
Poorly answered.
• All quantities that were expected to be in the table, were clearly stated in the instructions.
• A large number of candidates were once again not able to correctly use units in the table.
• Majority of candidates gave the balance readings to the same number of decimal places, as it was
expected from them.
• A large number of candidates appeared to not understand the aim of the experiment and were unable
to use their results correctly in further calculations. It is of utmost importance that candidates thoroughly
read all instructions before starting the experiment.
Expected Answer

Question
I

2(a)

•
•
•
•
•
•

II

•
•

Table of data
Must show all of the following:
Mass of crucible (+ lid)
Mass of crucible (+ lid) + N
Mass of crucible (+ lid) + residue
Mass of N
Mass of residue
Mass of water lost

1

Recording of data
Unit / g, (g) or in grams for all data recorded
All three balance readings recorded to same number of dp

1

III Correctly calculates
• Mass of N,
• Mass of residue,
• Mass of water lost

Skill

PDO

1

Examiner checks supervisor’s subtraction for mass of N and mass of residue and
calculates the ratio mass of N ÷ mass residue.
Examiner compares candidate’s value with that of supervisor.
IV - Award IV and V if δ ≤ 0.10				
V - Award V if δ ≤ 0.20
			

(b)

Marks

PDO

PDO

PDO
1
PDO

Fairly well answered.
• (i)-(iii) Majority of candidates knew which formulae to use, but a small number used the wrong values
in the calculations.
• The value of z was expected to be given as a whole number, and a few candidates gave it as a decimal.
There were also a notable number of candidates who were not sure on how to calculate the value of z.

Question
2(b) (i)
2(b) (ii)
2(b) (iii)

72

Expected Answer
n = mass of residue / 208.3
n = mass of water lost / 18
Correctly calculates (ii) ÷ (i) and z as an integer.
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Marks

Skill

1

PDO

1

PDO

1

PDO

(c) Very poorly answered.
The majority of the candidates appeared to not understand the questions and their answers were the exact
opposite of what was expected. It seemed that most candidates were simply guessing.
Question

Expected Answer

Marks

Skill

Greater mass lost / smaller mass of residue / fewer moles of residue / greater
mass of water (appears to be / is) lost 				
so z would be greater					

1

2(c) (ii)

Heat to constant mass OWTTE / cooling in a desiccator

1

ACE

2(c) (iii)

Stop it from absorbing water (from the atmosphere)

1

ACE

2(c) (i)

ACE
1

[12]
Question 3
Well answered. The majority of candidates were able to carry out the experiment as per instructions and give the correct
observations as per the given practical notes. However, some candidates lost marks for their descriptions of the colour
changes seen. Candidates should use the descriptions when testing for ions as given in the practical notes.
(a) (ii)

Many candidates observed the water droplets, but described it incorrectly as vapour. Water
vapour is a colourless gas, which cannot be observed. (iii) – (b) (iii) When reagents are mixed
and no change in colour takes place, candidates are discouraged to describe is as “no reaction”,
because some reactions take place without showing any change in colour. It should rather be
described as “no observation”.

(c) Some candidates gave the name of the compounds or the ion that was tested for. They were able to
correctly identify the ion present in the compound, but could not give the correct formula. Candidates
should take note whether a question requires the name of a compound, or the formula.
(d) The candidates understood the question and correctly gave safety precautions. However, candidates
misspelled “gloves” as “glooves” as well as “goggles” as “googles”. Teachers should make candidates
aware of this misspelling and make an effort on correcting it.
Question
3(a)

3(b)

Expected Answer

Marks

MMO

[1]
(ii) Q turns white / off white		
droplets of liquid / condensation / water		
[1]
(iii) Q gives a
light blue 		
[1]
				
ppt		[1]
(v) Q gives a
white ppt.		
[1]
				
no change / insoluble with HNO3		[1]
(vi) No ppt formed / no change / no observation		
[1]
IGNORE “no reaction”
(i)

R gives effervescence / bubbling / fizzing / gas given off

(ii) R gives a white ppt (not “off white”)		
insoluble in excess reagent / NaOH		
IGNORE “solution turns milky”
(iii) No ppt formed or very slight white ppt or no change
IGNORE “nothing happens” “no colour change” “no reaction”

Skill

2
2
2

MMO
MMO
MMO
MMO

1
[1]
[1]
[1]
[1]

3(c)

Q – CuSO4								[1]
R – CaCO3 								[1]
IGNORE words, mark formulae only

3(d)

wearing of safety goggles or gloves
or not holding (test tubes) with hands while heating / using tongs
or direct mouth of tube away from people
IGNORE lab coats, references to tasting or smelling[1]

1
1
1
1
1
1

MMO
MMO
MMO

ACE
ACE
ACE

1

[14]
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COMPUTER SCIENCE
8231
Paper 1

General Comments
•

•
•
•
•
•

At AS level, there is now an increased requirement for application of knowledge, rather than just recall.
Candidates should be aware that when a context is set in the stem of a question, that context is applicable
to the  whole question, and the subsequent parts of the question are then interrelated and follow on. For
example, Question 2 was all about computer security in the banking field. Many answers to part 2(a) and
part 2(b) did not take the context into consideration.
Misinterpretation of questions is a common challenge that teachers need to help candidates to address.
In relation to this, teachers should also guide candidates as much as possible regarding reading and
understanding questions first before answering.
The layout and presentation of work was well organised and neat for the majority of candidates. The
presentation of work was generally good. The candidates’ handwriting on some scripts were difficult to
read. Candidates are encouraged to try their utmost best to write legibly.
Educators are encouraged to desist from selective teaching. Similarly candidates should be advised to
desist from selective learning. All aspects of the syllabus are important and are examinable. Candidates are
expected to demonstrate more in-depth knowledge at this level of study and for all syllabus topics.
Candidates should still be encouraged to attempt all questions and avoid leaving gaps or un-answered
questions.
There is a tendency to repeat information given in the question. For example, in Question 7(b), 11(b)(i). This
is a subject that requires precision and exactness in answers. Credit is awarded only where it is worth.
Question

Answer

Marks

1

Most candidates were able to explain the terms and also provided clear examples
as required. Some candidates overlooked the examples.

4

Data validation two marks, one mark explanation one mark example:
used to check if data satisfies a certain criteria / is reasonable
Example: person’s age should fall within a certain range, 0 to 120 years // range check //
type check
Data verification two marks, one mark explanation one mark example:
data is entered as intended // data integrity is preserved
Example, verifying password by entering it twice // double entry // visual verification
2(a)(i)

Most candidates knew what data security is.

2

Data security max two marks
process of protecting data …
1 mark from each of the following
… from unauthorised access
… intentional deletion / corruption
… natural disaster
… accidental damage
2(a)(ii)

Most candidates struggled to score full marks for this question.

2

Data privacy two marks 1 mark from each of the following
ensuring that only people who are entitled to can see the data…
… by the use of passwords / access rights / network security
2(a)(iii)

A sizeable number of candidates could not explain data integrity as required.

2

Data integrity two marks 1 mark from each of the following
Ensuring that no unwanted changes occur to data….
… during data entry or transmission
Minimising duplication of data
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Question

Answer

Marks

2(b)

Majority of candidates were better prepared for this question.
Two marks for each method one mark for identification one mark for correct description
Note: these must match but a mark for a valid description can be given if a method is not
identified
Examples – accept other valid answers
two step security (1) sending a code to another device as well as entering a password (1)
Encryption of data (1) during transmission over the internet (1)
Using a firewall (1) to reject attempts of unauthorised access (1)
audit of access to the bank account (1) to act on unusual activity (1)

4

3(a)(i)

The appreciation of the low-level language concept was high despite the general
inclination towards machine code. Low-level languages can either be machine
code or assembly language.

2

Two marks 1 mark from each of the following
close to processor instruction set
makes direct use of computer architecture
cryptic // not easily readable by humans // uses mnemonics or binary
3(a)(ii)

Candidates were generally biased towards machine code only.

2

Two marks from each of the following
Programs complete tasks in a short time
Memory efficient // program takes little memory space
Gives programmer good access to the working of a computer system
3(b)(i)

The understanding of imperative languages was more pronounced than declarative
languages in most responses.

4

Two marks for imperative 1 mark from each of the following
uses sequence of statements
expresses how things are done
codes are normally related to a particular context
make use of assignment statements to locate some information in memory to use it later
simpler to understand than declarative
Two marks for 1 mark from each of the following
expresses the logic of computation without describing its control flow
uses goal seeking techniques
makes use of back tracking
3(b)(ii)

A sizeable number of candidates struggled to describe how methods are used in
OOP.

3

Three marks 1 mark from each of the following
Objects are instances of a class
An object is a self-contained component which consists of methods and properties to
make a particular type of data useful
The behaviour of an object is determined by its class
Objects are created and used during the execution of a program
In OOP, an object can be a data structure, variable or function, which has a memory
location.
Methods are programming instructions…
… that manipulate a data structure
4(a)

76

This term proved to be known only to a few candidates. Teachers and learners are
advised to cover all aspects of the syllabus.
Two marks 1 mark from each of the following
Updates data records in real time
Each transaction must be completed before another transaction can begin
Record locking is used to ensure data integrity
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2

Question

Answer

Marks

4(b)

Most candidates could not justify the use of transaction processing since the term
was not well known.
Two marks 1 mark from each of the following
This system is an online system, so to avoid selling of items that are out of stock …
… each transaction has to update the system before the next transaction is carried out.

2

Most candidates were better prepared for this question.

2

5(a)(i)

Controls all other parts of the processor.
Fetches instructions and decodes them.
5(a)(ii)

Most candidates were better prepared for this question.

2

Carries out arithmetic / mathematical tasks
Carries out logic operations / comparisons
5(b)

Most candidates were better prepared for this question.

6

The Program Counter contains the address of the next instruction to be fetched.
The address in the program counter is copied to Memory Address Register
The instruction is copied from Memory to the Memory Data Register using the address in
the Memory Address Register. Instruction in Memory Data Register is copied to Current
Instruction Register for decoding and execution.
Program Counter is updated to point to the next instruction.
5(c)

Most candidates were better prepared for this question.

4

Four marks 1 mark from each of the following
Check the priority of the interrupt
If a higher priority…
stop execution of current process…
… and save contents of registers in the system stack
execute interrupt routine
continue with process that was active before the interrupt occurred
Note: Max 3 marks if order incorrect
6

3

Correct answers only
Integer
Boolean
Char

7(a)

One mark per point max 2

2

Reduces cost of purchasing hardware/software
Reduces cost of maintaining hardware/software
Data security is provided as part of the service not by the organisation
Increased accessibility // available anywhere with an internet connection
7(b)

Although most candidates could identify SaaS, only a few managed to describe the
concept as well as giving the correct example.

3

Software as a Service
Application software available for use over the internet
For example, accounting software etc.
Allow examples such as googledocs etc.
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A sizeable number of candidates were well prepared for the logic gates question.
8(a)
1 mark for each correct logic gate (shape, sequence and input/output) (max: 4 marks)

4

Note: Allow for 2 marks a correct three input OR gate to replace the two separate two input
OR gates.
8(b)

9(a)(i)

1 mark per each correct pair of outputs Note: no follow through from the circuit

A

B

C

X

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

1

1

1

0

0

1

1

0

1

1

1

1

0

1

1

1

1

1

Two marks

4

2

1 mark for working e.g. 64 + 8 + 4 + 2
1 mark correct answer 010011102 / 01001110 Note: do not accept 1001110
9(a)(ii)

Although most candidates had a rough idea of the concepts, most candidates could
not properly distinguish the two as required.

2

Two marks 1 mark from each of the following
Unicode represents a greater range of characters than ASCII
Unicode uses 8 – 32 bits per character whereas ASCII uses 7 bits per character
Unicode can represent characters from different languages whereas ASCII cannot
9(b)

Three marks

2

1 mark for working e.g. showing 12 bits split into 3 groups of 4 bits
1 mark all 3 correct 7F2

78
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9(c)

A sizeable number of candidates could not score full marks. There was a general
misconception that machine code takes up more space than assembly language.

3

Three marks 1 mark from each of the following
It is much easier to remember/write codes in hexadecimal than in binary
It is easier to debug programs
Error messages are displayed in hexadecimal which is easier to read and understand than
binary.
10(a)

This question proved tricky to most candidates as candidates protocols that are only
applicable if there is a connection to the internet. This was a typical AS Level question
that requires in-depth knowledge and good application of context information.

1

One mark line with terminators
•
Hyper Text Transfer Protocol (HTTP or HTTPS)
•
Transmission control Protocol (TCP)
•
Packet switching
•
Circuit switching
•
Simple Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP)
•
Post Office Protocol 3 (POP3)
•
File Transfer Protocol (FTP)
10(b)(i)

Correct answer only
Router

1

10(b)(ii)

Three marks 1 mark from each of the following

3

The packet is sent to the router
Then packet switching is used
Each packet is sent separately
Not necessarily over the same route
10(c)

Most candidates struggled to score full marks. Candidates seemed to not know that
devices should wait for a random time before attempting to retransmit.

4

Four marks 1 mark from each of the following
Carrier Sense Multiple Access / Collision Detection
A device checks to see if the line is free
Device transmits data and checks for a collision
If a collision is detected transmission aborted…
… and jamming signal sent
Device waits a random time before attempting retransmission
11(a)

Most candidates misused the terms files and records. It is essential that candidates
understand the technical language associated with the subject and that these
technical terms are used appropriately in responses.

2

Two marks 1 mark from each of the following
in serial access records are held in no particular sequence
in sequential access records are sorted into key sequence
11(b)(i)

A sizeable number of candidates needed to be better prepared for this question.

2

Two marks 1 mark from each of the following
used for direct access to records
records stored and retrieved according to disk address // relative position in file
used for interactive systems where immediate access /quick response time is required
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11(b)(ii)

Most candidates could not explain the procedure of how records are added in a
random access file.

3

Three marks 1 mark from each of the following
use hashing on the key field…
…to calculate an address
… insert record at that address
if address already has a record then overflow will occur…
… record will be inserted at the next free address / in an overflow area
12(a)

New master file
(Accept: son)

1

12(b)

File generations

1

The mark acquisition for this question were very encouraging.

6

13

Max Six marks
Input Max 2 marks, 1 mark for correct input of 3 variables
Water, Flavouring, Labour, Packaging, Refrigeration
SellingPrice
Calculate Max 2 marks, 1 mark for correct calculation of manufacturingCost, 1 mark for
correct calculation of Profit
ManufacturingCost = Water + Flavouring + Labour + Packaging + Refrigeration
Profit = SellingPrice – ManufacturingCost
Output Max 1 mark
Profit
One mark for using meaningful variable names

14(a)(i)

Most candidates had an idea of what was happening in line 3 but could not score
marks because they did not mention the name of the array and the data type. Candidates should be aware that when a context is set in the stem of a question, that context holds good for the whole question and the subsequent parts of the question are
then inter-related and follow on. This context data need to be used when answering
as a way of providing clearer explanations.

2

Assigns values to (element one of) an array Pupil
Of type Test_marks
14(a)(ii)

Correct answer only
89

1

14(a)(iii)

Similar to 14a(i).

2

1 mark for logical average with assignment.
1 mark for reference to the variable pupil at least once.
Example
SET average TO (pupil[1].mark_1+pupil[1].mark_2+pupil[1].mark_3)/3
Do not penalise BODMAS errors.
14(b)(i)

Correct answer only
0

1

14(b)(ii)

1 mark identification 1 mark correction
Line 3 needs to be changed // FOR loop needs to be changed
FOR counter FROM 0 TO 3 DO // FOR counter FROM 1 TO 4 DO

2

80
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8231
Paper 2

General comments
Overall, particularly for a debutant year for the Computer Science Advanced Subsidiary syllabus, there is ample
room for improvement in the standard of the candidates’ work.
Questions that required calculations or the understanding of code were answered well by most candidates.
Candidates found questions that began with the command words ‘describe’ or ‘explain’ more challenging. If
a question asks for a description answers need to include more detail, a single, brief statement is not enough
for full credit.
This is a subject that requires precision and exactness in answers and candidates should be prepared or
helped towards such goals.
Comments on specific questions

Question

Answer

Marks

1 (a)

This question was not well answered by most candidates as candidates only had
slight ideas and therefore could not fully describe both a serial search and a binary
search according to the syllabus specifications.

3

Serial: One mark
• Compares the elements of the array in order with the key element searched for
Binary: Two marks from the following
• Using a sorted list
• Divide the number of elements in half
• If the searched value is less than the value in the middle of the interval
• Search the first half
• Otherwise search the second half
• Repeat until value is found or not
1(b)(i)

1(b)(ii)

1(c)(i)

1(c)(ii)

1(d)(i)

1(d)(ii)

1(e)

A sizeable number of candidates scored well for this question. However, tracing or
dry running a given pseudocode still proved a concept that some candidates had
not mastered well.
Two marks each, One mark for correct answer, One mark for working
1 working e.g. found 0
i 0 1 2 3 4 5 6
key 5
0 working e.g. found 0
i 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 key 10

Two marks
6
10

One mark for first correct value, one all correct values
3 13 5 or
5
3
1
Note: allow FT in the number of iterations
One mark for first correct value, one all correct values
3 13 21
5 21
3
2
Note: allow FT in the number of iterations
One mark from the following
• It takes less time to search
• You do not need to compare all values a binary search
• Fewer number of iterations in a binary search
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2

2

1
2

1
1
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Question

Answer

2(a)(i)

A sizeable number of candidates struggled with question 2 as they did not have
adequate knowledge on the concept of data structures.
Two marks from the following
List of data items where elements can be added by pushing them on the top / push
Removed by popping them out from the top / pop
LIFO accept FILO
Accept mention of PUSH and POP for one mark

2(a)(ii)

Marks

•
•
•

2

Two marks from the following
• List of data items where elements can be added by inserting it at the rear of the queue
/ enqueue
• removed at the front of the queue / dequeue
• FIFO accept LILO
Accept mention of enqueue and dequeue for one mark

2

2

2(b)(i)

One mark for correct completion of column y for stack
One mark for correct completion of column y for queue
Allow FT if position is incorrect for both columns
2

2(b)(ii)

One mark for correct completion of column z for stack
One mark for correct completion of column z for queue
Allow FT if position is incorrect for both columns
2(c)(i)

82

Two marks from the following
flexibility to shrink or grow // size not fixed
size of the list can be modified during the operations performed on it
elements are kept at any location and linked to each other by the use of pointers

•
•
•
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2

Question
2(c)(ii)

Answer

Marks

Four marks from the following
Check for list full // check for free space
If not full then get pointer to free space
Store data at the address indicated by the pointer
Replace free space pointer with pointer from address where data item has been stored
If list full exit with error message

4

•
•
•
•
•

Most candidates were better prepared for this question. Good mastery of concepts
was well demonstrated by the majority of the candidates. Some candidates were
however not too sure about the difference between logic and runtime errors.
3(a)(i)
3(a)(ii)

3(a)(iii)

Two marks from the following
incorrect programming language grammar / punctuation
Program does not compile / cannot be run

•
•

2

Two marks from the following
Mistakes in the design of a program / algorithm
Program produces incorrect / unexpected result(s)

2

Two marks from the following
Errors that cause problems with execution of the program
Program may unexpectedly exit / hang when encounters a runtime error

2

•
•
•
•

There was a typo that could potentially confuse some candidates on the part(b)
section of the question. As a result a special marking approach was employed so
as not to disadvantage any candidate.
3(b)(i)
3(b)(ii)
3(b)(iii)

One mark for identification of error, One mark for correction
Error:		
line
11
//
bmi_class
Correction: bmi_class  “normal”



One mark for identification of error, One mark for correction
Error:		
line 12 // ELSE IF bmi > 25 AND bmi <= 29 THEN
Correction: ELSE IF bmi >= 25 AND bmi <= 29 THEN

One mark for identification of error, One mark for correction
Error:
missing = line 4 // IF height < 0 OR weight <= 0 THEN
Correction: IF height <= 0 OR weight <= 0 THEN
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Question
4

Answer
This is a typical question that detects how Computer Science requires precision
and exactness in answers. There were a number of correct answers that demonstrated good understanding and mastery of concepts. Unfortunately the same
mastery could not be illustrated by candidates from certain centres.
Five marks
One mark for count, y and Output columns
One mark for column x (3,2,1,0) one mark fully correct column x

count
1

2
3

4

x

y

Output

3
2
1
0
2
1
0
3
2
1
0

5

5
5
5

4

4
4

2

2
2
2

Note allow repeated values in the count and y columns
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5

Question

Answer

5

Although only a handful of candidates managed score full marks of this question,
the attempts made helped candidates to score well in this question. Very few
candidates from certain centres did not make attempts at all. All candidates are
encouraged to make attempts instead of leaving the question blank.
Ten marks from the following
Initialisation of valid attempts and invalid attempts to zero
Enter access code
Check if access code is 9999
Check access code is in the access code list if it is not 9999
If access code in list…
...increment number of valid attempts, allow entry to library
If access code not in list…
… allow two further attempts
if three attempts fail…
...increment number of invalid attempts
…display “Entry Denied” or similar message
Output number of valid attempts, invalid attempts when 9999 is input as an
access code
MP13 Use of meaningful identifiers
MP14 Use of loop to allow for multiple learners to access the library
MP15 Suitable messages seen for all prompts and outputs

MP1
MP2
MP3
MP4
MP5
MP6
MP7
MP8
MP9
MP10
MP11
MP12

Marks

10

Sample answer
Attempt ← 0
Visit ← 0
Times ← 0
NoCodes ← Length(ValidCodes[])
REPEAT
PRINT “Please enter access code”
INPUT AccessCode
IF AccessCode = 9999
THEN
PRINT “Number of learners visiting the library is “, Visit
PRINT “Number of times a learner was denied access is “, Times
ELSE
Try ← 0
Counter ← 0
Valid ← FALSE
WHILE NOT Valid OR Try < 3
REPEAT
IF AccessCode = ValidCode[Counter]
THEN
Visit ← Visit + 1
Valid ← TRUE
Print “Access granted”
ELSE
Counter ← Counter + 1
ENDIF
UNTIL Counter = NoCodes
IF NOT Valid
THEN
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Question
6(a)

Answer

Marks

A sizeable number of candidates scored well in this question. Some candidates
struggled to come up with meaningful flowcharts on part(b), a concept that seemed
alien to them. Teachers are encouraged to gives candidates exposure to the
algorithm techniques prescribed in the syllabus.

INPUT
x

y

z

OUTPUT

6

10

8

10

5

2

9

9

3

5

3

5

One mark for each correct output
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3

Question

Answer

Marks
8

6(b)

Eight marks from
MP1 initialising I and O
MP2 input water level
MP3 condition 1 (if W>=H)…
MP4 … with correct options
MP5 condition 2 (if W<L) ….
MP6 … with correct options
MP7 Incrementing Time
MP8 Checking if five minutes have passed …
MP9 … sound alarm //alarm on
MP10 for recursive structure
MP11 correct use of symbols
MP12 correctly labelled and complete flowlines
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Question
7(a)

Answer

Marks

Majority of candidates managed to score well on this question.
Two marks
One mark for Y, Z, T and no other parts to the expression
One mark for AND and AND in the correct positions
X = (Y AND Z) AND T
// allow YZT // Y=1 AND Z= 1 AND T=1

(b)(i)

//

Y

AND

2
Z

AND

T

//

Y.Z.T

The majority of candidates managed to draw meaningful logic circuits thereby
demonstrating high levels of competency on the learning objectives being examined.
Two marks
One mark for each AND gate (correct shape, sequence and input/out).
Or
Accept a single 3 input AND gate for two marks

(b) (ii)

There was a typo that could potentially confuse some candidates on this section
of the question. As a result a special marking approach was employed so as not to
disadvantage any candidate.
One mark correct headings,
One mark correct inputs
One mark correct outputs
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Y

Z

T

X

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

1

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

1

0

1

1

0

0

1

1

1

1
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DESIGN AND TECHNOLOGY
8256
Paper 1

GENERAL COMMENTS
This year, 2021 was the first Examination on this syllabus. The syllabus was well developed by the DNEA in collaboration
with CIE and was accepted by both institutions. All this was done to upgrade the level of Education in Namibia.
Therefore, the two institutions with their teams should be applauded for the exceptional work done to improve the living
standards of the Namibian Child.
Thanks, should also go to other role players like the entire Ministry of Education, Regional Offices, Schools, Communities
and of course the Candidates who wrote this examination for the first time.
Taking the COVID-19 situation into account, it made it very difficult for the teachers to prepare the candidates well for
this examination. It was also difficult for the candidates, but in someway they felt ready for the examination. According
to the work assessed, one could see that the candidates tried their best to be successful in this examination with the
support of their teachers and their parents.
Very good responses were received from the centres regarding the quality and standard of the question paper. It could
be well interpreted regarding the style, language and graphics.
From the responses of the candidates on the questions, there were no problems answering the questions, although in
a few cases a follow-up question was misinterpreted. However, good responses were given for certain questions and
candidates could score good marks.
Evidence also show that quite a few candidates did not have the knowledge to answer certain questions successfully
and some did not attempt certain questions. This situation can only be mastered when more training is given to teachers
on how to teach the syllabus successfully. It can illuminate this situation. By the spread of marks for this question paper,
it looks acceptable, but there are a lot of areas which needs to improve.
Section A consisted of compulsory short questions across the syllabus. In some cases candidates scored good marks,
but in most cases improvement is needed. This can only be done with more training to the teachers.
This year we had 54 candidates of which only one candidate answered the Technology Part, 16 answered the
Communication Part and the rest answered the Resistant Part in Section B in the question paper. This section was
answered fairly well by most candidates, but better was expected.
It is our expectation that in 2022 there will be a good increase in number of candidates entering to do this subject.
COMMENTS ON SPECIFIC QUESTIONS
PART A
(a) This question was fairly answered by most of the candidates; however, some could not give the
desired answer which was TIDAL power. Instead they answered hydroelectricity, which was accepted
and the mark awarded.
		Desired Response: Tidal power
(b) Very good explanations were given by most of the candidates who scored good marks, but
quite a few could not give any explanation, because the process was unknown to them.
Desired Response: Tidal power, also called tidal energy, is a form of hydropower that converts the
energy of tides [1] into useful forms of power, mainly electricity [1].
Movement of water turns the propeller [1] which turns the armature (generator) [1]
2

Good answers were given and some candidates scored maximum marks for the procedures to be followed
when electrocuted. In some cases, the procedures were not in order, but candidates were not panelised for it.
Desired Response:  Switch off the electricity if it is still on. [1]
 Begin CPR if the person shows no signs of breathing, coughing or movement. [1]
 Keep the injured person warm by covering the person with a blanket or jacket. [1]
 Cover any burned areas with a sterile gauze bandage or a clean cloth. [1]
 Call the emergency services. [1]
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3

Most of the candidates scored maximum marks for the term to be explained: Malleability and Ductility.
Some of the candidates could only get one of the terms correct.
Desired Response:
Malleability:
A malleable metal is one in which a metal can be deformed under compressive stresses without breaking or
fracturing.[1]
Like taking a billet of red-hot metal and hammering it into the shape of a crankshaft because of its plasticity
feature. [1]
Ductility:
A ductile metal has the ability to deform under tensile stress.[1]
Like taking a billet of metal and forcing it through a die to elongate the metal into wire because of its plasticity
feature.[1]

4

(a) Almost all candidates scored maximum marks for this question. There were only a few that did not
know the term anthropometrics.
		Desired Response: The science of measuring [1] people [1] is called anthropometrics.
(b) Most candidates could explain how anthropometric data could be used by interpreting the diagram
correct and scored maximum marks.
		Desired Response: The measurements from the foot to the seat. [1] can be used to determine the height of
		
the seat.[1]
5

Only a few candidates scored maximum marks, the rest could score only one mark, because they could
not identify the Control in the system.
Desired Response: Control: Amplifier [1] Output: Speaker [1]

6

Most of the candidates scored good marks for this question, while others could only score less than the
half of the marks awarded for the design process.
Desired Response:
 Identified a design need and produced a design brief.
 Drawn up a detailed list of specifications.
 Performed market research/product analysis and produced data accordingly.
 Generated various possible solutions to your design problem, made a final selection and are able to explain
why.
 Produced detailed rough and free hand sketches and at least one working drawing.
 Identified design constraints.
 Chosen a specific material and are able to explain why, as well as produce a detailed cutting list.
 Drawn up a detailed manufacturing plan.
 Tested various processing methods and decided on the best and most practical option in each case. You are
also able to describe and explain your choices.
 Produced a detailed list of tools and machines required and know how to safely and correctly work with each
one.

PART B
DESIGN COMMUNICATION
Two centres out of 11 answered this part of the question paper, giving you a total of 10 candidates
7

(a) Some candidates scored good marks for the orthographic projection, but quite a few of them could
not get the development of the truncation correct. The candidates could not apply the necessary
knowledge and skills regarding the development.
		Desired Response:
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(b) Only one centre could answer this question correctly from which most of the candidates scored
maximum marks. From the other centre only a few could score marks here, because they evidently
did not have the knowledge do answer it. Loci is an important part of the syllabus and it was expected
that all candidates should score good marks.
		Desired Response:

(c) The concepts market-pull and producer-led design was answered fairly well by most of the candidates,
but did not give enough information to score maximum marks. Most of their answers given fell in the
medium band and some in the low higher band.
Desired Response:
Market pull design is when a need is in the community.
99 A company sees the need and designs something to fill the need.
99 School shoes is an example of market-pull design, because schools prescribe which shoes are to be
worn.
99 Medicine, vaccines and food are also examples market-pull, because medicine is produced to make
people well.
99 People buy market pull articles because they need them.
99 With producer-led design, there is no real need.
99 Producer-led design is where the designer has an idea to improve lives and then designs something that
a person does not need, but advertises and starts a trend that makes people want to buy the product.
99 People tend to buy producer-led articles because of peer pressure or for luxury.
99 Examples of producer-led designs are modern cell phones, branded clothing, trendy accessories and
fast foods.
99 When a client smells the fast food, he / she becomes hungry.
99
RESISTANT MATERIALS
Most of the centres chose to answer this question.
8

(a) (i)

Most candidates answered this question satisfactorily and scored maximum marks. A few lost a
mark for not marking and punching the centre where to drill.
99
99
99

(ii)

Clear sketch/es of an appropriate process [1]
Measuring and marking out centre of hole or work piece secured/fastened (some notes should
be presented) [1]
Method of drilling hole [1]

Good marks were scored here, but evidently, some candidates did not know what a
woodwork lathe is.

			Desired Response:
99 Clear sketch/es of a lathe [1]
99 Prepare block of wood or mount between centres [1]
99 Adjust tool rest correctly or select suitable tool [1]
(iii)

Almost all candidates scored good marks, only a few of them gave safety rules instead of maintenance.
99
99

Clean or blow off chips and dust regularly from lathe [1]
Inspect lathe regularly for loose bolts & nuts and tighten if needed, as well as drive belts for cracks
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99
(b) (i)

			
(ii)

and electrical cable [1]
Oil metal and moving parts [1]

Answered fairly well by most of the candidates and the justification acceptable and they scored good
marks here.
Desired Response:
Suitable metal:
99 Aluminium
99 Duralumin
99 Mild steel
99 Stainless steel [1]
Justification:
99 Lightweight [1] easy to carry [1]
99 Easy to cut/drill/join [1] product easily made [1]
99 Polishes well [1] aesthetically pleasing [1]
99 Cheap to buy [1] product will not be expensive
NB! Justification must relate to the specific property/ies of the named metal
Good answers were given by candidates and scored good marks. I most cases a mark was
lost because the explanatory notes were not there.
99 Method - bending, fabrication (joining), casting or making a cut out [1]
99 Description with sketches and notes [2]

(iii)

Only a few candidates could score maximum marks here using hinging and linkages. The rest
mis-interpreted the question and bend the material, however one mark was given for their graphics.
Desired Response:
99 Method - suitable hinge (butt, piano, material...) [1]
99 Description with sketches and notes [2]

(c) (i)

Some candidates scored maximum marks, some scored one mark only and quite a few scored nothing,
because the process was unknown to them.
99 Fig. 10: - Hand lay-up (hand laminating) [1]
99 Fig. 11: - Spray lay-up (spray laminating) [1]

(ii)

Quite a number of candidates scored good marks describing the moulding process, but in some
cases, they got the example wrong.
Desired Response:
99 Description of how GRP moulding is done [0-3]
Examples of products like:
99 boats, storage tanks, tubs and showers, aircraft components [1]

(iii)

Pigments: Good answers were given by most of the candidates and scored maximum marks.
Desired Response:
Explanation must include: Pigments or colourants to add colour [1] to plastics/products [1]
Fillers: Only a few candidates could give the correct answer. The rest miss-interpret fillers and got
confused by filling holes in materials.
Desired Response:
Explanation must include: Fillers are non-plastic materials that are added to plastic [1] to reduce
the amount of plastic used in order to reduce costs or to improve certain properties like electrical
conductivity.

[1]

(d) The discussion of smart and modern materials was surprisingly answered very well by most of the
candidates. Only a few candidates could not successfully describe modern materials.
Smart material
99 Responds to a stimulus like heat or light, and then returns to its original state when the stimulus is
removed.
99 Name of suitable smart materials e.g. thermochromics, photochromic,
99 Applications e.g. kettles, coffee mugs, self-darkening glasses and welding helmets,
Modern material
99 Has been engineered to have improved properties but the material doesn’t ‘change’ in response to
stimulus.
99 Name of suitable modern materials e.g. Kevlar, carbon fibre, bendy ply, polymorph.
99 Applications e.g. bulletproof vest, strengthening tyres, skateboard, fishing rod, tennis rackets
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Only one candidate answered this question. The centre from which this candidate came from, specialised in Resistant
Materials
9

(a) This question was not answered as expected. The candidate had an idea in the interpretation of the
question, but did not have the knowledge to answer the question satisfactorily, therefore could only
score a minimum mark.
Desired Response:
99 Speed ease, effectiveness at which things are done.
99 Increases access to information
99 Reduces costs and time
99 Technological development brings economic growth.
99 It also enhances social wealth by increasing the income levels and wealth.
99 Technological development makes very important contributions to the economic and social-cultural life.
(b) (i)

No marks were scored here, because the candidate had no knowledge of how to do the calculation.
Desired Response:
Forces around X = F x d
= (680 x 1.4) + (420 x 4.4) [1]
= 2800Nm [1]

(ii)

No marks were scored here, because the candidate had no knowledge of how the calculation
should be done.
Desired Response:
Forces around Y = F x d
= (680 x 4.6) + (420 x 1.6) [1]
= 3800Nm [1]

(c) The candidate did not attempt this question and could not score any marks.
Desired Response:
Angle grinders [1]
Differentials of vehicles [1]
Hand drills [1]
Steel rollup doors [1]
Sluice gate [1]
(d) (i)

The candidate managed to score maximum marks, because the formula was applied correctly.
Velocity ratio = teeth of driven gear/teeth of driver gear
		
= 60/20 [1]
		
= 3:1 [1]

(ii)

The candidate could not score any marks here, because he did not have the knowledge to do the
calculation.
Desired Response:
rpm of output shaft = driver shaft x teeth of driver gear/ teeth of driven gear
= 20 x 540/60 [1]
= 180 rpm [1]

(e) This question was not attempted by the candidate, thus could score no marks.
Desired Response:
99 The positive part of the sinusoidal wave of the AC will flow through point A in the bridge through D2 to point
B in the bridge through the load to point D in the bridge through D3 to point C in the bridge back to the AC
power supply eliminating the negative part of the sinusoidal wave.
99 The negative part of the sinusoidal wave of the AC will flow through point C in the bridge through D4 to
point B in the bridge through the load to point D in the bridge through D1 to point A in the bridge back to
the AC power supply eliminating the positive part of the sinusoidal wave.
99
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(f)

(i)

Here the candidate scored maximum marks. One could see the knowledge of how to calculate
resistance was there.
Desired Response:
IL = Vs/RL
= 250/100 [1]
= 2.5 A
[1]
IR = Vs/RR
= 250/10 [1]
= 25 A [1]
IC = Vs/RC
= 250/25 [1]
= 10 A [1]

(ii)

The candidate did not score any marks, because he did not know how to do the calculation.
Desired Response:
99

(iii)

No attempt was made by the candidate to answer the question.
Desired Response:
Z = VS/ IT
= 250/24.62 [1]
= 10.154 ohm [1]

(g) The candidate did not attempt this question.
		Desired Response:
(i)

(ii)

(iii)

CONCLUSION
This was a good marking session and a great learning process. The work is not on standard as expected, but with the
necessary training it can improve.
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8256
Paper 2

GENERAL COMMENTS
This year, 2021 was the first Examination on this syllabus. The syllabus was well developed by the DNEA in collaboration
with CIA and was accepted by both institutions. All this was done to upgrade the level of Education in Namibia.
Therefore, the two institutions with their teams should be applauded for the exceptional work done to improve the living
standards of the Namibian Child.
Thanks, should also go to other role players like the entire Ministry of Education, Regional Offices, Schools, Communities
and of course the Candidates who wrote this examination for the first time.
Taking the COVID-19 situation into account, it made it very difficult for the teachers to prepare the candidates well for
this examination. It was also difficult for the candidates, but in some way they felt ready for the examination. According
to the work assessed, one could see that the candidates tried their best to be successful in this examination with the
support of their teachers and their parents.
Very good responses were received from the centres regarding the quality and standard of the question paper. It could
be well interpreted regarding the style, language and graphics.
From the responses of the candidates on the questions, there were no problems answering the questions. However,
good responses were given for certain questions and candidates could score good marks.
Evidence also show that quite a few candidates did not have the knowledge and skills to answer certain questions
successfully. This situation can only be mastered when more training is given to teachers on how to teach the syllabus
successfully. It can illuminate this situation. By the spread of marks for this question paper, it looks acceptable, but there
are a lot of areas which needs to improve.
It is our expectation that in 2022 there will be a good increase in the number of candidates entering to do this subject.
For 2021 the were only 56 candidates.
COMMENTS ON SPECIFIC QUESTIONS
(a) Analysis
		

Candidate should not to write a fictional story about the reason why the product

should be made.

		
		
		

It is not allowed to copy information given in the question into the answer.
Appropriate factors should be considered. Candidates should think of, and record all the additional
information, like: tools, construction, materials.

(b) Specifications
		
		
		

Some candidates copied the specifications given in the paper.
Generic responses must be avoided. These specifications must be relatively specific. Some candidates
stated generic specifications like “it must be safe, must look nice, etc.” The response should rather be: “It must
be made out of aluminium because it is light weight and is easy to work with.”

(c) Design solutions
		
		
		
		

Many ideas were not in line with the criteria given.
Too little detail was shown in the sketches, and very few notes were written.
Measurements should be added.
Many ideas were not adequately rendered and enhanced.

(d) Development of proposed solution
This is the part where most candidates lost valuable marks. In this section of the question paper the
candidates should take the chosen idea and make further detailed decisions on form, materials and
construction methods to be used in the final product. In some cases candidates did not do a sufficient
development of the final idea. This is not simply a repetition of one of the ideas recorded in the previous
section.
		

Rendering should be done and measurements should be given.
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(e) Presentation
Most candidates just gave a single view with little or no detail or notes.
The following is expected in this question. An Isometric sketch or drawing with notes, and an Orthographic
drawing including dimensions. Additional sketches can also be added to show construction detail.
		

The isometric drawing or sketches should be rendered showing what the final product should look like.

CONCLUSION
With this few comment, thanks to the candidates and the teachers who prepared the candidates for this examination.
Taking the prevailing COVID 19 situation into account, it was not easy for all of us to come thus far, but we hope to have
a normal education year in 2022.
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Paper 3

GENERAL COMMENTS
The year 2021 has once again been a challenging year for Design and Technology coursework due to the implications
of Covid-19. Despite the challenges, centres must be commended for efforts deployed to ensure the completion and
submission of coursework samples from all regions.
The quality of coursework for NSSCAS 2021 was generally good. There were some centres that produced coursework
that is below average. This indicates that the candidates were not correctly guided by the teacher. Regional Offices
should make sure that Examiner’s Reports are studied and recommendations drafted for implementation purposes from
the regions to the schools.
Regional Office should target schools that did not perform well and investigate what the reason is for the substandard
results. In the cases where teachers are not sure what is expected in the folders, they should be trained to ensure that
the candidates can be taught how to compile a folder correctly. On the other hand, if the teacher is not performing,
the principal and head of department at the school should be informed to continuously monitor the work done by the
teacher and the progress of the candidates on the project folders. If possible networking with DNEA, NIED and other
regions with Senior Education Officers as well as relevant stakeholders should be initiated to have teachers capacitated
and assisted on a regular basis. It appears that the common mistakes centres made during the 2021 design folder are
mainly because the learners were not taught correctly by the teacher. This makes one realise how many candidates
are penalised for poor quality work submitted because of centres who have not been putting in the much needed
efforts from the beginning of the Senior Secondary phase. A conclusion could be drawn that Centre Reports are not
studied and recommendations not implemented by many centres. Due to the defiant negligence by some centres, the
assistance of the Regional Directors is needed to make sure that Senior Education Officers and Circuit Inspectors study
and analyse these reports and monitor that the recommendations are implemented at schools that present Design and
Technology as a subject.
Once again, Regional Offices, principals and HOD’s are pleaded to take the responsibility of ensuring that folders
and projects are monitored throughout the year in future. Towards the end of the second term the folders should be
internally moderated before the marks are dispatched to DNEA for external moderation. Regional Offices must make
sure that NSSCAS schools are provided with the necessary materials and tools for candidates to build quality models.
DNEA observed that some centres’ projects were compromised by the lack of adequate resources.
Candidates who are not submitting sufficient photographic evidence is a problem when the projects have to be
moderated. There were a few cases where candidates made poor problem selections and outcomes and showed little
evidence of imaginative interpretation and creativity. The sample of work presented for moderation was suitable in most
cases and centres generally applied the assessment criteria appropriately, although, in some cases, this was not at the
correct level.
All folders must include clear photographic evidence of the artefacts, in addition to an overall view of the final product,
showing detail to support the awarding of marks.
COMMENTS ON SPECIFIC ASSESSMENT HEADINGS
Defining
Most of the candidates clearly stated the problem to be addressed but not all gave a concise Design Brief. Candidates
should be encouraged to complete adequate and relevant research in order to form a suitable knowledge base before
formulating the Brief. Only then can the specifications be listed. These specifications must be relatively specific. Many
candidates stated generic specifications like “it must be safe” or “must not be big or too small”, etc. This research does
not refer to materials and its properties. Most candidates included points of specification but of a generic nature which
could be applied to any product.
Research
Some centres research consisted of irrelevant information that was simply written in a paragraph form. This did not lead
the candidate to an idea of what the outcome of the product should be.
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Candidates should do research into similar existing products as mentioned in the Design Brief and evaluate these
products regarding cost, material, etc. This section should give clear and specific requirements for the design outcome
and for the awarding of maximum marks. Then additional information regarding the processes, material and fittings
should be researched to see what is available locally.
Conceptualising
This is where candidates can show evidence of genuine design creativity. Imaginative and innovative handling of good
range of concepts and ideas is of essence. Some candidates included a wide range of different ideas enhanced by clearly
annotated sketches. Often candidates presented a few drawings that showed too little design capabilities and tended
to follow a single concept. These ideas can be presented most successfully through sketches and candidates should
be encouraged to include everything that comes to mind. Annotations should include comments on the construction,
joining methods and materials. Then it is important that the each idea is evaluated as to how an idea might link to the
specification.
Development
In this section of the folder the candidates should take only the chosen idea and make further detailed decisions on
form, materials and construction methods to be used in the final product. Ideas should be fully developed with good
attention to detail. Candidates are expected to show deep insight and good command of related knowledge. In some
cases candidates found it difficult to apply, and in these cases the final ideas were simply a repetition of one of the
ideas recorded in the previous section. Candidates are expected to also illustrate every step of production with notes
describing the action.
In most cases the final drawings of the Design Solution were generally well-presented and gave sufficient information
with regards to the manufacturing of the product.
Presentation
Candidates were expected to show refined graphical skills including fluent freehand and precise measured drawings.
Most centres could produce drawings with good command of rendering and other enhancement which is commendable.
Centres in the top band produced excellent communication skills and had their work well managed and attractively laid
out. Some centres did not give the correct drawings.
The following is expected: An isometric drawing / sketch with dimensions and notes. (Rendered), an exploded view
(rendered) an orthographic drawing showing detailed dimensions. Then also a cutting list, other material list, a table
showing time planning and a flowchart showing the sequential steps of production.
Product realization (Control; Technical; Product)
Photographic evidence (photographic gallery) showed that some candidates were able to work on their own and able
to work at an acceptable standard of construction and finish to the extent that the end product could be used. Sadly,
some centres could not provide sufficient photographic evidence to substantiate the credibility of the folders. Some
photographic evidence is just a mere posing activity and no real action is seen which made it difficult for the moderator
to clearly distinguish various safe approaches and processes from the photos.
Notably, photographic evidence showed some candidates operating power tools (such as angle grinders) without the
required protective clothing (leather gloves, eye protection), an unsafe practise that should be discouraged.
Clear photos of the candidate doing all the processes, as well as clear photos showing the final product. The candidate
must be seen working in the pictures.
Testing and Evaluation
Most candidates included photographic evidence to show the testing of the product, which is commendable. They are,
however, encouraged to link the outcome of the original specifications and make objective judgements on the success
of their products. The section should also include suggestions for further modifications or possible future improvements.
Therefore centres are implored to ensure that specifications are fully evaluated and tested in this section, which will
guarantee maximum marks for the candidates.
Conclusion
Even though it was the first coursework examination for NSSCAS it is clear that centres offering NSSCAS Design and
Technology for 2022 as a subject need to get a unified training to standardize the general understanding on the different
sub-topics for the design
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ECONOMICS
8246
Paper 1

NOTE: If more than one feature is required, the first two for instance are marked, even if they are in the same
numbered feature.
GENERAL COMMENTS
The first AS examination was fair with a moderate standard. Instructions were clear.
Most learners attempted to answer all questions.
COMMENTS ON INDIVIDUAL QUESTIONS
Answer
1

Guidance

Well answered. Most learners scored full marks.
2

Define scarcity.

Two marks for a correct definition.

Kn (2 marks)
•
When there are limited/not enough/lack resources. (1)
•
But unlimited wants. (1)
2 (a)

Poorly answered. Most learners used "various" combination in stead of "maximum" possible combination.
Define production possibility frontier.

2

Kn (2 marks)
•
A curve which shows the maximum possible
combinations of the amount of goods which can be
produced. (1)
•
when the given resources/technologies are fully utilised.

For correctly defining production
possibility frontier - up to two marks
NOT various combinations

(1)

(b)

Well answered.
Calculate the opportunity cost in terms of agricultural
goods of the country moving from point C to point B on
the PPF.

1

Ap (1 mark)
•
25 units of agricultural goods (100 – 75). (1)
3

Award a mark if just the answer “25” is
given.

Fairly well answered. Most learners confused the free goods with the public goods.
Most centres have "streetlights" as an example instead of "air, rain water".
State two features of a free good and give one example.
Kn (2 marks)
•
Goods without an opportunity cost. (1)
•
Goods that a price cannot be charged for. (1)
•
Goods that are abundant/unlimited/not scarce. (1)
		
Any two
Ap (1 mark)
- Air (1)
- Water from the river/rain (1)

Any one
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3

Accept any two correct features and
any one correct example.

Do not accept e.g., free education, free
health services, serviced land, naturally
given goods.
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4

Well answered, but most learners gave price of a commodity instead of price of substitute/or complementary
goods.
Identify two factors that cause a change in demand for a
good or service.
Kn (2 marks)
•
Income (1)
•
Taste/fashion/preferences (1)
•
Price of substitutes (1)
•
Price of complementary goods (1)
•
Availability of substitutes (1)
•
Advertising (1)
•
Population size (1)
•
Expectations of the economy (1)
•
Consumer confidence (1)

5

2

Any two

Most learners struggled to define "joint supply". They used the production process instead of increase in
supply.
Define joint supply and give an example of goods that
are in joint supply.

6

3

Kn (2 marks)
•
A product or process whereby an increase in the supply
of one goods (1) leads to an increase in the supply of
another good. (1)

Kn Two marks for correct definition
Accept decrease in both goods.

Ap
•
An increase in the supply of cattle/sheep/goats can lead
to an increase in the supply of milk/meat/hide (1)
Wheat and straw, zinc and lead

Award marks for link.

Fairly well answered, but most learners left out the formula so they did not receive the knowledge mark.
Calculate the marginal revenue of the firm when three
units are sold. Show your calculations.

3

Kn (1 mark)
MR = ∆ TR ÷ ∆ Q (1)

Kn One mark for correct formula
Ap Two marks for correct calculation
and correct final answer.
If the answer is wrong but correct
formula is used = two marks.

Ap (2 marks)
8 ÷ 1 (1)
= N$8 (1)

Correct formula, wrong calculation,
wrong data used = one mark only.
Only correct answer given without
calculations = two marks
Calculations must be shown.
N$ not necessary to be shown

7

Well answered. Most learners scored full marks.
List two possible causes of inflation.
Kn (2 marks)
•
Demand-pull inflation (1)
•
Cost-push inflation (1)
•
An increase in the money supply faster/too much/too fast
than the growth in real output (1)
Any two

2
Kn One mark for each correct cause.
Accept an example of either cost-push
or demand-pull inflation such as an
increase in labour cost or an increase
in income.
Award marks if examples are only from
one side.
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8

Fairly well answered. Most learners from different centres used GDP or economic growth instead of GDP
per capita. Some learners used national income.
Identify two factors that influence living standards.
Kn (2 marks)
•
Education/literacy (1)
•
Health/life expectancy (1)
•
Income/GDP per capita (1)
•
Employment/unemployment (1)
•
Productivity of the economy (1)
•
Population distribution (1)
•
Technology
•
Income distribution
•
Absolute levels of income
•
Sanitation and water as well as electricity

9 (a)

2

Award one mark for any correct factor.
Only award one mark for each factor
e.g. health and low infant mortality will
only score one mark.

Any two

Well answered. Most learners were able to define opportunity cost.
Define opportunity cost.

2

Two marks for a correct definition

Kn (2 marks)
•
Opportunity cost is to sacrifice/forgo/give up (1)
•
the next best choice/alternative (1)
(b)

Fairly well answered. Most learners could define fiscal policy, but some learners struggled to apply knowledge
with reference to the case study on how government could use fiscal policy to repair damaged infrastructure.
Define what is meant by fiscal policy and with reference to
the extract, describe how the government might use fiscal
policy in order to repair the damage to the infrastructure.

(c)

6

Kn (2 marks)
•
Fiscal policy is the means by which a government adjusts
its spending levels (1) and tax rates (1)

For two marks both government
spending and taxation must be
mentioned in the definition.

Ap (4 marks)
•
Government increase expenditure (1)
•
on repairs to roads/bridges/rail (1)
•
Government might have to increase (1)
•
direct taxes/indirect taxes/taxation/tax rates (1)

Both government spending and taxation
must be included in the answer to gain
full marks.
Up to four marks

The first part of the definition to define subsidy was fairly answered. Most learners could describe a subsidy
as money from the government, but could not explain the use of a subsidy to lower production cost.
The diagram was fairly well answered but some learners failed to label the diagram.
Outline what a subsidy is and draw a diagram to show
the effect of the proposed government subsidy to milk
farmers on the market for milk.
Kn (1 mark)
•
Grant/money/aid from government to producers to
reduce production costs/market price. (1)
Ap (2 marks)

•
•

5

Accept any correct outline of a subsidy.
Ap (2 marks) static/original diagram
One mark for all four correct labels
One mark for correct equilibrium P +
Q/E

Original labels Price + Quantity + D + S (1)
Equilibrium P + Q (1)
An (2 marks) dynamic/shifted diagram
One mark for shift S to S1
One mark for the new equilibrium P1 +
Q1/E1

An (2 marks)
•
Shift from S to S1 (1)
•
New equilibrium P1 + Q1 (1)
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(d)

Not well answered. Learners could define a quota, but failed to link it to milk import quota.
The learners failed to analyse the impact of a lower import quota on GDP and employment in the Namibian
economy.
Analyse how the introduction of a lower milk import quota
might positively impact on GDP and employment in the
Namibian economy.

6

Kn (1 mark)
•
A milk import quota sets a limit on the quantity of milk
that can be imported. (1)
OR
•
Limit on the milk imported from outside/another country.
Award two marks maximum out of five
for a wholly micro answer.
Both GDP and employment must be
analysed in the answer to gain the full
5 analysis marks.
Must be derived from/linked with milk.

An (5 marks)
GDP
•
Reduced imported milk supply (1)
•
Demand/output for local milk will increase (1)
•
GDP will increase (1)
Employment
•
Derived demand for workers in the dairy industry will
increase (1)
•
Employment in the Namibian economy will increase (1)
(e)

Poorly answered. Most learners could explain that output reduction would lead to fewer (less) exports and
a current account deficit, but could not analyse further to show the implication of output reduction on the
current account.
Most learners failed to evaluate the impact of a reduction of output on the current account.
The drought in Namibia has caused a lack of animals at
abattoirs and subsequently a reduction in the output of
Meatco.
Evaluate the extent to which a reduction in the output of
Meatco will impact on the current account of the balance
of payments of Namibia.

8

An (4 marks)
•
The input of cattle to Meatco has decreased/less input (1)
•
There will be subsequent fall in the volume of exports
from Meatco (1)
•
This will lead to a reduction in the value of exports from
Namibia (1)
•
This will have a negative impact on visible/trade balance
of the current account of the balance of payments of
Namibia (1)
Ev (4 marks)
•
The larger the decrease in the number of cattle at
abattoirs/exports of meat the larger the negative impact
on the visible/trade balance (size) (1)
•
The current account may not move into deficit if the
invisible account is in significant surplus (1)
•
The extent of the impact will depend upon the
importance/value of meat as an export relative to other
exports that may have increased/not have decreased in
value (1)
•
If the exported meat is relatively price inelastic in
demand, then the price increase that results from the
decrease in supply will lead to an increase in export
revenue and a positive impact on the current account of
the balance of payments of Namibia (elasticity)
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Ev - L1 (1 - 2) for an answer that shows
some knowledge of the effect of the
reduced output of Meatco on the current
account of the balance of payments.
Ev - L2 (3 - 4) for an answer that shows
detailed/developed knowledge of the
effect of the reduced output of Meatco
on the current account of the balance
of payments.

(f)

Poorly answered. Most learners could not explain that consumption is a component of aggregate demand
and, therefor, a fall in consumption would lead to a fall in aggregate demand and a fall in demand pull inflation.
Most learners answered from a micro- economic perspective instead of macro-economic perspective.
Explain how a fall in consumption might lead to a fall in
the rate of inflation.
An (3 marks)
•
Consumption is a component of aggregate demand (1)
•
If consumption falls, aggregate demand will fall (1)
•
This will decrease the rate of demand-pull inflation (1)

3

AD diagram not required, but credit
with one mark if correctly produced and
the mark has not been awarded in the
explanation.
Macro NOT micro

POSITIVE SUGGESTIONS TO TEACHERS
Teachers must also test the learners on different levels: define, analyse, application and evaluation.
Teachers must expose their learners to different economic scenarios and ask learners for their comments.
Give case studies to practise analysis and evaluation.
Teachers must encourage learners to link definitions to case studies.
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8246
Paper 2

GENERAL COMMENTS
The knowledge questions were answered well. Learners struggled to apply, analyse and evaluate answers.
Analysis and evaluation points should be developed sufficiently to receive up to two marks for each point.
COMMENTS ON SPECIFIC QUESTIONS
Q

Answer

1 (a)

Guidance

Learners had to state the economic definition of an entrepreneur which differs from the definition used in
Business Studies and Entrepreneurship. In general, this knowledge question was answered well.
2

Define entrepreneur.
Kn (2 marks)
•
•
•
(b)

Person taking on the risk/risk taker. (1)
The person combining/using (other) the factors of
production. (1)
Person receiving profit as a reward. (1)
Any two

One knowledge mark was scored by learners. Learners did not state that invisible exports involve money
flowing into/received by a country.
Learners calculating the correct answer received two application marks. It is important that learners round
off answers correctly.
Define invisible exports and calculate the percentage
change in visitors from January 2020 to February 2020.
Show your calculation.
Kn (2 marks)
•
•

An invisible export is an international transaction that
involves money flowing into a country. (1)
But, it does not include an exchange of tangible/physical
goods/that involve a service. (1)

Ap (2 marks)

Award the full Kn marks for any
correct definition.

Only one mark to be awarded for Ap
if just the correct answer is given/
answer rounded to 38% or 37.6%.

1 990.0 – 1 242.7 (1)
= 747.3 ÷ 1 990.0 x 100
= 37.55% (1)
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(c)

Two knowledge marks were awarded to most learners for the correct definition of income elasticity of demand
(YED), although marks were lost when defining price elasticity of demand (PED) instead.
Application marks were not awarded because learners failed to apply that
•
travelling to Vietnam is a luxury good
•
for which the value of YED is greater than one.
Learners writing that increased income is leading to increased spending on travelling did not receive analysis
marks. An increase in income should have been linked to:
•
•

an increase in the demand for luxury goods or services
an elastic YED, where demand increases proportionally more than the increase in income.

Use your knowledge of income elasticity of demand to
explain why an increase in income might have led to the
higher number of tourists arrivals in Vietnam in January
2020, compared to December 2019.
Kn (2 marks)
•
•

Income elasticity of demand shows the responsiveness/
sensitivity of the quantity of a good/service demanded.
(1)

to a change in income. (1)

6

Award full marks for the formula if it
is given instead of definition.
YED = % change in quantity
demanded
% change in income

Ap (2 marks)
•
•

Travel to Vietnam is seen as a luxury good for most
people. (1)
For a luxury good, the value of YED is greater than one.
(1)

An (2 marks)
•
•

An increase in income will increase the demand for
luxury goods/services (1)
by proportionately more than the increase in income
explaining the increase in tourists’ arrivals in Vietnam. (1)
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(d)

Most learners defined the depreciation of the Vietnamese currency correctly and scored one knowledge
mark.
Learners failed to draw the static diagram of aggregated demand (AD) and aggregate supply (AS) and
received only one application mark.
The effects of a depreciation of the Vietnamese currency on the price level by using and AD and AS
analysis had to be examined on a macroeconomic level. Some learners misinterpreted the question and
explained the effect of the depreciation of the Vietnamese currency on tourists visiting Vietnam.
Learners did not evaluate to which extent the depreciation of the country's currency affected the AD and the
price level in Vietnam. No reference was made to the Marshall Learner condition and the J curve effect.
Use aggregate demand and aggregate supply analysis to
evaluate the effects of a depreciation of the Vietnamese
currency on the price level in Vietnam.

8

Kn (1 mark)
•

Depreciation is a loss/fall in the value/price of a currency/
in relation to another currency. (1)

Mark can also be awarded for fall of
exchange rate.

Ap (2 marks)
NO mark awarded for two diagrams.
MUST be one diagram with
equilibrium.

•
•

Correctly drawn and labelled static diagram. (1)
Depreciation leads to a fall in the price of exports/cheaper
exports. (1)

OR
Depreciation leads to an increase in the price of imports/more
expensive imports. (1)
An (2 marks)

•
•
•

There will be an increase in exports (1) leading to a shift/
increase of AD from AD to AD1. (1)
Cost of production increase (1) leading to cost-push
inflation/higher price level. (1)
This will lead to a new equilibrium with a higher price
level (in Vietnam) P – P1. (1)
Any two

Ev (3 marks)
•
•
•
•
•
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Depends on the price elasticity of demand of the export.
(1)

The value of exports will only increase AD/price level if
the price elasticity of demand of the exports is elastic
(ML condition). (1)
Depends on the time frame. (1)
Short-run AD/price level more inelastic/long-run AD/price
level more elastic. (1)
In the short run AD/price level may decrease (1) due to
the J curve effect. (1)
Any three
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Any missing label or equilibrium
equals no marks for the static
diagram.

(e)

The analysis part of the question was answered well. External benefits and costs had to be linked to third
parties outside the tourism industry. Learners writing that more workers were employed and trained in the
tourism industry did not receive marks.
Few learners evaluated the impact of the external benefits and costs on Vietnam.
Assess the possible externalities that might be created by
the increased number of tourists visiting Vietnam.
An (5 marks)
External benefits (2/3)
•
Employment created (not in tourism industry)/better living
standard.
•
Development of areas/foreign investment encouraged.
•
Improved infrastructure for locals to use.
•
Foreign currency inflow and more invisible export leading
to better current account.
•
Improved education to improve skilled labour/training that
can be used outside of tourism.
•
Increased profit for other businesses outside of tourism.
•
More GDP due to more products produced because of
the tourists and employed people.
•
More tax revenue to government (direct and indirect).
•
Better infrastructure.
External costs (3/2)
•
Any type of pollution created by tourism that impacts on
a third party.
•
Health problems/diseases
•
Crime/bad publicity.
•
Wasting/using up of scarce resources e.g., water/land.
•
Less land for citizens.
•
Congestion on roads/lodges etc.
•
More accidents.
•
Destruction of environment to build lodges and
infrastructure.
•
Illegal activities e.g., drugs, human trafficking, poaching.
•
Loss of culture.
Ev (5 marks)
External costs (2/3)
Extent of the external cost will depend on e.g.
•
The quality/quantity of the pollution control/regulation of
tourism market. (1)
•
E.g., more police officers less cost from crime. (1)
•
Number of tourists increasing. (1)
•
Depends on the short run/long run nature of the
increase. (1)
External benefits (3/2)
Extent of the external benefit will depend on e.g.
•
The amount of the increase in tourism. (1)
•
Sustainability of the increase in tourism. (1)
•
What the extra tax revenue is being used for. (1)
•
The impact of the appreciation of the exchange rate
which will make exports more expensive and imports
cheaper. (1)
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10
The benefit and cost must clearly
refer to external/third party
Award any relevant benefit or cost

Any type of pollution will only be
given one mark

Any An point can be awarded up to 2
marks if developed sufficiently.
Ev - L1 (1-2) for an answer that
evaluates the extent to which tourism
will increase cost and benefits
Ev - L2 (3-5) for a detailed
assessment to evaluate the extent to
which tourism will increase cost and
benefits
If the evaluation of an external cost is
credited, the same evaluation cannot
be credited for an external benefit.
Allow any correct evaluative point
based on the previous analysis.
Any other correct external costs
and benefits could be credited with
analysis and evaluation marks.
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2 (a)

Most learners received three knowledge marks for the correct definition and formula of price elasticity of
supply (PES).
The answer should have been applied to grapes, for which the PES is inelastic and, therefore, less than one.
Learners had to analyse why the supply of grapes is price inelastic. Learners analysing reasons for the
inelastic demand of grapes did not receive marks.
With the use of a formula, explain price elasticity of
supply and discuss whether the supply of grapes is
likely to be price elastic or inelastic in the short run.

8

Kn (3 marks)
•
Price elasticity of supply (PES) measures the
responsiveness/ sensitivity of quantity supplied (1) due to
a change in the price of a product. (1)
•
Formula.
•
Price elasticity of supply = % change in quantity supplied
÷ % change in price. (1)
Ap (2 marks)
•
The supply of grapes is likely to be price inelastic. (1)
•
This is because the value of PES of grapes is likely to be
less than one. (1)
An (3 marks)
Supply of grapes will be price inelastic
•
Because it will take a long time to increase output/
agricultural product. (1)
•
Takes time from planting (vineyards) to harvesting
grapes. (1)
•
Factor immobility means it is difficult to switch to grapes
if previously farmed with other crops/fruit. (1)
•
There are not many grape producers. (1)
•
Grapes are difficult/costly to store/transport/handle (1)
because they are perishable. (1)
Any three
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Any An point can be answered up to
2 marks if developed sufficiently.

(b)

The analysis part of the question was answered well. Some learners, however, did not know that fertiliser is
used as an input in the production of wheat.
Learners failed to evaluate to which extent an increase in the price of fertiliser will affect the market for wheat
and the total revenue of wheat farmers. Some learners commented that the total revenue of wheat farmers
was affected by the price elasticity of demand (PED) for wheat but did not comment on the:
•
time scale (impact over short- and long-run).
•
size of the increase of the price of fertilisers.
In country X the use of fertiliser is crucial to the
production of wheat.
Evaluate the extent to which an increase in the price of
fertiliser will affect the market for wheat and the total
revenue of wheat farmers in country X.
An (8 marks)
•
Fertiliser is an input/factor production. (1)
•
Cost of fertiliser has increased, therefore, cost of
production has increased. (1)
•
Supply/production/output of wheat will decrease. (1)
•
Market price of wheat increases (1) and quantity of wheat
will decrease. (1)
•
Revenue = Price x Quantity. (1)
•
If price increases there could be an increase/decrease in
total revenue/income. (1)
Ev (4 marks)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

3 (a)

Depends on the price elasticity of demand of wheat. (1)
If the price elasticity of demand is elastic total revenue
will decrease/if the price elasticity of demand is inelastic
total revenue will increase. (1)
If the price elasticity of demand is unitary elastic total
revenue will remain the same. (1)
Depends on the time scale. (1)
In the short run, price elasticity of demand is likely to be
relatively inelastic and in the long run, price elasticity of
demand is likely to be relatively more elastic. (1)
Depends on the size of the increase of the price of
fertilisers. (1)
A small increase will have a small effect and a large
increase will have a large effect. (1)
Any four

12

Credit a correct diagram (maximum
2 marks) if provided.
NO marks for diagram if credit is
already given for increase in price
and decrease in quantity of wheat.
Any An point can be awarded up to 2
marks if developed sufficiently.

Ev - L1 (1-2) For an answer that
provides limited comment on the
effect of the increase in the price of
fertiliser.
Ev- L2 (3-4) For an answer that
provides a developed comment on
the effect of the increase in the price
of fertiliser.
It is possible to get 4 evaluation
marks from only one well-developed
point, for example elasticity only.

The knowledge marks were awarded to most learners
stating that the multiplier measures the change in national income.
giving the correct formula of the multiplier.
Few learners referred to changes in injections and withdrawals in the economy.
Most learners received two application marks for the correct calculation.
Few learners scored analysis marks for explaining the effect of investment in mining on the national income
of Namibia:
it is an injection into the economy.
which leads to increased investment spending on capital goods (machinery) and
increased consumption of goods and services (by more workers employed and earning an income)
the increase in national income will be 10 times bigger than the initial investment in mining.
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The marginal propensity to consume (MPC) in Namibia is
0,9.
Outline what is meant by the multiplier and calculate the
effect of a N$6 million investment in mining on the national
income of Namibia.
Kn (3 marks)
- The multiplier measures by how much national income
changes. (1)
as a result of changes in injections and withdrawals in the
economy. (1)
- Formula
K = 1 ÷ (1 – MPC) (1)
or K = 1 ÷ MPS (1)
or K = 1 ÷ MPW (1)
Ap (2 marks)
- 1 ÷ (1 -0,9)
= 1 ÷ 0,1 = 10 (1)
- 10 x N$6 million
= N$60 million (1)
An (3 marks)
- Investment in mining will be an injection. (1)
- Mining companies will buy capital goods which increases
investment spending. (1)
- Additional workers will be employed across all related
industries and will receive an income which they will mostly
consume, increasing the demand for goods and services. (1)
- The final increase in national income will be bigger
than the size of the initial investment by a factor of 10. (1)
Any three
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8

Award 1 mark for 60 million without
N$.

(b)

Analysis marks were awarded to learners explaining whether foreign investment in mining might or might not
improve the standard of living in that country. Answers should have been linked to investment in the mining
sector. In general, learners concentrated more on the improvement of the living standard and lost marks for
not giving a balanced analysis.
Few marks were awarded for evaluating to which extent foreign investment in mining would improve the
standard of living. Some learners, however, commented on the employment and exploitation of unskilled
workers by multinational mining companies.
Evaluate the extent to which foreign investment in the
mining sector of a country might improve the standard of
living in that country.
An (8 marks)
Will improve (5/4/3)
•
Job creation/increase in income. (1)
•
Offering training/education/skills. (1)
•
Providing housing for workers. (1)
•
Decrease government spending as less unemployment
benefits are paid, more money to spend on social
benefits/public goods/merit goods. (1)
•
Workers/people will afford goods and services. (1)
•
Better health care/longer life expectancy. (1)
•
Less crime/rioting/civil unrest leading to a safer
environment. (1)
•
Increase in output/GDP/GDP per capita. (1)
•
Tax revenue will increase. (1)
•
This can increase government spending on social
benefits/transfer payments/public goods/merit goods. (1)
Will not improve (3/4/5)
•
Externalities/pollution from mines. (1)
•
Damage to the natural environment/negative influence
on tourism. (1)
•
The type of goods being produced are of a primary
nature rather than consumer goods. (1)
•
Over/exploitation of natural/non-reusable resources. (1)
•
Exploitation of workers/cheap labour/longer working
hours/poor working conditions. (1)
Ev (4 marks)
•
Jobs created might not benefit local people. (1)
•
As foreign investors employ their own skilled workers,
employing locals in unskilled/low paid/exploitative jobs.
•
•

•
•

(1)

Profit might be sent back to the country of the foreign
investors (1) and, therefore, no expansion of GDP/GDP
per capita in the local economy. (1)
Foreign investment might only benefit the country at the
primary stage of production (1), without advancing later
stages of production that could create better paid jobs in
the manufacturing and tertiary sectors. (1)
Pollution might be reduced by strictly enforced/
environmental laws. (1)
Government might introduce carbon emission taxes to
lessen pollution/stricter enforced labour laws. (1)
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12

Accept any correct factor that
will improve or not improve living
standards.
There must be a link from the factor
to the improvement in the standard
of living
Any An point can be awarded up to
2 marks if develop sufficiently.

Ev - L1 (1-2) for an answer that
provides limited comment on the
extent to which living standards
might be affected.
Ev - L2 (3-4) for an answer that
provides a developed comment on
the extent to which living standards
might be affected.
Accept the evaluation of any correct
factor that will improve or not
improve living standards.
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4 (a)

Most learners received three knowledge marks for outlining the characteristics of monopolistic competition.
Learners failed to apply that:
•
profit maximisation is where marginal costs = marginal revenue (MC = MR)
•
total profit is the difference between total revenue and total cost (TR - TC)
Few analysis marks were awarded because learner did not write how price, output and profit are
determined by a firm in a monopolistic competitive market in the short run.
Explain how price, output and profit are determined
for a firm operating under conditions of monopolistic
competition in the short run.
Kn (3 marks)
•
There are many small firms. (1)
•
Each firm has such a small portion of the market that it
can act independently of the others. (1)
•
Products are not identical/product differentiation. (1)
•
Barriers to entry are low. (1)
•
The firm is a short run profit maximiser. (1)
•
Price maker. (1)
Any three
Ap (2 marks)
•
Firms profit maximise where marginal cost = marginal
revenue/MC = MR. (1)
•
Total profit is the difference between total revenue and
total cost. (1)

8

Accept any correct characteristic of
the monopolistic competition.

A correct diagram can be awarded
one mark only if that mark has
not already been awarded in the
explanation.

An (3 marks)
•
•
•

The quantity/output level is determined by the MC = MR/
profit maximising condition. (1)
The price is determined by the demand curve/average
revenue curve at the MC = MR/profit maximising level of
output. (1)
The profit is determined by the difference between AR
and AC at the MC = MR/profit maximising level of output.
(1)

112
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Any An point can be awarded up to 2
marks if developed sufficiently.

(b)

The analysis part of the question was answered well. Learners developed their answers sufficiently.
Many learners did not evaluate why the points analysed might be successful or not. No marks were awarded
for a discussion of economies/diseconomies of scale.
Evaluate the extent to which attempts by a firm to
increase productivity are likely to be successful.
An (8 marks)
•
Education and training by firms (1) skilled workers will
produce more output. (1)
•
Division of labour (1) work is split; each worker does what
s/he knows best which increases their output. (1)
•
Improvement in technology/capital goods/maintenance
on existing capital goods (1) increased use of machinery
could increase the output. (1)
•
Better working conditions/employee participation
schemes/profit sharing/decision making process (1)
workers morale/motivation/job satisfaction will be higher,
therefore their output will increase. (1)
Ev (4 marks)
•
•
•
•
•

Training may not be effective/workers may not want to be
trained/ not understand the training. (1)
Workers may leave the firm after being trained. (1)
Division of labour may lead to boredom/alienation (1) and
requires all workers to be present (1), therefore, does not
necessarily improve output per worker. (1)
Technology may not be effective (1) because the
machinery may breakdown and, therefore, not improve
output. (1)
Better working conditions may not have the desired
impact (1) which may lead to an abuse of the conditions
and a reduction in output. (1)
Any four

12
Any An point can be awarded up to
2 marks if developed sufficiently.

Accept any correct evaluation of the
previous analysis.
Ev - L1 (1-2) for an answer that
provides limited comment on the
extent to which productivity will
increase.
Ev - L1 (3-4) for an answer that
provides a developed comment on
the extent to which productivity is
likely to increase.
Accept any evaluation point
supporting the increase of
productivity argument being more
successful.

POSITIVE SUGGESTIONS TO TEACHERS
Assessment objectives
In general learners answered the knowledge part of the questions well. However, learners should also be able to apply,
analyse and evaluate their knowledge in the context of the question.
Evaluation marks are awarded for a discussion of the impact or effect of the points analysed. The following should be
taken into account where applicable:
•
time scale (changes of the variable over the short- and long-run)
•
size of the change of the variable (big or small)
•
the extent to which the variable can be controlled.
Command words
Learners should be able to identify the command words which are used to test each assessment objective as explained
in the syllabus.
Interpretation of questions
Questions should be read carefully to ensure learners understand what is expected of them.
Learners will not receive any marks when copying the case and questions.
Learners should be encouraged to follow local and international economic developments in the media, which should
also be discussed in class.
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ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE
8202
Paper 1

General comments
•
•

Since this is the first AS examination, no comparison can be made to any other past examination.
The candidates generally did not perform well in the paper. Candidates were caught off-guard by the conventions
of the reading comprehension questions and answering requirements at AS level, as these were directly opposite
to the conventions that they were used to at O-Level (Grade 11).
The candidates struggled to infer meaning from all the three texts and use their own words as far as possible.
They appeared to have overlooked the bolded part of the rubric that required them to use their own words.
Some candidates attempted to use their own words successfully. On the other hand some candidates could not
successfully use their own words as the meaning of the answer was lost through translation. Most candidates
heavily relied on lifting for which they were penalised.
Too many candidates failed to answer in complete coherent and grammatically correct sentences. One would
expect learners at AS Level to be competent writers and have a good linguistic foundation, but many of them failed
at this and simply lifted the answers from the text. The candidates made many language errors i.e. grammar,
spelling mistakes etc. AS candidates are expected to have adequate and comprehensive vocabulary and be able
to comprehend and use more complex structures.
The O-level questions are presented in the chronological order of the paragraphs where the answers would appear
in the text. That is, if the answer to question 1 is found in paragraph 1, the answer to question 2 is most likely
to be found in paragraph 2 or 3 etc. On the other hand, the AS level requires a candidate to be able to fully
understand the passage as a whole and use high order thinking skills in order to be able to comprehend the text
and competently respond to the questions asked. The practice is that the answers would not be explicitly stated in
the texts, but the candidates would utilise the given information to infer and read between the lines in order to give
a correct response to the question.

•

•

•

Comments on individual questions
PART 1: Multiple Choice Questions
Questions 1 to 5
Questions

Answers

1

B

2

A

3

D

4

B

5

A

For this part of the question, fewer candidates could attain 5 marks, with the majority only scoring 3 marks. Most
candidates failed to answer question 4 correctly because probably they did not understand the meaning of the word
“indifferent” and “sauntered”.
6

According to the text, how do conditions in Africa impede the development of professional football
careers? (3)

Question No

Answers

Marks

6

(a) footballers come from poor
backgrounds (1)
(b) high unemployment rates(1)
(c) mismanagement of
resources (1)

3

Guidelines
NB:
•
•
•
•
•

Attempt to use own language required
for full marks.
3 points + own language = 3 marks
3 points + lifted/reorganized = 2 marks
2 points + own language = 2 marks
1 or 2 points + lifted + lifted reorganized = 1 mark
1 point + own language = 1 mark

This question was answered fairly well. The candidates were able to identify the correct answers to the question.
However, the majority of them failed to get full marks as they merely lifted the answers from the text without attempting
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to use their own words and were duly penalised.
7

Identify a word or phrase that means the following:
(a) made worse

(b) obvious overspending

Question No

Answers

Marks

7

(a) aggravated (1)
(b) conspicuous consumption (1)

Guidelines

2

correct spelling required
quotation marks are accepted

This question was answered correctly by the majority of candidates. They were able to identify the correct words/
phrase from the text. Some candidates failed to correctly spell the words leading to losing of marks.
8

How did football change during the 1980s?

Question No

Answers

8

(a) European football became popular
worldwide (1)
(b)

Marks
2

More money was invested in
football through broadcasting rights
and sponsorships by the business
community (1)

Guidelines
NB: Attempt to use own language required for
full marks.
2 points + own language = 2 marks
1 or 2 points + lifted/ reorganized = 1 mark
1 point + own language = 1 mark

Candidates generally answered this question only partly correctly. Many candidates failed to get the answer that the
European football market picked-up. Most candidates could only identify the second part of the answer “Football
became a global business product, attracting huge broadcasting rights and corporate sponsorship.” Most candidates
could not score full marks because they either missed the first part of the answer or they just lifted the answers from the
text without attempting to use their own words.
9

How can footballers’ success abroad negatively affect their relationship with their communities?

Question No

Answers

Marks

9

(a) They may break old social ties.
(b) The footballers become
estranged from their communities

1

Guidelines
Accept any one
NB: Answers must address relationship.
Do not accept attitudes e.g. ungrateful,
arrogant, etc.

(c) The footballers become
alienated from their communities
This question was fairly well answered. The answer was expected to address the “relationship” question- how it can
negatively be affected by the footballers’ success abroad. A number of learners misunderstood the question and
confused the relationship of the footballers with their communities with their “attitudes”, which was not credited. E.g.
instead of mentioning that the footballers cut ties, candidates would write the footballers were arrogant.
10 Identify one way in which the attitude of migrant workers differs from that of some professional
footballers.
Question No

Answers

10

(a) Migrant workers often maintain
relationships with own communities (1)

Marks
2

Guidelines
NB: Clear contrast/ comparison is
required, if missing zero mark

(b) Footballers become arrogant/aloof or
ignore their own people (1)
OR
(c) Migrant workers support their own
people financially (1)
(d) whereas footballers spend the money
on themselves (1)
This question was generally poorly-performed. The candidates could not make a clear contrast between migrant
workers and professional footballers; which was necessary for them to get the full mark. The candidates only offered
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the attitude of the migrant workers without indicating a contrast between the attitude of the migrant workers and the
attitude of the footballers:
(i)

E.g. Migrant workers maintained strong connections with people at home (no contrast)

(ii)

Migrant workers keep in touch with people at home while footballers sever ties with their
communities. ( clear contrast)

The question required the candidates to show one difference as stated in the question; the difference had to be expressed
by showing a clear contrast between the migrant workers and footballers.
11

Give an example of the “social practice of the sport” and explain how footballers benefitted from it.

Question No Answers
11

(a) playing street football/inter-street
competitions with footballers’
communities and nearby communities(1)
(b) footballers’ social integration(1) and
(c) visibility to football enthusiasts (1)

Marks

Guidelines

2

NB: Attempt to use own language
required for full marks
2 points + own language= 2 marks
1 or 2 points + lifted/reorganized = 1
mark
1 point + own language = 1 mark

The question was answered fairly well but candidates merely lifted the two parts of the answer from the text.
12 What contrast does Abedi Pele mention?
Question No

Answers

Marks

Guidelines

12

(a) Football was originally fun,
providing enjoyment (1)
(b) Then players recognised that it is
a ‘’lucrative business” and a way
to ‘’influence and inspire millions of
people’’. (1)
(c) You have to learn to maintain the
fame and not abuse it. (1)

2

Accept any two
NB: There should be clear contrast

The question was fairly well answered by the majority of the candidates. The candidates who got this question wrong,
failed to state the contrast as clearly stated in the question. The candidates only mentioned the second part and failed
to mention the first part of the contrast. Quite a good number of the candidates gave option “c” as the answer and
therefore could not score full marks but one.
13 Identify two ways in which footballers’ benefit personally from international opportunities.
Question No Answers

Marks

Guidelines

13

2

Accept any two

(a) confidence in their abilities/ more
self-control (1)
(b) how to learn from observation (1 )
(c) financial gain (1)

This question was well answered. The candidates were able to identify the correct answers from the text but could not
score full marks due to lifting.
14 How do some players recognise that criticism of their behavior is justified?
Question No Answers
14

(a) They recognise that they must try hard not
to ignore former team colleagues. (1)
(b) They recognise that the community felt
bad attitude/behavior “did not represent
their communities’ cultural norms and
social values” (e.g. not to abuse their fame,
accommodating each other, being humble,
being obedient, being thankful.) (1)

Marks

Guidelines

2

No mark for: “They did not represent their
cultural norms. “
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The candidates struggled to give the correct answer to this question. Many candidates failed to comprehend that they
had to reflect the awareness that the players gained or acquired about their behavior as perceived by the community.
The candidates failed to understand that they had to focus on the recognition of the players rather than the criticism.
15 Explain how Abedi Pele’s final question can be seen to be in contrast to the value systems of local
communities.
Question No

Answers

Marks Guidelines

15

Accept any answer which attempts to explain 2
the meaning of Abedi Pele’s remark/statement/
expression: ‘’He thinks that the world belongs to
you or control it.”

Answers should reflect an idea that
wealthy players show respect, humility,
gratitude and reciprocal behavior.

The candidates struggled with this question. They failed to explain the meaning to Abedi Pele’s remark in contrast
to the value systems of the local communities. The majority of them just reproduced or rephrased the remark with
no explanation given. A clear contrast was supposed to be made that would reflect an idea of respect, humility, etc.
(communities’ cultural norms and social values) vis-a-vis the behavior of the rich and famous footballers.
SECTION B
16 You are a student of art and have recently read this interesting article on ‘The fine art of Peter
Clinton Gray’, an internationally acclaimed artist.
Write a blog post in which you encourage art students to consider a career in art. You should use information from
the article but you may also include your own ideas. Your blog post should be between 220- 260 words.
Possible content from the article
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)
(i)
(j)
(k)

Your paintings will be exhibited all over the world if you are very talented
When you know someone, who has become famous/person who is talented, spend time with that person.
Work on your specific skill, as not many people may have this skill/art
If you work hard, you can earn a living through your artwork/paintings.
Take advantage of as much formal training as possible.
You get the opportunity to travel to exhibit your paintings/artwork
Galleries/museums may purchase paintings on a permanent basis
Possibility of awards/appreciation
Artwork can grow and develop in different directions-different materials one can work on/with
Challenging-emotional connection is an important motivator
Satisfaction-people are educated through art.

Suggestions about own ideas may include the following:
(l)
(m)
(n)
(o)
(p)
(q)

Visit exhibitions of other artists
Persevere with your art
Gain a qualification in art
Attend courses in art
Explore different media
Carry a notebook with you for ideas

AO-R1; R2; W1; W2; W3; W4
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Marking Grid for Paper 1, Section B-Directed Writing
Content
14-15

Excellent

Entirely relevant, with many aspects of the task explored.
Ideas very effectively organized, developed and presented in a form highly appropriate
to the task.
Strong sense of voice. Highly aware of audience and purpose.

12-13

Very good

Relevant, with several aspects of the task explored.
Ideas well organized, developed and presented in a form appropriate to the task.
Sense of voice. Aware of audience and purpose.

9-11

Good

Mostly relevant, with main aspects of the task explored.
Ideas, organisation and development generally clear but lacking coherence in places
Some sense of voice. Some awareness of audience and purpose.

6-8

Satisfactory

Some aspects of the task explored.
Limited or unambitious organisation, but with some attempt at development of ideas.
Limited sense of voice. Some irrelevant material. Limited awareness of audience and
purpose.

3-5

Weak

Limited understanding of the task.
Significantly lacking in focus and/or repetitive. Ideas and points weakly developed.
Few relevant ideas presented.
Very limited sense of voice, audience and purpose.

1-2

Poor

Minimal response. Implications of the task only vaguely or not understood.
Very limited relevant content, undeveloped and unstructured.
No sense of voice, audience and purpose.

0

No relevant material presented.
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Language
10

Excellent

Excellent control of extensive range of vocabulary and complex sentence patterns, with
very few minor errors.
Entirely natural and fluent use of language.

9

Very good

Highly accurate, with few minor errors.
Very good control of a wide range and vocabulary and complex sentence patterns.
Mostly natural and fluent use of language.

7-8

Good

Generally accurate
Good range of vocabulary and some complex sentence patterns.
Fairly natural and fluent use of language.

5-6

Satisfactory

Predominantly simple sentence patterns correctly used and some complex language
attempted, but with variable success.
Adequate range of vocabulary, but some repetition.
Some evidence of natural and fluent use of language.

3-4

Weak

Simple and repetitive patterns.
Persistent errors may impede communication
Limited vocabulary

1-2

Poor

Little evidence of grammatical awareness.
Errors often impede communication
Very limited vocabulary
No relevant material presented

0

This task was fairly well answered by some candidates and proved challenging to some. Understanding of the task was
limited for some of the candidates. Some did not use relevant content from the article and therefore could not score
marks. Many candidates used a wrong slant: they simply retold Peter’s story as it was in the text, or retold it as though
it was their own. This led to them not scoring any marks. Stronger candidates were able to write convincing responses.
Excessive and wrong usage of idioms restricted some candidates’ expression and communication. Some candidates
wasted a lot of space by dividing the page in half (vertically) and only writing on one half of the page in an effort to
organise their work to appear like a blog. This was unnecessary, as that space could have been used for writing actual
content. Some candidates did not develop ideas from the text but merely listed them.
POSITIVE SUGGESTIONS TO TEACHERS
Teachers should teach learners to rephrase information in own words, read as many books, articles or extracts as far
as possible, to expose candidates to various terminologies and in an attempt to improve general diction. They are
advised to do as many reading comprehension tasks as possible, testing various high order thinking skills. All possible
directed writing formats expected in the examination be taught and practised. Teachers should do as many directed
writing activities as possible and teach learners how to identify relevant content to base ideas of the directed writing on.
Teachers should teach learners to know the meaning of instruction words (e.g.: contrast, differentiate etc.).
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8202
Paper 2

General comments
It was evident that many candidates could not manage the competencies required by AS level and should not have been
enrolled for this course. Stronger candidates met the requirements of the AS level.
Part 1 is compulsory, and ALL candidates understood the instructions. Candidates must be guided with suggestions of
which type of topic to choose in Part 2.
Some of the following issues are of particular concern: the use of capital letters other than at the beginning of the
sentence or for personal pronouns; starting sentences with conjunctions such as because; incorrect punctuation, the
use of contractions, for example doesn’t. Some candidates also lack knowledge of commonly used words such as
its/it’s; then/than; were/where/whether/weather; you/your; principal/principle. Candidates should avoid repeating the
infinitive and their complements in verbs or expression for example, to be glad to do; to ask somebody to do something,
to go to call the police. It was clear that candidates are taught idiomatic expressions which they have randomly forced
into their essays. Sense of idiom implies: tone, register, purpose, role of the writer, sense of conviction and the
audience that should be addressed. Hence, it does not imply idiomatic expressions in general.
Incomplete sentences were used too often; there was a lack of proper subjects and finite verbs. Candidates on this
level should have a good understanding of Word Formation. Adjectives were used instead of adverbs, for example ‘He
treated me bad’ instead of ‘He treated me badly’; ‘He treated me good’ instead of ‘He treated me well.’ Prepositions
were used as prefixes that form the incorrect combination of, inspite; inlove, at/ast, at/east, infront, aswell- all given as
one word. They should be two separate words. I personally think is used instead of I think ... .
Furthermore, many candidates had a habit of listing several ideas without developing them properly. That resulted in
an essay with many ideas, but insufficient development. More candidates were able to conclude essays convincingly.
Transition or linking words such as however, furthermore, moreover, in addition were used wrongly and excessively in
narrative essays. These are applicable to argumentative and discursive essays only.
Some answers were presented slovenly. That impeded reading and understanding and ultimately lead to poor marks.
Also, overlong essays are a big concern; candidates should keep to the word count as instructed. In future, candidates
will be penalised for lengthy essays.
Comments on individual questions
PART
TOPIC 1
Human relationships
Technology has brought people together. To what extent do you agree?
This was the compulsory topic which ALL candidates had to complete.
Most of the candidates did well in this question, however quite a number of candidates misinterpreted the topic and
focused on the advantages and disadvantages of technology. Candidates were supposed to explain how technology
has brought people together. They should also have given examples of various social media platforms and other
technological implications. Stronger candidates could substantially develop the idea on how technology separates people.
PART2
TOPIC 2:
Tourism
Namibia needs to be more appealing to tourists. Discuss ways in which this can be achieved.
This was a popular topic with mixed success. Several candidates simply listed the tourist attractions of Namibia and the
advantages of the tourist section which resulted in a poor mark. Candidates were supposed to convincingly discuss the
ideas on how to make Namibia more appealing to draw tourists.
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TOPIC 3:
Innovations
In recent years, many human actions have been replaced by automation. To what extent do you think automation will
create positive developments for Namibian people? Give your views.
A few candidates attempted this topic. The stronger candidates managed to construct a mature and convincing
argument. The weaker candidates discussed innovation and technology in general. It was expected of candidates to
convincingly discuss the impact of automation on the Namibian people.
TOPIC 4:
Climate
It is the year 2040 and the climate has changed drastically. You are looking out of your window and dare not go outside.
What has happened, and why?
This was a popular topic. Some candidates came up with good and consistent plots, however weaker candidates
discussed global warming in general. They were supposed to fully develop and describe the scene in front of them
which was impacted due to climate change over a period. Stronger candidates provided imaginative plots clearly
indicated what happened and why they could not go outside.
TOPIC 5:
Education
Education can change one’s views and way of thinking. Write about how education has influenced some important
decisions you have made.
This topic was attempted by many candidates with varied success. Some candidates gave a discussion on education
in general or merely listed incidences of their experience over the years which resulted in poor marks.
They should have elaborated on how education influenced decisions made by them.
Positive suggestions to teachers
•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Teachers should teach grammar and language as an integral component of English such as: Concord, Punctuation,
Vocabulary and Sentence Structures. Learners should thoroughly study the meanings and use of prefixes and
suffixes. Learners should be taught to do proper planning.
Contemporary issues should be discussed and debated in class. Learners should be encouraged to read, which
will help to expand their general knowledge and vocabulary. Teachers should offer more lessons that involve
challenging vocabulary activities as candidates are expected to use mature and effective vocabulary, however, they
should not use it at random and excessively.
Candidates should steer from fancy and manipulative writing.
Teach learners correct paragraphing techniques, with one topic sentence, which is thoroughly developed and linked
to the next paragraph. In addition, candidates need to be taught how to use and develop an effective plot. Essays
need to be correctly structured, with only one main idea per paragraph. Good and effective introductions and
conclusions should also be encouraged.
Argumentative essays require facts and should be convincing. It should also contribute to the reader’s thinking and
general knowledge. Candidates should be taught that a suitable introduction and conclusion are essential. The
introduction to the essay should be distinct and separate from the rest of the plot.
Numbers up to twenty should be written out in words. Numbers above twenty and dates should be written in
numerals.
Candidates should be taught and guided to choose the correct type of topic in order to write proper essays.
Extensive studying and application of relevant topics for a specific year, according to the AS syllabus, should be
priority.
Essay writing should not be neglected and the importance of the prescribed word count MUST be emphasised
and applied.
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ENTREPRENEURSHIP
8247
Paper 1
Comments on specific questions
Section A
1

Well answered by most candidates.
Expected answers:
Knowledge AOA
Is the process of developing an enterprise, through guidance and giving advice by a more experienced individual
known as a mentor.

2

Some candidates managed to score marks for knowledge but failed to apply information from the case study.
Expected answers
Knowledge AOA
Characteristics
Excellent communication skills
Excellent listening skills
They have vast experience / They are experts in their field  
Sets a good example
Application AOB
Development applied to case study
Maria possesses excellent communication skills and is able to adjust her communication to the personality
style of the mentee.
Maria possesses excellent listening skills and is able to adjust her communication to the personality style of
the mentee.
Maria has been working as a business mentor for 25 years / Maria is an experienced business person
Maria advises her mentees not to copy someone else’s business plan/ Pay loan on time

3

Well answered by most candidates.
Expected answers
Knowledge AOA
Is an intentional or unintentional act of taking other people’s intellectual property claiming it as one’s own.

4

Some candidates failed to use examples from the case study to support the consequences of plagiarism.
Expected answers
Knowledge AOA
Plagiarism can result in legal action/fines/other and penalties  
Person will not be trusted
Can destroy the reputation of the person
Application AOB
-

5

If you copy someone else’s business plan, the owner can take Legal Action against you/ legal action
may be taken against the farmers
Loan applications will be rejected by Agricultural bank
The farmer’s reputation may be destroyed

Most candidates manage to score marks for knowledge but fail to apply the effects of bad credit history
from the case study.
Expected answers
Knowledge AOA
High interest rates on credit cards and loans
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-

Credit and loans applications may not be approved
Lower amounts of loans offered

Application AOB
6

Good credit leads to lower interest rates
With a bad credit history the farmer is more likely not to be given future loans
Agricultural bank only offers loan less than N$230 000

Some candidates failed to identify feasibility principles from the case study to prove that farming is feasible
for entrepreneurs.
Expected answers
Knowledge AOA
Availability of funds/incentives
Availability of raw materials/incentives
Availability of labour
Skills set is available
Application AOB
Agribank offers loans to a maximum of $230 000 to farmers
NamFarming offers free organic fertilisers
Labour is available because many young people (potential)farmers/families can work on the farms
Is much easier to find workers to work on a farm because they do not need high level skills

Section B
7

A. Well answered by most candidates.
Expected answers
Application AOB
Answers could include:
•
decline was greater than 50% in the retail, arts and entertainment personal services, food as well as
hospitality industries in Namibia
•
reduced numbers of tourists also affected Erongo region
•
a fall in demand of 70% for the hospitality industry in Erongo
•
enterprises in Erongo region mainly specialised in food production and tourism.
Note:

Candidates cannot be given application for noting the amount of
reduction in employment (39% or 47%) as the question is why they fell.

Analysis AOC
Answers could include:
•
•
•
•
•

Industries in Erongo could not move easily to remote production
Erongo had less employment in  finance, professional services and real estate-related industries
Because Erongo specialises in food production and tourism.
Erongo industries rely on tourism for customers
The rest of Namibia has a wider variety of industries than Erongo

B.

Most candidates failed to demonstrate the ability to apply levels of response

Knowledge AOA
Answers could include:
•
youth enterprise is a venture started/owned by an individual who is under 35 years of age
•
primary industry is raw material production
•
secondary industry is manufacturing
•
tertiary industry is services or trading
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Application AOB
Answers could include:
•
Finance, professional services and real estate-related industries experienced less disruption
•
Decline was greater than 50% in the retail, arts and entertainment, personal services, food and
hospitality industries in Namibia
•
Reduced numbers of tourists also affected Erongo region
•
A fall in demand of 70% for the hospitality industry in Erongo
•
Enterprises in Erongo region mainly specialise in food production and tourism
Analysis AOC
One mark per developed point of explanation related to the case study showing reason for choice.
•
Sectors which declined badly would be risky/bad industry to enter
•
Funding/grants to enterprises to prevent closure
•
Improving technology training to encourage remote production
•
Retraining for workers who want to enter finance industries
•
Tourism initiatives to encourage tourists to return to Namibia
Evaluation AOD
Decision on the best enterprise to set up
Developed explanations showing reasons for choice with a two-sided argument.
Example:
There was a fall in demand of 70% for the hospitality industry in Erongo (AOB), so this tertiary sector industry
(AOA) may not be a good choice for a new enterprise.
As the entrepreneur may (AOC). Therefore I recommend Finance as the best industry to enter (AOD), because
there is training offered by the government for free (AOD).  However, it might be difficult to come up with startup
capital and one may struggle to gain customers (AOD).
8

Most candidates misinterpreted this question. They confused social responsibility with environmental
sustainability.
Expected answers
Answer should include:
a definition of the term socially responsible/socially responsible enterprise
explanations of the positive/negative effects of a socially responsible enterprise on a community
examples from an enterprise to support each answer
a conclusion on the effect of a socially responsible enterprise on a community.
AO

Description

Marks

D

Effective evaluation of the effect of a socially responsible
enterprise on the community

11-15

C

Analysis of the effect of the socially responsible enterprise on
the community

6-10

B

Application of the effect of the socially responsible enterprise on
the community

3-5

A

Understanding of socially responsible

1-2

O

No creditable content

0

Levels of response mark scheme
Knowledge (AOA)
Socially responsible is to be accountable to society about how an enterprise runs/ is conducted
Application (AOB)
Will depend upon the enterprise chosen.
Examples of socially responsible activities e.g. not polluting, recycling, fair trade, paying decent wages,
offering scholarships.
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Analysis (AOC)
Answers could include:
local community saves money because it does not need to employ a worker to pick up the litter
less litter in the environment/better impressions of the community
less waste of community resources, so money is available for other schemes to develop the community.
improved living standards because the environment is clean/funds available to satisfy needs and
requirements
local workers are more educated, therefore they will gain well paid jobs.
new enterprises may be established (e.g. recycling)
Evaluation (AOD)
A justified conclusion must be made.
Answers could include:
may do one thing that is socially responsible, but their other actions are not socially responsible
social responsible claims may not result in action. Some enterprises may appear socially responsible, but
they are not effective
enterprises may not be able to afford to be socially responsible, such as reducing employment in the area.
POSITIVE SUGGESTIONS TO TEACHERS
•
•

•

Candidates should be guided by the number of marks allocated to determine the length of answers needed.
Teachers are advised to prepare the candidates well in advance on the levels B, C and D types of questions as
candidates had difficulties in answering these type of questions compared to A level types of questions. When
learners are requested to recommend or evaluate, they should apply levels of response:
1. They should give knowledge (AOA).
2. Application using information from the case study (AOB).
3. Analyse by explaining the effect on the enterprise/community (AOC).
4. Evaluate by weighing up two sides and making a decision (AOD).
Section A questions require candidates to link their answers to the case study.

General comments
•
•
•

Many candidates score full marks, for the questions in which they were only expected to define.
Candidates misinterpreted Question 8 that carried the highest marks.
Most candidates scored full marks for questions that required knowledge.
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Paper 2

1

GENERAL COMMENTS

In addition to this general report, each centre will receive a centre-specific report for Paper 2.
There were a lot of centres whose work was not up to standard and the learners did not do well.
Due to their poor English skills learners experienced difficulty in interpreting and answering the analysis questions,
therefore, the learners did not do exceptionally well.
Explanations were not written in detail; just mere facts were mentioned, but not linked correctly to the enterprises.
Many learners lack basic knowledge of how to write research titles.
2

COMMENTS ON INDIVIDUAL QUESTIONS
Question
Number
1

Comments
Some learners wrote unattainable research titles, e.g Investigating how to reduce global warming.
Some research titles did not lead to investigation, e.g “Air pollution” or “Recycling papers” are not
research titles. A research title must be a phrase or question that will lead to an investigation.

2

Well answered by most centres. All learners defined the Green enterprise correctly but some
learners failed to state the problem they are trying to solve in the community.

3 (a)

Some learners identified overlapping entrepreneurial opportunities, e.g recycling papers as idea
number one and recycling cans as second idea. These opportunities are related. Learners should
come up with unidentical ideas. Some opportunities had nothing to do with the problem identified.
Entrepreneurial opportunities should be linked to the research title and must address the identified
problem.

(b)

Most learners failed to answer this question correctly. They started analysing instead of explaining
how to apply the opportunities.
A few learners failed to make a choice of their viable opportunities. Most of those learners who
made choices failed to justify their choices using data. Analyses should be in-depth.

4

Definition was well answered by most centres.
Most learners started analysing without applying. There was great confusion about process as
one of the elements of the marketing mix. Most learners refer to process as the way of making
a product instead of referring to process as a set of activities that result in delivery of the product
to consumers. Some learners failed to formulate two examples to suit their chosen element of
marketing mix.

5

Few learners confused practices with opportunities. Learners were expected to write practices
they can use to sustain their enterprises in the future. Most learners did not link their answer to
sustaining their enterprises but they wrote in general.

6

It was fairly answered by most learners. But learners could not explain in detail and they also failed
to link it to their enterprises. A few teachers used the wrong assessment grid to assess learners
and it made it difficult to assess learners on this specific question.

7

Fairly answered. Most learners fail to demonstrate the correct way of referencing using APA style.
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3

POSITIVE SUGGESTIONS TO TEACHERS

The work of learners, in general, was presented neatly. Very few learners scratched out answers.
Teachers should encourage their leaners to type their tasks because it was difficult to decipher the handwriting of some
learners. The neat work that was, however, presented was a joy to mark as both handwriting and followed instructions
made reading easy and pleasurable.
It is imperative that teachers train learners on how to approach analysing and evaluation questions as it is a new
approach for them.
We suggest that teachers avail themselves to learners during the completion of this task to provide the necessary
guidance.
Furthermore, centres must remind learners that their course work contributes 50% to their final promotional mark. This
is to encourage learners to put effort into their task.
Teachers are advised to file all the tasks in one file, e.g if there are 20 learners at a centre they can all be filed in a 20
pocket file. There is no need for each learner to submit a separate file.
Teachers should try to familiarise themselves with and understand the use of the assessment grid in order to allocate
marks properly.
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FIRST LANGUAGE AFRIKAANS
8166
Paper 1

Algemene indrukke
Hierdie jaar was ŉ uitdaging op vele wyses vir elke mens en so beslis vir elke kandidaat en elke onderwyser. Nogmaals
baie dankie vir elke inset en die bemoeienis wat u met die kandidate maak. Dit word raakgesien en opreg waardeer.
Die skryfstukke wat ingehandig is, is oor die algemeen bevredigend.
U moet daarop let dat taalgebruik en die aanwending van taalstrukture baie hoë prioriteit moet geniet by die aanbieding
van die skryfwerk. Die inoefening van skryftekens is baie belangrik. Die skryfwerk moet taalkundig baie goed versorg
word.
Om altyd in ag te neem dat daar by die skryfstukke ŉ teikengehoor teenwoordig is, is ook van kardinale belang. Indien
daar nie ŉ teikengehoor in die onderwerp uitgespel word nie, kies ŉ teikengehoor waarby die skryfstuk aangepas word.
ŉ Gebrek aan woordeskat pootjie talle kandidate se skryfstukke.
Moedig asseblief die leerlinge aan om nie direkte rede te gebruik nie. Eerstens maak hulle baie foute met die gebruik
daarvan en tweedens is die skryfstukke nie dialoë nie. Indien hulle dit effektief en korrek kan aanwend, is daar geen
probleem nie.
Die inagneming van die tydsduur van hierdie vraestel is baie belangrik. Kandidate moet beplan. Dit verg inoefening.
Dit het duidelik na vore gekom dat daar te veel tyd aan Vraag 1a en Vraag 1b bestee is. ŉ Paar kandidate kon dus nie
Vraag 2 voltooi nie. Dit is baie belangrik om op die tydsfaktor van hierdie vraestel te fokus.
AFDELING A
Vraag 1 (Verpligtend)
Jy het pas teruggekeer van ŉ uitreik (besoek) na ŉ klein dorpie êrens in Namibië. Jy was baie bewus van die
mense se positiewe lewensuitkyk, maar ook van die moeilike omstandighede waaronder hulle lewe. Jy het jou
indrukke en ervaringe in ŉ reisjoernaal opgeteken.
(a) Skryf die reisjoernaal in ongeveer 400 woorde.
Kommentaar:
Sommige van die kandidate het die opdrag verstaan en sommige nie. Dit is duidelik dat die kandidate
wat nie die opdrag verstaan het nie, dit nie geanaliseer het nie. Die kandidate moes oor hulle indrukke en
ervaringe skryf.
Heelwat taalfoute het voorgekom. Moenie ophou om korrekte taalgebruik aan te moedig en in te oefen nie.
Irrelevante dele is ingevoeg by die uitreik soos die beskrywing op pad na die dorpie. Waak teen herhaling.
Kandidate moet liewer ŉ dorpie kies waar hulle reeds was. Daar is genoeg klein dorpies in Namibië.
Dit moet ŉ dorpie wees soos die onderwerp vereis. Fiktiewe dorpies is nie so ŉ goeie keuse nie, want
die beskrywings sal nie oortuigend wees nie. Die uitreik moet ook nie ŉ sedeles wees nie. Sintuiglike
waarnemings moet beskryf word.
Die joernaal word in die eerstepersoon geskryf.
Alhoewel die reisjoernaal chronologies verloop, is daar nie ŉ sterk verhalende element teenwoordig nie.
Puntetoekenning: gemiddeld tot goed
(b) Skryf reflektiewe (besinnende) kommentaar op die teks en verduidelik die rol van jou
taalgebruik in die gehalte van jou skryfstuk.
Dit blyk duidelik dat die onderwysers baie aandag aan hierdie komponent gegee het. Van die kandidate het
hulle baie goed van hulle taak gekwyt met die besinnende kommentaar oor hulle taalgebruik.
Dit was ŉ aangename verrassing om te lees hoe goed die kandidate hulle voorberei het. Dit is ook jammer om
te rapporteer dat daar een sentrum was waar die kandidate glad nie voorbereid was op hierdie skryfstuk nie.
Die aanduiding van 200 woorde word gegee, maar kandidate sal nie gepenaliseer word indien hulle meer
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woorde gebruik nie. Die tydsfaktor sal dit bepaal.
Fokus op taalgebruik, taalversorging en gereelde inoefening.
Puntetoekenning: goed
AFDELING B
Vraag 2
Die generasiegaping word ŉ al hoe groter werklikheid, veral as gevolg van tegnologiese ontwikkeling. Skryf ŉ
opstel oor ŉ humoristiese insident wat hierdeur veroorsaak is.
Daar is van die kandidate verwag om ŉ storie te vertel waarin hulle ŉ humoristiese insident moes beskryf.
Sommige van die kandidate het nie ŉ analise van die opdrag gedoen nie en sodoende glad nie ŉ humoristiese insident
beskryf nie.
Van die skryfstukke is afgerammel en sommiges het glad nie die skryfstuk voltooi nie wat getuig dat daar nie ŉ behoorlike
tydsindeling gedoen is nie.
Puntetoekenning: swak tot goed
Vraag 3
Daar word te veel finansiële hulpbronne gebruik om bedreigde spesies te bewaar. Skryf twee kontrasterende
toesprake, (a) ten gunste van die stelling en (b) teen die stelling.
By die beantwoording van die vraag het van die kandidate nie op bedreigde spesies gefokus nie. Dit is weereens ŉ
bewys dat die onderwerp nie geanaliseer is nie.
Die feitekennis om te kan argumenteer, het by sommige skryfstukke ontbreek. Argumentering vereis beslis feitekennis.
Dié skryfstukke moet nie beskrywend aangebied word nie.
Skryfstukke moet vir ŉ spesifieke teikengroep geskryf word.
Tyd was by sommige skryfstukke ŉ probleem.
Puntetoekenning: gemiddeld tot goed
Vraag 4
Die spreekwoord lui: “Geld wat stom is, maak reg wat krom is.” Skryf ŉ artikel en evalueer die geldigheid van
hierdie spreekwoord met betrekking tot die moderne samelewing.
Die kandidate wat hierdie onderwerp gekies het, het dit reggekry om ŉ evaluerende artikel te skryf.
Eenvoudige idees is ontwikkel om die doel van die artikel te bereik. Die kandidate kon die onderwerp hanteer.
Tyd was vir sommige kandidate ŉ faktor.
Puntetoekenning: gemiddeld tot goed
Aangeheg die lys van taalfoute wat in die skryfstukke voorkom:
Anglisismes moet vermy word: … met die gesê … of …met al hierdie gesê …
was gewees X gebruik net was anders beteken dit was…..was!
ek persoonlik X gebruik net ek anders beteken dit ek …..ek!
Vermy die woorde: daai, watse, lekker en dinge (dit sê niks)
Vermy die gebruik van aanhalingstekens indien dit nie korrek gebruik kan word nie.
Die dubbele ontkenning is belangrik.
Die infinitief word los geskryf. … om te eet …
Samestellings en samevoegings se skryfwyses moet ingeoefen word.
Engelse woorde in sinne of aanhalings is onvanpas.
Woordorde. Werkwoorde moet aan die einde van die sin staan.
Name van dorpe moet korrek gespel word. … Divundu of Grünau …
Verwarring van eens met eers. Dit het verskillende betekenisse.
Verwarring van die woorde, verseker en vir seker.
Verwarring van die uitdrukkings, in volle gang en in volle swang.
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Die verskil tussen kleinkinders en klein kindertjies. Dit is gewoonlik die gebruik om na die woord ,klein,
in Afrikaans ŉ verkleinwoord te gebruik.
Die verskil tussen rondes en rondtes.
Die verskil tussen benodig en nodig.
Motor is ŉ beter keuse as kar.
Meeste mense X Die meeste mense
Mens X ŉ mens
Bring bietjie water X Bring ŉ bietjie water.
Ons gesels oor dit. X Ons gesels daaroor.
Vermy afkortings soos bv. en ens. Skryf die sin volledig.
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8166
Paper 2

Net soos 2020, was ook 2021 as gevolg van kroonsiekte, ’n uiters uitdagende jaar. Boonop was dit die eerste jaar van ’n
splinternuwe sillabus in graad 12. Twee belangrike faktore was die min onderrigtyd as gevolg van kroonsiekte. Andersyds
het almal nog baie onseker gevoel oor presies hoe ons die nuwe leerplan moes onderrig en wat tydens die eksaminering
in die antwoorde verwag sou word. Ons het almal voorbeeldvraestelle gehad, maar geen voorbeeldantwoorde nie.
Baie dankie vir almal se dapper pogings. Daar is meestal baie hard gewerk.
ALGEMENE OPMERKINGS OOR DIE KANDIDATE SE BEANTWOORDING
Baie van die deurlopende probleme en foute wat kandidate geneig is om te maak, het maar weer hier kop uitgesteek:
•
Kandidate MOET die vrae baie deeglik lees.
•
Vrae MOET in die fynste besonderhede geanaliseer word.
•
Elke komponent van die vraag moet aandag kry.
•
Kandidate kan nie verwag om eenbladsyantwoorde te gee en goeie punte te verwerf nie.
•
Die aanbeveling is dat een uur aan elke antwoord spandeer word. Twee en ’n halwe bladsy is ’n goeie gemiddelde
lengte-rigtinggewer. Die grootte van die skrif speel natuurlik hier ’n rol.
•
Kandidate moet aanhalings in die langvraag gebruik.
•
By die kontekstuele vrae bly die uitgangspunt die teks/uittreksel.
•
Werk dus eers baie intensief met die uittreksel.
•
Verwys na alles in die uittreksel wat op die vraag betrekking het.
•
Gedeeltes uit die uittreksel moet aangehaal word om bespreking te motiveer.
•
Enkele aanhalings verder uit die teks sou ook benut kon word, maar is nie noodsaaklik nie.
•
Aanhalings moet so kort as moontlik gehou word. Twee reëls vol aanhaling is reeds te lank.
KOMMENTAAR OP DIE SPESIFIEKE VRAE
Afdeling A
Vraag 1 Gedigte (kontekstuele vraag)
1A Kies twee digters uit die voorgeskrewe lys gedigte. Bespreek maniere waarop die digters die tema van
digterskap in hulle gedigte uitbeeld.
Slegs een kandidaat het hierdie vraag beantwoord. Die antwoord was bevredigend.
Die volgende opsies moet in gedagte gehou word by die beantwoording van die vraag.
•

Die eerste paragraaf vorm ’n oorkoepelende reaksie op die digterskaptema. Dit sou byvoorbeeld kon verwys na die
belang van woorde en verwoording vir digterskap asook die rol van taal.  Die uitgangspunt word spesifiek geneem
vanuit die twee gekose gedigte onder bespreking.

•

Benadering 1: Vervolgens sou elke digter se werk afsonderlik bespreek kon word. Dit hoef nie noodwendig
vergelykenderwys gedoen te word nie. Die wesentlike perspektief moet uiteindelik belig word. Fokus ook op
tegnieke wat die digters gebruik om digterskap effektief uit te beeld. Hoe raak dit die tema? Knap kandidate sou
wel in die besinnende slotparagraaf op die verskil of ooreenkoms in die tematiese benadering wys.

•

Benadering 2: Die twee gedigte word telkens in afsonderlike paragrawe oor dieselfde saak bespreek. Daar kan
byvoorbeeld met die titel begin word en die funksie van die titel in elke gedig word bespreek. Die struktuur en die
funksie vir die uitbeelding van digterskap sou volgende bespreek kon word. Kom telkens terug na die funksie en
rol van daardie aspek met betrekking tot digterskap.

•

Benadering 3: Die twee gedigte kan in elke paragraaf vergelykenderwys bespreek word. Weer eens is die funksie
van die saak wat bespreek word baie belangrik. Hoe en hoekom gebruik elke digter beeldspraak? Hoe sluit dit aan
by die spesifieke uitbeelding van digterskap?
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1B Lewer indringend kommentaar op die manier waarop die digter ongeregtigheid in die onderstaande gedig
uitbeeld. “Lied van die kinders” - Lina Spies
Verskeie kandidate het die vraag beantwoord. Dit was ook bevredigend. Die grootste fout wat kandidate maak, is om
bloot die gedig te parafraseer – dus in hulle eie woorde te verduidelik.
Die fokus van hierdie vraag was ongeregtigheid. Kandidate moet dus uitwys watter rol onder ander byvoorbeeld: die
titel, die struktuur, rym, beeldspraak, stylfigure, woordkeuse, in die uitbeelding van ongeregtigheid speel. Weer eens
word die funksie van taal, inhoud en struktuur bespreek met betrekking tot die uitbeelding van ongeregtigheid. Die tema
van ongeregtigheid moet dwarsdeur die opstel loop. Die slotreël van elke paragraaf behoort weer hierby uit te kom.
Afdeling B: PROSA
Vraag 2 Kortverhale
Geen kandidaat het hierdie vrae beantwoord nie.
Vraag 3 Roman: Die uurwerk kantel – Marié Heese
3A Bespreek hoe Marié Heese vaderskap in die roman Die uurwerk kantel uitbeeld.
Verskeie kandidate het hierdie vraag aangepak. Hierdie vraag het kandidate se eie vermoë getoets. Hulle moes
selfstandig met die teks omgaan en die soort tegnieke wat by ander temas gebruik is, toepas.
Hulle moes dus identifiseer wie die belangrikste voorbeelde van vaders in die roman is.  Daarna moes hulle die rol van
daardie figure in die verloop van die roman uitwys.  Hulle kon ook uitwys watter funksie die spesifieke figure in die roman
en veral in Maria se lewe vervul het. Die kandidate wat die vraag geselekteer het, het nie sleg gevaar nie en wel in die
uitdaging geslaag.
Daar was meer as genoeg stof in die verband. As ’n mens net na Maria se eie vader kyk, het hy ’n baie belangrike rol
in die vorming en keuse van die Mariakarakter gespeel. Die motief van “dinge wat bly” kan ten nouste aan hom verbind
word. Dit geld ook die wingerdstokmotief. Die hele kwessie van verwysing en gedigte het sy oorsprong by hom omdat
hy graag vir Maria ook aan Hollandse poësie bekendgestel het. Vaderskap speel bowendien ’n besondere rol omdat
Maria moederloos grootword.
3B Bespreek hoe en met watter effek konflik en spanning in die onderstaande uittreksel uitgebeeld word.
Baie kandidate het hierdie vraag beantwoord. Dit is sekerlik ook die vraag wat van die beste beantwoord is.
Let net daarop dat die uitgangspunt die uittreksel is.  Kandidate moet die uittreksel analiseer met betrekking tot konflik
en spanning.  Konflik is nie dieselfde as spanning nie.  By konflik kon verwys word na die innerlike en uiterlike konflik
wat uit die uittreksel blyk.  Knap kandidate trek baie kortliks die rol van hierdie spesifieke konflik deur na die res van die
roman en hoe dit Maria se lewe verder beïnvloed.
Die taalgebruik in die uittreksel kon baie effektief geanaliseer word om aan te dui hoe spanning en konflik uitgebeeld
word.
Die vraag behoort gevra te word:  Watter invloed/impak het spanning binne die spesifieke uittreksel?  Verder:  watter rol
speel die uittreksel en die spanning en konflik daarin in die res van die roman?
Vraag 4 Roman: Wildvreemd – Carina Stander
4A Bespreek maniere waarop die skrywer verskillende vertellers gebruik om die hoofkarakter te karakteriseer.
Verskeie kandidate het hierdie vraag beantwoord. Dit was egter die vraag wat die heel swakste beantwoord is.
Die twee foute wat die meeste kandidate gemaak het, was om te verduidelik wie die verskillende vertellers is en watter
rol hulle in die roman speel. Dit was nie die vraag nie. Ander kandidate het glad nie die vraag probeer beantwoord nie,
maar het bloot die storie oorvertel.
Die fokus van die vraag was die karakterisering van die hoofkarakter, die Byeboer of dan Angelina. Watter rol speel
die verskillende vertellers om haar te karakteriseer? Kandidate sou dus na die verhouding tussen die ander karakters
en Angelina kon verwys. Daaruit sou hulle Angelina se karakter deur die oë van hierdie vertellers kon aandui. Watter
funksie of rol het die soort karakterisering op die onthulling van haar karakter?
Braam Botha is die een karakter wat duidelik simpatiek teenoor haar staan en die meeste direkte kontak met haar
het. Gevolglik sou hy as betroubare getuie oor haar gesien kon word. Hy is dus ’n geloofwaardige en simpatieke
karakteriseerder.
Die Byeboer tree self as verteller op. Die leser leer baie goed haar karakter ken uit hierdie vertellinge. Die uittreksel
(terloops) op die vraestel verskaf interessante inligting in dié verband. Die Byeboer as verteller gee die leser insig in
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haar diepste psige en ervaringe. Daardeur word sy uitmuntend gekarakteriseer. Dit dra by tot dramatiese ironie en
skep spanning wanneer ander karakters haar op grond van waninterpretasies en wanpersepsies kontrasterend en
aftakelend karakteriseer. Hulle leuenagtige karakterisering en verbeeldingsvlugte/fantasieë oor die Byeboer dra baie
by tot die skepping van simpatie by die leser vir die Byeboer.
Een van die bekende karakteriseringstegnieke is naamgewing. Daar kan al net verwys word na die name/byname wat
verskillende karakters aan Angelina gee en hoe dit haar karakter uitbeeld.
Sommige vertellers wys ook op haar handelinge. Daaruit word sy gekarakteriseer.
4B Bespreek hoe en met watter effek die hoofkarakter se buiterstanderskap in die onderstaande uittreksel
uitgebeeld word.
Verskeie kandidate het hierdie vraag beantwoord. Kandidate het in ’n redelike mate geslaag met hulle antwoorde.
Die uitgangspunt was die uittreksel. Daar is oorgenoeg stof om die Byeboer as buitestander te bespreek. Die
medekarakters tree teenoor haar op soos wat ’n mens teenoor ’n buitestander of hier selfs uitgestotene of verwerpte sal
optree. Die Byeboer is ook nie onskuldig nie en hou haar eenkant en tree soms doelbewus op sodat ander nie van haar
moet hou nie. Sy soek nie hulle guns nie en konformeer nie. Dit maak haar met betrekking tot die tema van bewaring
sterker simbolies. Haar buitestanderskap dra by tot die geslaagdheid van die aanbieding van die temas in die roman.
Afdeling C: Drama
Vraag 5 Drama: Kanna hy kô hystoe – Adam Small
5A Bespreek hoe Adam Small epiese en dramatiese elemente gebruik om by te dra tot die dramatiese effek van
die drama.
Enkele kandidate het hierdie vraag probeer beantwoord. Ongelukkig het die kandidate grootliks gekonsentreer op die
verhaalinhoud.
Wat met die epiese elemente bedoel word, kan verduidelik word. Dit is die verhaalelemente. Hoe dra die verhaal
spesifiek by om die dramatiese effek te verkry?  Watter konflik blyk duidelik uit die storie wat die dramatiese verloop
skep?
By die dramatiese elemente sou verwys kon word na die wyses waarop die aanbieding van die epiese verloop drama
skep – dus ook konflik en botsing.  Hier sou verwys kon word na die verwagtinge rondom die Kannakarakter en hoe
dit nie vervul word nie. Die dramatiese effek sluit ook ten nouste aan by die epiese. Die gebeure wat uitgebeeld word
soos die verkragtings en konflik, die ellende en swaarkry dra by tot die dramatiese effek.   Die tydsaanbieding van
gelyktydigheid vorm deel van die dramatiese elemente en skep die dramatiese effek. Die tegniek van vervreemding is
’n belangrike dramatiese element en skep ook die dramatiese effek van die verhoogspel.
5B Bespreek die belang van die onderstaande uittreksel en die dramatiese effek daarvan op die drama as
geheel.
Hierdie vraag is deur geen kandidaat beantwoord nie.
Vraag 6 Drama: My plaas se naam is Vergenoeg – George Weideman
6A Bespreek hoe die dramaturg se keuse van die titel bydra tot dramatiese effek van die drama.
Verskeie kandidate het die vraag beantwoord. Die antwoorde was op ’n bevredigende standaard.
Die titel kan woordeliks geanaliseer word. Verbande tussen die titel en die hooftemas en die verhaal kan aangedui
word. Die ironiese dubbelsinnigheid in die titel kan uitgewys word en dan weer met die drama as geheel verbind word.
Letterlike en figuurlike betekenisse kan bespreek word.
6B Bespreek die belang van die onderstaande uittreksel en die dramatiese effek daarvan op die drama as geheel.
Verskeie kandidate het die vraag beantwoord. Die meeste antwoorde was nie op ’n baie hoë standaard nie. Die
kandidate was geneig om ’n algemene bespreking van die drama te gee en te verwys na die Altydanderskarakter, die
vervreemdingseffek, die vierde muur, die drama as hibried tussen die Brechtteater en die klassieke drama. Hierdie
selfde elemente kon met betrekking tot die uittreksel bespreek word. Die voorkoms daarvan moes vanuit die uittreksel
aangedui word en dan moes na die funksie daarvan vir die drama in die geheel en die dramatiese effek daarvan
uitgewys word. Die fokus van die vraag is die dramatiese effek van hierdie gedeelte in die geheel van die drama.
Waar word die teks geplaas? Watter temas kom hier ter sprake en hoe. Watter tydspronge word gemaak en wat is die
effek daarvan in hierdie gedeelte, sowel as vir die teks in die geheel? Kandidate het duidelik nie genoegsaam met die
uittreksel gewerk nie. Indien die uittreksel deeglik gebruik word, sal die vraag duideliker beantwoord word en daar nie
vasgesteek word oor algemene opmerkings oor die drama sonder om die relevansie daarvan uit te wys met betrekking
tot die uittreksel nie.
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POSITIEWE VOORSTELLE
Onthou asseblief dat die sillabus en merkskemas baie goeie aanduidings is van die verwagtinge rondom die beantwoording
van die vraestel en die benadering tot die vraestel. Bestudeer ook die voorbeeldvraestel en die merkskema indringend.
Die generiese vlakgebaseerde nasienskema is die hoofuitgangspunt. Die riglyne met kolpunte aangedui by die vrae
is slegs voorstelle en nie ’n memorandum waarvolgens nagesien word nie.   Daar is dus geen spesifieke verwagte
antwoord nie.
Kandidate moet by die langvraag aan al die fasette wat in die vraag genoem word aandag gee. Dit beteken dat die
vraag korrek geïnterpreteer moet word en die funksie van taalgebruik en tegnieke moet uitgewys word – uiteindelik ook
vir die teks in geheel waar dit toepaslik is.
By die kontekstuele vraag is die uittreksel die uitgangspunt. Daar moet indringend analities met die uittreksel gewerk
word.
Dankie vir al die harde werk.
Baie sterkte vir 2022.
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ENGLISH FIRST LANGUAGE
8167
Paper 1

2021 was the first year this paper was written. Understandably, a number of candidates struggled with the general
time limits of the paper. This was really disconcerting as a great many learners lost marks for incomplete or too short
responses.
Too many learners struggle with their SPAG (spelling and grammar). Note that SPAG is considered an important aspect
of AS level as this shows basic competencies of the candidates. This definitely needs more attention in the AS level
class.
Paper 1 (Writing paper)
Question 1 (a) Leaflet
The candidates were requested to write an advisory leaflet for their peers about improving their immediate environment.
•
Many candidates did not use the structure of the leaflet which obviously influenced the mark of the reflective
commentary adversely.
•
The most important problem is that the candidates did not meet the requirements of the question.
•
The sense of voice was not clearly established.
•
Advice was often neglected to be given or learners merely listed the advice but focused more on the reason for
giving advice.
•
Candidates had to discuss how the learners could change/ improve the school grounds/ their home environment
and perhaps their city. However, most of them discussed the pollution in the ocean and global warming in general.
•
The other problem was that many candidates did not clearly indicate their audience. The generic address often
made it difficult to discern from the essays that children were being addressed. In fact, the inconsistency in their
formality caused the examiners to assume that the candidates did not know
•
Question analysis seems to have been quite neglected by the candidates. It is advisable to spend some more time
on the analysis of questions and the style requested by the format as well as the targeted audience.
Question 1 (b)
Candidates often merely listed the techniques they have used to write their leaflets instead of analysing the techniques
which was supposed to be focusing on why and how the techniques were used. Only a few candidates were able to
discuss the form of the leaflet. Reflection did not happen either. Technical language should also be used with care
(often not accurately identified and analysed) in this question.
Section B
It was such a pity to find that many candidates did not complete this essay or did not meet the length requirements of
the question, with some learners writing as little as 250 words. As a result, they had to be marked down due to a rubric
infringement which cost them an entire band in their writing.
Question 2
The narrative was generally poorly answered. A huge number of the learners responded by writing biographies of a
person they admired or trains of thoughts about a person they admired. Very little attention was given to the specific
incident that was requested. Even though it was expected to state why the person is admired, this could have already
been done in the introduction. The admiration received too much attention in most narratives. A clear change in tone
and atmosphere was necessary with specific focus on the incident for a more successful response. Some candidates
who did focus on the incident often ran out of time and merely ended the essay with no clear resolutions. The narrative
definitely needs more attention in class.
The candidates have ample opportunity within the 600 - 900 word count to write more extensively about this incident
which could have been the climax of their story.
Question 3
Two contrasting blogs were requested. This question was answered with more success than the narrative. Unfortunately,
many of these blogs were merely informative and lacked the persuasive that was requested. Unfortunately, the learners
also struggled with the informal/conversational register of the blog. The style of the blog requires the creativity from the
learners which is depicts a real blog.
It is advised that learners are taught to focus more on their tone and the audience of the piece. Two clear voices had
to be established. Teach them the difference between formal and informal writing and expose them to the blog format.
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Question 4
The speech about Namibia often lacked the address of the audience. The biggest struggle was developing the points
of this motivational speech with evidence. Many a learner merely responded with an informative piece about Namibia.
The motivational tone and pride which were clear requirements of the prompt were often ignored. This resulted in a
weak rapport with the audience.
It might be good to teach candidates to use more rhetorical devices in their writing as well as address the audience
consistently when writing a speech. Once again, assist the candidates to find the focus of their pieces by doing question
analyses.
Note that there might be two reasons for rubric infringements which could lead to a mark that drops a band:
1.
if a candidate does not adhere to the word count of the requested piece. A margin of 10% either way is allowed in
the first section and in the second section, the response has to remain within the margins set by the questions.
2. if a candidate does not answer the question for example a candidate writes an expository essay or biography
instead of a narrative.
LANGUAGE
Only the fewest candidates used sophisticated expressions and were able to write aesthetically appealing essays.
Grammar deserves more attention in the class room.
The following common errors should be avoided in future:
Malapropisms, punctuation errors, sentence constructions, commonly confused words
Tautology was all too common: more easier and utmost best were common problems.
Spelling errors like
•
Disappointment and environment frequented the essays.
•
Occurring and occurred was more often than not spelt incorrectly.
GENERAL
It might be a good idea to have the learners practise more to establish their speed of analysing and responding to this
paper. Some candidates wrote insightful and complete responses whereas the majority struggled to reach the word
limits. It seems like there are still too many candidates in the First Language class that do not belong there.
We commend all the AS level teachers on a job well done! This year was surely a challenging year for teachers and
learners alike. We sincerely wish that this advice assists all teachers in doing an even better job in 2022.
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8167
Paper 2

Key messages
Option (A) discursive essays should analyse specific details of the text within the argument presented.
Option (B) passage questions may usefully place the passage in the wider text as a relevant context.
General comments
The general standard was satisfactory with the large majority of candidates showing at least a sound knowledge of the
set texts. Very few responses showed evidence of mismanagement of time in this session. However, too many students
wrote very short, basic answers. The quality of expression was sound in most cases, but there are too many candidates
that displayed expressive weaknesses which can impede communication at this level.
There were responses to all the texts on the paper, but the novel, All The Bright Places was the least favourite choice.
Answers reflecting a wide range of performance were seen on each of the texts attempted by the candidates.
There are two specific issues to be addressed in this session:
Assessment Objective L2 from the Literature in English syllabus states that candidates should ‘analyse ways in
which writers’ choices of language, form and structure shape meanings and effects’. Candidates attempting option
(B) passage questions often showed evidence of meeting this Assessment Objective in their responses to the given
passage. However, candidates attempting option (A) questions, the discursive essay, also need to provide evidence
that they are able to do this, by quoting or referring closely to specific moments in the text. Also, irrespective of
choosing option (A) or (B) candidates should then discuss all references in detail, focusing on the writer’s choices and
exploring what for the candidate are the effects of those choices.
Candidates responding to option (B) passage questions, who briefly place the passage within the wider work it is
selected from, often write more focused and relevant answers. Some candidates could benefit from considering this
approach, as it will give a context to their interpretation of the passage itself, as well as providing evidence of knowledge
of the text. This equally applies to passages from poetry selections as well as the drama texts.
Comments on specific questions
Section A: POETRY
Question 1: Poems
(a) All the centres opted for poetry as one of the selected genres. Please note that poetry is optional on
this level.
Some very weak responses discussed poems not in the selection, for which no credit could be given, or poems
from the selection which did not apparently present love - Dharker Blessing and These are the Times We Live
in, and Hendriks -The Migrant. The success of the essays based on these choices was very limited. Weak
answers chose at least one relevant poem and were often able to show some knowledge of the basic meaning
of the poems. At this level there was often very little or no attempt to offer a comparison of the writing. Some
implicit sense of the poetic methods or that the poems were constructed improved the responses, though in
many weak essays there was very little evidence of any appreciation of the genre or that the works were poems.
More competent responses made wiser choices of material to discuss with Blake’s The Clod and the Pebble,
Millay’s Sonnet 29, Thomas’ The Forsaken Wife and Shakespeare’s Sonnet 19 the most popular choices.
Answers at this level showed understanding of the theme and were able to offer a comparison of the chosen
poems, often treating each poem separately with a summative, comparative conclusion. Better answers at
this level explored some of the poetic methods, often the language and the imagery, with often some relevant
context added in support of the interpretation. Good answers focused on the writing of their chosen poems,
exploring how the different choices of form, rhythm and rhyme, as well as language and imagery, enable the
poets to create different tones and emotions in the readers. Very good responses developed such points into
sophisticated interpretations of the poets’ presentations of love, with apt quotations and a use of appropriate
contexts.
(b) Nearly all answers were able to explore the poem with some knowledge and understanding. Very weak
answers, however, were often puzzled by the overarching metaphor and appeared to be responding as to an
unseen poem since almost no quotations were used, with consequent weaknesses in understanding and the
discussion. Answers in the lower levels often attempted a paraphrase of the poem, with some able to recognise
the poem’s ‘way in which the three stanzas have been written’, as one described it. Answers which were able
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to shape the paraphrase partly to the topic of the question, ‘death’, did better at this level. More competent
answers showed knowledge and understanding of Scotts’ soothing tone, often referred to as “lulling the soldier
to sleep”, and to some extent possible interpretations of the poem. At this level these tended to be asserted
with occasional supporting quotations, and candidates who were able to show some awareness of Scotts’
poetic choices tended to do better. Good answers developed this further, often starting from a consideration of
Scotts’ poetic methods, for example, the structure and verse form of the poem, using this to lead naturally into
considering the question in more detail. Many good responses offered multiple interpretations of the poem’s
meaning and where such arguments were supported by detailed analysis of the language and imagery, the
answers were very good. These essays rose to the challenge of exploring the language, the symbols and
the imagery, often developing convincing interpretations on the strength of the analysis. More assured and
perceptive analyses considered the effects of the language and imagery in sophisticated detail, for instance,
the ‘auditory imagery juxtaposing life and death’, as one suggested. Other sophisticated answers saw the
tone as commanding, even using imperative language to enforce the tone, with the main metaphor Scotts
focuses on “suggesting euphemism with the choice of ‘sleep’, and ‘slumber’, highlighted by the soft sibilance,
and the anaphoric use of the imperative ‘Sleep!’, aided by an exclamation mark to coax the soldier to die a
peaceful death’, as one answer put it. Such arguments were at times supported by appropriate biographical
context and did very well.
SECTION B: PROSE
Question 2: Short Stories
(a) There were too few responses to this question to make a general comment appropriate.
(b) Most responses were able to give a broad context to the passage and show some knowledge of the story in
general. Weaker answers tended to retell the story up to this point or offer a summary of the events of the given
passage and what had preceded it. More competent answers focused on the reference to time and the sense
of urgency it created. Better answers at this level noted that the boy’s action revealed something about his
disquiet in his wrong-doing. More competent answers looked at MacLaverty’s use of diction to create secrecy
as well as sentence structure to heighten the intended tension. Good responses looked closely at language
and punctuation, noting how MacLaverty creates anticipation and tension through the narrative voice. Very
good answers explored the effects of such choices, especially how she includes the letter as structural device.
Others analysed the effects of the variety in the sentence structures and the way onomatopoeia “heightens
the senses of the readers” as one put it. Where such interpretations were supported by specific detail from
the passage the answers did very well.
Most responses were able to give a broad context to the passage. Weaker answers tended to retell the story
of the boy’s actions and the consequent loss of trust, while others gave a summary of the events of the given
passage. Many responses relied heavily on weak statements such as “causing readers to become more
curious and making them want to read on.” Good answers looked closely at the details: MacLaverty’s use of
the narrative voice to shape the building of tension, for instance.
Where such ideas were supported by specific reference to the details of the passage, the answers did very
well.
Question 3: J.M. COETZEE: Life & Times of Michael K
(a) Nearly every response was able to select some relevant material with which to address the task. Weaker
answers often explained the background to Michael K and retold his story, often in quite accurate detail, though
with only sporadic reference to the given task. At this level, awareness of the importance of the two narrative
styles improved the response, with some able to see the way each narrative highlights a specific theme. More
competent answers explored the idea of how the third-person narrator focuses on Michael K’s surroundings,
focusing on his longing for freedom, contrasting it to the Medical Officer’s first person account of Michael K,
clearly showing his misinterpretation of the concept of oppression and freedom. Very few candidates managed
to write a successful response, often making vague statements such as “The doctor became obsessed with
the man that does not want to live in society.”, not developing the statement of supporting it with specific
reference of detail from the novel.
(b) Most responses were able to give at least a broad context to the passage. Weaker answers tended to retell
the events that had led to this moment in the text and showed some knowledge of character and plot. Weak
answers lost focus of the question and made no reference to K’s surroundings, but rather paraphrased the
passage. Better answers at this level did focus on some of the detail and were able to explain the presentation
of K’s surroundings. More competent answers looked at the presentation in detail, showing understanding of
Coetzee’s use of imagery and sensory devices. These were often informed by some awareness of appropriate
contexts – such as the symbolism of the stripped car or the imagery created by the green grass and driftsand.
Such ideas were developed further in good essays, where the details of Coetzee’s style – language and
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descriptive detail for example were often well discussed. Other good answers looked at his use of telling
details, such as the ‘the slap of waves’ and ‘hiss of retreating water’, and how these are used to underpin
the sense of ever-present uneasiness, here and in the wider novel. Where such analysis was developed to
consider the effects of these choices and how they might differ from reader to reader, the answers often did
very well.
Question 4: JENNIFER NIVEN: All the Bright Places
There were too few responses to this question to make a general comment appropriate.
There were too few responses to this question to make a general comment appropriate.
SECTION C: DRAMA
Question 5: WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE: As you like it
There were very few responses to this question. Those who did attempt this question, were able to select relevant
material with which to address the task, although often not successful. Answers were mostly basic, ranging from half a
page to one page. Most candidates gave a brief summary of the play, with almost no reference to the meaning of the
title, the contrast in setting, the role of gender or the way in which Shakespeare challenges the perceptions which were
held at the time when the play was written.
There were too few responses to this question to make a general comment appropriate. However, it must be noted
that if candidates only paraphrase the extract without any reference to specific dramatic effects such as the use of an
extended metaphor, the unexpected inclusion of the monologue, the melancholic and cynical tone no credit can be
awarded.
Question 6: PERCY MTWA, MBONGENI NGEMA and BARNEY SIMON: Woza Albert!
(a) There were too few responses to this question to make a general comment appropriate.
(b) In response to the question many candidates were able to place the passage into the context of
the wider text, with nearly all answers showing at least some knowledge and understanding of the
significance of the passage. There were however some very weak answers which struggled with
some of the basic knowledge and tended to either summarise the extract, often with little direct
reference to the passage, or to paraphrase the passage in detail. Better answers at this level showed
understanding of the stage directions, “lights dim” which creates an immediate shift to despair
juxtaposed against the “joyous siren”. Sounder answers considered the imagery of the train and
church as presentations of hope and despair, as well as the use of punctuation to show the shift
from hope to despair. Good answers also analysed some of the details, the dramatic effects of
the setting and props such as the sleeping woman on the boxes, and the stage directions to show
some understanding of dramatic methods. Others looked closely at the effect of the macaronic text
especially in the song, and the use of future tense and first-person plural “we” to show how unity and
hope change into despair. Those who could blend their contextual points with a grasp of the dramatic
methods in the shift between hope and despair often did very well.
Positive suggestions to teachers
•
•
•

•
•

Teachers should discourage students to use superfluous expressions such as “brilliantly explores”, “massively
apparent”, “masterfully present” or “Coetzee does a wonderful job…” These expressions are arbitrary and does not
constitute a personal response.
Whenever a reference is made to literary techniques such as rhyme and rhythm, it is imperative that the student
gives a reason why it is important.
Teachers instruct students to start their answers with a quote. It is better to teach students to start their writing with
a solid thesis statement, which they then continue to prove by using strong points, evidence and analysis. A general
quote such as “Where there is love there is life”, is not a thesis statement on the theme of love as presented by two
poets and serves no purpose.
It is important to note that one should not quote chunks, neither should quotes be “tagged on”. It is important to
develop any reference made to the text.
It is not necessary at this level to explain literary devices. Rather discuss the effect created by the specific image
than wasting time to give a definition of it.
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FIRST LANGUAGE GERMAN
8168
Paper 1

GENERAL COMMENTS
It was the first year this paper was written for the new syllabus. There were only two candidates entered for First
Language German AS in 2021. Cambridge conducted a very thorough standardisation marking session, stretching
over two days. As there were only two candidates that wrote this specific paper, the teachers marking German First
Language AS participated in the English First Language AS standardisation marking session as well. This was to some
extent helpful as the German teachers did not have a lot of scripts as compared to many English scripts to look into. It
was however very useful with regard to the use of the new marking schemes. Both candidates have fairly done well in
this paper. They wrote insightful and complete responses for both sections. The two candidates did not struggle with
the general time limits of the paper. This was really encouraging as many learners lost marks for incomplete or too
short responses.
Both candidates were competent with their SPAG (spelling and grammar). SPAG is an important aspect of AS level as
this shows basic competencies of the candidates. This definitely needs more attention in the AS level class.
COMMENTS ON SPECIFIC QUESTIONS
Section A
In this paper Aufgabe 1 is compulsory. This question consists of two parts, (a) and (b). The podcast that was required
to be written, was done very well by one candidate, but that specific candidate then was not as successful in the (b) part
of the question, which requires a reflective commentary with regard to the candidates own answer in (a). The second
candidate managed a better (b) answer. This trend has also been observed in English First Language. Candidates are
not equally successful in (a) and (b), but can deliver answers which differ in quality for Aufgabe 1.
Question 1 (a)
•

Question analysis need to be emphasized for 1(a). It is advisable to spend some more time on the analysis of
questions and the style requested by the format as well as the targeted audience.

Question 1 (b)
•

Candidates should analyze the techniques which were supposed to be focusing on why and how the techniques
were used. Technical language should also be used with care (often not accurately identified and analyzed) in this
question.

Section B – Question 2, 3 and 4
Teil B offers the candidates three options. One topic has to be answered. Both candidates chose Frage 4, where a
letter to the press had to be written about a healthy lifestyle. The form proved no difficulty to the two candidates, as
well as the time frame of two hours, for twice 600 to 900 words altogether for Aufgabe 1 and then one Frage of Teil B.
Candidates seemed to be well prepared for this time frame as well as writing the correct length of texts. Paragraphs
were observed. The use of vocabulary, more complex sentences and the structuring of the arguments was achieved
better by the one candidate than the other. Learners have to be encouraged to “stick to the topic”, although the new
syllabus allows for a wide range of arguments. It was pleasing to see that both candidates did their planning.
POSITIVE SUGGESTIONS TO TEACHERS
•
•
•
•
•
•

Assist the candidates to find the focus of their pieces by doing question analyses.
Candidate should adhere to the word count of the requested pieces. A margin of 10% either way is allowed in the
first section and in the second section, the response has to remain within the margins set by the questions.
Candidate need to distinguish between an expository and a narrative essay.
It might be a good idea to have the learners practice more to establish their speed of analyzing and responding to
this paper.
Practice with learners to use sophisticated expressions to be able to write aesthetically appealing essays.
Grammar deserves attention in AS – more focus required on malapropisms, punctuation errors, sentence
constructions, commonly confused words

We congratulate the two AS level teachers of the two candidates on a job well done!
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8168
Paper 2

GENERAL COMMENTS
It was the first year this paper was written for the new syllabus. There were only two candidates entered for First
Language German AS in 2021. Cambridge conducted a very thorough standardisation marking session, stretching
over two days. As there were only two candidates that wrote this specific paper, the teachers marking German First
Language AS participated in the English First Language AS standardisation marking session as well. This was to some
extent helpful as the German teachers did not have a lot of scripts as compared to many English scripts to look into. It
was however very useful with regard to the use of the new marking schemes. Both candidates have fairly done well in
this paper. They wrote insightful and complete responses for both sections. The two candidates did not struggle with
the general time limits of the paper. This was really encouraging as many learners lost marks for incomplete or too
short responses.
GENERAL COMMENTS ON LITERATURE QUESTIONS
In this paper, candidates are presented with 12 (twelve) questions. The examination paper consists of three sections.
Section 1 offers an A and a B question with regard to the prescribed poems. Section 2 offers six questions, two
questions (A and B) covering the prescribed short stories, two questions (A and B) covering Die verlorene Ehre der
Katharina Blum and two questions (A and B) covering Homo Faber. From these six questions only one could be
answered. Section 3 offers the candidates four questions. The first two (A and B) cover the drama Der gute Mensch
von Sezuan and the other two (A and B) cover the drama Die Physiker. From these four questions the candidates
could answer one. Altogether candidates have to answer two questions, coming from two different sections. Each
answer has to be between 600 and 900 words in length. The A questions in each section are without any text extract,
whereas all the B questions have an extract of the prose, drama, short stories or poem. Candidates coped well with the
length of the answered. Paragraphs were observed.
Candidate 1 chose to answer question B in Section 1. This question had to do with the poem Augen der Großstadt. The
candidate achieved some depth with her analysis. Occasionally the markers were looking for more depth. Linguistically
the answer provided by the candidate was rather simplistic, but still pleasant to mark.
Candidate 2 chose to answer question B from Frage 2 covering the short story Nacht im Hotel. Her language skills
slightly exceeded those of candidate 1. Her answer was enjoyable to mark. Both candidates managed the time
allocated well. Both candidates were fully able to write answers in German mother tongue.
For the second question to be answered from a different section, both candidates opted for question B from the drama
Die Physiker. The stronger candidate was able to convey her arguments clearly structured, although on one aspect
she slightly deviated. The other candidate managed an analysis which was short at some arguments of depth.
In general, it can be said of both candidates that they chose their questions wisely, both were well prepared and
managed the challenges of this new syllabus with the different way of answering the questions well.
POSITIVE SUGGESTIONS TO TEACHERS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Question analysis need to be emphasized for all genres. It is advisable to spend some more time on the analysis
of questions and the style requested by the format.
Technical language should also be used with care (often not accurately identified and analyzed) in this question.
Assist the candidates to find the focus of the question by doing question analyses.
Teachers should discourage students to use superfluous expressions. These types of expressions are arbitrary
and does not constitute a personal response.
Whenever a reference is made to literary techniques such as rhyme and rhythm, it is imperative that the student
gives a reason why it is important.
Teachers should instruct students to start their answers with a quote. It is better to teach students to start their
writing with a solid thesis statement, which they then continue to prove by using strong points, evidence and
analysis.
It is important to develop any reference made to the text.
It is not necessary at this level to explain literary devices. Rather discuss the effect created by the specific image
than wasting time to give a definition of it.
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FIRST LANGUAGE KHOEKHOEGOWAB
8190
Paper 1

GENERAL COMMENTS
It was an immense pleasure to observe good language skills and grammar usage portrayed by the candidates. There
were minimal spelling errors which did not impact or construed the meaning. An impressive display of exceptional use
of the figurative language was portrayed through the sensitive and discriminating awareness of language and style by
almost all candidates.
This question paper consists of three questions of which question one is compulsory for all the candidates to answer
while they can choose and answer another question between question two and three. Most candidates opted for
question three instead of question two.
COMMENTS ON INDIVIDUAL QUESTIONS
1

This question consists of two parts, (a) which required the candidates to comment on how the author uses
language and style to convey his point of view and (b) a directed writing task to write a voice-over on a
television program on parenting.
Most candidates responded well to part (a) of the question while some experience difficulty in responding 		
to part (b).
(a) In response to this question, candidates had to display through good use of language and style, similar
to that of the passage, their knowledge and understanding of the passage and the authors intentions.
This was a persuasive passage which was written in an informal, journalistic and relaxed mood.
The author used variety of persuasive vocabulary, although not strong, while also portraying his
empathy towards the parents. He not only persuades the parents into having a little more faith in
themselves, no matter whatever parenting techniques they may be accustomed to but also reassured
them that whatever they are doing is good enough through the use of nuances and figurative
language.
The author further uses direct quotations of the real parents’ experiences to emphasize his intentions.
The tone of the author is persuasive yet empathetic (kind) and also has rhetorical devices.

		

In order for candidates to respond excellently to this question, they should be able to identify		
vocabulary and phrases of persuasion and reassurance throughout the passage and connect them		
with the quotations that emphasize on them.
Here are some words and phrases used to persuade the reader:
•
nobody will deny
•
we all try
•
we can all agree
•
obviously poor practice
•
I don’t think you can ever fail as a parent
•
After all, it’s hard to imagine
•
Does that mean he will grow up to be a thief (rhetorical question) etc.
The following are figurative expressions and the empathetic language:
•
Leaving us feeling inadequate and guilty (unusual emotion for a parent to feel)
•
We endlessly second guess ourselves
•
I wanted to become a supermom
•
I crashed
•
Look on the bright side etc.
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In order for the candidates’ response to be awarded in the top band they should be able to:
•
Show perceptive appreciation of the content and ideas
•
Relates content consistently to: structure, purpose, genre and style
•
Show excellent understanding of the nuances of language: repetition, rhetorical devices word
choices etc.
•
Clearly express the intention of the author
•
Analyze text with sensitive and discriminating awareness of language and style to create		
effect
•
Use quotations and references effectively and appropriately.
Candidates should be exposed to a variety of text type; persuasive, polemic, narrative and descriptive.		
They should be prepared on how to analyze the text to convey the authors intentions.
(b) This is a directed writing task. Candidates are guided to write a specific continuous writing task,
basing it on the content of the passage.
Many candidates were able to write good voice-overs however, some did not know what a voice-over
is.
A voice-over is the audio used in an advert, news report or a documentary of which visuals are seen
supported by real people showing action of whatever topic or theme is presented.
In this case the candidates should have used the persuasive language from the passage as the audio
presented in a documentary for parenting with the quotations of real parent experiences could be
displayed.
E.g. Many parents worry about being inadequate, but this may come from their own unrealistic desire
to be perfect. Let’s hear from one mother who tried to be a supermom: “…………..”. She tried to do
everything right, but in the end, as she says, she crashed. Many experts say “relax and look at the
bright side” if your child is happy and functioning.
A good response should have a perceptive recognition of context, audience, form and purpose
supported by a good range of appropriate vocabulary and expression suitable for the task.
2

This question consists of two parts, (a) which required the candidates to comment on how the author uses
language and style to convey how impressive and mysterious the wildebeest migration seems to him and
(b) a directed writing task to write a magazine article entitled “The first jump”.
In response to this question, candidates had to display through good use of language and style, similar to
that of the passage their knowledge and understanding of the passage and the authors intentions.
This was a dramatic descriptive passage with enquiry or uncertainty expressed about the causes of the
events. There is a mix of short and long paragraphs to add to the drama and uncertainty displayed in
the text e.g. (why do they do it? and so they charge onwards). The use of punctuations e.g. dashes,
rhetorical questions and the use of conjunctions to start a sentence.
Here is some of the language used by the author to convey how impressive the migration is:
•
Beautiful display of new life
•
It is a trek (a thousand kilometers)
•
Battling disease, starvation, thirst, fatigue
•
Perishing along the way
•
Death to many
•
Overcome an obstacle
•
Pour into the rivers like ants, leaping, bleating, calling etc.
Here is some of the language used by the author to convey how mysterious the migration is:
•
They sense something in the air
•
Just get up and go
•
Despite… they go
•
Why do they do it? (rhetorical question)
•
No scientist answered this question conclusively
•
Maybe the instinct to migrate has been coded in their DNA etc.
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In order for the candidates’ response to be awarded in the top band they should be able to:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Show perceptive appreciation of the content and ideas
Relates content consistently to: structure, purpose, genre and style
Show excellent understanding of the nuances of language: repetition, rhetorical devices word choices etc.
Clearly express the intention of the author
Analyze text with sensitive and discriminating awareness of language and style to create effect
Use quotations and references effectively and appropriately.

(c) This is a directed writing task. Candidates are guided to write a specific continuous writing task,
basing it on the content of the passage.
Few candidate that opted for this question were not able to produce good pieces however the attempt
was good. Below is an example of a good response to this task.
E.g. Mid-July, Tanzania: at the banks of the Grumeti river. A deafening bleating and calling fills the
air, as the throngs of thousands of wildebeest mills around. They sniff the waters, then wheel away
from the hungry eyes of the expectant crocodiles. They are fearful, but unable to resist the desire
to cross, under the same compulsion that drove them to trek from the rolling plains of northern
Tanzania. Many have died along the way, taken by predators, disease, starvation, thirst and fatigue.
Why did they make such a murderous journey? No scientist can answer conclusively. And now the
hardest has come – the moment when the single courageous individual makes the first jump into the
river and the thousands follow.
A good response should have a perceptive recognition of context, audience, form and purpose
supported by a good range of appropriate vocabulary and expression suitable for the task.
3

This question consists of two parts, (a) which required the candidates to comment on how the author uses
language and style to convey the feelings and attitude of the character and (b) a directed writing task to
write a friendly letter to a friend to narrate an experience when she travelled to another country to play with
a different orchestra.
In response to this question, candidates had to display through good use of language and style, similar to
that of the passage their knowledge and understanding of the passage and the authors intentions.
This was a narrative passage, the language is informal and there are interjections and rhetorical devices.
The author uses the character to narrate her experience that brings to the forth her feelings and her
character traits.
Here is some of the language used by the author to convey her feelings:
•
Sudden panic
•
Nervously thrust the passport
•
Seeking reassurance
•
Overly enthusiastic
•
Fluttering in my stomach
•
I was relieved to make a new friend etc.
Here is some of the language used by the author to convey her character traits:
•
Took time to return a smile
•
Commence my first solo trip
•
Mimicking the fingers (rehearsing, she was conscientious/serious/focused)
•
I was relieved to make a friend (she find it difficult to make friends, shy but sociable) etc.
In order for the candidates’ response to be awarded in the top band they should be able to:
•
Show perceptive appreciation of the content and ideas
•
Relates content consistently to: structure, purpose, genre and style
•
Show excellent understanding of the nuances of language: repetition, rhetorical devices word choices etc.
•
Clearly express the intention of the author
•
Analyze text with sensitive and discriminating awareness of language and style to create effect
•
Use quotations and references effectively and appropriately.
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(b) This is a directed writing task. Candidates are guided to write a specific continuous writing task,
basing it on the content of the passage.
Most candidates opted for this question and there were some well-written pieces while a few were flat.
Below is an example of a good response to this task.
E.g. Do you remember how panicky I was when I flew alone to Cincinnati? My stomach was fluttering
the whole time. But on this trip I was relaxed, and my parents’ smiles were sincere this time as they
waved me off. The arrival was just as chaotic as the last time with people running around. I knew
some of the people because we played together in Cincinnati. I smiled at them when I caught their
eyes. I made music with them and I knew their talent and strength. We were going to make heavenly
sounds again.
A good response should have a perceptive recognition of context, audience, form and purpose
supported by a good range of appropriate vocabulary and expression suitable for the task.
3.

POSITIVE SUGGESTIONS TO TEACHERS
The Advance Subsidiary level is offered for the first time and although this was the first examination,
candidates have put forth their best performance. We are cognizant of the difficult circumstances that
surrounds us and wish to express our gratitude to all the teachers that tirelessly ensure that candidates
are prepared well for the examinations. Well done!
The Senior Education Officers and Heads of Departments should ensure that the teachers are assisted in
the interpretations and implementation of the suggested recommendations.
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8190
Paper 2

1.

GENERAL COMMENTS

•

Grade 12 AS/NSSCAS is the first time that this examination is been written thus comparisons cannot be made to
previous years’ examinations.  However, it is evident that most of the candidates are unable to express themselves
in writing and to address the audience (audience writing).  There are still few candidates that use English terms in
their writing.  There is great concern of dialectic language use in writing, as candidates write as they speak and do
not write the words in correct way.

•

The majority of the candidates could understand and answer the question paper to the best of their abilities,
although some of them have limited vocabulary and could not expressed themselves very well.   Some of the
candidates could not interpret some of the questions well – refer to Comment on specific questions.

•

Some of the candidates’ handwriting was a concern as they write letters (e.g ‘g’, ‘!’) in two-three lines, and also
wrote over the right-hand margin.

•

Incorrect of prefixes and suffixes causing misunderstanding of the candidates’ ideas:  E.g. huiba – hui ba

•

The use of capital letters in the middle of sentences where it is not applicable, and as well as punctuation marks.

2.

COMMENTS ON SPECIFIC QUESTIONS

SECTION A:
1

This question was chosen by most candidates; however, they were expected to write about their life after
the graduation.   Many opted to write about their own career choices, not answering the question that
required them to talk about one career from which they graduated.  They were unable to create sense of
character and enthusiasm which brought their marks down.

2

This question was the least favored by the candidates as the candidates got confused to write about the
coastal town, and or about the beach.

3

This question was chosen by few candidates, however there was a misinterpretation of the summer or
winter day.  The candidates wrote about winter or summer as a season and reason why they like it.  There
was rare contrast between the two pieces written.

4

This question being chosen by number of candidates if not most.  This question the first highest chosen
question candidates could relate it to their own experience, prevailing injustice and anger.  Some candidates
wrote it as witnesses to certain incidents which made their writing weaker in expression of required senses.

SECTION B:
5

This question was chosen and misunderstood by most candidates as they only saw part of the question
“The Young People” and rushed with answering about the attitude and behavior of young people in general.  
The writing of about Book Review was not followed.  Only two candidates could respond to this question
as it was required.

6

This question was also chosen by majority of the candidates although some of them did not write it as a
speech and just mentioned facts about the importance of education.  Good attempt was demonstrated by
some of the candidates that used appropriate quotes idioms to encourage the need and importance of
education for all.

7

This question was least chosen by the candidates, however, there were clear arguments supporting the
reasons for each letter.  Few of the candidates responded with facts more on one letter than the other one.
Valuable comments were shown that demonstrated the higher thinking skills of the candidates.
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8

This was least chosen question.   It was very clear to see that candidates did not know how to write
articles for magazines.  They wrote about their favorite sport codes/teams and forgot to mentioned recent
completions/events in which the national team perform well as a national team.

3.

POSITIVE SUGGESTIONS TO TEACHERS

•

The teachers should teach candidates interpret different questions as candidates only understands one word from
the question and start to answer the question;

•

Give candidates training on how to identify keywords in different type of questions;

•

The marking scheme/grid should be used to train the candidates on expected ways of how questions should be
answered on each section;

•

Candidates should be exposed to different type of reading materials for them to be able to answer longer pieces,
and to make their writing pieces more interesting and stronger in vocabulary as well;

•

Practical exposes to questions should be done at centres, so candidates can be familiar with writing of two (2)
contrasting pieces for one question as in the question paper;

•

In conjunction with the syllabus and other available materials plus Khoekhoegowab Orthography Edition 3 (latest)
should be used to avoid unnecessary misspelling of words;
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FIRST LANGUAGE OSHIKWANYAMA
8191
Paper 1

GENERAL COMMENTS
It was an immense pleasure to observe good language skills and grammar usage portrayed by the candidates. There
were many spelling errors which had an impact on the construed the meaning. A better display of good use of the
figurative language was portrayed through the sensitive and discriminating awareness of language and style by some
candidates. Necessary improvement is greatly needed.
This question paper consists of three questions, of which question one is compulsory to all the candidates to answer
(Question 1), while they can choose and answer one question between question two and three. Most candidates opted
for question three instead of question two. Most candidates wasted so much time on analyzing language and style on
question 1 a, as a result they could not finish to answer all the questions in the paper.
COMMENTS ON INDIVIDUAL QUESTIONS
Question 1
This question consists of two parts, part (a) and (b). Part (a) requires the candidates to comment on how the author
uses language and style to convey his point of view while part (b) is a directed writing task which requires candidates to
write a voice-over on a television program on parenting.
Most candidates responded well to part (a) of the question while some experienced difficulty in responding to part (b).
(a) In response to this question, candidates had to display through good use of language and style, similar
to that of the passage, their knowledge and understanding of the passage and the authors intentions.
This was a persuasive passage which was written in an informal, journalistic and relaxed mood.
The author used variety of persuasive vocabulary, although not strong, while also portraying his
empathy towards the parents. He not only persuades the parents into having a little more faith in
themselves, no matter whatever parenting techniques they may be accustomed to but also reassured
them that whatever they are doing is good enough through the use of nuances and figurative language.
The author further uses direct quotations of the real parents’ experiences to emphasize his intentions. The
tone of the author is persuasive yet empathetic (kind) and also has rhetorical devices.
In order for candidates to respond excellently to this question, they should be able to identify vocabulary and
phrases of persuasion and reassurance throughout the passage and connect them with the quotations that
emphasize on them.
Opo ovahongwa va nyamukule mondjila vo va mone oitwa yomupondo, ova pumbwa okukufa mo elaka
nomushingo wa longifwa komushangi oo tau kwatakanifa oshikalimo shokaleshwa nepulo. Ovahongwa
inava teelelwa va tofe keshe elaka li li mokaleshwa ile omushingo wa longifwa mokaleshwa ngeenge
itau nyamukula epulo. Ovahongwa vahapu ova tofa mo ashike elaka nomushingo wa longifwa, ashike
inave u kwatakanifa nepulo noshikalimo shokaleshwa.
Ovahongwa ova teelelwa va kwatele mo elaka tali ulike oushili nokuitavelifa omuleshi ngaashi:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Kape na ou ta kala omhinge nasho;
Ohatu kendabala;
Atushe ohatu tu kumwe nasho;
Osha yela kutya ove ongomudali ku na fiku u ka dope, shapo ongeenge wa u mo ngomodikwa;
Nonande ngaho, oshinima shidjuu oku shi diladila;
Owa hala nee u tye ngeenge okaana koye ka kulu otaka ka ninga ombudi?
Shimwe shomoinima ya fimana opo;
Ito kala ino mona po sha tashi ku yolifa.

Ovahongwa ova teelelwa va kwatele mo elongifo lomayeletubulo/elongifo lelaka tali ngushupaleke ngaashi:
•
•
•
•

Ohatu lihange hatu nane nonhatu, fye hatu tu omadima (omaliudo oo ihaa kala a teelelwa momudali)
Ohatu ka xulila ashike omutengeneka nokuhelineekela oidjemo yomatokolo etu (okukala uhe na
elineekelomwene)
Omudali kuhe na vali (okukala u shi nawa oilonga aishe yomeumbo noku i tekulila nounona voye)
Nena otai kala yaNakandjeke (aishe otai kala nawa)
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In order for the candidates’ response to be awarded in the top band they should be able to:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Show perceptive appreciation of the content and ideas;
Relates content consistently to: structure, purpose, genre and style;
Show excellent understanding of the nuances of language: repetition, rhetorical devices word
choices etc.
Clearly express the intention of the author;
Analyze text with sensitive and discriminating awareness of language and style to create effect;
Use quotations and references effectively and appropriately.

Candidates should be exposed to a variety of text type; persuasive, polemic, narrative and descriptive.
They should be prepared on how to analyze the text to convey the authors intentions.
(b) This is a directed writing task. Candidates are guided to write a specific continuous writing task,
basing it on the content of the passage.
A few candidates were able to write good voice-overs, however, most of them do not know what a
voice-over is.
A voice-over is the audio used in an advert, news report or a documentary of which visuals are seen
supported by real people showing action of whatever topic or theme is presented.
In this case the candidates should have used the persuasive language from the passage as the audio
presented in a documentary for parenting with the quotations of real parent experiences could be displayed.
Ovahongwa vahapu inava nyamukula nawa epulo la (b) mondjila, shaashi okwa li va teelelwa va shange
ovoice-over (omuhokololi wokino) i li kombinga yomikalo dingi douteku wounona, ashike vamwe ova
tapulula ashike okaleshwa, vo vakwao ova shanga omahokololo ve a eta po voovene, ehe na ekwatafano
nokaleshwa.
E.g. Many parents worry about being inadequate, but this may come from their own unrealistic desire to be
perfect. Let’s hear from one mother who tried to be a supermom: “…………..”. She tried to do everything right,
but in the end, as she says, she crashed. Many experts say “relax and look at the bright side” if your child is
happy and functioning.
A good response should have a perceptive recognition of context, audience, form and purpose supported by
a good range of appropriate vocabulary and expression suitable for the task.
Question 2
This question consists of two parts, (a) which requires the candidates to comment on how the author uses language and
style to convey how impressive and mysterious the wildebeest migration seems to him while (b) is a directed writing task
which requires candidates to write a magazine article entitled “The first jump”.
(a) In response to this question, candidates had to display through good use of language and style,
similar to that of the passage, their knowledge and understanding of the passage and the authors intentions.
Ovahongwa okwa li va teelelwa va shange elaka nomushingo opo va holole nghene etembu leemhulu tali
monika la fuula nola kumwifa omushangi. Ovahongwa inava teelelwa va tofe keshe elaka li li mokaleshwa
ile omushingo wa longifwa mokaleshwa ngeenge itau nyamukula epulo. Ovahongwa ashike vanini va
hoolola epulo eli, nova tofa mo ashike elaka nomushingo wa longifwa, ndele inave u kwatakanifa nepulo
osho yo noshikalimo shokaleshwa. Vamwe ova shanga ashike tava ngongo omadiladilo omushangi, noinava
longifa elaka nomushingo ngaashi va pulwa.
This was a dramatic descriptive passage with enquiry or uncertainty expressed about the causes of the events.
There is a mix of short and long paragraphs to add to the drama and uncertainty displayed in the text e.g. (why
do they do it? and so they charge onwards). The use of punctuations e.g. dashes, rhetorical questions
and the use of conjunctions to start a sentence.
Ovahongwa ova teelela va kwatele mo elaka la longifwa opo ku hololwe etembu eli la li fuula ngaashi:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Oinamwenyo omayovi i li momhepo yehafo i li momaufita manene ehafo tai endaaenda.
Tava monikila nawa monghalamwenyo yavo ipe.
Oshinima etembu, olweendo lokuya nokwaaluka.
Tadi kondjo nomikifi, ondjala, enhota neloloko.
Ohai kanifile eemwenyo dayo molweendo eli.
Omaufita oinamwenyo e li meengudu omayovi nomayovi.
Omaufita tae lidipaleke.
Tadi liumbile momeva da lambafana da fa eedidi.
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Ovahongwa ova teelela va kwatele mo elaka la longifwa opo ku hololwe etembu eli la li fuula ngaashi:
•
•
•
•
•

Oda fimbula sha momhepo.
Nomatomheno onhumba.
Oda fikama ashike nokuya
Noinapa ongaongwa, nonande ya taalelwa komaupyakadi oo, ohadi pula ashike komesho.
Olweedo la nyika oupwidi.

In order for the candidates’ response to be awarded in the top band they should be able to:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Show perceptive appreciation of the content and ideas (Nava ulike eudeko lomoule kombinga
yoshikalimo nomadilaadilo omushangi).
Relates content consistently to: structure, purpose, genre and style (Nava dongokonone oshinyolwa
va tala noukeka, nghee elaka nomushingo ya nwefa mo oshikalimo.
Show excellent understanding of the nuances of language: repetition, rhetorical devices word choices
etc (Nava holole eudeko lomoule lelaka (omayooloko, nomalityo oitya, eendululo, oshinghwanyu,
omapulo ouletoli, ehoololo loitya noitwa vali imwe).
Clearly express the intention of the author (Nava ulike elalakano lomushangi).
Analyze text with sensitive and discriminating awareness of language and style to create effect (Nava
konaakone noukeka opo va ulike nghee elaka la longifwa li nwefe mo oshikalimo.
Use quotations and references effectively and appropriately (Nava longife oumbangi tava kufa
mokaleshwa).

(b) This is a directed writing task. Candidates are guided to write a specific continuous writing task,
basing it on the content of the passage.
Few candidates that opted for this question were not able to produce good pieces, however the attempt was
good. Below is an example of a good response to this task.
E.g. Mid-July, Tanzania: at the banks of the Grumeti river. A deafening bleating and calling fills the air, as the
throngs of thousands of wildebeest mills around. They sniff the waters, then wheel away from the hungry
eyes of the expectant crocodiles. They are fearful, but unable to resist the desire to cross, under the same
compulsion that drove them to trek from the rolling plains of northern Tanzania. Many have died along the way,
taken by predators, disease, starvation, thirst and fatigue. Why did they make such a murderous journey? No
scientist can answer conclusively. And now the hardest has come – the moment when the single courageous
individual makes the first jump into the river and the thousands follow.
A good response should have a perceptive recognition of context, audience, form and purpose
supported by a good range of appropriate vocabulary and expression suitable for the task.
Ovahongwa okwa li va teelelwa va ulike eudeko lomoule kombinga yoshikalimo, elalakano, ye na kale yo e na
ovaleshi komutima ta longifa ouyambitya osho yo elaka lopafano tali wapelele.
Question 3
This question consists of two parts, part (a) and (b). Part (a) requires the candidates to comment on how the author
uses language and style to convey the feelings and attitude of the character, and (b) isa directed writing task to write a
friendly letter to a friend, to narrate an experience when she travelled to another country to play with a different orchestra.
(a) In response to this question, candidates had to display through good use of language and style,
similar to that of the passage their knowledge and understanding of the passage and the authors
intentions. (Ovalongwa okwa li va teelelwa ulike nghee omushangi a longifa elaka nomushingo opo
a holole omaliudo noukwatya waye.)
This was a narrative passage, the language is informal and there are interjections and rhetorical devices.
The author uses the character to narrate her experience that brings to the forth her feelings and her
character traits.
Ovahongwa ova teelelwa va ulike omaliudo a kwatela mo imwe yomwaai tai landula:
•
•
•
•
•

Ehaluko noumbada wombaadilila;
Ohandi kongo etwomukumo;
Ekulululo lomedimo (okwa li a tila);
Tai shikifa omunhu eeshashi (Tai kakamifa);
Okwa li ndi udite nda fa nda kufwa omutengi (a pepelelwa).

Ovahongwa ova teelelwa va ulike oukwatya womushangi tau monikila momaliudo aye, ngaashi:
•
•
•

Onda kwatwa kehaluko noumbada, hop: omumbada;
Handi tameke olweendo lange loupongo, Hop: a pongola;
Osha pula nge efimbo opo naame ndi limemeshe (omungwangwani, ehe wete eshi ta ningi);
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Here is some of the language used by the author to convey her character traits:
•
•
•

Took time to return a smile;
Commence my first solo trip;
Mimicking the fingers (rehearsing, she was conscientious/serious/focused).

In order for the candidates’ response to be awarded in the top band they should be able to:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Show perceptive appreciation of the content and ideas;
Relates content consistently to: structure, purpose, genre and style;
Show excellent understanding of the nuances of language: repetition, rhetorical devices word choices
etc.
Clearly express the intention of the author;
Analyze text with sensitive and discriminating awareness of language and style to create effect;
Use quotations and references effectively and appropriately.

(b) This is a directed writing task. Candidates are guided to write the main part of a friendly letter,
basing it on the content of the passage.
Most candidates opted for this question and there were some well-written pieces, while some were flat.
Below is an example of a good response to this task.
Ovahongwa okwa li va teelelwa va shange oshitukulwa shenenedilaadilo lombilive kombinga yolweendo olo
omunyoli kwa li a kufa opo va ka imbe koshilongo shimwe. Ovahongwa vahapu ova hoolola po epulo eli,
ashike inave li nyamukula mondjila, ova tapulula ashike okaleshwa. Ovahongwa opo va tulwe mokakololo
kopombada, okwa li ve na okunyamukula ngaha:
Do you remember how panicky I was when I flew alone to Cincinnati? My stomach was fluttering the whole
time. But on this trip I was relaxed, and my parents’ smiles were sincere this time as they waved me off.
The arrival was just as chaotic as the last time with people running around. I knew some of the people
because we played together in Cincinnati. I smiled at them when I caught their eyes. I made music with
them and I knew their talent and strength. We were going to make heavenly sounds again.
A good response should have a perceptive recognition of context, audience, form and purpose
supported by a good range of appropriate vocabulary and expression suitable for the task.
POSITIVE SUGGESTIONS TO TEACHERS
The Advance Subsidiary level is offered for the first time. Although this was the first examination, candidates have put
forth their average performance. We are cognizant of the difficult circumstances that surrounds us and wish to express
our gratitude to all the teachers that tirelessly ensure that candidates are well prepared for the examinations. Well done!
The Senior Education Officers and Heads of Departments should ensure that the teachers are assisted in the
interpretations and implementation of the suggested recommendations. Necessary workshops are further recommended
to train teachers on how candidates should attempt examination questions at the required level.
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8191
Paper 2

GENERAL COMMENTS
•

•
•
•

Grade 12 AS/NSSCAS is the first time that this examination is been written thus comparisons cannot be made to
previous years’ examinations.  However, it is evident that most of the candidates are unable to express themselves
in writing and to address the audience (audience writing).  There are still few candidates that use English terms in
their writing.  There is great concern of dialectic language use in writing, as candidates write as they speak and do
not write the words in correct way.
The majority of the candidates could understand and answer the question paper to the best of their abilities,
although some of them have limited vocabulary and could not expressed themselves very well.  Some of the
candidates could not interpret some of the questions well – refer to Comment on specific questions.
Some of the candidates’ do not understand the difference between the beach and the coastal areas.  Incorrect of
prefixes and suffixes and class concord of class 3 e.g omafuta otama instead of writing omafuta otaa….
The use of capital letters in the middle of sentences where it is not applicable, and as well as punctuation marks.

COMMENTS ON SPECIFIC QUESTIONS
SECTION A: IMAGINATIVE WRITING (descriptive/narrative)
1

It was chosen by most candidates; however, they were expected to write about their life after the graduation.
Many opted to write about their own career choices, not answering the question that required them to
talk about one career from which they graduated.  They were unable to create sense of character and
enthusiasm which brought their marks down.  Some candidates did their best to answer this question by
indicating that they developed their communities and a nation at large.

2

It was attempted by most of the learners and they did not understand the question very well, because
some of the candidates do not know the difference between the beach and the coastal the candidates got
confused to write about the coastal town instead of the beach.  The candidates were supposed to describe
the place and the characteristics and the behaviors of the people at the beach.

3

It was chosen by few candidates, however there was a misinterpretation of the summer or winter day.  
Some candidates wrote activities that are done during spring instead of winter.  These candidates were
supposed to write two pieces with contrasting information (Ideas) one is about a day in winter and another
is a day in summer.   In their writing they must create the mood and sense of place.   There was rare
contrast between the two pieces written.

4

This being chosen by number of candidates if not most.  This question the first highest chosen question
candidates could relate it to their own experience, prevailing injustice and anger.  Some candidates wrote
it as witnesses to certain incidents which made their writing weaker in expression of required senses.  
Candidates where supposed to describe the attitudes of an unkind teacher and in their writing they were
expected to indicate an injustice (unfairness, discriminations, nepotism, favoritism and inequalities) and
anger ( being bitter e.i. beating candidates without a reason, unnecessary punishment and insulting candidates)

SECTION B: WRITING FOR THE AUDIENCE (discursive/argumentative)
5

Very few candidates chose this topic and minority of them answered the question correctly.  The remaining
candidates answered the question incorrectly.  The structured composition of the book review they had to
write was incorrect as the candidates failed to grasp the concept of what they were required to do and only
managed to describe and narrate stories.
Candidates were expected to give the following:
•
Bad behaviour
•
Peer pressure
•
Bullying
•
Use of alcohol and drug abuse
•
Use of technological devices

The above mentioned can be seen as the challenges young people have in the uncertain times.  A candidate who wrote
bad behaviour could have given an example of being disrespectful to parents.  The candidate that gave the example
of pear pressure could have indicated pressure for one being pressured into using drugs and alcohol, dropping out of
school, joining gangs, bullying and not listening to elders.  Candidates that fall down this path can then end up in places
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like correctional facilities due to these actions.  Technological devices can also be used as a platform for candidates
to learn wrong social norms like how to behave, dressing inappropriately, watching porn and becoming active without
knowing consequences just to mention a few.
6

Majority of the candidates chose to write a motivational speech.   Most of the candidates had a lot
of understanding for this topic and answered it correctly.   Very few candidates had no knowledge or
understanding of the question and failed to answer it appropriately.  Candidates that failed to answer the
question appropriately, only wrote that candidates should be encouraged to study hard and help their
family only.  Some shared that guardians and teachers are to help learners learn so that learners can grow
up to assist their parents.
Candidates were expected to give the following:
•
If a person studies hard they are able to change the world at large, change their community or even their
country.  People are able to do this by being innovative, either by creating something that can be productive
to the community or people at large.
•
Educated people can also help change their community by changing people’s beliefs about certain things like
the stigma of HIV & AIDS.  They can also assist in studying viruses’ variants or diseases and help come up
with cures for example a cure for novel Corona Virus.
There is a policy “Education for All”, that caters to every candidates be they are disabled physically, mentally
or be going through adult education.

7

A certain number of candidates chose to write these formal letters to the Newspaper.  Very few candidates
answered this question appropriately and the rest failed to grasp the concept.  Those that failed to grasp
the concept wrote that they believe that the government should be the one to assist the people and the
question requested the community to help.
Candidates were expected to give the following:
•
Those that argued for the community to donate could have stated that:   The community should assist the
impoverished with clothes, food or money to help pay for their children to go to school.  They could also have
written that the community should come up with fundraisers that raise money for the people that are in poverty
to help them.
•
Those that argued against the community to donate could have stated that:   It is not necessary for the
community to donate as they are supposed to alleviate themselves out of poverty.  Majority of people believe
that all people are mostly given the same opportunities and they failed to grasp them and take chances in life
that leads them to poverty.  People also believe that they should use their own talents like planting, creating
arts and crafts just to mention a few.

8

A minimal number of candidates chose to write the Magazine article.  And most of those that chose this
topic failed to give the appropriate answers.  The candidates focused on the athletes Christine Mboma and
Beatrice Masilingi as well as Peter Shalulile.  They wrote about their favorite sport codes/teams and forgot
to mentioned recent completions/events in which the national team perform well as a national team.
The candidates were expected to answer as follows:
Candidates were expected to write any article about how the national team made them proud.  The Candidates
could have boasted about the strength of our National Rugby or Cricket team and talked about how they are putting
Namibia on the map.  The Candidates were expected to talk about the progress of the national teams and also
motivate the nation as the teams did not go on to win the cups.  They could have then written optimistically so as to
assuage the nation and create a sense of hope for the next sporting activity.  This then can also be used to motivate
the teams  or those taking part in national sports.

POSITIVE SUGGESTIONS TO TEACHERS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The teachers should teach learners to interpret different questions as candidates only understands one word from
the question and start to answer the question;
Give learners training on how to identify keywords in different type of questions;
The marking scheme/grid should be used to train the candidates on expected ways of how questions should be
answered on each section.
Learners should be exposed to different type of reading materials for them to be able to answer longer pieces,
and to make their writing pieces more interesting and stronger in vocabulary as well.
Practical exposes to questions should be done at Centre’s, so candidates can be familiar with writing of two (2)
contrasting pieces for one question as in the question paper.
In conjunction with the syllabus and other available materials plus Oshikwanyama Orthography Edition 3 (latest)
should be used to avoid unnecessary misspelling of words.  Learners must be taught the right orthography e.g
OMHUMBWE AND NOT ONGHUMBWE AND OUPYAKADI AND NOT OUPWAKADI;
Learner need to be taught the sound e.g. OUYAMBA AND NOT OUHAMABA , EYAKULO AND NOT EHAKULO;
Long vowels ngeenge and not ngenge, shaashi and not shashi.
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Paper 1

GENERAL COMMENTS
It was an immense pleasure to observe good language skills and grammar usage portrayed by the candidates. There
were many spelling errors which have an impact on how the candidates construed the meaning. A better display of good
use of the figurative language was portrayed through the sensitive and discriminating awareness of language and style
by some candidates. Necessary improvement is greatly needed
This question paper consists of three questions of which Question (one) is compulsory for all the candidates to answer,
while they can choose and answer one question between question two and three. Most candidates opted for question
three instead of question two. Most candidates wasted so much time on analyzing language and style on question 1a,
as a result the could not finish to answer all the questions in the paper.
COMMENTS ON INDIVIDUAL QUESTIONS
Question 1
This question consists of two parts , part (a) and (b). Part (a) requires the candidates to comment on how the author
uses language and style to convey his point of view while part (b) is a directed writing task which requires candidates
to write a voice-over on a television program on parenting.
Most candidates responded well to part (a) of the question while some experience difficulty in responding to part (b).
(a) In response to this question, candidates had to display through good use of language and style, similar
to that of the passage, their knowledge and understanding of the passage and the authors intentions.
This was a persuasive passage which was written in an informal, journalistic and relaxed mood.
The author used variety of persuasive vocabulary, although not strong, while also portraying his
empathy towards the parents. He not only persuades the parents into having a little more faith in
themselves, no matter whatever parenting techniques they may be accustomed to but also reassured
them that whatever they are doing is good enough through the use of nuances and figurative language.
The author further uses direct quotations of the real parents’ experiences to emphasize his intentions. The
tone of the author is persuasive yet empathetic (kind) and also has rhetorical devices.
In order for candidates to respond excellently to this question, they should be able to identify vocabulary and
phrases of persuasion and reassurance throughout the passage and connect them with the quotations that
emphasize on them.
Opo aalongwa ya yamukule mondjila yo yam one iitsa yomupondo oya pumbwa okukutha mo elaka nomuhingo
wa longitha elaka nomuhingo gwa longithwa komushangi ngoka tagu kwatakanitha oshikalimo shokaleshwa
nepulo. Aalongwa inaa tegelelwa ya to the mo kehe elaka li li mokaleshwa nenge omuhingo gwa longithwa
mokaleshwa ngenge itagu yamukula epulo. Aalongwa oyendji oya totha mo owala nomuhingo mokaleshwa
ashike itagu yamukula epulo.
Here are some words and phrases used to persuade the reader:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Kapu na ngoka ta tsu ompinge nasho;
Ohatu kambadhala;
Atuhe otatu tsu kumwe nasho;
Shimwe shomiinima ya simana;
Osha yela kutya osho omukalo gwa puka;
Otandi dhiladhila kuty ngoye omuvali ku na esiku nokandope, shila ongele wag u mo ngomondhikwa;
Nonande ongawo, oshinima shili oshidhigu okudhiladhiladhila;
Owa hala nee wu tye okanona koye ngele ka koko otaka ka ninga ombudhi;
Ito kala ino mona p osha tashi ku yolitha.

Elongitho lyomayeletumbulo/ elongitho lyelaka tali ngushupaleke:
•

Otatu iyadha tatu nana nondatu, tse tatu tsu omazima tu wete twa fa inaa tu tekula nawa omaluvalo
getu (omaiuvo ngoka ihaga kala ga tegelelwa komuvali)

•

Ohatu ka hulila ashike mokutengeneka nokwaainekela iizemo yomatokolo getu (okukala waa na
einekelo mwene).
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•

Omuvali a dhenga mbanda (okukala wu shi nawa iilonga ayihe yomegumbo noku yi tekulila aanona
yoye)

•

Nena ayihe otayi kala yaNakaandjegele (ayihe otayi kala nawa)

In order for the candidates’ response to be awarded in the top band they should be able to:
•
Show perceptive appreciation of the content and ideas;
•
Relates content consistently to: structure, purpose, genre and style;
•
Show excellent understanding of the nuances of language: repetition, rhetorical devices word
choices etc.
•
Clearly express the intention of the author;
•
Analyze text with sensitive and discriminating awareness of language and style to create effect;
•
Use quotations and references effectively and appropriately.
Candidates should be exposed to a variety of text type; persuasive, polemic, narrative and descriptive. They
should be prepared on how to analyze the text to convey the authors intentions.
(b) This is a directed writing task. Candidates are guided to write a specific continuous writing task,
basing it on the content of the passage.
A few candidates were able to write good voice-overs, however, most of them do not know what a voice-over
is.
A voice-over is the audio used in an advert, news report or a documentary of which visuals are seen supported
by real people showing action of whatever topic or theme is presented.
In this case the candidates should have used the persuasive language from the passage as the audio
presented in a documentary for parenting with the quotations of real parent experiences could be displayed.
Aalongwa oyendji inaa yamukula nawa epulo lya (b) oshoka oya li ya tegelelwa ya shange ovoice-over
(omuhokololi wokino) yi li kombinga yomikalo dhingi dhuuteku wuunona, ashike yamwe oya tapa ashike
okaleshwa, yo yamwe oya shanga omahokololo ye ge eta po yoyene, gaa na ekwatathano nokaleshwa.
E.g. Many parents worry about being inadequate, but this may come from their own unrealistic desire to be
perfect. Let’s hear from one mother who tried to be a supermom: “…………..”. She tried to do everything
right, but in the end, as she says, she crashed. Many experts say “relax and look at the bright side” if your
child is happy and functioning.
A good response should have a perceptive recognition of context, audience, form and purpose supported by
a good range of appropriate vocabulary and expression suitable for the task.
Question 2
This question consists of two parts, (a) which requires the candidates to comment on how the author uses language
and style to convey how impressive and mysterious the wildebeest migration seems to him while (b) a directed writing
which requires candidate to write a magazine article entitled “The first jump”.
(a) In response to this question, candidates had to display through good use of language and style,
similar to that of the passage, their knowledge and understanding of the passage and the authors intentions.
Aalongwa okwa li ya tegelelwa ya nyole elaka nomuhingo opo a holole nkene etembu lyoompugulu tali
monika lya fuula nolya kumitha omushangi. Aalongwa inaa tegelwa ya tothe kehe elaka li li mokaleshwa
nenge omuhingo gwa longithwa mokaleshwa ngele itagu yamukula epulo. Aalongwa ashike aashona ya
hogolola epulo ndika, noya totha mo ashike elaka nomuhingo gwa longithwa, ihe inaye gu kwatakanitha
nepulo osho wo oshikalimo shoshileshwa. Yamwe oya shanga taa ngongo omadhilaadhilo gomushangi,
ashike inaya longitha elaka nomuhingo ngaashi ya pulwa.
This was a dramatic descriptive passage with enquiry or uncertainty expressed about the causes of the events.
There is a mix of short and long paragraphs to add to the drama and uncertainty displayed in the text e.g. (why
do they do it? and so they charge onwards). The use of punctuations e.g dashes, rhetorical questions
and the use of conjunctions to start a sentence.
Here is some of the language used by the author to convey how impressive the migration is;
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Elaka lya longithwa opo ku hololwe nkene etembu ndika lyi nyanyudha:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Iinimwanyo omayovi ya nyanyukwa yi li momausita omanene tayi endaenda.
Tawu monikila nawa konkalamwenyo yawo ompe.
Oshinima etembu, olweendo lwokuya, nokugaluka.
Tadhi kondjo nomikithi, ondjala, enota neloloko.
Omausita giinamwenyo ge li moongundu omayovi nomayovi.
Omausita tagi iladhipaleke.
Odha mbulukutile momulonga dha lambathana dha fa oondhindhi.

Here is some of the language used by the author to convey how mysterious the migration is:
Elaka lya longithwa opo ku hololwe nkene etumbu ndika lya li ekumithi
•
Odha thimbile sha mombepo.
•
Nomatompelo gontumba.
•
Odha thikama ashike nokuya.
•
No inapa ongaongwa.
•
Nonande ya taalelwa komaupyakadhi, ohadhi pula owala komeho.
•
Olweendo lwa nika uupwidhi.
In order for the candidates’ response to be awarded in the top band they should be able to:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Show perceptive appreciation of the content and ideas (naya ulike euvoko lyomuule kombinga
yoshikalimo nomadhiladhilo gomunyoli)
Relates content consistently to: structure, purpose, genre and style (Na vongokonone oshinyolwa a tala
nuukeka, nkene elaka nomuhingo ya nwetha mo oshikalimo)
Show excellent understanding of the nuances of language: repetition, rhetorical devices word choices
etc. (nava holole euveko lyomuule, omayooloko nomaityo giitya, eendululo, omapulo guuretori,
ehogololo lyiitya niikwawo yilwe)
Clearly express the intention of the author (naya ulike elalakano lyomushangi)
Analyze text with sensitive and discriminating awareness of language and style to create effect (ya
konakone nuukeka opo ya ulike nkene elaka lya nwetha mo oshikalimo)
Use quotations and references effectively and appropriately (naa longithe omaumbangi taga zi
mokaleshwa)

(b) This is a directed writing task. Candidates are guided to write a specific continuous writing task,
basing it on the content of the passage.
Few candidates that opted for this question were not able to produce good pieces however the attempt was
good. Below is an example of a good response to this task.
E.g. Mid-July, Tanzania: at the banks of the Grumeti river. A deafening bleating and calling fills the air, as the
throngs of thousands of wildebeest mills around. They sniff the waters, then wheel away from the hungry
eyes of the expectant crocodiles. They are fearful, but unable to resist the desire to cross, under the same
compulsion that drove them to trek from the rolling plains of northern Tanzania. Many have died along the way,
taken by predators, disease, starvation, thirst and fatigue. Why did they make such a murderous journey? No
scientist can answer conclusively. And now the hardest has come – the moment when the single courageous
individual makes the first jump into the river and the thousands follow.
A good response should have a perceptive recognition of context, audience, form and purpose supported
by a good range of appropriate vocabulary and expression suitable for the task. (Omulongwa okwa li a
tegelelwa a ulike euveko lyomuule, kombinga yoshikalimo, elalakano, ye a kale wo e na aaleshi komutima, ta
longitha uuyambiitya osho wo elaka lyopafano tali opalele.
Question 3
This question consists of two parts, (a) which required the candidates to comment on how the author uses language
and style to convey the feelings and attitude of the character and (b) a directed writing task to write a friendly letter to
a friend to narrate an experience when she travelled to another country to play with a different orchestra.
(a) In response to this question, candidates had to display through good use of language and style,
similar to that of the passage their knowledge and understanding of the passage and the authors intentions.
Aalongwa oya li ya tegelelwa ya ulike nkene omunyoli a longitha elaka nomuhingo, opo a holole omaiuvo
nuukwatya we.
This was a narrative passage, the language is informal and there are interjections and rhetorical devices. The
author uses the character to narrate her experience that brings to the forth her feelings and her character traits.
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Here is some of the language used by the author to convey her feelings:
Omaiuvo gomunyoli oga kwatela yimwe yomumbika tayi landula:
•
•
•
•
•

Ehaluko nuumbanda wombaadhidhilila;
Tandi kongo etsomukumo;
Ekulululo lyomepunda (okwa li a tila);
Tayi dhanitha omuntu ontembu;
Okwa li ndi uvite nda fa nda kuthwa omutenge (a pepelelwa)

Uukwatya womushangi otawu monikila momaiuvo ge ngaashi:
•
•

Osha pula ndje ethimbo opo nangame ndi imemehe (omungwangwani, ke wete sho ta ningi)
Onda tameke olweendo lwandje luupongo (a pongola)

In order for the candidates’ response to be awarded in the top band they should be able to:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Show perceptive appreciation of the content and ideas;
Relates content consistently to: structure, purpose, genre and style;
Show excellent understanding of the nuances of language: repetition, rhetorical devices, word choices
etc.
Clearly express the intention of the author;
Analyze text with sensitive and discriminating awareness of language and style to create effect;
Use quotations and references effectively and appropriately.

(b) This is a directed writing task. Candidates are guided to write the main part of a friendly letter, basing
it on the content of the passage.
Most candidates opted for this question and there were some well-written pieces while some were flat.
Below is an example of a good response to this task.
Aalongwa oya li ya tegelelwa ya nyole oshitopolwa shenenedhilaadhilo lyombinga yolweendo ndoka omunyoli
a li a kutha opo ya ka imbe nongundu yilwe koshilongo shilwe. Aalongwa oyendji oya hogolola epulo ndika,
ashike inaye li yamukula mondjila, oya tapulula ashike okaleshwa. Omulongwa okwa li e na okuyamukula
ngeyi:
E.g. Do you remember how panicky I was when I flew alone to Cincinnati? My stomach was fluttering the
whole time. But on this trip I was relaxed, and my parents’ smiles were sincere this time as they waved me
off. The arrival was just as chaotic as the last time with people running around. I knew some of the people
because we played together in Cincinnati. I smiled at them when I caught their eyes. I made music with
them and I knew their talent and strength. We were going to make heavenly sounds again.
A good response should have a perceptive recognition of context, audience, form and purpose supported
by a good range of appropriate vocabulary and expression suitable for the task.
POSITIVE SUGGESTIONS TO TEACHERS
The Advance Subsidiary level is offered for the first time and although this was the first examination, candidates have
put forth their best performance. We are cognizant of the difficult circumstances that surrounds us and wish to express
our gratitude to all the teachers that tirelessly ensure that candidates are prepared well for the examinations. Well done!
The Senior Education Officers and Heads of Departments should ensure that the teachers are assisted in the
interpretations and implementation of the suggested recommendations. Necessary workshops are further recommended
to train teachers on how candidates should attempt examination questions at required level.
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Paper 2
GENERAL COMMENTS
•

•
•
•

Grade 12 AS/NSSCAS is the first time that this examination is been written thus comparisons cannot be made to
previous years’ examinations.  However, it is evident that most of the candidates are unable to express themselves
in writing and to address the audience (audience writing).  There are still few candidates that use English terms in
their writing.  There is great concern of dialectic language use in writing, as candidates write as they speak and do
not write the words in correct way.
The majority of the candidates could understand and answer the question paper to the best of their abilities,
although some of them have limited vocabulary and could not expressed themselves very well.   Some of the
candidates could not interpret some of the questions well – refer to Comment on specific questions.
Some of the candidates’ do not understand the difference between the beach and the coastal areas.
The use of capital letters in the middle of sentences where it is not applicable, and as well as punctuation marks.

COMMENTS ON SPECIFIC QUESTIONS
SECTION A: IMAGINATIVE WRITING (descriptive /narrative)
1

Chosen by most candidates; however, they were expected to write about their life after the graduation.  
Many opted to write about their own career choices, not answering the question that required them to
talk about one career from which they graduated.  They were unable to create sense of character and
enthusiasm which brought their marks down.  Some candidates did their best to answer this question by
indicating that they developed their communities and a nation at large.

2

It was attempted by most of the candidates and they did not understand the question very well, because
some of the candidates do not know the difference between the beach and the coastal the candidates got
confused to write about the coastal town instead of the beach.  The candidates were supposed to describe
the place and the characteristics and the behaviors of the people at the beach.

3

It was chosen by few candidates, however there was a misinterpretation of the summer or winter day.  
Some candidates wrote activities that are done during spring instead of winter.  These candidates were
supposed to write two pieces with contrasting information (Ideas) one is about a day in winter and another
is a day in summer.   In their writing they must create the mood and sense of place.   There was rare
contrast between the two pieces written.

4

This being chosen by number of candidates if not most.  This question the first highest chosen question
candidates could relate it to their own experience, prevailing injustice and anger.  Some candidates wrote
it as witnesses to certain incidents which made their writing weaker in expression of required senses.
Candidates where supposed to describe the attitudes of an unkind teacher and in their writing they were
expected to indicate an injustice (unfairness, discriminations, nepotism, favoritism and inequalities) and
anger (being bitter e.i. beating candidates without a reason, unnecessary punishment and insulting candidates)

SECTION B: WRITING FOR THE AUDIENCE (discursive /argumentative)
5

Very few candidates chose this topic and minority of them answered the question correctly.  The remaining
candidates answered the question incorrectly.  The structured composition of the book review they had to
write was incorrect as the candidates failed to grasp the concept of what they were required to do and only
managed to describe and narrate stories.
Candidates were expected to give the following:
•
Bad behaviour
•
Peer pressure
•
Bullying
Use of alcohol and drug abuse
•
•
Use of technological devices

The above mentioned can be seen as the challenges young people have in the uncertain times.  A candidate who wrote
bad behaviour could have given an example of being disrespectful to parents.  The candidate that gave the example
of pear pressure could have indicated pressure for one being pressured into using drugs and alcohol, dropping out of
school, joining gangs, bullying and not listening to elders.  Candidates that fall down this path can then end up in places
like correctional facilities due to these actions.  Technological devices can also be used as a platform for candidates
to learn wrong social norms like how to behave, dressing inappropriately, watching porn and becoming active without
knowing consequences just to mention a few.
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6

Majority of the candidates chose to write a motivational speech.   Most of the candidates had a lot
of understanding for this topic and answered it correctly.   Very few candidates had no knowledge or
understanding of the question and failed to answer it appropriately.  Candidates that failed to answer the
question appropriately, only wrote that candidates should be encouraged to study hard and help their
family only.  Some shared that guardians and teachers are to help candidates learn so that candidates can
grow up to assist their parents.
Candidates were expected to give the following:
•
If a person studies hard they are able to change the world at large, change their community or even their
country.  People are able to do this by being innovative, either by creating something that can be productive
to the community or people at large.
•
Educated people can also help change their community by changing people’s beliefs about certain things like
the stigma of HIV & AIDS.  They can also assist in studying viruses’ variants or diseases and help come up with
cures for example a cure for novel Corona Virus.
There is a policy “Education for All”, that caters to every learner be they are disabled physically, mentally or be
going through adult education.

7

A certain number of candidates chose to write these formal letters to the Newspaper.  Very few candidates
answered this question appropriately and the rest failed to grasp the concept.  Those that failed to grasp
the concept wrote that they believe that the government should be the one to assist the people and the
question requested the community to help.
Candidates were expected to give the following:
•
Those that argued for the community to donate could have stated that:   The community should assist the
impoverished with clothes, food or money to help pay for their children to go to school.  They could also have
written that the community should come up with fundraisers that raise money for the people that are in poverty
to help them.
•
Those that argued against the community to donate could have stated that:   It is not necessary for the
community to donate as they are supposed to alleviate themselves out of poverty.  Majority of people believe
that all people are mostly given the same opportunities and they failed to grasp them and take chances in life
that leads them to poverty.  People also believe that they should use their own talents like planting, creating
arts and crafts just to mention a few.

8

A minimal number of candidates chose to write the Magazine article.  And most of those that chose this
topic failed to give the appropriate answers.  The candidates focused on the athletes Christine Mboma and
Beatrice Masilinge as well as Peter Shalulile.  They wrote about their favorite sport codes/teams and forgot
to mentioned recent completions/events in which the national team perform well as a national team.
The candidates were expected to answer as follows:
Candidates were expected to write any article about how the national team made them proud.  The Candidates
could have boasted about the strength of our National Rugby or Cricket team and talked about how they are putting
Namibia on the map.  The Candidates were expected to talk about the progress of the national teams and also
motivate the nation as the teams did not go on to win the cups.  They could have then written optimistically so as to
assuage the nation and create a sense of hope for the next sporting activity.  This then can also be used to motivate
the teams or those taking part in national sports.

POSITIVE SUGGESTIONS TO TEACHERS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The teachers should teach candidates to interpret different questions as candidates only understands one word
from the question and start to answer the question;
Give candidates training on how to identify keywords in different type of questions;
The marking scheme/grid should be used to train the candidates on expected ways of how questions should be
answered on each section.
Candidates should be exposed to different type of reading materials for them to be able to answer longer pieces,
and to make their writing pieces more interesting and stronger in vocabulary as well.
Practical exposes to questions should be done at Centre’s, so candidates can be familiar with writing of two (2)
contrasting pieces for one question as in the question paper.
In conjunction with the syllabus and other available materials plus Oshindonga Orthography Edition 3 (latest)
should be used to avoid unnecessary misspelling of words.  Candidates must be taught the right orthography e.g
omufupi AND NOT omfupi, onda hala AND odahala; osekundosikola AND NOT secondele
Learner need to be taught the sound e.g. okanona AND okaana, okusindana AND NOT okuvena;
Short vowels nana not naana; sho AND NOT SHOO
Long vowels inaa AND NOT iinaa
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8193
Paper 1

1.

GENERAL COMMENTS
Performance: This one was the first examination to be taken and no comparisons could be made
with previous examinations. However, judging from the expectations of the syllabus the performance
of candidates were generally satisfactory. Centres and teachers are applauded for their hard amidst
strenuous circumstances and limited resources. Thank you for all your efforts!
Passages: The three passages (persuasive, descriptive and narrative) on which the questions were
set were well-understood by the majority of the candidates who set for the examination. Of the two
optional (elective) questions, Question 3 appeared to be the most popular although a significant
number of candidates attempted Question 2 as well. It was interesting to note that Question 2
appeared to be more popular at rural centres – perhaps because of its rural setting.

2.

COMMENTS ON SPECIFIC QUESTIONS

1

(a) This question asked candidates to comment on how the author uses language and style to convey
his point of view generally. The question does not have a hint (scaffolding). Candidates made some
relevant comments but in most cases these comments did not relate or point to a general message
or author’s point view, e.g. mistakes that parents make when raising their children are natural, and
should therefore not be a huge concern. Those candidates who could establish the author’s point
of view with supporting details with relevant quotations scored good marks. However, a number of
candidates wrote in a fragmented manner with quotes that were not useful, parts copied from the
passage … and lost marks. The following are excerpts from strong and weak answers:
Weak: Eraka romutjange mari yarisa kutja eye ma hungire poo ma tjanga otjomundu omutenga
tjimuna: Ami tji mba hara ovanatje …” (eye omuini ngu ma tja nao). Omutjange ma yarukire
momambo we “kape nomundu na umwe” (kape nomundu ngu mee pe pataṋisa) nokuyarisa
kutja imba omundu auhe kemee pataṋisa kaparukaze. Eraka ndi mari yarisa ondando
yomutjange we, ya raisiwa indu omutjange tji ma tja “… ee vanga okurira omukazendu
oruketjo …” (ma yarisa onḓero nondando), nu wina tji ma tja: E nyaika … (okuhina ku
yenena poo okutoṋa), eye kenaa wa yenenisa ozonḓero nozondando!
Strong: Omutjange ma pangura pokati kozongaro tjiva ozombi zomeritjindiro zovanene ovakwate –
“omaunguriro omangundi” – “kozondataiziro nḓe tjitwa i yovanene vorusuvero” nu otji ma raisa
kutja “ve yanḓipare tjinga ave kurisiwa i yovandu vombinḓu nonyama”. Eye wa zeuparisa
omamwino nga nomambo “waihe yovanatje vetano”. Komurungu eye wa rakiza ovanene
kutja ngave “hupe morupeveze”, ave kara pokuyaruka morukapitaveze poo mo okuyenda
koruyaveze. Okutja, omunene umwe opu ma tjaerere varwe “okutaviza kongotwe”, nu ama
zemburuka oviṋa ma pitira: “… ami ee rizuvisa kokutja avihe mbyee tjiti ya ri mena rokutja
ombya ri ovisemba okutjita”. Moruveze otjingerwo, “okutara nondira komurungu” ku yandja
ongendo movanene ovakwate: omukazendu omukwate umwe wa serekarere indu eye tja
kamuna kutja omambo wavemwe mbe tja “undja uriri nga tja …” nokuuka ouzeu mbwa
rarere komurungu kau ririre ouatjiri.
For Question 1 (a), centres should prepare candidates to establish a general point of view which the author
tries to convey. Then, candidates will try to find supporting details and ideas from the passages which
support this point of view.
(b) Candidates were asked to write a voiceover script for a film on the best practices of parenting for the
Department of Gender Equality and Social Welfare. This question was not well-answered:
•
•
•

A significant number of candidates did not know what a voiceover is and henceforth did not use
the appropriate and relevant language.
Some candidates saw the words “gender equality” and mixed best practices of parenting with
‘the role of men or women in raising parents’.
A significant number of candidates copied huge chunks from the passage senselessly and
could not be rewarded.
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Those centres that prepared candidates well produced some very interesting voiceover scripts with
appropriate language and style. The following are excerpts from strong and weak answers:
Strong: Ovanene ovakwate ovengi ve rikenda nokutja kave ya yenena nawa, nungwari ihi tji za
mozonḓero noturoto twavo oveni tu ve kara na two momekurisiro wovanatje aayo kave
nokurora okutjita ozondataiziro na imwe. Imba matu hakaene nomukazendu omukwate
umwe ngwaa vanga okurira omukazendu oruketjo: “…” Eye wa kondja okuungura oviṋa
avihe nawa, nungwari eye komaandero, otja tji me pe raisa omuini, wa kanyaika. Ozondjiwe
ozengi ze tja “porimana uriri mo munu ouwa komaandero weyuva” opuwo ndi omuatje woye
tje nohange nu ngu ma ungura nawa uriri. Otjiṋa ovanatje tji ve sokutjiwa okwo ngwi okutja
tu na konatja na vo nu aruhe matu ve kondjere.
Weak: Omukwate auhe eye ngwi ngu vanga okukurisa omuatje we nawa mongaro osemba poo
onḓerwa i ngamwa. Kape nomundu na umwe ngu mee pe pataṋisa kutja eṱe ovakwate
atuhe nai tu kondjera ovanatje vetu otja pu matu yenene. Tu kondja kutja atu ha tataiza, ku
tjita kutja atu ha ungura nawa tu rimune ondjo nokuhina ongamburiro ndja yenene mweṱe
oveni. Omukwate auhe u nousemba okukurisa omuatje we nungwari kamukazendu erike
ongu nousemba, ovarumendu wina ve na ousemba mbwa yenene okukurisa ovanatje vavo.
Candidates should be advised not to copy the passage verbatim for a directed writing task. A
voiceover script is not a complicated piece of writing that requires certain formats – it should be the
background voice of the producer.
2

(a) Candidates were asked to comment on the way the author uses language and style to convey how
impressive and mysterious the wildebeest migration seems to him. Although this one was not the
most popular of the optional (elective) questions, a number of candidates who attempted it produced
some good answers and in this regard, those who noticed the scaffolding “impressive and mysterious”.
However, some candidates tried to retell the wildebeest migration ignoring the hint given pointing at
what they felt was “use of language and style” and they lost a lot of marks. The following are excerpts
from strong and weak answers:
Weak: Omutjange ma yarisa kutja “orukongo orunene rwovipuka ovinyamisise arire tji rwa utu”.
Ongeyama, otjitotongwe nongwe – mu vi undjira okuvikambura, komband’ omitumba na
wina ozongandu mozonḓonḓu. Eye wa ungurisa epuriro ku ku ha undjirwa eziriro. “Hapo
nu tjii vi tjitira tjike nao?” Eye wa tja ovimburu ovingi mo-Afrika kavi tjiukirwa kokutjinda,
ongwaye mokuti nozondendera za Mara/Serengeti tji vi twa ominyo vyavyo “moumba”
morutjindo “orupuruke” ndwa sana ngo? Kape na onongo yokuti ndja rora okuzirira kepuriro
ndi okuura posi yokutja pe na tjiva mbe noumune ngunda mbu hi ya “zeuparisiwa ohunga
notjiṋa hi”.
Strong: Omutjange wa ungurisa epuriro ndi he na okuundjirwako eziriro ndi: “Hapo nu tjii vi tjitira
tjike nao?” okuyarisa okukumwa tjinga hi otja ku ye e ri otjiṋa otjihimise. Eye wina ma raisa
kutja orutjindo rwovimburu ndwi “orupuruke” okukuna ombepo youmba ounene ovimburu mu
vi ritwa ovini mu ingwi omurese ngu ma rese ehungi re. Eye wa ungurisa omasasanekero
indu tja tja “… sotoroka otjonyoka mosaneno yehapu rozonyutji” okuraisa ombuniko ombwa
nu yapeke ndji munikwa po morutjindo rwovimburu. Ihi matji zeuparisa “ovimburu omayovi
nomayovi” mbi toora orutjindo ndwi otja komutjange.

		

Where a hint is given in questions, candidates should restrict their answers to those details that
support the hint instead of dwelling on general responses on “language and style”.

(b) This question proved to be a difficult one. Candidates were asked to write the opening part of a
magazine feature entitled “The first jump” based on the wildebeest migration. Weak answers were those:
•
•

Which re-narrated the wildebeest migration up to the point of “the first jump”.
Where a great chunk of text from the passage were copied verbatim.

Strong answers were those:
•
Which briefly linked the origin of the migration to “the first jump”.
•
Which produced a dramatic opening to “the first jump”.
The following are examples of strong and weak answers:
Strong: Omehi ndi o-Tanzania, mokati komueze mbwi Suramazeva: komikuro vyonḓonḓu ndji
o-Grumeti. Ombosiro osetikamatwi yominono mbi hi na okupokera nokuvandara ya ingana
apehe, indu orumbunda rwomayovi nomayovi wovimburu tji maru nyangatara. Mavi ṋukaṋuka
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omeva wonḓonḓu owa mbi mavi ye sembura tjinga amavi purukuta tjimanga okuzapo naa
mokumuna omeho wozongandu zondjara ngu maye undju. Ovyo mavi tira, nungwari kavi
nomuano warwe – ingwi okukonda vi sokukonda! Ouyenda owosengiro mbwi: ovingi vya ṱa
… vya ṱomitjise, vya ṱovinamayo vyomangaha, vya ṱozondjara nokuurwa. Hapo nu imbwi
ouyenda mbwi vi u toorera tjike? Epuriro ndi ra ura ozonongo nozombetere. Nambano vya
yende vye ya povita mbi ovisenina – okukonda hembandina! Ongutirwa otjoruyezu, ngahino
ndja hongora ootutjindo otuingi, ya tukire mo nu oomayovi nomayovi aye i tezere.
Omasaaha wooKatjingandu maye tende nokusya tjiva ozondjahe, nungwari nga omayovi
nomayovi owo ngee ya kondo ku Kanana tjavyo – matji pupu omaihi nomautji …
Weak: Ovimburu ovizenḓu vya kwata outana, imba outana mau kondjo okuṱaṱera nokukurama
kovikoti nu mombapaiziro yeho wa kurama au utu okutupuka. Kutja omaryo ye ura ovyo
mavi tjindi. Orukongo orunene rwovipuka ovinyamisise arire tji rwa utu. Ovyo vi kaenda
ozokirometa 1000 momahi yevari, ooTanzania na Kenya. Vi konda orutjandja ovinamayo
– ongeyama, otjitotongwe nongwe – mu vi undjira okuvikambura nokuriwa i yozongandu tji
mavi kondo ozonḓonḓu. Wina vi ṱomitjise nozondjara. Ozonongo ngamba kaze tjiwa kutja
ongwaye ovyo tji vi ryangaryanga nao. Orumbunda rwovipuka mbi ru sotoroka otjonyoka
mosaneno yehapu rozonyutji. Okutja pe na ozondyero nḓe kara pokati kovipuka kutja
ombuniko ndji i kare po. Ovipuka vya worongana motumbunda omayovi meṋe yonḓonḓu
onene ya Grumeti na indji oya Mara, mavi undju. Ozonḓonḓu nḓu maze heyewa nḓa
motukondwa tjiva ze tjiukwa kutja omironga. Avi tukire mo! Otjozombuka keṱupa, amavi
tukatuka, amavi vandara, amavi pose ominono nokumungira.
It is important for candidates to know the type of writing they are dealing with e.g. persuasive,
descriptive or narrative. That will assist them when writing a directed writing task as the task should
be closely to the original. This passage was descriptive, but a significant number of candidates
produced mainly narrative pieces of writing.
3

(a) Candidates were asked to comment on the way the author uses language and style to convey her
feelings and aspects of her character. This one was the most popular of the optional (elective)
questions. A significant number of candidates attempted it and produced some good answers. A
number of candidates ignored the hint “her feelings and aspects of her character” and produced
general responses which cost them a lot of marks. The following are excerpts from strong and weak
answers:
Strong: Omutjange ma raisa ongaro yomukazona ngwi otjomundu tji ma serekarere ehungi
momuano womundu omutenga, nu nao wina wa ungurisa omuano mbwi wokurihungirira
owo mbu mau raisa omerimwino we tji mo isire ku imbi ovitjitwa. Okutja, mombutiro eye otja
utu “okuparapara”, okwo ku kwa yeta kutja eye ma rire “owokupira” mozombapira ze ama
paha okatekete nga tji me ke yandja “nondekete” ku ingwi omuungure womonḓera, nu a
kamburwa i “yepyu nezunganeno mezumo” ngunda e ri monḓera.
Weak: Eraka romutjange ekahu, ekande nu mari zuvaka nawa:
•
“me parapara” okutja eye wa ri mohakahana indu tjaa paha okatekete mokati kozombapira
ze nu wina tjandje wa kamburwa i “yondekete”
•

“ozondenyeka” mape heye kutja omaneneparisiro

•

“mba uta okunongonona omaimburiro ngu me kaimbura” okutja omundu onongo ngu

•

nongonona oviṋa

•

“Ami mba za ko-Tokyo!” eye aa tjanga momundu omutenga

•

“Tji me piti metuwo romasisiro ndi tjandje me munu okazorera.” Okutja eye wa ri aa

•

kamburwa i yomburuma nganda a utu okumuna okazorera.

•

“Ngunda ambe ripuruka” omutjange ma raisa kutja eye wa ri omupuruke

•

Omutjange ma tja “ee rimunu tji me tjingauka tjimuna ehika meyuru” imba omutjange ma
ungurisa omasasanekero orondu mu nembo ndi tjimuna

The concepts “feelings and character” need to be well understood at a number of centres: feelings
– omerimwino; character – ongaro. Candidates should be led to make valid inferences, tj. omundu
tji ma parapara omurorwa u sokupahera oviṋa tjimuna oumumandu momundu ngwo. Okutja
ovarorwa kave sokusuvera okuyandera pembo ndi ndi ri mehungi “parapara” nokuhina okuisirako
oumune (infer). Ihi otjiṋa otjinahepero tjinene otjingi tjovarorwa vetu tjaave kaiya, nu pu ve ha sere
okukara noukaiya mbwa sana ngwo pondondo yo-AS.
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POSITIVE SUGGESTIONS TO TEACHERS
Kurama tu tji hungire meraka retu kutja ngatu ungure vi nambano mongondjero yokutja ovanatje vetu ve kare
nondoṋeno.
1.

Rutengatenga orapota ndji ngai haamenwe otjepu ariyerike rombongarero yotjirihongwa kutja oposikore
oini, opondondo yozosikore nḓa kutwa kumwe poo kutja opondondo yorukondwa.

2.

Ombongarero yotjirihongwa ndji ngai tare mouṱenḓune mbu ri po nu i zikamise o Plan of Action ku maku
ungurirwa ndji nomayuva Due Dates.

3.

Otjiṋa tjimwe tji tja munika momahongero nomerihongero woverihonge pondondo yo-AS okwo ngwi okutja
ozomiṱiri ze pereitekera overihonge uriri, tj. “tji maku zu okuraisa omerimwino we na wina ovikaṋena
vyongaro ye otjomundu nana omikoka kehi yomuano eraka mbu ra ungurisiwa tjazumba arire mbi wa
nyaturura tji mo tjanga”. Mu sokutara pamwe kutja (i) ovi oviṋa mbyo tji mavi raisa “omerimwino nongaro”
nokutja (ii) mave twa po vi momatjangwa. Ngave ungurire metuwo romahongero mu tare pamwe.

4.

Overihonge ngave pewe orapota ndji wina kutja ve hungirire ko ku na Miṱiri. Omarorero woposikore, nge
pwikirwa ozombapira zomarorero tjimuna ndji, kaye nombatero ndoovazu mba overihonge kave hongerwe
poo kave hongerwe nawa. Omiṱiri ndji ha yenene okupura ombapira yomarorero yondondo oyo ndji i
honga okutja ngunda kai ya pwira okuhonga ondondo ndjo.

5.

Otja kosirambesa ehungi ndi etenga aruhe mari rire ezuvise (epoporore), inga oyevari maye yenene
okurira ehandjaure poo eserekarere. Okutja overihonge ve sokukara amave ripura nao rukuru ave ha
karira ovokutja: “ehungi ndi ezuvise nu eserekarere poo pemwe nao ehandjaure” amave ziri epuriro rimwe.

6.

Kape vatere overihonge okutja “omutjange ma ungurisa eraka ekande, oukahu …” ndoovazu eye ke na
imbwi ouhatoi ouzuvakwa na wina kutja oro ri nongeṋena yatjike okuraisa mbi mbya tamunwa mepuriro.

7.

Pa ri otjivarero otjingi tjoverihonge mbaave tja omutjange ma tjanga otjomundu omutenga okuisira
korukondwa ndwi: “Ami tji mba hara ovanatje, ee vanga okurira omukazendu oruketjo ngu ha teratera
…” Ovo kaave munu kutja inga omambo womburo imwe yomutjange orondu owo ya ri kehi yoviraise
oviyarurepo. Indji ondataiziro onene koverihonge mbe ri pondondo ndji.

8.

Pondondo yo-AS, ovarorwa kave sokutetera (list) oviṋa mozombureta (bullets) kaparukaze. Ovo va
pandjara uriri, kave nozongombe ozosemba nḓu va muna – nga rire otjikando otjisenina kozosenda nḓa
honga overihonge okutjita nao. Wina ave tjanga: Omaungurisiro weraka peke, tjazumba arire Omiano
vyomatjangero peke. Nga rire eziriro rimwe embomba nda haṋewa moutukondwa. Arikanee ohoṋi
nondondo yokehi omurorwa wo-AS okuhina okuhaṋa eziriro re moutukondwa.

9.

Oviungura vyo-AS vi sokumanuka momakweze yevari nga omatenga – oruveze orusupi! Okutja ngatu
ute rukuru, atu ka temba kozosikore zomayuva womasuviro. Wina katu nokutjiwa oviṋa mbi rityakaṋa
momakaendisiro wotjiungura tjomahongero tjimuna omutjise mbwi mbu ri mo.

10. Me mu zerire po omaunguriro omawa kutja tu kapite pomaunguriro wo-2021 nu tu ṱizire ondondo
yomahongero wOtjiherero kombanda otja aruhe.
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Paper 2

1.

GENERAL COMMENTS

•

Grade 12 AS/NSSCAS is the first time that this examination is been written thus comparisons cannot be made to
previous years’ examinations.  However, it is evident that most of the candidates are unable to express themselves
in writing and to address the audience (audience writing).  There are still few candidates that use English terms in
their writing.  There is great concern of dialectic language use in writing, as candidates write as they speak and do
not write the words in correct way.

•

The majority of the candidates could understand and answer the question paper to the best of their abilities, although
some of them have limited vocabulary and could not expressed themselves very well. Some of the candidates could
not interpret some of the questions well – refer to Comment on specific questions.

•

Some of the candidates’ handwriting was a concern because they wrote over the right-hand margin.

•

The use of capital letters in the middle of sentences where it is not applicable as well as punctuation marks.

2.

COMMENTS ON SPECIFIC QUESTIONS

SECTION A:
1

This question was chosen by most candidates;  however, they were expected to write about their life after
the graduation.  Many candidates limited themselves to look for work after graduation and they did not
expand their ideas.  The enthusiasm they created was just about partying and drinking spree.  Candidates
think achievement is all about buying cattle, houses and cars.  They should have imagined better live e.g.
aspiring to become managers, CEO, etc.  They were unable to create sense of character and enthusiasm
which brought their marks down.

2

This question was the least favored by the candidates and they created detailed sense and setting.

3

This question was chosen by few candidates, however, there was a misinterpretation of the summer or
winter day.   The candidates wrote about winter or summer as a season, they did not choose about a
specific day in the two pieces written.

4

This question was the most chosen question, candidates could relate it to their own experience, prevailing
injustice and anger.  Some candidates wrote it as witnesses to certain incidents which made their writing
weaker in expression of required senses.  Candidates should have mentioned several injustices to prove
that he\she was indeed an unkind teacher.  They could not evoke a sense of anger.

SECTION B:
5

This question was chosen and misunderstood by few candidates and they only saw part of the question
“The Young People” and rushed with answering about the attitude and behavior of young people in
general.”  The young people in uncertain time”.  The writing of about Book Review was not followed.  Very
few candidates could not respond to this question as it was required.

6

This question was also chosen by majority of the candidates although some of them did not write it as
a speech and just mentioned facts about the importance of education, however they skipped part of the
question and did not talk about how they should “use education to change the world”.  Good attempts were
demonstrated by some of the candidates that used appropriate quotes and idioms to encourage the need
and importance of education for all.

7

This question was chosen by most candidates, however, there were clear arguments supporting the
reasons for each letter.  Few of the candidates responded with more facts in one letter than the other one.  
Valuable comments were shown that demonstrated the higher thinking skills of the candidates.
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8

This question was the least chosen question.  It was very clear to see that candidates did not know how to
write articles for magazines.

3.

POSITIVE SUGGESTIONS TO TEACHERS

•

The teachers should teach candidates to interpret different questions as candidates only understands one part of
the question and start to answer the question;

•

Give candidates training on how to identify keywords in different type of questions;

•

The marking scheme/grid should be used to train the candidates on expected standard on how each section
(section A imaginative writing and Section B writing for audience) should be answered;

•

Candidates should be exposed to different type of reading materials for them to be able to answer longer pieces,
and to make their writing pieces more interesting and stronger in vocabulary as well.  Candidates should move
away from using ordinary language and starts writing creatively and imaginatively when writing essays;

•

Practical exposure to questions should be done at centres, so that candidates can be familiar with writing of two (2)
contrasting pieces for one question;

•

In conjunction with the syllabus and other available materials plus Otjiherero Orthography latest Edition should be
used to avoid unnecessary grammatical errors;

•

Teacher should train their candidates on all different types of tasks that are likely to be asked in Section B.
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FIRST LANGUAGE RUKWANGALI
8194
Paper 1

1.

GENERAL COMMENTS

The performance of the candidates generally was satisfactory, despite having answered this paper for the first time. The
difficulty of the questions can be described as moderate. However, questions misinterpretation was observed, indeed
leaving questions unanswered were also evident during the marking session. Credit is due to all the teachers who have
tried their level best to ensure that the candidates were taught in order to sit for this paper.
COMMENTS ON INDIVIDUAL QUESTIONS
1

The question consisted of two parts, (a) and (b).
(a) The first part of this question required candidates to comment on language and style as used by the
author. Basically, this question expected learners to identify the specific aspects and comment on it.
However, candidates managed to identify, but did not comment on it. They were expected to explain
as to why the author has used that language aspect. Those who happen to identify, provided less
reasons for justification. The candidates were also expected to identify the structure and appreciate
the introduction of the passage and then make the necessary conclusion.
Gamwe gomalimbururo gokuvhura kumoneka moyitjangwa.
Eraka lyokudira kudira kudivilisa.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Kwato gokuvhura ku yipatana.
Natuvenye kuvhura kuhetekera ko.
Kuvhura tu kare nomalizuvhosano
Eyi kuna kara nawa nawa nongeseso dokudira kuwapera.
Kapi nina huguvara asi kuvhura yiku tjindire ngomuvhali., ntudi kuna ligava tupu nyamoge.
Eyi udigu ku yi gazara.
Kuvhura yikare nye asi nga ka kara muwidi apa nga kura (Epuro lyolitolika)
Ngatu vhura ku gwana

Eruganeso yisewe/nomuse
•
Elizuvho yikara yelihupwiro (Limwe lyomalizuvho govakurona konyima zononkambadaro da hana
mutompo)
•
Ose yiruwo yoyinzi kapi atu li huguvara nyamwetu (Epiro mukumo)
•
Tani teka mutjima (epiro kuvhura kurugana yuma)
•
Hamena mweyi yomutompo (kukara nelihuvaro)
•
Vakurona kuvhura kuzumbanesa ehuguvaro lyokurugana yiruwo.
•
Narunye ono hepa kukara mosiruso sokutengura monyima nokuteda (Wa ha li remenena nyamoge)
•
Paruka mosuruwo sosise (tambura eyi yina ku horoka ngamoomu yina kuhoroka)
(b) On this part the candidates were expected to write a voice over and they have to base their answer
on the language and style of the original text. Some candidates misinterpreted the question whereby
some ended up writing a speech, report while some resorted to narrating the story. There were also
candidates who did not write anything instead leave the question blank.
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2

This was an optional question consisting of two parts, (a) and (b).
(a) This part of the question expected candidates to comment on the language and style the author used
to express the wonder of wilde beest migration. The candidates were expected to identify specific
language aspects as used by the author as he explains the nature of wild beest migration. Figure of
speech where used in this case. The candidates have to identify it and give reasons as to what could
be the reasons for using it by the author. In their writing the candidates were expected to understand
the text, and thereby appreciate the intention of the author.
Yimwe yokuvhura kutuntuka moyitjangwa yovarongwa.
Mpi
•
Eli kuna kara efwatururo lyositetu ediviliso, epiro kudivilisa lya divikwa kuhamena yihorokwa.
•
Pwa kara emoneko lyomaruhatjango gomare naga gomasupi mokugwederera kositetu (Ngamoomu
asi morwasinke ayi yi ruganenene. Eruganeso yidivisoreseso/yihangwiso/mapuro gana malimbururo.
Eruganeso nonkangotwikakano.
Eraka kuna kulikida sitetu somudiru.
•
Siunda soyikorama kwa kere tasi pwepwezera wayi nombili.
•
Elikido eparu lyepe.
•
Kwa kere rugendo rorunene (nokilometa dononde.)
•
Egwanekereo noyipimpo yoyinzi nzara, mauvera, enota, kumwe neroroko.
•
Kufa monzira
•
Mugendo gokulitwa mupopora ngwendi ezoka, yifane ngenkiti lyononyiki.
•
Nomiliyuna doyikorama zimwe sikomona ntani ta di vareke nomudiru.
•
Efo lyoyikorama yoyinzi.
•
Etavakano mazana gahana uhagero meho.
•
Etumpuko moyipimpo yimwe.
•
Elipongayiko lyoutanga.
•
Etunturo mukumo
•
Sitangalimba sosinene metanguruko (eruto)
•
Mpuru zimwe zina kumopara tazi lihumpwira.
•
Elihumpwiro monomukuro ngoupuka, epundauko, ekumbo, elinunngiliro.
•
Eli kuna kara ngeli dipago lyoutanga.
•
Etumpuko sitangalimba lyoutanga naunye.
•
Elizuvho asi koyili yokuvhura kuhoroka.
•
Kukatuka tupu monzira nare
•
Rugendo rwahana etedo lyenene.
•
Kwato mudiviyuma gokuvhura kulimburura epuro eli lisike mo.
•
Pakara marongikido gongandi.
•
Matokoro gongandi, umpitisili wongandi, magwanekero gongandi nampo.Eyi simpe kapina wana wayina
dimburukwa simpe.
•
Kuvhura kuna kukwama tupu utovara wowayi.
•
Nampoelizuvho tupu lya kara mwayo.
•
Mwankenye tupu konda, morwasinke
•
Morwasinke ayi gendere kuza sinene tupu tayi zi.
(b) This question expected candidates to write the introduction parts of an article in the timely magazine,
’’Eruto Mukuro Lyokuhova’’. Some of the candidates who attempted this question did fairly good.
Since this is an introductory party, therefore candidates were expected to only write the introduction.
There were candidates who did quite well at this part of the question.

3

(a) This question consist of (a) and (b). In this question, the candidates were expected to comment
on the language and style as used by the author. Quite a good number of candidates attempted
to answer this question, and satisfactorily did well. The candidates where expected to identify the
feature of language and style used thereby comment on it, however, some happened to identify but
did not comment on it. They were expected to give an explanation in support of their choice as to
why the author used it. They were also expected to show understanding of the text structure such as
the introduction,content and conclusion. Here they were supposed to comment on how the author
introduced the story and how the story was concluded.
Mositjangwa kwa kundindira mu moneke yimwe ngoyo.
Mpi
Esimwititi omu eraka lina kara pahasikwamo.
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Kamuzumo kwayimwe na vhura murongwa kutumbura mositjangwa sendi.
(Elizuvho)
•
Etukuko lyokuliharuka (Kwa kere siruwo ntani ku ka gu reta mo)
•
Elizuvho ehuhwe
•
Epaparo ehuguvareso.
•
Vakurona va divire asi age kuna tukuka.
•
Egurugugo mezimo (Sidiviso selizuvho muntu utjirwe.)
•
Elizuvhombili pokugwana muholi gomupe (mukuma)
•
Nzugokonakoneno mazwi (Utjirwe)
•
Nonyara dange kwa mengere, nepiyagano (etukuko)
•
Elizuvho mukumo hena.
•
Kwa ya li zuvhire uwaawa (Ukumo)
•
Kwa kere mepambano (epiro kudiva yokuvhura kurugana)
•
Kwa ga nanene mo meho (kwa tukukire)
Ukaro
•
Ekwato siruwo moku ya menyamenya.
•
Tani vareke nye rugendo ropaumwene (Eraka lyopaveta)
•
Kuzeragura nonyara meguru (Eliyombereso, elituromo, elizuvhp mukumo)
•
Ose kwa ya li yikire (muliyiki usimbu)
•
Tatu si mana mo tu ze konzugo detu (Elizuvho mukumo)
•
Tani rondo konzugo zekeguru zountane.
•
Ekurunzugo lya zulire vantu (Utjirwe wovantu wovanzi)
•
Tani pamperekeda nyamwange (Elipomukumo, ezuvho upenda)
•
Etarururo lyepaparo Edina lyange pomuzaro kutundilira konhi (Elizuvho lyoutjirwe woyikwamako)
•
Ame kwa sikagwire yikwa musika novakwetu (elizuvhombili morwa ana tamburwa kovakwawo)
(b) Candidates answered this question very well, however, there were candidates who struggled to
answer this question. The candidates were expected to write the main part of the letter, therefore the
issue of writing address of this letter is not necessary. The candidates were supposed to concentrate
on writing the main parts of the letter as required by the question. As such there were candidates who
wrote a complete letter.
3.

POSITIVE SUGGESTIONS TO TEACHERS

•

The teacher should acquaint themselves with the syllabus for AS.

•

The teacher should read the basic competence in the syllabus, and focus on it when teaching.

•

The teacher should give activities according to the basic competencies.

•

The teacher should teach their candidates how to interpret questions to avoid misinterpretation

•

Teacher should read thoroughly the marking grid, and apply it at school when they teach.

•

The marking grids should also be made available to the candidates for them to know what is expected of them.

•

The teacher should also teach grammar extensively for the candidates to be able to identify it in any passage that
come across their way.
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8194
Paper 2

1.

GENERAL COMMENTS

Since it’s the first examination of this level, we couldn’t compare this exam with any other previous examinations of this
nature. Most candidates attempted and answered their choices of topics fairly well. Instructions were followed to a
higher degree, hence all selected one question in each section as instructed on the cover page of the question paper.
All candidates who set for the examinations responded positively on all questions they attempted although they were
little hiccups here and there.
2.

COMMENTS ON SPECIFIC QUESTIONS

1

This question was opted by most of the candidates, which was an imaginary question and most took this
question maybe, because all of them are aiming to enter university level. This question motivated them to
work hard and change their attitudes to feel that if they pass and finish tertiary education it will change their
live. The expression was fluent in their writing by reading their work a certain effect will arouse in you as a
reader. Varongwa vamwe mepuro eli kapi va likida mo ukaro ntani nelituro mo, ngano murongwa apa
na limburura epuro eli ukaro nelituro mo ga hepa ku yituntura yizuvhike pokuyiresa mukoreki. Few
candidates indicated clear expression and there was a little unvaried or with number of technical errors on
structure and language.

2

In this question few candidates opted for it, among those who selected this question did well, by describing
and narrating more about the beach. There was imaginative approach on task and engaging interest.
Vanasimwitire nawa nawa kuhamena eyi a yihoroka pomazenga, ngweni kuzoganena po, ku kuhwira po
ngo.ngo.

3

This question was taken by very fewer candidates, but they did very well by answering it. They narrated
how weather affected their day. Most people could not do their dairy work. Sinzi sovarongwa va ruganesa
nawa ndunganesoraka yipo zi vhure ku kumopeka etanto lyeyi ya horokere. Sinzi sawo ava va gusire epuro
eli va kambadarere kusingonona ndau omu za kere monsitwe ntani mokusimwitira mazego govanona omu
gana kulipampara komufu. On the other part of a day in summer candidates did well by describing how
hot the weather was, a lot of people suffered from heat. They used appropriate structure and there was
consistence of voice as well as the expression was very fluent. Apa vana ku ya rundurukira kezuva
lyokwenye simpe vana ya singonona nawa nawa kuhamena ezuva omu lya hwikire ezuva olyo apa lina
kutunda mononguho dalyo (entupeko).

4

Almost all candidates selected this question, because maybe they use to be with teachers most of their
time and this simply means they wrote this question based on their own experience with teachers. Most
of their marks were scored in this question, they narrated and described an unkind teacher whereby there
was an imaginative approach to task, the structure of their work were appropriate and there was consistent
sense of voice. Those that did not do well there was a few technical inaccuracies and the expression was
clear but may not flow easily with frequent technical errors.

5

On the book review very few candidates opted for this question and they didn’t do well, nonkango edi
matokoro ntani yitangalimba ya va pere elimbiliro va dire kudiva nawa nawa asi yinke vana ku va ndidindira
na va rugana. There were some imaginative touches but not as expected from them.

6

This is the second question with the most number of candidates from question 4. Candidates did well,
simply because most of them know how to write a speech, they have been writing speeches from grade 8.
Nowadays technology has taken over the world and most of them want to change their lives. All of them
wrote well with fluent expression achieves effects and language used was appropriate as well as the
structure.

7

Few candidates took this question and didn’t do well, most of the few who opted for this question did
well in the first letter of which to argue why public donations for poverty alleviation is necessary by giving
their points such as “ yimaliwa yi vatere nonsigwe, vafutire ndi kurandera vanona yihepwa yosure, ntani
mokurandera nondja vantu woruhepo nondja yimo tupu nokuvarandera mudwaro nawo va livive komarutu
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gawo. But when they wrote the second letter of which to argue why public donations for poverty alleviation
is unnecessary, candidates missed a point here that what they supported in the first letter suppose to be
against in the second letter. What they did was to bring in new ideas over why the donation is unnecessary.
Varongwa kwa ku va ndindira ngano va tjange mokupatanesa eyi kava howo kutjanga mekwatesoko
mombilive zomuhowo, ngano nokureta mo si magano gopeke hena.
8

On this question only 3 candidates selected this question and they did not do well, they misunderstood the
question, they thought the question wanted them to write something about a club team/club playing with
other cub, instead of a national team.

3.

POSITIVE SUGGESTIONS TO TEACHERS

•

Teachers should be able to focus and teach “the sense of …” which brings and creates effect.

•

Candidates should be reminded to focus on the instruction of each question.

•

Candidates should still be drilled on punctuating and spelling of words correctly.

•

Teachers to keep it up with the essay writing methods, length of words and narration.

•

Encourage exposure on all the various essays for candidates to select from.
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FIRST LANGUAGE RUMANYO
8195
Paper 1

1.

GENERAL COMMENTS

The overall performance of the paper 1 examination was average as some candidates could not perform well in the (a)
questions and misinterpreted the B questions. The question 1, 2 and 3(a) required the candidates to comment on the
language and style, thus identifying the language and style which have a need of knowledge and understanding. (The
overall idea of the author or what the author is saying) and also analysis of language effects (choices of words to fulfill
the purpose in a particular manner). Not just listing, phrases and sentences without their meaning as it was done by
some of the candidates.
Question 1, 2, 3(b), requires that candidates should reuse the language and style for the intended task whereby they
should base their answers closely to the original text when writing voice-over, article and the letter, and they should
sound like the original text, whereby they should place themselves in the author’s situation, regardless of who the writer
is made out to be. This is not just commending, analyzing and or summarizing of what the author wrote or could have
written, but what the task sounded like when it was written. Some candidates were confused as to what type of genre
they were expect to write.
2.

COMMENTS ON SPECIFIC QUESTIONS

1

(a) It was not well answered by most of the candidates. Some candidates couldn’t get the author’s
point of view, thus made them not to determine what the author meant. Candidates ended up lifting
words and phrases which couldn’t be supported with absolute best satisfaction as demand.The points
quoted were unable to be explained as what effect they created. Thus the sentence or points quoted
were irrelevant and were not outlined in order. Even though, there were still some candidates who
showed some overall understanding and analysis of language and style.
•

Vashongwa kwava tatililire va hamitire mo vino mumalimbururo ghavona mpili ndi ngoli liraka kapi
lina kunkondopeka. Ukenu mo wakushongaura

(a) Rupe; kapishi paveta, rutapito mbudi, likuyuvho lyakughomoka, nampili ndi ngoli liraka kapi lina
kunkondopeka. Ukenu mo wakushongaura, kutapa vishorauka kurughanita ngambopuru mukurenkita
maghano ghakare namukumo nakurughanita ngambito.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Liraka lyavishorokwa nalishongauro
Kundereko wa kuvikananita ko
Natuvantje kushetekerako
Natuvantje kuvhura kukuwa limwe
Kuvimonenena bene ashi ndjenditito yayidona
Kapi nakuvighayara ashi kuvhura vene vi kukinde ove mukurona nkwandi ghukutape
Mpirindi ngoli udito kuvighayara ...

Vishewe/Lirughanito liraka lyakunkondopeka. (Mutoroki ana hepa kurughanita ngambito yira simile/
metaphore, mandunda navimwe ovyo vina kutanta vyakukufana ndi po ovyo vina kunkondopeko mbudi
yimwe.)
•
•
•
•
•
1

Kutushuva tukuyuvhe kundere mutompo ntani namakuverero (makuyuvho ogho gha piri kushwa kukara
muvakurona)
Kukushinganyeka naghumwetu (kushinganyeka kumatokoro ogho twa ghupanga naghumwetu)
Nyokwa wamudjuni (kunatamba Nyokwa wamudjuni ogho a karo nankondo dakupitakanena pauntu.)
Avi ngupu mukumo ... (kapi navi vhulire nka kuvitwikira)
Kukengurura meho yayiwa (kukara nalihuguvaro)

(b) Candidates did not do well in this question. Candidates were confused as what type of genre were
they expect to write. Instead of writing voice over, some wrote a speech and or dialogue that did not
even carry the message from the text.
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2

(a) This question was chosen by few candidates, and the performance was not well. The topic was
difficult or unfamiliar, and couldn’t be able to interpret it correctly. From the few that tempted to answer,
there were some engagement with the content and ideas but without fair and clear understanding and
supported knowledge.
(a) Kumburura ashi weni Omo a rughanita mutjangi liraka narupe mukutapa mbudi ashi weni mudiru
wavangerenge wa monikire ufuuli nashikoda kukwendi.
-

Vashongwa kwava tatililire va hamitire mo vino mumalimbururo ghavo.
* Vikorama (mayovi) tupu vina Kupembura mukuyendaura
* Liparu lyalipe lyaliwa
* Ndjira yino yayire yakukukunduruka (ure wakilomitera 1000)
* Kurwa namahamba, ndjara, linota, naliroroko
* Ovyo vina kukombano mundjira yamudiru uno
* Utanga uno kwanegheda dimukindiro-kindiro dakupengapenga yira mutwe walinkiti lyampuka
* Vikoramavyakutikakumiliona 1.5 kuvarekaruyendo
* Ku ru ka yita po mfa kuvikorama vyaviyingi.
* Mautanga ghavangerenge ghataura kare mayana ghamare
* Vana hepa ntani kupita muudito umwe wakuruta dimukuro.
* Mautanga gha vikorama mayovi ghana kuyendo vi wane mukumo
* Kumoneka yira udito ushiri waunene mukuruta
* Ngerenge umwe ogho ana karo namukumo
* Vavo kugogomokera mo mumukuro yira ushwa kuvatauka okuno kuna kukumba, nakukunungilira.

2

(b) From the few who opted for this question, their answers were not well. The structure and the form of
their text ideas were not laid out in chronological order.

3

(a) Many candidates opted for this question, and it was better performed compared to question 1 and
2 as candidates were able to point out the characters and feelings of the author as well as a sense
of the place. Even though, there were still some candidates who merely lifted the language mostly
without supporting it.
Vashongwa kwava tatililire va hamitire mo vino mumalimbururo ghavo
Mutjangi washitjangwa kwarughanita ovyo vina kukwamoko: Rutimwitilito, liraka lyahana paveta, nkango
dalikuyuvho nangambito.
-

Mutjangi washitjangwa kwarughanita ovyo vina kukwamoko. Rutimwitilito, liraka kushana paveta, 		
nkango dalikuyuvho nangambito

- Makuyuvho
* Ani tukuka
* Nawoma mo
* Ntjene Vana vi pulitiri vakurona Vande
* Kwakukukongita namudodo wakuyeraura Mavoko ghavo va morore mumpepo
* Ntjinyaghoma oyo na kalire nayo ... navimwe nka ngweyo
- Ukaro wamudani
* Vya ngupire shirughoni va neghede ruhafo mukumenyuna (kunegheda unongo)
* Nakutameka ruyendo rwande rwakuhova rwapentjande (likutjindjo lyawanguwangu muliraka lyapaveta.		
Shino shishorokwa shamulyo)
* Nakutemwinina kuveta nanyara dande (kukuyombilita: akuture mo, a kare Shinka namukumo)		
... navimwe nka ngweyo.
3

(b) Candidates were expected to write a friendly letter about the trip that they are going for the second
audition and they should only discuss on the main points of the letter, excluding the address, salutation,
introduction and conclusion. What transpired is that some candidates misinterpreted the question
and ended up informing their friends about feelings and plan on the upcoming trips, they included all
parts of the letter from address to conclusion. A number of candidates did not finish writing this question.
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3.

POSITIVE SUGGESTIONS TO TEACHERS

•

Teachers should do more practice with candidates on language and style (basically knowledge and understanding
as well as analysis of language effects.

•

Teachers should encourage candidates on vocabulary usage.

•

Candidates should be trained on time management.
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8195
Paper 2

1.

GENERAL COMMENTS

The overall performance in Rumanyo First Language (NSSCAS) paper 2 examination was moderate. Most candidates
wrote based on what the questions were asking and displayed understanding of the task required. However, they
lacked the skill to interpret the whole question from the beginning to the end. In most of the candidates’ writing could not
include the important aspect of what the question really wants them to do. Instead of taking out the key words from the
question and focus on those specific points, candidates took the general task and leave out the main point from which
a piece of writing is directed or on which it is focused. Some candidates pieces of writings were too short that resulted
in limited information and some pieces of writings were too long that resulted in redundancy or repetition of ideas or
information
2.

COMMENTS ON SPECIFIC QUESTIONS

1

-

2

-

3

-

4

-

5

-

6

-

7

-
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Very few candidates opted for this question. The majority of the candidates who opted for this question
answered it poorly.
Very few candidates wrote about their life after university which is partly what the task is requesting.
However, candidates did not include the last part of the question requiring candidates to create a
sense of character and enthusiasm in their writing.
Most of the candidates wrote a descriptive essay instead of a narrative essay.
A few of the candidates who tried to answer the question provided limited facts.
Some candidates wrote information that did not answer the question and this led to low score of marks.
Very few candidates opted for this question. The majority of the candidates who opted for this question
managed to answer it fairly.
Most candidates described the beach and managed to give a few detailed senses of people and setting.
Only a few candidates who wrote a narrative essay instead of a descriptive essay.
A few of the candidates wrote a story about the beach without detailed sense of people or both people
and the setting.
Few candidates opted for this question. Most candidates who opted for this question answered it well.
Most candidates wrote two contrasting pieces describing the two seasons but left out the task of
creating the mood.
Some candidates wrote a descriptive essay where they created the mood but left out a sense of place.
Some candidates wrote a narrative essay instead of a descriptive essay with very limited content.
The majority of the candidates opted for this question. Most of the candidates who opted for this
question answered it fairly.
Most candidates were able to narrate the unkind teacher through the work that the teacher does.
However, the candidates were not creative in their writing; they stated the obvious (they all resorted
to this word beating throughout their essays.
Most of the candidates left out the part of the question that required the candidates to create a sense
of injustice and anger.
Very few candidates opted for this question. Most of the candidates who opted for this question
answered it poorly.
Most of the candidates wrote an essay instead of a book review.
Most of the candidates who wrote a book review failed to include the choices young people make in life.
More candidates opted for this question. The majority of candidates who opted for this question
answered it fairly.
Most candidates wrote an essay expressing the importance of education for all. However, not all
aspects were addressed in their essays e.g. they left out the sense of hope.
Some candidates wrote a discursive essay tackling all the aspects with limited details.
Some candidates wrote a narrative essay with limited details instead of a discursive essay.
A few candidates opted for this question. Most candidates who opted for this question answered it fairly.
Most candidates wrote two pieces of writing addressing all aspects of the question. However, the
candidates included addresses and greetings in the introduction which was not necessary.
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8

-

Most of them wrote two contrasting pieces of writing (letters) with minimal details about what was
asked from them.
Some candidates wrote fewer facts with a lot of unnecessary explanations.
Most candidates wrote an essay about a tournament for a day and this made them leave out some
facts and wrote limited information.
Most of the candidates left out a sense of optimism in their writing.
Most candidates wrote about a match that took place between two teams in that day, describing the
match up till the match ended and announced the winner.

3.

POSITIVE SUGGESTIONS TO TEACHERS

•

Teachers are encouraged to teach candidates how to write different types of essays.

•

Teachers are encouraged to teach candidates to analyse questions, identify the key words and respond appropriately
to what the question is asking to avoid incomplete answers from the candidates.

•

Language usage: punctuation marks, spelling, sentence constructions, idioms and expressions should be
emphasized during teaching.

•

Teachers are advised to encourage candidates to follow the given word length.

•

Expose candidates to varieties of different text.

•

Teachers are encourage to teach learner on how to write types of letters (format of a letter).

•

Teachers are encouraged to teach candidates how to write two contrasting pieces of writing.
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FIRST LANGUAGE SILOZI
8197
Paper 1

GENERAL COMMENTS
•
•
•
•

The learners’ work was on average standard.
There are some misinterpretations in some specific questions regarding instructions.
The (b) question ask for specific content, but it was not taken into consideration by some candidates.
The (a) question's response is to reuse correctly the ideas from the original text with language usage into context.

COMMENTS ON INDIVIDUAL QUESTIONS
1

(a) -  Baituti babañwi ba alabile puzo ye kamonekuswanehela.
-  Babañwi nebasebelisa maikuto amoñoli ni muñolelo oswanela.
-  Timana neisa tokwi feela kuli baituti bafe likalulo zapuo nikuli toloka sina kamoba ezelize kono neli kuli
babonise cwalo ni zibo ni kutwisiso kungelela cwalo ni nyakisiso ya puo yaseo siezahala mwatimana.
-  Likakalezo zeñwi zenelokela kuitusiswa kibaitutikize tatama:
-  Puo ya buniti ni susumezo
-  Hakuna ya kalatula
-  Kaufela lwalika
-  Hanihupuli kuli mushemi ukona kupalelwa haisi haiba azwafa nee.
-  Makabisa puo
-  Luipumana mwakazoma kakasina mwaalo
-  Nakala mati mwahanu
-  Me yazwile mubano
-  Sesilu anya mali ncc
(b) -  Buñata bwa baituti neba sika lafelela muñolelo wa patalazo.
-  Baituti babañwi neba sebelisa zibo yabona kusiya zeñozwi mwatimana.
-  Baituti nebañola likalolo kaufela (makalelo, mutomo ni mafelelezo) kono neba lokela feela kuñola mutomo.

2

(a) -  Baituti babañata bene baketile 2 nebasika eza hande.
-  Neba palelwa kutomama fa makazo ye mbwefokisa yeo yakututa kwalikokoño.
-  Neba iñolela feela zabona kusiya zetolokilwe mwatimana kusupeza makalo ni pono yetabisa yeo.
-  Likakalezo zeñwi zene lukela kutusiswa kwa baituti kizetatama:
-  Lifolofolo zelikitikiti liholoha lifabile
-  Kabunde tota bobutahisizwe kibupilo bobunca.
-  Kalibima zesikiti
-  Kulwanisa butuko lukopwe, linyolwa ni mukatalo.
-  Lishwela mwanzila ncc
-  Sebeliso yapuo kofitisa makalo yeo yakututa.
-  Zayema feela nikuya
-  Ona cwalo feela,
-  Kwanda azeo zaya
-  Kiñi halieza cwalo
-  Mokwa omakaza wa koongaonga ncc.
(b) -  Buñata bwa baituti neba ezize hande kuyona kalulo ye.
-  Babasikai kibene ba bupa likande lelinca hape.
-  Baituti basusuwezwe kutomama fatimana haba alaba puzo a kapa b.

3

(a) -  Baituti babañata neba sika eza hande
-  Nebapalelwa kunopa zabutokwa kuzene ezabalile mwalikande lamusizani yanaya kwakwinano
-  Nekusina swalisano yazeñozwi nize balilwe.
-  Likakalezo zeñwi zene swanela kuitusiswa kibaituti.
-  Seni kala kubata nisa ikutwi hande
-  Seni Ishimba kañalelwa
-  Senito ikutwa hande hanito fumana mulikani
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-  Kulika kuni ombaomba ncc.
-  Mayemo abuntu
-  Ushimbile nako kumenya hape
-  Seni tateka musipili waka ninosi
-  Sibaka tuna seo nesi tezi baloiloi
-  Senitalima libizo laka kakukalela kwamafelelezo kuya kwahalimo ncc.
(b) -  Babañata neba sika alaba hande
-  Neba ñolela balikani babona nikubulela zene balata kaufela
-  Neba ñola makalelo ni mafelo aliñolo, zene satokwahali
-  Nelao tokwahala feela mutomo waliñolo.
-  Babañwi neba kutela zene ezahalile mwa kwinano yapili.
-  Neli kuli babupe mutomo waliñolo kusebelisa sene ezahalile mwakwinano yapili kubazona tulo ya kalibe
wamuopeli yo.
-  Baituti balukela kuziba kutusisa litaba zezwelela mwatimana kabunango loli.
POSITIVE SUGGESTIONS TO TEACHERS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Maticele balute baituti kubala timana kamulelo wakuba ni kutwisiso
Maticele balute baituli kubonisa zibo ni kutwisio yatimana kakubonisa butali bwakutalusa zetata, kmt: kufa talusa
ya kuketa manzwi ncc.  Sebeliso yasusuwezo yaketo yamanzwi, ni mulelo wamunoli kapa timana itahisizwe
hande kakuutulahala.
Baituti bazibe kuzamaisa kabunolo ni kutatulula mwahala lingambolo kakufa mitala yasebeliso yapuo mwatimana
kamokwa wakosebelisa bupaki bobo utwahala.
Maticele basusuweze baituti kukona kutahisa maikuto aotwahala kuzwelela mwalikande.
Baituti bazibe kubapanya zemwahali katokomelo kwa: sibopeho, bateelezi, mulelo, mufuta kapa mukwa.
Baituti batusiwe kuli batwaele kualabela kwa litimana.
Maticele baliste baituti kualabela feela kose babuzizwe kmt puzo 3b neibatu feela mutomo waliñolo, kono baituti
nebañola makalelo ni mafelelezo zesatokwahali.
Baituti balutwe aholo kusa sebelisa kutwisiso yabona kapa maikuto abona, kono baalabe kakusehelisa maikuto
amoñoli.
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8197
Paper 2
GENERAL COMMENTS
•
•
•
•

Candidates were able to use a proper language (grammatical structure)
Candidates managed to incorporate idiomatic expressions in their pieces of writings.
They were clearly indicating sections, question numbers that they were choosing.
Their work was neat and clear with good handwriting.

COMMENTS ON INDIVIDUAL QUESTIONS
Kalulo yaA:  kuñola kabuikupuleli (kutalusa/kukandeka)
1

"Kwamafelelezo, nafumana mushukwe wasikolo sesipahami hahulu (yunivesiti), ni itukiselize hande
mwalifasi."  Uikunge kuli ki wena mutu yo, uñole sesiezahalile kasamulaho wazeo.  Mwamuñolelo wahao
ubupe mukwa wabuntu ni susumezo.
This question required candidates to write an imaginative writing where they had to either describe or narrate a
story about themselves that they just graduated from university, ready to succeed in the world.  They also had to
write about what happened afterwards.  In their writing, they were to create a sense of character and enthusiasm.
Out of the majority of candidates who took this exam, one or two of them choose this topic.  Candidates tried to
imagine about themselves graduating from university, they were also able to narrate what happened afterwards.  
they wrote about their parents hosting a party for them just to appreciate an achievement they just had in life.  They
also tried to give a word of encouragement to other candidates for them to do better in life.

2

Uñole kakutalusa fatoho yeli:  Kwalikamba.  Mwamuñolelo wahao ubupe kakuta mukwa okabonisa
mayemo abuntu ni sibaka.
This topic required candidates to write a descriptive piece called The Beach.  In their writing they were to go in
details creating a sense of people and setting.
Few candidates decided to go for this topic whereby they were able to describe about what happens at the beach,
time of the year that people would prefer to visit the beach, types of activities that are done at the beach.  Some
even explained the purpose and the intension for visiting the beach.  In their writing, they also managed to create
a sense of people and setting.

3

Uñole likalulo zepeli zelwanisana (manzwi mwahalaa 250 - 300, yeñwi toho).  Yapili ki kuama lizazi
lamaliha yabubeli ki kuama lizazi lambumbi.  Mwamuñolelo wahao ubupe maikuto ni mayemo asibaka.
In this topic candidates were to write two contrasting pieces, the first about a day in winter and the second about
a day in summer.  In their writing they were to show a sense of mood a sense of people.
Most of candidates who chase this topic managed to come up with two contrasting pieces of writing.  They were
able to describe both of the pieces of their writings suiting the manner of the situation of each.  Some were able
to create moods and sense of places of the two seasons, even though some candidates were only focusing on
the mood leaving out the sense of place.

4

Uñole likande lelikuswani fatoho yeli:  Ticele yasina silikani.  Mwamuñolelo wahao ubupe mayemo
asilibonda ni buhali.
In this topic, candidates were required to write a short story called the Unkind teacher, where by in their writing, they
were to create a sense of injustice and anger.
Majority of candidates chose this topic whereby they were able to write a short story about the Unkind teacher.  
They were only able to create a sense of anger with good intentions and not creating a sense of injustice at all.
Kalulo Ya B:  Kuñolela Bateelezi (likande lakukanana ni kuambolisana)

5

Buka yatoho yeli:  Babanca mwanako yesiyo hande, yenezibahalizwe cwamuñufa kusupa kwamikwa ni
miinelo yababanca.  Uñole kusufazo yabuka kumubali.  Mwamuñolelo wahao ubupe mayemo abuiketelo
ni kemelo yahao.
In this topic, candidates were to write a book review of a book titled The young people in an uncertain time.  They
were to point out the behaviour and attitudes of young people whereby in their writing they were to create a sense
of choice and challenges.
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Only a few candidates opted for this topic, where by they managed to write a book review explaining about the
behaviour and attitudes of young people in an uncertain time.  They managed to show a sense of choice and
challenges of parents having to deal with these types of behaviors and attitudes.
6

Uñole manzwi aliñusa lasusumezo kuamana ni manzwi ali:  "Tuto yengelezi ki silwaniso sesitiile.  Luswanela
kusisebelisa kucinca lifasi.  "Mwamuñolelo wahao ubupe mayemo atatululo ni sepo.
In this topic, candidates were to write scripts for a motivational speech based on the words:  Education for all is a
very powerful weapon.  They were also to explain how they were to use this weapon to change the world.  In their
writing candidates were to create a sense of resolution and hope.
A handful or more candidates opted for this topic whereby some were able to write a speech for interdade for the
audience.  Most of them explained how important education is but could not apply on how to use it in order to
change the world.  A few of them were able to create a sense of resolution and hope too.

7

Uñole mañolo amabeli aya kwamutende wanaha (manzwi mwahalaa 250 - 300 yeñwi ni yeñwi toho.)  
Liñolo leliñwi liyemele kuli limembala zasicaba liswanela kuneula lituso zakulilimanisa bunjebwe, leliñwi
liyemele kuli limembala zasicaba haliswaneli kuneula lituso zakulilimanisa bunjebwe.  Mwamañolo ahao
ubupe maikuto atiile kamabaka.
In this question, candidates were required to write two letters to a national newspaper.  One letter argues that
members of the public should donate towards poverty alleviation, the other argues that the public should not
donate towards alleviating poverty.  In their letters they were to create a sense of strong opinion.
Few candidates who chose this topic managed to come up with two letters to the national newspaper whereby
a few of them seemed to understand the instruction.  They were able to give strong points why the public should
donate towards alleviation of poverty and why it was not necessary for the public donation for poverty alleviation.  
A handful of the few who opted for this question wrote about the importance of social grants to the poor and why
it was not necessary to give these social grants.

8

Munyakisisi walipapali uñozi tahiso kwa magazine.  Tahiso Halusa kamo sikwata salipapali sesiikemezi
sanaha sicilaukile cwanuñufa kakueza hande mwakinano.  Uñole timana yatahiso.  Mwamuñolelo wahao
utaluse kamukwa wabuikumuso ni kuikutwisa.
In this topic, candidates were to write an article describing how a specific national sport team has recently performed
well in a championship.  In their writing they were to create a sense of pride and optimism.
Very few candidates chose this question whereby they wrote an article for a magazine, they managed to describe
how the sports team has performed because of some efforts invested in their practice and teamwork.  Though
others wrote an article pointing at some types of individual sports activities.  In their writings, some were able to
create a sense of pride, and not on optimism.  They only gave encouragements to others about joining different
types of sports teams.

POSITIVE SUGGESTIONS TO TEACHERS
•
•

Teachers are encouraged to use previous question papers, specimen papers, for good and excellent layouts of
pieces of writings.
Teachers are also encouraged to follow what is required from the syllabus.
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FIRST LANGUAGE THIMBUKUSHU
8198
Paper 1

1.

GENERAL COMMENTS

The overall performance of the candidates could not rightly interpret the A questions and misinterpreted the B questions.
For instance, question 1, 2, and 3 As required the candidate to comment on the language and style, thus identifying
the language and style which need knowledge and understanding (the overall idea of the author or what is the author
saying) and also analysis of language effects (choices of words to fulfill the purpose in a particular manner). Not just
listing words, phrases and sentences without their meaning as it was done by some candidates.
And question 1, 2 and 3 B, entailed that the language and style be reused for the intended task – basing your answers
closely to the original text when writing a letter, article and others. This is making that particular task sound like the
original text, yet candidates placing him/herself in the position of the author or writer of that task regardless of who the
writer is made out to be. It is not the task of commentary, analyzing and summarizing what the author wrote or could
have written.. The strong suggestion is for this whole paper to be given attention on all questions.
2.

COMMENTS ON INDIVIDUAL QUESTIONS

1

(a) This question, was overall not well answered by most candidates. One of the reasons was some
candidates could not get the author’s point of view therefore, could not determine what the author
meant, resulting in them resorting to lifting words and phrases which could not be supported with
absolute satisfaction as demanded. But those who got the break-through were very impressive on
their overall understanding and analysis of language and style.
(b) This question was overall misinterpreted, instead of writing the voice over script as them being the
author. They reported or summarized what the author wrote in that script resulting in the loss of marks.

2

This question was chosen by few candidates. But from the few, it was averagely performed both on A
and B question. It could be that it was seen to be difficult or unfamiliar so could not be interpreted fully
compared to others. There was engagement with the content and ideas in A question without fair and
clearly understanding and supported knowledge.

3

This question was better performed compared to 1 and 2 question, as they could be able to hint at her
character and feelings as well as sense of the place (atmosphere). The down side was, it could not be well
supported by some candidates who merely lifted the ‘language’ mostly without backing it. And also there
was a sign of reporting and summarizing on the B question by some candidates.

3.

POSITIVE SUGGESTIONS TO TEACHERS

•

Teachers should continuously teach or prepare candidates in content, structure, form, audience, purpose, style and
appreciation of what the texts are about ... on top of the ideas in the syllabus.
Teachers should not concentrate on the grammar part but rather on the language and style (basically knowledge
and understanding as well as analysis of language effect)
Candidates should be reminded of time management to allow them to attend to all questions per time stipulated
on the question paper.
Practice speed reading.
Candidates should still be reminded of orthography, spelling, punctuations, language and style and appropriate
vocabularies for the task.
Candidates should be reminded on neatness, legibility, numbering properly and skipping lines on each part question
and or underlining after every question.
Encourage candidates to start each part question on a new page ( 1 a – b pages; ... 2 a - b pages … and question
3 a - b on its pages too).
Address is not necessary when writing a letter as it does not form part of the assessment.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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8198
Paper 2

1.

GENERAL COMMENTS

The candidates did well in this component, even though not exceptional well.
The candidates must work hard in the following areas; language usage, punctuation marks, orthography and
understanding different essay types.
2.

COMMENTS ON SPECIFIC QUESTIONS

1.

None who attempted to answer this question. It seems the question was challenging to the candidates.

2.

None who answered this question.  The question seems to be difficult for the candidates.

3.

This question was attempted by 14% of the candidates who wrote the examination. Majority of the
candidates did well, but the candidates must know on how to contrast two (2) pieces of writing. The
language usage seems to be a problem.

4.

Majority of the candidates who set for the examination attempted to answer this question. It was 86% of
the candidates who answered this question. Most of the candidates, if not all did not do well, because they
confused the type of essay. This is a descriptive essay, but the candidates wrote a narrative essay.

5.

19% of the candidates attempted to answer this question. Majority of them did not do well, because they
did not write a speech and then they wrote a sort of a report, which made them to loose marks. Teachers
are encouraged to teach the candidates on how to write a speech.

6.

A quite number of candidates answered this question. 43% of them answered the question. Majority of
them did well in this question and they seem to have a better understanding about education for all.

7.

A few number of candidates answered this question. It was just 14% of them. Most of the candidates who
answered this question did well. It seems they have a better understanding of writing letters.

8.

This question was answered by 24% of the candidates. The candidates did not do well, most of them
narrated the team played and what they won. They did not indicate the feelings the players had and
how they felt.

3.

POSITIVE SUGGESTIONS TO TEACHERS

•

Teachers are encouraged to use the mark scheme when preparing the candidates.

•

The assessment objectives must be understood well.

•

Teachers are encouraged to drill examination tasks, after completion of the syllabi.

•

Teachers are encouraged to teach candidates how to write two contrasting pieces of writing.
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GEOGRAPHY
8233
Paper 1

Key message to teachers
•
•
•
•
1

Learners should be encouraged to follow the examination rubric correctly, answering 6 of the 9 questions only.
Teachers should teach the learners how to use and interpret a variety of resources such as photographs, graphs or
diagrams in order to extract information and analyse the data to show patterns or trends.
Learners should also be taught how to compare change, by use of comparative words e.g. increased slightly, steep
increase, etc.
Learners should also be encouraged to avoid using vague terms e.g. pressure on infrastructure, without giving
specific examples e.g. schools or hospitals.
(a) (i)

Moderately answered.  Few candidates incorrectly identified the plate boundary as a convergent plate.
Expected answers:
A – Transform/conservative

(ii)

[1]

Well answered.  The majority of the candidates identified the constructive/divergent plate correctly.
Expected answers:
C – Divergent/constructive

[1]

(b) Poorly answered.  The majority of the candidates did not produce a diagram and a few who did,
incorrectly drew a simple diagram of subduction.
Expected answers:
Learners must give reference to:
Arrows of divergence
Subduction of oceanic crust
Earthquake zone – earthquakes occur
Formation of fold mountains
Formation of Deep Sea trench
Oceanic crust/plates diverge/moves apart
New oceanic crust forms.
[4]

If no diagram is offered – no marks awarded.

(c) Well answered.  The majority of the candidates correctly explained the tectonic activities at a divergent plate.
Expected answers:
Convection currents causes tension forces
Tension forces cause the divergences of oceanic plate/divergence of plates
An area of extrusion/fault develop
Magma rises through up the extrusion
Mid-oceanic ridges are found where the two oceanic plates are moving away from each other
A Mid-Atlantic ridge is formed
As more magma force its way above the oceanic crust, the volcanoes emerge above the sea level
Creating volcanic islands
			
2

(a) (i)

[4]
[10]

Moderately answered.  Candidates incorrectly identified A, as evapotranspiration.
Expected answers:
A Through flow

(ii)

[1]

Well answered.  B, was correctly identified by the majority of candidates as evaporation.
Expected answers:
B Overland flow

[1]
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(b) Well answered.  Candidates were able to describe the movement of water in the drainage basin
system as illustrated in Fig. 2.
Expected answers:
Precipitation
Direct input into river channel
Interception
Infiltration
Saturation of soil/bedrock to increase overland flows.
Through flow/a change in the soil water storage.
Percolation
Groundwater flow/the height of the water table/base flow

[4]

(c) Moderately answered.  The majority of the candidates scored 2 out of 4.  The most common
answers were urbanisation/artificial concrete surfaces and deforestation.
Expected answers:
Urbanisation – artificial surfaces:  removal of natural vegetation decrease transpiration and increase
overland flow
Deforestation – reduce transpiration of moisture back into the system reducing chances for rainfall
When rainfall occurs a lower infiltration will lead to more surface flow
Increasing agriculture – less interception and evaporation adding to surface run-off, erosion and
depositing of sediment in river channels – (flooding)
Water extraction reduces the amount of water reaching the ground water storage
Afforestation – reduction in overland flow and increase in infiltration and evapotranspiration
Climate change – changing precipitation patterns
Mining – reduce interception and evaporation with loose soil increasing sedimentation

[4]
[10]

3

(a) Poorly answered.   Many candidates misinterpreted the question and concentrated upon
differences in the effects of day and night time radiation energy.
Expected answers:
Surplus between latitudes 35ºN - 35ºS
Maximum surplus as the Equator - 0º
Maximum deficit at 90º
Deficit areas above 35º/35-90º/+35º N/S
±35º N/S – energy balance
Transfer of heat from areas of surplus to areas of deficit

[4]

(b) Poorly answered.  Candidates only defined the vertical heat transfers e.g. latent heat transfer,
convection, conduction, etc.  Candidates who mentioned either wind or ocean currents were unable
to give much explanation as to how they transfer heat.
Expected answers:
Heat is transferred from surplus to deficit by warm ocean currents. (D)
Because they cover 67% of the Earth’s surface, the oceans receive 67% of the sun’s energy that reaches
Earth/oceans hold onto this heat for longer than the land does (E)
In total, ocean currents transfer about 25% of the global heat budget / an appropriate example of a named
warm ocean current. (E)
Heat transferred via winds/air movement/jet streams (D) Because polar cell causes HP cells and Ferrel Cell
where descending air warms up and gives clear cloudless skies, and the Hadley cell, giving cooling and
sinking of upper air. (E)
Heat is transfered via cyclones/depressions/LP – (D) system
Depression results when warm tropical air meets colder polar air (E)
The upward movement results in less air at the earth’s surface, creating an area of below – average
pressure/low pressure. (E)
Heat can also be transferred vertically; (D) This is achieved through radiation, conduction, convection and
the transfer of latent heat. (E)
A candidate would need to identify (describe and explain) three ways to gain the max. 6 marks. 		
There may be several ways of scoring those 2 marks.
[6]
[10]
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(a) (i)

Poorly answered; the majority of the candidates described A as extensive farming.
Expected answers:
A Intensive/subsistence/small scale/arable/maize/cereal/sorghum/crops/organic crops

(ii)

[1]

Poorly answered; the majority swapped letter A with B and describe B, as intensive.
Expected answers:
B Extensive/commercial/large scale/high yield crops/crops

[1]

(b) Well answered.  The majority were able to describe the nature of the agricultural system shown.  
Common responses were: small scale, mostly women, labour intensive, additional methods, etc.
Expected answers:
Primitive tools/traditional methods
Manual labour/labour-intensive
Mostly women
Limited capital to mechanise (tractors + irrigation)
Simple farming techniques
Not a great variety of produce/crops

[3]

(c) Well answered.  The majority of the candidates explained in greater depth how technology leads to
increased agricultural production in low income countries.
Expected answers:
Irrigation improves the yields of crops which means more income for farmers
Irrigation makes it possible to grow more cash crops
Larger farm land – higher yields
Two growing cycles in a year – higher yields
More/varieties of crops/mixed cropping
Encourage the use of marginal land
Reduce effects of drought/reduce famine
Shorter growing season
Larger areas of land can be farmed with the use of machinery
Use of genetic modified seeds
Use of HYVs
Use of dip tanks/vets/ protection against diseases
Pesticides/insecticides
More mechanisation
5

[5]
[10]

(a) Poorly answered.  The majority of the candidates failed to compare trends in energy consumption
between the USA and China.  Candidates merely lifted from Fig. 4.
Expected answers:
USA continuous fluctuation while China shows a steady increase
Development mark with data (1) (E.g. the biggest fluctuation for USA and increase total for China).
China from 2001 – 2014 increase more steeply compared to USA (1)
China’s rate grew from 35 – 75 gigajoules while the USA overall declined from 340 – 310, but with varying
rates and fluctuations (1)
Both increased (1) (with the difference in data for both countries given, or stating and ending
figures for both) (1)
[3]
(b) Moderately answered.  The majority scored 2 out of 3.  Common responses were; increasing
populations and increase in industrialisation.
Expected answers:
Industrialisation increased/China –NIC
Expansion of technology
Large population occupied in manufacturing
Urbanisation/increasing of proportion of population living in urban areas
For up to 2 reasons each (2)
Development of a reason (1)

[3]
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(c) Moderately answered.  Candidates only gave vague responses such as it can lead to air pollution,
without stating the method of energy production.
Expected answers:
The possible environmental impact will depend on the nature of energy production
Max 2 for each energy source. i.e the first mark for initial statement and second for development
Air pollution – increased greenhouse gases lead to global warming increasing climate change (1)
This may reduce rainfall causing severe drought / increased rainfall, causing flood the effect may destroy
natural and human environments (development) (1)
Burning of fossil fuels causes formation of acid rain (1)
Destroying natural vegetation can contaminate water sources (development) (1)
Clearing large areas of natural vegetation destroys natural habitats
Causing extinction of species and reduce biodiversity (development) (1)
Nuclear energy can be linked to routine emissions of radio-activity/radio-active contamination accidents.
This can further be intensified by waste disposed where waste stays radio-active for very long periods
(development) (1)
Bio-fuel could load to deforestation/destruction of natural vegetation
Leading to increased soil erosion/decreased rainfall/humidity/destruction of natural habitats/ecosystems
(development) (1)
Wind energy produced in areas of scenic attraction
They are therefore too close important wildlife habitats/or areas where they are visually intrusive
(development) (1)
HEP energy leads to large areas of vegetation being cleared/flooded
This could lead to the destruction of wildlife habitats/lakes could become acidic and anaerobic
(development) (1)
[4]
[10]
6

(a) Well answered.  The comparison between various dam levels was correctly analysed by the majority
of the candidates.
Expected answers:
Overall dam had higher levels of water during February 2020 season than previous season
Exception Southern dams had less water during February 2020 than in February 2019
February 2020 and the previous rain season Windhoek region has most water available.
Windhoek has almost the same (65%) for both seasons
Biggest difference between 2020 and previous season is in the east (29.8% and 3.6%)
Credit data up to 1 mark

[4]

(b) Moderately answered.  Candidates scored 1 out of 2, for differences between precipitation and
evaporation for the two terms.
Expected answers:
Surplus – excess of water available in a drainage basin system
Precipitation exceeds (evapo) transpiration
Deficiency – Demand is greater than supply
Evapotranspiration is higher than precipitation

[1]
[1]

(c) Moderately answered.  Most scored 2 out of 4, mainly for "displacement of people and water wars".
Expected answers:
Social
Loose ancestral land
Displacement of people to available land for the project/people loose farm land
Water borne diseases e.g. Malaria, Bilharzia, etc.
Scarcity of water downstream
Political
Water conflict/war between countries
Competition for water
Max (3) for reasons, 1 mark in reserve for development (explanation/use of examples).
Max (2) for development
At least one social and one political issue.
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[4]
[10]

7

(a) Well answered.  The pattern was correctly described, although some candidates inferred that more
refugees had moved to the Syrian Arab Republic, even listing the figure which showed refugees’
origin not destination.
Expected answers:
Highest number of refugees are from the Middle East e.g. Syrian Arab republic, Afghanistan
Intermediate origin refugee countries are found in Central and eastern
Africa e.g. Democratic Republic of the Congo
Lowest number of refugees are from the northern parts of South America e.g. Columbia
Res 1 mark for data reference – e.g.
Syrian Arab Republic – 55 00 00
Afghanistan – 2 750 00 – 2 400 000
South Sudan – 2 400 000 – 1500 000
Somalia – 1500000 – 1000000
Sudan – 1000000 – 650000
DRC – 650 000 – 550 000
Central African Republic – 550 000 – 450 000
Eritrea – 450 000 – 200 000
Myanmar 200 000 – 100 000
Columbia – 100 00 – 80 000

[4]

(b) Well answered.  Common responses were war and natural disasters, e.g. drought.
Expected answers:
Environmental reasons:
Drought/floods
Natural hazards e.g. earthquakes
Political:
Civil unrest
War
Religious persecution
Cultural persecution/Xenophobia

[2]

(c) Well answered.  The majority of the candidates scored 3 out of 4.  Common responses were: language
barrier; xenophobia and discrimination.
Expected answers:
Discrimination/Intolerance (religious) or cultural
Language barriers
Difficulty securing higher paying jobs
Difficulty to access services e.g. permits / health / education
Difficulty to afford decent housing
Xenophobia
2 marks for 2 challenges
2 marks for development of the mentioned challenges
8

[4]
[10]

(a) Moderately answered.  The majority recognised that these countries are in SADC.  Answers that
gained full marks gave a more precise location with reference to southern, central or eastern Africa.
Expected answers:
Mostly southern part of Africa
Eastern coast of Africa/Eastern countries of Africa
Central Africa e.g. DRC
SADC countries (development)
Using of data = res 1

[3]

(b) Well answered.  The majority of the candidates correctly extracted the answer from the Figure shown.
Expected answers:
Climate change/drought/floods
Pests
Diseases/HIV/AIDS/TB

[2]
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(c) Well answered.  The majority of the candidates correctly discussed the problems associated with
rapid increase in world population.  However, candidates used vague statements such as pressure
on services or infrastructure without giving specific examples.
Expected answers:
Pressure on wood for fuel/food prices
Increased unemployment
Pressure on water sources/electricity
Increase in air/water/land pollution/wastage
Shortage/pressure on housing/increase in informal settlements
Pressure on schools/education services
Pressure on hospitals/medical services
Increase social problems e.g. prostitution/crime
Poverty
Likelihood of being exposed to diseases/epidemics
Lower life expectancy in fastest growing countries
Loss of ecosystems e.g. Rain forests
Increase government debt
9

[5]
[10]

(a) Poorly answered.  The majority of the candidates failed to compare trends and merely gave a word
by word description of all the data provided.  This produced lengthy and often irrelevant answers.
Expected answers:
All increasing
More developed countries are higher and increase slowly until the year 1985/flattens off to 2030 / slight
increase to 2050
World steady increase continuous.
Asia and Africa same pattern of increase
Are the lowest of all but slightly steeper increase form 1990
World follows same pattern as Asia and Africa.
Latin America and Carribean steepest increase from 1950 to 1995
Slower increase from 1995 to 2050
Biggest increase Latin America + Caribbean

[3]

(b) Moderately answered.  Candidates scored 2 out of 4, mainly for explaining reasons for urbanisation
in LIC's only.
Expected answers:
HICs:  already have a higher level (%) of urbanisation since 1950’s
Early industrialisation
Urbanisation ends – majority of people employed in manufacturing industries and services
Counter urbanisation
LICs: economic opportunities (jobs)
Better services provided (education and health care)
Higher population growth rates
Fewer urbanised areas compared to HICs
LICs:  mostly primary education with a few secondary schools
Young people migrate to urban areas to continue studies, especially at Tertiary institutions.

[4]

(c) Well answered.  The majority of the candidates correctly discussed the problems related to transport.  
There was a general trend in good responses e.g. “increase in pollution or more accidents” instead of
just pollution and accidents.
Expected answers:
Increased traffic congestion (people and cars)
Longer time in journey to work/lateness in arriving at work/delays for companies in shipping goods.
Increasing pollution (noise and air)
Increase in respiratory diseases
More accidents – socio-economic effects
Transport costs are higher as demand rises
Road rage and conflict amongst people
Stressful – possible heart diseases
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[4]
[10]

8233
Paper 2

GENERAL COMMENTS
•
•
•
•
•

Candidates only read sections of the questions, instead of the whole question.
Candidates did not know how to respond to command words, e.g. explain, evaluate, assess.
When questions required candidates to give examples, they failed to do so and, therefore, failed to score marks.
Candidates did not elaborate on statements and did not develop their answers.
In AOC questions many candidates gave general facts without evaluation and examples.

1

(a) (i)

(ii)

Well answered.  Many candidates could score 3 marks.
Expected answers:
Laminar
•
Smooth flow of water in a series of sheets (1)
•
Rarely disturbing the sediments on the bed and banks of the river(1)

[2]

Helicoidal flow
•
The corkscrewing/spiral flow of water (1) from one side of the meandering channel to
the other side (1)

[2]

Well answered.  Many candidates were able to obtain 3 marks.
Expected answers:
•
River loses energy (reduced velocity) to carry its load
•
A decrease in the gradient of the river
•
Decrease in discharge/reduced volume of water
•
Sudden increase in sediment input
•
Increased friction with the bed and banks of the channel
•
When/where the river meets a body of water with a lower velocity than the river (e.g. Lake/sea)
[3]

3 relevant points for 3 marks
(b)(i-ii)

Poorly answered.  Most candidates had problems answering the questions.  It appears as if the
candidates do not have the knowledge to explain the formation of floodplain and alluvial fans in
the form of a process that takes place.
Expected answers:

(i)

Floodplains
•
•
•
•
•
•

(ii)

The river widens its valley by lateral erosion/across movement of water in channel
During high discharge, the river has high energy used to carry large amounts of material in
suspension
When river overflows its banks it will spread out across the surrounding flat land
Increased friction reduce velocity and silt will be deposited
Larger material will be deposited on the flood plain near the channel (forming a levee)
Repeated deposition builds up a floodplain

[4]

Alluvial fans:
•
•
•
•
•

Load gets rounder and smaller downstream
Water flows from a narrower valley to a reduced gradient into a slower flowing wider channel
The load is deposited in a flat cone-shaped structure
Coarser sediments are found at the apex (steeper angle) (15º) and finer sediments are found at the
base of the fan lower/gentler angle (1º)
Loss of height, energy and velocity caused deposition
[4]
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(c) Poorly answered.  Candidates lack detailed knowledge and understanding of a specific river flood.  
Answers lack balance and evaluation of causes and impacts.
Expected answers:
Zambezi flood / or other relevant example
•
Causes: high precipitation/heavy rains in neighbouring Zambia and Angola
•
Rising water levels in the Zambezi River
Positive impacts on people
•
Regular deposition of fertile soil which stimulates agricultural activities
•
Vegetation forms natural fertilisers when it decays during drier seasons and is carried along and onto
floodplains
Negative impacts on people
•
Destruction of structures and communications
•
Danger to life and property / homeless
•
Farmland and crops may be inundated by flood waters and lost
•
Landslides may occur and destroy settlements
•
Human activities are interrupted e.g. jobs, education
•
Drainage of water will be difficult and time consuming
•
Pollution of water sources leaving people without clean water
•
Services like electricity supply was unavailable
•
Tourism and recreation are hindered during flood
•
Economic impacts/recovering involves large sums of money
(1 – 4) marks:  General facts without evaluation and examples.
(5 – 7) marks:  Information lacking balance and evaluation is limited in detail and lacks relevant examples
(8 – 10) marks:  Detailed knowledge and understanding of a specific river flood (causes and impacts
evaluation)
An answer where no reference is made to a case study / example of a recent flood event, candidates can only
score 2 marks max – given that 1 marks = a cause and 1 mark = an evaluated impact.
[10]
[25]
2

(a) (i)

Fairly answered.  Many candidates could score 2/4.
Expected answers:
•
Soil creep – slowest downhill movement of dry, loose soil material
•
Small scale soil movement on a low gradient slope (5º)
•
Mudflow – rapid movement of a thick flow of liquefied debris
•
Larger scale movement on steeper slopes

(ii)

[2]
[2]

Poorly answered.  Candidates defined mass movement and weathering, but could not explain
how the processes are linked.
Expected answers:
•
Physical weathering cause cracks and joints to open up in rocks because of expansion and
contraction (increased and decreased heat)
•
Detached and disintegrated rock particles are now able to become part of mass movement
•
e.g. slides and falls
•
Chemical weathering decompose rock material enabling movement (flows)
•
Biological weathering chemically change and physically break rocks through plants and animal
movement
[3]
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(b) Poorly answered.  Candidates described the mass movement processes, but not how they modified
the slope.
Expected answers:
•
Slope processes may vary in terms of frequency, scale and size
•
Types of process are classified in terms of speed and water content, material type and type of
movement (flows, slides, slumps)
•
Soil creep: slight modification over a long time (slow process ±1cm/year) on very gentle slopes
•
Development of terracettes
•
Piling up of soil particles at the base against an obstruction.
•
Solifluction:  slightly faster process and small scale on steeper slopes
•
Water saturated soil slide down under gravity
•
Create lobes and sheets with debris collecting at base
•
Hollow and valleys are filled up
•
Earth flows on 5º - 15º slope angles saturated soil moves down in short flow tracks
•
At base lobes develop over time
•
Mudflows: more rapid on steeper slopes rainfall add volume to soil causing large flows of soil
•
Slopes are steepened
•
Scars are visible on upper levels
•
At the base debris is deposited which is unstable
•
Slides: occur when an entire mass of material moves along a slip plane
•
Rocks are weakened, and slopes are steepened
•
Massive steps or terraces are formed
•
Curved scars are visible on upper slope part
•
Base of cliffs are undercut and weakened by further erosion
•
Slope retreatment occur
•
Falls:  occur on steep slopes with base rock faces and exposed joints
•
Detached rocks fall under influence of gravity
•
Slope retreat forming concave/straight slope faces
•
Debris build up in a concave slope

[6]

(c) Poorly answered.   Candidates gave general facts without evaluation and examples.   Unbalanced
positive and negative impacts answers were provided.
Expected answers:
Factors involving removal of natural vegetation to a large extend making the soil prone to movement.
Housing
•
Add weight to slopes weakening the internal strength and over time slopes will give way
•
Rio de Janeiro favelas (Brazil)
Transport infrastructure
•
Building roads on slopes
•
Heavy vehicles cause continuous vibrations which loosens soil/rock layers
Mining
•
Cause excavation or undercutting at base of slops weakening rock structures and slopes may collapse
•
Blasting reveals seams thus opening up a slope to further weakness/processes
Positive impacts
•
Afforestation is planting of trees on a large scale to stabilise slopes to reduce erosion and mass
movement
Slope reinforcement can be used to protect slopes (natural/man-made) from erosion and mass
•
movement
•
This can be done by netting, pinning, retaining walls, drainage and cutting and filling methods along
public roads.
•
Terracing involves farmers creating flat surfaces use soil more efficiently reducing erosion and large
scale mass movement
(1 – 4)

Basic answers with limited evaluation

(5 – 7) Lacks balance between positive and negative impacts and detailed evaluation is limited
(8 – 10) Both positive and negative impacts assessed and relevant examples given
An answer where no reference is made to an example, candidates can only score 2 marks max. 		
If candidates only discuss negative impacts they can only score 6 marks max.
[10]
[25]
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3

(a) (i)

Well answered.  Candidates were able to define small-scale industry and multi-national industry.
Expected answers:
A – Small-scale (cottage) industry
•
Home-based/family labour (1) small-scale production unit (1)
•
Produce handicrafts simple items for household goods.  Likely to produce clothes, precious items
e.g. jewelry, shopping bags, ornaments, statues, gems/edible items
•
Handicrafts may be sold for tourist market/other products (with example) sold for local use in
households
•
Made by using simple tools/technology and personal skills
•
May use locally available raw materials.
[2]
B – Multinational industry
•
Different elements of the production process are located in different countries
•
An appropriate reference to typical locations for one of: R and D, HO, branch/assembly or sales
and marketing
•
They can move parts of their company to avoid trade tariffs and tax barriers/ to locate in low
production – cost countries where wages are lower/in low-regulation countries where there are
fewer laws
•
Very large – scale production/use economies of scale/worldwide markets/very large number
employed
[2]

(ii)

Fairly well answered.  Candidates were able to score 2/3.
Expected answers:
Do not have a lot of money to spend on day to day operations
•
•
Limited/little money to spend on machinery/technology only have money for simple/basic tools.
•
Limited educational development/schooling; use therefore skills practiced for generations.
•
Do not have to borrow money from banks/development funds, etc
•
Cannot afford to pay for additional workers therefore use basically only family members.
•
To rent or buy premises is a huge expense which they cannot actually afford seeing their small
profit margin.
•
Traditional handicrafts are normally made from readily available raw materials which they can get
locally from recycling outlets.
[3]

(b) Fairly well answered, although many candidates were able to score higher marks by referring to a
named example and explaining how the factors apply to the named examples.  Some candidates
described the general factors instead of explaining.
Expected answers:
•
Example: Volkswagen, South Africa
Market:
•
local and international market
Labour:
•
large labour pool readily available
•
skills – engineers, vehicle designers
•
semi-skilled working in assembly line
Transport
•
close to harbour for export and import of component parts
•
railway/roads – component parts/vehicles
Electricity
•
ESCOM/nuclear power/HEP
Land
•
leveled/gentle – for assembly plant
•
large storage of vehicles
•
large cheaper land – future expansion
Capital
•
investment/shareholders/banks
Raw materials
•
component parts made elsewhere
Water
•
dams/pipelines
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[8]

(c) Fairly well answered.  Candidates described how the growth of manufacturing industries influenced
countries in general.  Answers lacked accurate and relevant examples to Namibia.  Answers lacked
balance between both social and economic influences.
Expected answers:
Social
•
Creates job opportunities
•
Higher income leads to higher standard of living
•
Improve Quality of Life
•
Improve pool of trained labour/training/education
•
Transport systems develop/infra-structure
•
People become dependent on industries – if withdraw – loose job opportunities
•
Manufacturing leads to rural urban migration
Economical
•
Income for local people/higher GDP/greater local wealth
•
Locals have more money to spend therefore increased demand for other services
•
Increased spending power of local people
•
Multiplier effects develops e.g. development of other industries
•
Growth in tertiary sector/services
•
Increased income from taxes for government
•
Export/foreign currency/GNP grows
•
Improvement and increasing investment in the country
•
Natural resources will be manufactured and products exported instead of exporting raw materials at a
lower value
•
Local products will become less expensive
(1 – 4)

A basic answer where evaluation is limited or not present.

(5 – 7) An answer which lacks balance and evaluation is likely to be limited in detail an may lack relevant
examples.
(8 – 10) A detailed well balanced answer that look at both social and economic factors.  Accurate and
relevant examples are expected.
An answer where no reference is made to Namibia candidates can only score 2 marks max given 1 mark =
social and 1 mark = economic.
[10]
[25]

If candidate only discuss social/economic influence candidates can only score 6 marks max.
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4

(a) (i)

Well answered.  Candidates were able to score 4/4.
Expected answers:
Arable

Pastoral

Inputs
Seed

Animals

Fertilisers / Pesticides

Vaccines

Smaller size of land

Larger size of land
More frequent labour input/human
attention needed

Outputs
Crops

Animals
Manure

Seeds for next season

Animal products

Credit should be given if/when candidates give an area/example as long as answers are aligned with
those in the mark scheme but implied in such a context.
(ii)

[4]

Well answered.  Candidates were able to score 2/3.
Expected answers:
•
Rainfall – growth of vegetation for grazing
•
Water for animal consumption
•
Relief – Mountainous/steep slopes not suitable for cattle farming
•
Natural vegetation – needed for grazing by grazers (cattle and sheep)

[3]

Credit should be given if/when candidates give an area/example as long as answers are aligned
with those in the mark scheme but implied in such a context.
(b) Poorly answered.  Candidates only named the land management strategies and failed to describe
the strategies or explain their benefits.
Expected answers:
Contour ploughing
•
Ploughing along the contours/across the slope to reduce or minimise soil erosion
Rotational grazing
•
Rotating animals around camps to prevent overgrazing
Mixed cropping
•
Growing two or more together on the same piece of land simultaneously/in one crop season
Crop rotation
•
Planting different crops on a piece of land each season to maintain soil’s nutrient content
Shelter belts
•
Wind breakers – planting of trees around cultivated land – tree roots bind soil together and trees acts as
wind beaks to prevent soil erosion
Organic fertilisers
•
Artificial fertilisers pollutes
•
Organic fertilisers helps bind soil particles together – helps maintain soil moisture content
[8]
Credit should be given if/when candidates give an area/example as long as answers are aligned with
those in the mark scheme but implied in such a context.
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(c) Poorly answered.  Candidates were not able to refer to examples of changes from intensive to
extensive farming.  Candidates gave general facts with limited evaluation.  Answers lacked balance
between socio-economic and environmental implications.
Expected answers:
Socio-economic
•
Yields increase/improved food production
•
Higher income by selling food/export
•
Higher standard of living/reduce poverty
•
Higher food production stimulates processing industry
•
Need for equipment stimulates manufacturing industry
•
Reduction in food prices
•
Poorer farmers cannot afford technology
•
People may suffer ill health because of contaminated water/food
•
People lose jobs – taken over by machinery
•
Rural-urban migration
•
Too much food produced – leads to ‘mountains’ and ‘lakes’ and need later to be destroyed
Environmental
•
Use of artificial fertilisers lead to water pollution/eutrophication
•
Death of aquatic life in rivers/dams
•
No roots to keep soil in place leads to soil erosion
•
Less surface retention leads to less infiltration/more run-off
•
Destroy habitats/ecosystems – loss of wildlife
•
Improves irrigation leads to salinisation of soil
•
Improper irrigation may cause a drop in the water-table because of extraction of water
•
Insecticides kill useful insects/birds
(1 – 4)

A basic answer where evaluation is limited or not present.  Examples will be lacking.

(5 – 7) An answer which lacks balance and evaluation is likely to be limited in detail and may lack relevant
examples
(8 – 10) A detailed and well balanced answer that look at the extent of environmental and socio-economic
implication caused by the change.  Candidates should give a detailed explanation with relevant examples
An answer where no reference is made to example (s) candidates can only score 2 marks max – given that
1 mark = socio-economic and 1 mark = environmental.
If candidates only discuss either socio-economic or environmental implications they can only score 6 marks
max.
[10]
[25]
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5

(a) (i)

Fairly well answered.  In general candidates only compared the number of people with the
amount of resources.
Expected answers:
Under-population occurs when there are too few people in the country (or region) to utilise the available
resources (and technology for socio-economic development)
[1]
Over-population occurs when the resources, (services and technology of the region or) country are not
able to meet the basic needs of the population
[1]

(ii)

Poorly answered.  Candidates gave reasons why areas are under populated instead of the
features of an under-populated country.
Expected answers:
•
Under-use of services e.g. medical, educational, etc.
•
Shortage of labour force
•
Higher income per capita GNP/GDP
•
Higher standard of living
•
Competition for resources is reduced
•
Improved quality of life
•
Political stability
•
More, ageing population
•
Closing down of services/facilities e.g. school, hospital, etc.
•
Relaxed migration laws
•
Wasteful use of resources
5 marks for fully developed points/features
Credit should be given if/when candidates give an example/area as long as answers are aligned with
those in the MS but implied in such content.
[5]

(b) Poorly answered.  Candidates failed to compare HICs and LICs.  Candidates explain reasons for high
Birth Rates.
Expected answers:
•
LICs have high birthrates, which lead to increased demand for services; Low birth rates, hence less
demand for services
•
They (LICs) are predominantly involved in primary activities so imports are higher than exports/negative
trade balance; Mostly involved in secondary and tertiary activities thus exports are more than imports
•
The presence of marginal lands cannot be utilised productively for food production; They use more
agricultural technology e.g. irrigation to make marginal land more productive
•
Low GDP/GNP cannot effectively be used to invest and invest in increased demand for resources; High
GNP/GDP to effectively invent and invest in technology
•
Limited capital/agricultural mechanisation leads to food shortages; More capital for agricultural
mechanisation thus leads to more/surplus food
•
Limited educational resources leads to fewer qualified personnel to develop the agricultural and
manufacturing sector; More/better educational resources, more qualified personnel to develop
agricultural and manufacturing sector
•
Poverty is a leading cause of overpopulation, hence this lead to higher birth rates; Better/higher
educational levels, better (technology) skills to develop more resources e.g. water supply
•
Limited education levels, limits the technological skills to develop more resources such as water
supplies countrywide; Better employment opportunities that narrow the gap between poor and rich, thus
equal distribution of wealth
•
Governments of LICs are unable to provide job opportunities to citizens which lead to uneven
distribution of wealth; Have positive trade balance
•
Most LICs have a negative trade balance due to inability to fully develop their natural resources; Political
stability, money spent on all sectors
•
Political unrest and wars, capital is mostly spent on acquiring weapons; Less chances for corruption and
bribery – increased revenue generation
•
Corruption and bribing reduces the generation of revenue of other sectors and retrenchment of workers;
People more affluent therefore lower birth rates.
If and when candidates referred to specific countries’ characteristics and statistics credit should be given.
Development marks could be given up to max 3 for that detail, or candidates might earn the ideas marks
through their example.
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(c) Poorly answered.  Candidates described the chosen policy, but not the difficulties of implementing
the policy and the attempted solutions.
Expected answers:
Learners are expected to: explain that birth control measures can reduce over-population or does not reduce
the population
•
The introduction of laws e.g. one-child policy
•
Family planning programs/policies nationally introduced in countries
•
Education of women and girls are more likely to practice family planning and reduces social problems
such as prostitution
•
Better health care often encourages abortion
•
If the resources and service are evenly and effectively distributed can it reduce the birth rate
•
Limited capital to acquire and implement birth control methods
•
Under utilisation of birth control methods due to religious/cultural/traditional beliefs
•
Larger work force in rural communities to work on the land
•
Some areas have a large reproduction group which cause a higher fertility rate
•
Polygamy is commonly practiced in LICs
(1 – 4)

Marks basic answer where evaluation is limited or not present.

(5 – 7)

Marks – an answer lack balance and evaluation is limited in detail.

(8 – 10) A detailed and well-balanced answer which assess the extent to which birth control measures have
reduce over-population in LICs.
If a candidate writes about more than one country the best answer on one country is to be marked and the
rest of the answer ignored.
If candidates only refer to only either difficulties faced or only evaluation they can only score 6 marks max.
[10]
[25]
6

(a) (i)

Poorly answered.  Candidates lack knowledge.
Expected answers:
Urbanisation is the process by which an increasing proportion of the total population, usually that of a
country (1) lives in towns or cities/urban areas compared to rural areas (1).
[2]

(ii)

Poorly answered.  Candidates lack understanding of counter urbanisation (urban change).
Expected answers:
•
Many houses in urban areas are poor, small or lack basic amenities
•
High land prices contribute to less stand-alone homes with gardens increased
•
Decline in secondary industries resulting in fewer jobs
•
Higher unemployment in urban areas
•
The deteriorating environment of the city due to traffic congestion and pollution
•
Increased social problems, such as crime/prostitution
•
Development in rural areas providing more job opportunities

[5]

(b) Fairly well answered.  Candidates could not explain changes that can take place in urban areas.  
Candidates failed to compare the problems of the CBD with the advantages of a location near the
edge of the city.
Expected answers:
•
High land values/high renting cost in CBD; lower values in edge of city
•
Congestion of traffic/pedestrians in CBD; reduction of traffic, e.g.  park-and-ride schemes
•
Limited space in CBD; large land available
•
Lack of space for expansion; large land for expansion in city edge.
•
Poor access in CBD; good access as it can be nodal points/by-passes in city edge.
•
More social problems in CBD
•
More pollution in CBD
•
Retail parks can be established to attract customers from wider areas in edge of city.
Higher quality answers will cover both problems of location in CBD and advantages of locations near to the
edge of the city.
[8]
If candidates refer to a specific example credit can be earned through the ideas marks or through their
example.
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(c) Poorly answered.  Candidates showed limited knowledge of infrastructural problems.  Evaluation
was limited or not present.
Expected answers:
Learners are expected to provide an assessment of the problems of the transport system/power provision
of a city and its solutions of these problems.  The detail will depend on the chosen city and the chosen
infrastructure.
Transport problems
•
Overburden public transport
•
High traffic congestion, resulting in slow traffic
•
Narrow roads, leading to accidents
•
Limited traffic lights causing slower traffic and frustration
Improvements and impact thereof
•
Building of new and wider roads, resulting into more traffic into the CBD
•
Introduction of traffic lights which synchronise traffic movement
•
Encourage the use of public transport resulting in more taxi’s (road rage may occur)/bus services may
cause workers to arrive late to work
•
The introduction of toll roads, reducing traffic influx and pollution
•
Stricter laws/fines for traffic offenders
•
Building bypasses and freeway to keep traffic away from CBD
•
Construction of ring roads and slip-off roads in residential areas
Power problems
•
Building and maintenance of adequate generation and distribution capacity.
•
Population growth and the influence on electricity provision.
•
Energy poverty
•
Increased demand due to e.g.  development in LIC’s
•
Increased technological demand especially in LIC’s
•
Industrial growth in LIC’s
•
Rising of levels of greenhouse gases in atmosphere
•
Climate change
Improvements and impact thereof
•
Move to renewables is costly
•
Using of supergrids/underwater connections mainly HIC’s – long before LIC’s will reach.
•
Electricity sharing – political and economic advantages but also disadvantages
•
Reserve could be generated in certain countries but could change in geopolitics of energy.
•
Any failure of, or attack on a global grid could cause have serious consequences, threatening supply
in many countries.
[10]
1 – 4 marks
5 – 7 marks
8 – 10 marks

Basic answers with limited knowledge of infrastructural problems of the chosen city
Evaluation is limited or not present
An answer which shows some knowledge and understanding of the infrastructural
problems of the chosen city but evaluation of the solutions to these problems is limited.
Detailed and well balanced answers

Make a response from detailed knowledge and understanding of the infrastructural problems of the
chosen city. Provides an effective evaluation of solutions to these problems
An answer where no reference is made to an example of a city, candidates can only score 2 marks
max given that one problem and attempt evaluation are provided.
Candidate must also indicate clearly which form of infrastructure they will discuss in order to attain
marks. If candidates discuss only either problems or evaluation of attempts they can only score 10
marks max.
If a candidate writes about more than one country the best answer on one country is to be marked
and the rest of the answer ignored.
[25]
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7

(a) Well answered.
Expected answers:
Distance measured = 52 mm
52 x 50 m = 2600 m

[3]

(b) Well answered.
Expected answers:
Vertical height
= 1568 m – 1481 m
= 87 m
Horizontal distance = 28 mm x 50 m
= 1400 m
V/H
= 87/1400
= 1400/87
= 1:16.09

[4]

If/when candidates’ vertical height or horizontal distance was determined incorrectly, no marks should be
awarded. However work with their mistake (wwm) when the gradient calculation is marked.
(c) Well answered.
Expected answers:
Furrows
Reservoirs
Perennial water

Any two

[2]

Any five

[5]

(d) Well answered.
Expected answers:
Ideas such as
Meandering
Braiding/island/eyots/woody island
Variable width
Perennial rivers
Non-perennial rivers
Flows NE
Perennial water

(e) Fairly well answered.  Candidates used general knowledge i.e. knowing that cultivation takes place
on gentle slopes.  All mapwork answers must be obtained from the map, which was not done
Expected answers:
Away from higher lying land
Away from steep slopes
On lower lying land
On gentle slopes
Some areas next to the perennial rivers (flooding not a possibility)
Some areas away from perennial rivers (avoid flooding)
On lower lying areas with non-perennial rivers
Away from higher lying areas with non-perennial rivers
(f)

(i)

[5]

Fairly well answered.  Candidates used general knowledge, but did not refer specifically to Parys.
Expected answers:
Can grow towards the north – lower lying land
Can grow towards the south – lower lying land
Can grow towards the west – lower lying land

(ii)

Any five

Any two

[2]

Poorly answered.  Candidates only named the factors and did not describe the factors.
Expected answers:
Arterial roads linking it to other towns - communication
Main road linking to towns – communication
Already existing secondary roads – communications with other parts of town
Railway communication already exists, therefore can just be extended
Water available all over area
Power lines towards the south
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[3]
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(iii)

Well answered.
Expected answers:
Provincial boundary/flooding of perennial river
Higher lying land/e.g. Ouwerskop
Excavation – presence thereof
Protected areas/presence of cemetery.

[1]
[25]

POSITIVE SUGGESTIONS TO TEACHERS
•
•
•
•
•

Teachers should expose candidates to a blend of case studies, emphasing the importance of varied case studies
to broaden their knowledge on all subject matter.
Candidates must write full sentences and not only list general facts.
Learners must be taught to read questions carefully to understand what is expected to be answered.
Candidates must ensure that they answer all components of a question.
Candidates should answer each section on a new page.
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HISTORY
8234
Paper 1

GENERAL COMMENTS
Generally, the question paper was fair. Most candidates opted for the Paris Peace Conference, League Of Nations and
Cold War. It is advisable to discourage candidates to deviate from choosing certain topics to study because this denies
them the benefits of choosing the other option (Question 4) they were ill prepared in most cases. Most candidates
managed to score better marks in the following questions 1, 2 and 5. Most candidates still struggle with questions
B and C. Teachers/Tutors must address the following:
Choices: To choose three questions the candidates are most comfortable with in the question paper.
Reference: Candidates are expected to refer to key events or name of places, figures which happened in their
explanations to show deeper understanding of the syllabus.
Lastly, misinterpretation of questions was evident on question 6 (a) where most of the candidates described how
South Africa ruled while they supposed to focus on how South Africa took control of SWA from the Germans and
Mandate Commission of the LON.
SECTION A: INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS, 1919 - 1939.
1

(a) Fairly answered. Candidates demonstrated limited knowledge on this question, but few managed to
state and describe their points. Candidates were expected to demonstrate deeper subject content for
instance, with the issue of Japan’s demand for racial equality candidates needed to go beyond what
could be assumed from the term/phrase i.e they need to be adding something that shows they have
specific contextual knowledge.
Describe what Japan hoped to gain from the Paris Peace Conference?
Level 1:

Level 2:

[5]

Identifies point(s)
One mark for each relevant point.
eg Racial equality to be discussed
To get more German trading rights in China
They wanted to be treated as a world power.

[1-2]

Describes point(s)
One mark for each relevant description.
eg They wanted to be treated as a world power as this had been their main motivation for
entering the war, to get their improved status recognised by other world powers.
[3-5]

(b) Fairly answered. Candidates showed limited knowledge on this question. The majority managed to
reach level 2/3 but failed to explain their identifications.
Explain why Italy was disappointed by the Paris Peace Conference.
Level 1:

[8]

General answers with no specific contextual knowledge
eg agree/disagree

Level 2:

[1]

Identifies reason(s)
The Treaty of London was not fulfilled
Italy had been promised extra land e.g. parts of Dalmatia, parts of the Tyrol, parts of Albania,
parts of the Ottoman Empire.
Italian leaders were under pressure from right wing nationalists to increase Italy’s land/power
Wilson refused to give Italy more land because of self-determination
Italian nationalists occupying Fiume caused problems at the Peace Conference
One mark for each relevant point.

Level 3:

[2-4]

Explains one reason
eg Italy had been promised land in the Treaty of London for entry into the war on the side of
the Triple Entente. They were promised large amounts of land for ending their neutrality and
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traditional alliance as one of the powers in the Triple Alliance and when they did not get the
land they were very disappointed. (5) They had been promised land from places like the
Austro Hungarian Empire and the Ottoman Empire and when this land was not given them,
because Wilson would not give Italy areas that did not contain Italians, this increased the
Italian’s disappointment. (6)
Additional mark to be awarded for further detail, as above.
Level 4:

[5-6]

Explains two or more reasons
One mark for each explanation with an extra mark available for more developed explanations
to a maximum of 8 marks eg 6 marks for 2 basic explanations, 7 marks for one of the
explanations having good detail, 8 marks for both explanations offering good detail.
[7-8]

(c) Fairly answered. The majority of the candidates managed to reach the maximum identification level
but only a few reached explanation level to show deeper understanding of the subject content which
answer the question. Candidates need to be showing they understand how the issues led to hatred,
there needs to be linking of factors to the question.
“The military terms of the Treaty of Versailles were more hated than the reparation payments by the
Germans”. How far do you agree? Explain your answer.
Level 1:

[12]

General answers with no specific contextual knowledge.
eg agree/disagree

Level 2:

[1]

Identifies reason(s) on one side
eg The army being reduced to 100,000 men represented a massive cut to the army
The reduction in arms meant that all the factories involved in supplying the military were put
out of business
The demilitarised zone in the Rhineland would affect Germany’s ability to defend itself
OR
The Germans viewed the reparation figure as too high for them to repay
The non-payment of the second reparation payment caused the invasion of the Ruhr
The repayment of the reparations meant that there was no money for government investment
to help them recover from the war
One mark per example.

Level 3:

Identifies reasons on both sides
One mark per example.

Level 4:

[2-3]

[4]

Explain reasons on one side only
eg The German people hated the reduction of German armed forces because it was a huge
blow to the German people who had traditionally valued the military as a source of great national
pride. A large part of the economy was also linked to providing for and maintaining the army
meaning it was an important part of German life so any attack on it was seen as an attack on the
German people so they hated the military reduction.(5) The reduction from well over a million,
before the war, to only 100,000 soldiers was a huge blow and the Germans felt that they could
not defend their borders or maintain internal security with such a small force so they resented
this term of the Treaty even more. (6)
OR
The Germans hated the reparation payments because the Kaiser had run up huge war debts in
expectation of winning and charging reparations to the Entente Powers. This meant Germany
had huge war debts as well as reparation payments to make and they thought they were too much
to pay. (5) The Germans felt even more hatred when they had rich industrial land, like Alsace
Lorraine, were given to France. These areas with natural resources and factories generated
profits that would generate taxation payments to the government. Then there was the loss of
the profits from the coalfields that were paid to France. Losing areas like this meant that it was
made much harder for the German government to pay reparations. The burden of reparation
was blamed for many problems in Germany leading to more hatred of them. (6)
One mark for each explanation with an extra mark available for more developed explanations to
a maximum of 8 marks eg 6 marks for 2 basic explanations, 7 marks for one of the explanations
having good detail, 8 marks for both explanations offering good detail
[5-8]
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Level 5:

Explains reasons on both sides
One mark for each explanation with an extra mark available for more developed explanations
to a maximum of 10 marks.
[9-10]

Level 6:

Level 5 + a valid conclusion
There needs to be an answer to the question and marks awarded on the quality of evaluation
providing the answer.
[11-12]

2

(a) It was fairly answered. Candidates struggled with this question due to limited knowledge on this topic,
though there were candidates who did well and reached description level. Answers to be limited to
the events not the build-up or aftermath.
Describe the Mukden Incident of 1931.
Level 1:

[5]

Identifies point(s)
One mark for each relevant point
The Mukden Incident gave them the opportunity they had been looking for to expand the
Japanese Empire.
[1-2]

Level 2:

Describes point(s)
One mark for each relevant description
eg The Japanese army controlled the South Manchurian Railway. In September 1931 they
claimed that Chinese soldiers had sabotaged the railway.
[3-5]

(b) Fairly answered. The majority reached maximum marks for identifications but only few scored
explanation marks. The majority of the candidates confused international order with the League
of Nations; the question did not ask about the failure of the League of Nations but the Collapse
of International Order by late 1930s so the candidates have to show the flow of the impact of the
Manchurian crisis to a point were it resulted into the collapse of International order by late 1930s.
Explain how the invasion of Manchuria contributed to the collapse of international order by late 1930s.
Level 1:

General answers with no specific contextual knowledge
eg some countries looked up to Japan

Level 2:

[1]

Identifies reason(s)
Showed that economic problems could be solved with aggression
Showed that even permanent members of the Council didn’t respect the League
Showed that collective security didn’t work and that the League was reluctant to impose
sanctions
Proved that European powers didn’t care about problems far away
Showed that the League did not have the power to stand up to strong country
One mark for each relevant point.

Level 3:

[8]

[2-4]

Explains one reason
eg The invasion of Manchuria encouraged aggressive nationalism in Europe that led to the
breakdown of international order by the late 1930s. Since this was a time of world depression
governments were struggling to solve their economic problems and seeing Japan solving theirs
by using force to get resources from China paved the way for other powers such as Italy to follow
the same path, using an aggressive foreign policy to solve its economic problems. (5) This
was seen when Italy invaded Abyssinia as a way of distracting its populations from the issues
of unemployment as Mussolini tried to compete with other European powers in increasing their
empire. This event, ignored by the League, showed how truly useless it was to stop war and was
an important step towards the breakdown of international order by the late 1930s. (6)
Additional mark to be awarded for further details as above.

Level 4:

[5-6]

Explain two or more reasons
One mark for each explanation with an extra mark available for more developed explanations
to a maximum of 8 marks eg 6 marks for 2 basic explanations, 7 marks for one of the
explanations having good detail, 8 marks for both explanations offering good detail.
[7-8]
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(c) Fairly answered. Candidates failed to explain how “The unwillingness of Britain and France to get
involved in international matters is the main reason why the search for international order failed by
late 1930s,” the candidates mainly got marks for other factors like Great Depression of 1930s and
the Treaty of Versailles. Candidates were required to provide specific example of event to be an
explanation eg USA no army – Mussolini felt he could do what he liked eg attack Abyssinia without
fear of economic sanctions.
“The unwillingness of Britain and France to get involved in international matters is the main reason why the
search for international order failed by late 1930s.” How far do you agree? Explain your answer.
[12]
Level 1:

General answer with no specific contextual knowledge
eg agree/disagree.

Level 2:

[1]

Identifies reason(s) on one side
Britain and France were reluctant to go to war shown by the signing of the Hoare Laval pact
Britain and France would only act in self interest
The exhaustion of both countries after World War 1, militarily and/or economically meant they
didn’t have the power to act
The public, in both countries, would not support strong action that might lead to another war
Britain and France’s policy of appeasement allowed Hitler to grow stronger
One mark for each relevant point.

Level 3:

[2-3]

Identifies reasons on both sides
The effects of the World Depression meant countries were reluctant to do anything that might
mean more economic damage
Hitler’s foreign policy was aggressive and it is impossible to know if Britain and France could
have stopped him
The League had issues that stopped it from being an effective peace keeping force
America’s isolation from world affairs meant that a strong world power was not acting to stop
aggression
[4]

Level 4:

Explains reason(s) on one side
The unwillingness of Britain and France to get involved in international matters caused issues
because their lack of action showed countries that they could be aggressive with no penalty. An
example of this was in 1931 when Japan invaded China. Both countries had areas in China that
they controlled as well as other countries nearby in their empires but because the invasion did
not affect them they did not take action and did not encourage the League to take decisive action
either. (4) They waited a year, until a representative had travelled to and from Europe, to decide
Japan was in the wrong but by then it was too late. The world had seen aggressors would be
rewarded, not punished. This sent a signal that Britain and France were not even interested
enough in issues that did not directly affect them to encourage the League to take action to
maintain international order meaning that countries with aggressive foreign policies, like Italy and
Germany, would not be stopped.
OR
During the 1920s the world prospered, there were still wars but they did not disturb international
order. After the Wall Street Crash, in 1929, unemployment rose and also aggressive nationalism.
Germany is a good example it joined the League of Nations, started paying back reparations and
building its economy. However after the Crash the Nazis, gained in popularity, gaining power.
Their aggressive foreign policy is the main reason international order collapsed in the late 1930s
and their path to power was helped by the Crash. (4) The other effect was that countries that
might have stopped aggression did not have money or political power. France refused to stop
Hitler re-militarising the Rhineland because it was too close to elections to be being sending
soldiers, something that would not be supported by the public because they didn’t want to see
money spent on war. The World Depression made some countries more aggressive and others
less aggressive as they tried to fight the effects of the Crash and this was an important reason
the search for international order failed.
One mark for each explanation with an extra mark available for more developed explanations to
a maximum of 8 marks eg 6 marks for 2 basic explanations, 7 marks for one of the explanations
offering good detail, 8 marks for both explanations offering good detail.
[5-8]
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Level 5:

Level 4 + Explains reasons on the other side (Disagree)
One mark for each explanation with an extra mark available for more developed explanations
to a maximum of 10 marks.
[9-10]

Level 6:

Level 5 + a valid conclusion
There needs to be an answer to the question and marks awarded on the quality of evaluation
providing the answer.
[11-12]

3

(a) It was fairly answered. Few candidates chose this question. Candidates managed to demonstrate
sound knowledge of this topic, were by candidates even made references to OPEC members who
have benefited the most, with statistics of the financial growth.
Describe the successes of OPEC.
Level 1:

[5]

Identifies point(s)
eg One mark for each relevant point
Set up a fund for international development – the OFID
Helped fund agricultural development
Secured a stable supply of oil
Responded during the Kuwait War to ensure oil supply was steady
Stopped the ‘Seven Sisters’ controlling oil supply and price
Offered assistance to developing countries

Level 2:

[1-2]

Describes point(s)
One mark for each relevant description
eg In 1973 OPEC assumed full control over its oil resources, thus establishing once and
for all member countries sovereign right to manage their oil resources in the interests of the
producers. OPEC acts as a price Administrator, setting fixed prices for oil.
[3-5]

(b) Explain how the formation of NATO worsened tensions between the USA and the Soviet Union.

[8]

Fairly answered; most of the candidates managed to reach maximum identification level but failed to
develop their points into explanations.
Level 1:

General answer with no specific contextual knowledge
eg It was against communism

Level 2:

[1-2]

Identifies reason(s)
eg USA placed their weapons in member states
Stalin saw the alliance as a threat to the Soviet Union.
USSR responded by forming WARSAW Pact
One mark for each relevant point

Level 3:

[3-4]

Explains one reason
eg The formation of NATO worsened relations as it gave the Soviet Union an opportunity to
increase its control over the satellite states. Through the 1940s the communist countries in the
buffer zone were controlled more loosely by the Soviet Union but after the formation of NATO
it gave Stalin the excuse he needed to take more control and force their foreign policy on what
became the Eastern bloc, creating two well-armed camps in Europe. (5) The Warsaw Pact was
always run by Soviets and it allowed the Soviet Union to not only extend control by organising the
defence of the countries but keep them in line. This made relations with the USA worse because
they saw this extra control as more proof of what they already suspected that Stalin wanted to
extend communism rather than just protect the Soviet Union. This increase in suspicion made
relations worse. (6)
Additional mark to be awarded for further details as above.

Level 4:

[5-6]

Explains two or more reasons
L3 + eg The Warsaw Pact was established in response to the establishment of NATO in 1949
and the fact that the Eastern bloc was surrounded by NATO countries. This allowed the soviets
to force their foreign policy on the rest of Eastern bloc, from 1955 Europe was divided into two
armed camps the front lines of the old was had been established.
One mark for each explanation with an extra mark available for more developed explanations to
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a maximum of 8 marks eg 6 marks for 2 basic explanations, 7 marks for one of the explanations
having good detail, 8 marks for both explanations offering good detail.
[7-8]
(c) Poorly answered. Candidates simply misunderstood the question, in the sense that they basically
described Gorbachev’s reform policies not how they led to the collapse of communism, however the
majority of the candidates could state other factors.
“How far were Gorbachev’s reforms responsible for the collapse of communism in Eastern Europe? Explain
your answer.		
[12]
Level 1:

General answers with no specific contextual knowledge
eg responsible/not responsible

Level 2:

[1]

Identifies reason(s) on one side
Gorbachev’s cuts to the Soviet military loosened control over the states in the bloc
Gorbachev withdrew Soviet troops and weaponry from communist countries in Eastern Europe
Gorbachev ended the Brezhnev Doctrine
Gorbachev decentralised the controls over the economy destabilising it and leading to
increased opposition
Gorbachev’s economic reforms reduced state control and this had the effect of lessening
communist control in Eastern Europe
Gorbachev’s reforms created a climate where opposition could grow and this allowed noncommunists to take power in Eastern European countries
One mark for each relevant point

Level 3:

[2-3]

Identifies reasons on both sides
eg Success of Solidarity in gaining international support made it more difficult for the Soviets to
crush their opposition and gave other countries hope they could do the same
The war in Afghanistan was unsustainable and showed the weakness of the Soviet state when
they withdrew troops giving hope to opposition groups in Eastern Europe their opposition would
succeed
Reagan’s actions such as Star Wars showed that the Soviets couldn’t hope to compete in an
arms race so they had to change their strategy, a change that showed weakness in the Soviet
state giving hope to opposition groups in Eastern Europe
Reagan’s actions in taking a hard line against the USSR, supported by other European leaders
like Thatcher, meant the USA’s support for anti-communists in Afghanistan and Nicaragua were
not opposed by the international community leading to Eastern European countries to increase
their opposition to Soviet control
[4]

Level 4:

Explains reason(s) on one side
eg Gorbachev’s reforms including things like glasnost gave people the power to openly criticise
communism meaning movements all over communist controlled countries in Eastern Europe
became stronger. A good example is Solidarity in Poland. Solidarity had been banned but under
Gorbachev’s reforms was legalised in 1989 and won the next election. This was the start of
collapse of communist control in Eastern Europe (5) Other Eastern European countries were
also getting braver and in Hungary people started dismantling the barbed wire that stopped them
getting into non-communist Austria. When these actions weren’t stopped, because Gorbachev
refused to force people to be communist, opposition and protests grew to the point that the
communist governments could not control their countries without support from the Soviet Union
and when this wasn’t given communism control collapsed across Eastern Europe. (6)
OR
Solidarity had formed in 1980 out of strikes against the communist government in Poland. They
attracted the support of the Catholic Church as well as gaining the attention of the West. Solidarity
logos were soon seen in posters on bedroom walls and badges. They were soon banned and
were until Gorbachev took over so whilst it could be said their success was down to his reforms
this is not the whole picture. Their movement was secretly kept going meaning that when it was
legalised they were ready to take power leading to the start of the collapse of communism. (5)
When Poland held elections in 1989 Solidarity put candidates forward and they won enough
seats to become the government, ending communist control. When other countries saw this
they saw what was possible and started their own protests, such as taking down the Berlin Wall,
leading to the collapse of communism in Eastern Europe. (6)
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One mark for each relevant explanation with an extra mark available for more developed
explanations to a maximum of 8 marks eg 6 marks for 2 basic explanations, 7 marks for one of
the explanations offering good detail, 8 marks for both explanations offering good detail. [5-8]
Level 5:

Explains reasons on both sides
One mark for each explanation with an extra mark available for more developed explanations
to a maximum of 10 marks.
[9-10]

Level 6:

Level 5 + a valid conclusion.
There needs to be an answer to the question and marks awarded on the quality of evaluation
providing the answer.
[11-12]

4

(a) Well answered. Candidates demonstrated sound knowledge on this topic. The majority specifically
stated MPLA not just Angola in general and could even link it to the help given to Namibians though
the question did not require it.
Describe the role played by Cuba in the Angolan Civil War.
Level 1:

[5]

Identifies point(s)
One mark for each point
eg Cuba provided armed forces to MPLA
Cuba provided military training to MPLA
Cuba provided humanitarian assistance with Cuban doctors and teachers
Cuban troops helped fight against the SADF and Zairean troops

Level 2:

[1-2]

Describes point(s)
One mark for each valid description
eg Cuba provided military intervention in support of MPLA, who were supportive of communist
ideas, against the FNLA and UNITA because they were backed by the USA and the Civil War
became a Cold War proxy war.
[3-5]

(b) Fairly answered. The majority reached maximum marks for identification but only few scored explain marks.
Explain why the USA got involved in the Angolan Civil War.
Level 1:

[8]

General answers with no specific contextual knowledge
eg To support the Angolans

Level 2:

[1]

Identifies reason(s)
eg The USA played a role for political and logistical purposes.
To prevent the spread of communism
To fight a proxy Cold War in Angola by supporting UNITA
The USA saw themselves as the world policeman and got involved to stop violence in their
‘back yard’.
One mark for each relevant point.

Level 3:

[2-4]

Explains one reason
eg ‘The USA got involved in the Angolan Civil War to use it as a surrogate battleground for the
Cold War. This was an opportunity to fight against their rival, the Soviet Union, without actually
engaging the super power in a war. Both super powers were wary of getting involved in a war
that could be costly and involve the use of nuclear weapons on their populations. This meant
they looked for other areas where they could win against their rival without face to face war.
(5) So, the USA joined in to back up the UNITA forces to go against the support given to their
opponents Communist Cuba. This allowed the USA to effectively fight against the Soviet Union
by helping those fighting communism. (6)
Additional mark to be awarded for further details as above.
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Level 4:

Explains two or more reasons
One mark for each explanation with an extra mark available for more developed explanations
to a maximum of 8 marks eg 6 marks for 2 basic explanations, 7 marks for one of the
explanations having good detail, 8 marks for both explanations offering good detail.
[7-8]

(c) Fairly answered. The majority of the candidates showed limited knowledge on this topic, though
they managed to reach maximum identification level.
“The popular Movement for the Liberation of Angola (MPLA) played an important role in ending Portuguese
rule in Angola.” How far do you agree? Explain your answer.
[12]
Level 1:

General answers with no specific contextual knowledge
eg agree/disagree

Level 2:

[1]

Identifies reason(s) on one side
They took up arms to fight the Portuguese in 1961 – 1974.
They sabotaged Portuguese infrastructure in Angola.
One mark for each relevant point

Level 3:

[2-3]

Identifies reasons on both side
eg Cuba played an important role through its military assistance
There was a coup d’etat in Portugal and they withdrew troops from all their colonies,
including Angola
The Carnation Revolution in Portugal meant there was a change in government that
withdrew troops
Other nationalist groups such as UNITA and FNLA played a role
One mark per example

Level 4:

[4]

Explains reason(s) on one side
eg The MPLA played an important role in ending Portuguese rule in Angola because they were
one of the first organisations to be set up to oppose Portuguese rule and they swiftly became one
of the strongest gaining support from communist countries like the Soviet Union and Cuba as well
as communist organisations across Europe. Having powerful supporters, giving them money
and weapons, helped make them the one of the strongest groups fighting against Portuguese
rule. (5) The armed wing of the MPLA had around 5,000 fighters and used to lead guerrilla strikes
against the Portuguese making it increasingly difficult and expensive for the European state to
maintain control meaning that they were an important part in ending the country’s control. (6)
OR
An important reason why Portuguese rule ended in Angola was because there was no support
for it within Portugal. From the end of the Second World War European empires were being
dismantled with former colonies gaining their independence. This led to domestic pressure
in Portugal as there was growing dissatisfaction with the Portuguese military fighting colonial
wars in Mozambique, Guinea-Bissau and Angola. These changes are an important reason why
Portuguese rule ended. (5) This dissatisfaction led to the Carnation Revolution where the people
took to the streets to voice their opposition. This lead to a change in government who ended
colonial conflict, including that in Angola. Without this change in attitude in Europe and Portugal
the war in Angola could have dragged on indefinitely meaning that this domestic reason is an
important one explaining the end of Portuguese rule. (6)
One mark for each relevant explanation with an extra mark available for more developed
explanations to a maximum of 8 marks eg 6 marks for 2 basic explanations, 7 marks for one of
the explanations offering good detail, 8 marks for both explanations offering good detail. [5-8]

Level 5:

Explains reasons on both sides
One mark for each explanation with an extra mark available for more developed explanations
to a maximum of 10 marks.
[9-10]

Level 6:

Level 5 + a valid conclusion.
There needs to be an answer to the question and marks awarded on the quality of evaluation
providing the answer.
[11-12]
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SECTION B: NAMIBIAN HISTORY
5

(a) Well answered. The majority of the candidates were able to reach level 2, though they couldn’t really
get to full marks, only a few could do so, however, some candidates simply repeated the question with
limited content.
Describe the Protection Treaties signed between the Germans and Namibian leaders.
Level 1:

[5]

Identifies point(s)
One mark for each relevant point
These were agreements between the Germans and the Namibians to protect the interests of
Germans in Namibia.
The agreements between the Germans and Namibians to protect the indigenous people
To stop other colonial powers from moving into the area
[1-2]

Level 2:

Describes point(s)
One mark for each relevant description
E.g. The agreements that were mostly infavour of the Germans which gave the Germans
rights and freedoms to carry on unrestricted trade in their territories.
The Treaties would stop other colonial powers from moving into the area, no concessions no
entering into treaties and to dispose no land to any other nation without the German consent.
Some indigenous leaders refused to sign the protection treaties in fear of losing their
autonomy.
[3-5]

(b) Fairly answered. The majority of the candidates managed to score maximum identification level but
only few could reach explanation level. Successful candidates mainly got Level 3/5-6.
Explain why the Germans established colonial administration in Namibia?
Level 1:

General answers with no specific contextual knowledge
eg They wanted to control the Namibians
To take over

Level 2:

[1]

Identifies reason(s)
eg They wanted to take over land
To have an upper hand in Namibian resources
The Germans wanted to develop an empire like other Europeans powers.
One mark for each relevant point

Level 3:

[2-4]

Explains one reason
eg The Germans established a colonial administration for economic reasons. They wanted
to ensure they had a safe market for their goods. The Industrial Revolution in Europe meant
there was a big increase in the amount of goods being produced and the Germans, like other
Europeans, wanted to expand their markets. Gaining markets by controlling other countries
was one way to do this and this is one of the reasons why the Germans wanted colonial rule.
By establishing tighter control over the area they could ensure they could control what went in
and out. (5) The other economic advantage of having complete control through colonial rule
was they could claim ownership of the land and its natural resources. Any resources found in
Namibia could be used to feed their industries. Colonial rule was important in this factor because
it meant they could stop any opposition stripping the land of resources through their claim to legal
controls. (6)
Additional mark to be awarded for further details as above.

Level 4:

[5-6]

Explains two or more reasons
One mark for each explanation with an extra mark available for more developed
explanations to a maximum of 8 marks eg 6 marks for 2 basic explanations, 7 marks for one
of the explanations having good detail, 8 marks for both explanations offering good detail.		
		
[7-8]

(c) Fairly answered. The majority of the candidates reached the maximum identification levels but few
reached explanation level and it mainly come from loss of land and cattle. Candidates could not
give key examples of the Germans violent colonial methods, rather just described the term violent.
Candidates were required to link to how issue sparked a war for explanation.
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“The violence of colonial rule was the main reason why the War of National Resistance began? How far do
you agree? Explain your answer
[12]
Level 1:

General answers with no specific contextual knowledge
eg agree/disagree

Level 2:

[1]

Identifies reason(s)
eg The Germans used violence rather than negotiation when there were problems
The Germans attacked the Nama in 1893 with no reason or warning
The Germans refused to stop unlawful violence by settlers, soldiers etc
The Germans used superior resources/weapons against indigenous people
One mark for each relevant point.

Level 3:

[2-3]

Identifies reasons on both sides
eg The Germans took away tribal lands
The Germans took away the Namibian’s cattle
The Police Zone meant the best land was taken and allowed the Germans to take more cattle		
			
[4]

Level 4:

Explains reasons on one side
eg One reason why the War of National Resistance began was because German rule was very
violent. The Germans refused to negotiate with tribal leaders and any resistance was met with
extreme violence. For example in 1894 the chief of the Khaua refused to hand over the murderer
of a German trader so the Germans raided their headquarters, executing Lambert as an example
to other tribes who might try to oppose colonial rule. Violent events such as this meant anger
against German rule was building. (5) Further examples increased the tension like when the
Bondelswarts refused to pay tax and a minor revolt broke out, a military force was sent to crush
the uprising. As the Germans tightened their control through violence and by 1904 the situation
became unbearable so the Namibians decided to take up arms against the Germans on 12
January 1904. (6)
OR
The violence inflicted on the Namibian people was only part of the problems that led to the War
of National Resistance. Another reason was that the Germans took away the Namibian people’s
cattle meaning they many had no means of providing for themselves. Cattle were a necessity
of life for many as they depended on them for food and other resources such as the skins. The
Germans knew this and confiscated cattle to create a cheap form of labour for the German
settlers. By taking away their means of livelihood the Germans hoped to make the Namibian
people easier to rule but they were wrong because taking away their way of life meant they
were more likely to be desperate enough to fight. (5) One of the final straws was in 1903 when
Leutwein stopped German traders giving credit to the Namibians and when they couldn’t pay
for their goods cattle were taken as payment. The loss of livelihood drove many to desperation
meaning they had little to lose by taking part in a war against the Germans leading to the War of
National Resistance. (6)
One mark for each relevant explanation with an extra mark available for more developed
explanations to a maximum of 8 marks eg 6 marks for 2 basic explanations, 7 marks for one of
the explanations offering good detail, 8 marks for both explanations offering good detail. [5-8]

Level 5:

Explains reasons on both sides
eg One mark for each explanation with an extra mark available for more developed
explanations to a maximum of 10 marks.

Level 6:

[9-10]

Level 5 + a valid conclusion
There needs to be an answer to the question and marks awarded on the quality of evaluation
providing the answer.
[11-12]
Note: The question asks about what led to the outbreak of the war of National Resistance so
contextual knowledge beyond 1904, such as concentration camps and genocide cannot be
credited.
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6

(a) Fairly answered. The majority of the candidates wrote about how South African government ruled
SWA while the question asked about how SA took over or took control.
Describe how South Africa took control of Namibia
Level 1:

[5]

Identifies point(s)
One mark for each relevant point
eg South Africa was given the power to govern after World War One
Namibia was taken away from Germany by the Treaty of Versailles and South Africa ended up
in control
Namibia was made a mandated country and South Africa ended up with control
[1-2]

Level 2:

Describes point(s)
One mark for each relevant description
At the end of the First World War former German colonies were placed under the control of
the League of Nations. As Namibia was a former colony it became a mandated country and
eventually control went to South Africa.
The Mandate was given to the British. South Africa was a member of the British Empire and it
was given the task of administering Namibia.
“Namibia was a C Mandate which gave South Africa the widest power”
[3-5]

(b) Fairly answered. Few candidates managed to reach explanation level, while the majority got stuck at
identification level. Candidates had to link to why they needed complete control for explanation.
Explain why South Africa wished to keep control of Namibia after World War Two.
Level 1:

[8]

General answers with no specific contextual knowledge
eg To spread wider

Level 2:

[1]

Identifies reason(s)
eg To give land to whites (farming land)
For economic benefit e.g. Natural resources
It was already in control,
Because a referendum said it was what was wanted.
One mark for each relevant point.

Level 3:

[2-4]

Explains one reason
eg South Africa wished to keep control of Namibia because it did not wish to lose control over a
land that it had controlled for so long it had come to see it as part of South Africa. Namibia had
become part of the structure of the state of South Africa meaning South Africa saw it as a sign
of weakness to give up control. As with many countries the post war period saw difficulties as
returning soldiers wanted jobs back that had been taken by, in South Africa, black people and
the South African government did not want to show any weakness. This meant keeping control
of Namibia. (5) Controlling the black people of Namibia was seen as a show of strength by the
white government of South Africa and when the National Party won the election in 1948 on the
basis of controlling black people there was even less chance that South Africa would give up
control of Namibia. (6)
Additional mark to be awarded for further details as above or more reasons.

Level 4:

[5-6]

Explain two or more reasons
One mark for each explanation with an extra mark available for more developed explanations
to a maximum of 8 marks eg 6 marks for 2 basic explanations, 7 marks for one of the
explanations having good detail, 8 marks for both explanations offering good detail.
[7-8]

(c) Fairly answered. The majority of the candidates managed to explain resolution 435 but failed to
explain other factors.
“Evaluate how important the work of the United Nations was in achieving independence for Namibia.”
Explain your answer.
Level 1:

[10]

General answers with no specific contextual knowledge
eg very important/not important
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Level 2:

Identifies reason(s) on one side
The UN worked through its International Court eg declared South Africa could not void the
mandate
The UN made Resolutions to support Namibia eg 264, 385 and 435
SWAPO was recognised by the UN as a legitimate voice for Namibia
The UN sent a peacekeeping force (UNTAG) to support Namibians
One mark per example
[2-3]

Level 3:

Identifies reasons on both sides
The role of organisations within Namibia were important in the fight for independence eg
OPO/SWAPO
SWAPO taking up arms, PLAN, helped draw attention to the fight for independence
The Organisation of African Unity gave money to help fight for independence
The assistance of other nations helped fight the South Africans eg Cuba, Angola
The Church helped mobilise opposition to South African rule
One mark per example

Level 4:

[4]

Explains reason(s) on one side
The United Nations was important in helping Namibia achieve independence because it used
the General Assembly to pass resolutions to force South Africa to give up control. For example
it passed a resolution to end South Africa’s mandate in October 1966 and declared that the UN
had direct control over the country and later set up a committee, the United Nations Council for
South West Africa. In this way the UN started the process of Namibia gaining its independence.
(5) It continued its support by re-naming the area Namibia in 1968, to help show that it should
be treated as a country in its own right and went further in 1970 declaring that South Africa’s
presence was illegal. These were important steps to removing South Africa from Namibia so it
could achieve its independence. (6)
OR
The struggle for independence was started within Namibia and the groups that began the fight
are an important reason for Namibia gaining its independence. One group was started by Toivo
ya Toivo. He formed the Ovamboland People’s Congress (OPC*) modelled on the ANC in South
Africa. It started with the simple goal of improving working conditions but grew and developed to
become a movement for ending South African rule eventually becoming the main group seeking
independence. (5) The OPC became the Overlamboland People’s Organisation (OPO*) and
then the South West African People’s Organisation (SWAPO*) starting a military wing, the
People’s Liberation Army of Namibia (PLAN*) who fought South Africa. It was SWAPO that was
recognised by the UN as a legitimate voice for Namibia in the 1970s and it was their actions in
gaining international support that was a major reason why Namibia gained independence. (6)
*The initials in brackets can be accepted rather than the name written in full.
[5-8]

Level 5:

Explains reasons on both sides
One mark for each explanation with an extra mark available for more developed explanations
to a maximum of 10 marks.
[9-10]

Level 6:

Level 5 + a valid conclusion
There needs to be an answer to the question and marks awarded on the quality of evaluation
providing the answer.
[11-12]
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8234
Paper 2

GENERAL COMMENTS
Generally, the question paper was fair. It is advisable to make sure candidates obtain the skills to answer this paper.
Most candidates managed to score better marks in questions 2 and 5. The comparison question is still problematic.
Candidates must not use the sources in isolation. The idea is for candidates to look at the similarities and differences
between the sources. When they point out the similarities and differences, they must give inferences in their own words,
which must be different from the words in the sources. They must use support from both sources. Candidates must
provide contextual knowledge to explain why there are differences and similarities as well as evaluation. Candidates
need to work on their purposes. Most candidates still struggle with the evaluation questions. Teachers/Tutors
must address the following: Choices must be made where needed e.g. surprise and not surprise/agree and disagree,
etc. Candidates must not use words in the sources to make valid inferences or assertions. They can use similar
words/synonyms from their own understanding. When they make inferences, assertions and purposes, it must be
accompanied by support from the sources. Contextual knowledge must receive a lot of attention; many candidates
show that they lack contextual knowledge and that cause them not to score high marks because they cannot interpret
sources well due to the lack of knowledge. Testing of Reliability must receive a lot of attention. Reach out to
others who know and consult the reports of the DNEA. In testing of Reliability, the following four elements must be
address: the author, the date, the audience and the purpose. The last question requires an explanation of how each
source either supports or challenges the statement in the question. Stronger answers were focused on the question
and provided quotations from relevant sources to support their points. No paraphrasing is allowed. When it comes
to a cartoon/picture/photograph: the candidate must have a choice + a valid inference + support together with the
explanation. The last two bonus marks still require that they do the Testing of Reliability.
To improve for 2022:
1

Make sure that candidates possess the skills for this question paper to avoid catastrophic results.

2

The Candidates must know their Depth Studies content very well, one of the biggest headaches is
that most candidates contextual knowledge is limited, this cause them not to score higher marks.

3

If they don’t know their content well, they don’t understand what to do, they fail to make good
interpretations, even if they do make good source interpretation they cannot take it further due to
the lack of knowledge.

4

Teach candidates how to find similarities and differences in a source without paraphrasing,
copying the sources.  Comparison is the identification of similarities and differences, but genuine
comparisons can only be made on the basis of a criterion that is common to the two sources.

5

Teachers must practice in class with the candidates how to perfect a purpose.

6

The usefulness and less usefulness of sources need to be practiced in class. The less useful side
can be answered better if one looks at the shortcoming(limitations) in a source.

7

To answer the last question, follow the same principle as the ordinary level by making a choice and
copy the sentence or phrase that fits with your choice but you need to explain why the support to
your choice is supportive or not supportive to the statement/hypothesis.

8

The Evaluation (Testing of Reliability) of any two sources of your choice is still needed for the two
bonus marks.

Consider the following for testing the reliability of a source:
Author: From where/the origin of the source/reasons why (purpose) author published the source.
Date: When it was published by then and why (purpose)?
Audience: For whom it was meant and why (purpose)?
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NB: This question doesn’t need Contextual knowledge, Cross-reference and a summary at the end.
Question 1
Most candidates could only score average marks. They could mostly outline the similarities but failed to bring out the
differences. Most candidates did not provide proper contextual knowledge and evaluation to reach the highest level.
Candidates were proficient in finding similarities but needed to be going beyond saying what they saw to offer differences.
They need to consider their use their inference skills to uncover these. For example, A suggests the National Party had
some level of concern for black people whereas B shows they simply wanted to be “masters” of them. The differences
are clearly present but need to be going beyond simply repeating what can be copied from the sources.
Candidates need to use the wording of the question as their guide. In this case the question asked for the views of
the National Party on those who were not Afrikaners. There is clearly a signpost to looking for more than just National
Party views on black people and many candidates missed that direction. They ended up making life more difficult for
themselves not just in missing an opportunity to focus on what could be found in B but made the mistake of identifying
similarities, or more often differences, that were not ‘like for like’, for example, “A speaks about disapproval and chaos
of inter-racial living while B is about South African politics”. These are not comparable points nor are they answering
the question.
Many candidates failed to identify valid differences in this way but there were candidates that could, for example, the
candidate that wrote about Source A outlining “the hatred that the National Party had for black people alone whereas
Source B outlines the hatred the National Party felt for black and English speaking people alike.”
Candidates needed to focus their contextual knowledge or evaluation on the question to explain why similarities or
differences existed. This means that contextual knowledge needed to be focused on the National Party’s attitudes and
in evaluating sources cross referencing is unlikely to be valid as it is unlikely to explain why similarities or differences
were present.
1

Study Sources A and B.
Compare and contrast the views of the National Party about people who were not Afrikaners.

[9]

Level 1:

No valid source use / describes sources

[1]

Level 2:

Valid comparison with similarity(ies) AND/OR difference(s) with no source support valid
comparisons include but are not limited to:

[2-5]

Similarities – both show National Party saw black people as a problem to be solved both show racist
attitude of National Party both show National Party wanted black people to be kept apart from white
people. Both show the blacks as inferior and whites as superior
Differences - A
B
A
B
A
B
A
B
A
B

only shows a dislike of black people
shows dislike of English speaking and British people
suggests 1948 victory because of NP attitudes to black people
shows NP won because of their attitude to British/English speaking people
shows the NP as wanting to offer development for black people, a more
paternalistic approach
shows the NP wanted to be “masters”
shows blacks as privileged
shows blacks as in a bad situation
shows blacks more independent
shows blacks more controlled

Marks should reflect the quality of the answer at this level and could be based on number of
similarities/differences identified.
Level 3:

Valid similarity(ies) AND/OR difference(s) with source support
[6-7]
E.g. They both show the National Party as wanting to solve a problem with black people. Source
A talks about black and white people mixing as causing “terrific clash of interests” and Source B
talks about the NP being able to solve the “native question” and having a “triumph over the black
population”.
Higher marks to be awarded according to quality of support and explanation. They could also be based
on the number of similarities and differences given. Top mark only for similarity AND difference with
support.
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Level 4:

Similarity AND difference with source support and evaluation AND/OR contextual knowledge		
[8-9]
e.g. as Level 3 plus the sources are different because A suggests the National Party are wanting to
offer the best chance for black people by limiting their contact with white people that it is not fair to
show them things that aren’t possible. This is shown “he has been subjected to a school system that
drew him away from his own community.” Source B shows the N.P just wanted to be “masters in their
own house”, that they wanted to “triumph over black population” and solve the “native question.”
The National Party had gained success in the 1948 election by appealing to voters who were concerned
about black people taking their jobs and gaining more power. These sources both reflect that (8 marks).
The reason for the difference is that one is written while the NP were putting in place their apartheid
policies and wanted to justify what they were doing to stifle opposition. The other, however, was written
a long time after the end of apartheid and with the full understanding of the racist regime. (9 marks)

Question 2
The question was answered reasonably well.
Most candidates managed to reach a purpose which are not specifically link to the 1953 elections.
Those who reach Level 4 was only a few.
Only a few could reach level 5 because they provided proper contextual knowledge. The lack of proper Contextual
knowledge is very much evident.
Give attention to:
Candidates need to be focusing on detail in either the source or provenance. In this case to reach higher levels of the
mark scheme they needed to recognise that the election flyer was taken from the election where the National Party were
seeking re-election. Candidates that did well focused on this issue in both their comments on purpose and contextual
knowledge.
Candidates should also be aware that evaluation is unlikely to be necessary when considering the purpose, that in
the act of defining the purpose they are, in part, evaluating the source already. They should also be aware that
cross referencing is never valid because candidates are being asked to consider how the audience of the source is
expected to react to the source in isolation, they will not have the other specific sources to consider when reacting in the
appropriate manner. The audience would, however, have the context, and understanding of that is what candidates are
asked to outline to reach the highest level of this question.
2

Study Source C.
Why did the National Party publish this source in 1953? Use the source and your knowledge to explain your
answer.

[8]

Level 1:

No valid source use/describes the source

[1]

Level 2:

Identifies message

[2-3]

To show the NP were standing in the election
To give the name of the candidate
To show their policy about apartheid/keeping places white
To show voters who to vote for
Marks to be awarded on quality of answers and this could be based on number of messages identified
or presence of source support.
OR
Message+ Support= L2/3
Level 3:

Identifies a purpose not specifically linked to the 1953 election

[4-5]

To gain support
To brainwash voters into supporting the National Party
A purpose is something that requires an action/a reaction from voters either to change their mind
about who to support but at this level is not making reference to the fact that this was in the run up to
a general election.
Published to weaken the United Party that supported mixed development in South Africa
P1= L3/4
P2= L3/5
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OR
1 P+ Sup= L3/5
Marks awarded as level 2 but substitute purpose for message.
Level 4:

Identifies a purpose specifically linked to the 1953 General Election.

[6-7]

To gain support to be re-elected
To gain support from voters who support what the NP have done already.
The purpose must relate to the specific date and context of the source that the National party are
seeking re-election. The Purpose could relate simply to their re-election or what they have already
done.
Answers that refer to apartheid must be clearly referencing that this was a system put in place during
the N P’s term of office, for example
“This source was published to get voters who supported the apartheid policy that the NP had
introduced to vote for them so it could continue”
This source was published to get people to vote for the National Party as they were trying to get reelected in 1953.”
To encourage the whites to vote for Snyman of the NP in order to keep the white power and to
maintain their superiority.
Is for propaganda purposes to make purposes to make whites estrange from blacks so that whites
could hate blacks and support apartheid in order for apartheid to be solidified and the National Party
to stay in power.
1 P= L4/6
2 P= L4/7
OR
1 P+ Sup= L4/7
Marks awarded as Level 2 but substitute purpose for message
Level 5:

Purpose AND specific contextual knowledge

[8-9]

Explanation of how apartheid came into common usage in the period leading up to 1953 or details of
the racial policy put in place up in the NPs first term of office.
NB: Contextual knowledge focus on the apartheid laws, e.g. Group Areas Act, Immorality Act, Population
Registration Act, Prohibition of Mixed Areas Act, Bantu Authority Act, Native Laws Amendment Act,
Abolition of Passes Act and Suppression of Communism Act.
Marks awarded for quality of explanation or contextual knowledge.
Question 3
The question was answered well. Many candidates could explain the usefulness and or less usefulness of the sources
but could not reach the last level due to the lack of contextual knowledge and evaluation. There was improvement in
many candidates’ explanations which enables them to reach a purpose.
Some candidates appeared to be unsure how to approach this question and this was disappointing. Candidates are
simply asked to consider which source is more useful in considering why the National Party won in 1948 and they can
use source content as well as evaluation or contextual knowledge to answer the question. There is no ‘correct’ answer,
candidates simply needed to consider both sources, make a decision and offer evidence to support that decision. In
doing so they did need to include reference to both sources, to show they had compared them but did not have to
evaluate or judge against their contextual knowledge to access the higher levels.
Candidates appeared to be confused by one of the sources being from 1953 and failed to use their inference skills to
consider that in seeking re-election the National Party might be making reference to a policy that had been successful
in 1948 i.e. apartheid.
Candidates could use cross reference to help them judge one or both of the sources but they did need to focus their
comments on answering the question i.e. make reference to how this affects their view of the utility. Candidates who did
make cross references did not always validate the comments by showing they understood what this meant for the utility
of the source. For example, candidates cross referenced D to B but did not include reference to understanding why the
National Party won the election or whether or not it made D more or less useful.
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3

Study Sources C and D.
Which of these sources is more useful in telling you about why the National Party won the 1948 general election?
Use the sources and your knowledge to explain your answer.
[10]
Level 1:

No valid source use/describes the source

[1]

Level 2:

Undeveloped provenance

[2]

e.g. C is printed in 1953 and D in 1948 so D is more useful
Level 3:

Uses only one source

[3-5]

E.g. C is more useful because it shows what the National Party thought had won them the most votes
in 1948 (3), their policy about apartheid (4). By repeating this message in 1953 it shows that this was
the most important reason they won in 1948(5). It exploited white fears about blacks and promoted
apartheid.
Less useful only one-sided
Source D is useful: several mistakes the United Party made that led to many whites not electing them
Less useful
Source C
Only one-sided, there are no account of other political parties campaigning, there are no facts/
statistics included, only a leaflet with a short statement, it does not give clear information why the NP
won but rather on why the NP wanted to be voted into power and who the NP wanted to be voted into
power.
It is only published in 1953, 5 years after the 1948 elections and does not give any reason for the
victory of NP in the 1948 election. It only encourages white South African campaigns to vote in favour
of Apartheid in the upcoming elections of 1953 to benefit.
It did not state how segregation of black and white would be implemented or no strategies explained
how they will do it.
Although illustrating the demand for support NP, it is not telling about 1948 election, it is rather talking
of elections of some years after 1948 which is 1953.
Source D
Only give information why the UP lost the 1948 election but did not explain or brief NP strategies used
to win the 1948 elections.
Marks to be awarded on quality of explanation/source support
Level 4:

Uses both sources

[6-8]

As above plus D is (also) useful because it gives more detail about why the National Party won (6) D
tells us about issues ranging from a housing shortage to issues to do with immigration (7) and gives
us a wider view of why the NP won. (8)
Level 5:

Uses both sources AND contextual knowledge and/or evaluation

[9-10]

e.g. Level 4 + Source C offers strong evidence because it comes from the National Party themselves
with the benefit of hindsight. So it has the benefit of being well informed and an impact if they are
wrong- they could lose (9). So, I think C is the most useful because the NP would really know why
they had won and that there would be a big impact if they were wrong, they would lose the election
and possibly all their apartheid policies means it must be the best source.
OR
Source D is the most useful because it comes from a newspaper that is likely to support the United
Party but asks the National Party for its opinion. The paper could have talked about the United
Party’s bad luck that they won the popular vote and that the paper reports the many reasons the
United Party failed listing all their errors.
This means it is the most reliable and has the most information making it the most useful (10).
Question 4
Overall the Candidates did not do well in answering this question. Most failed to compare the sources and opted rather
to treat the sources in isolation. A few candidates could identify address at least one side e.g. right and wrong with valid
assertions with support. Most copy the correct support between the sources but fail to provide a valid assertion. Less
than five candidates could reach level 5. It is evident that nobody could use proper contextual knowledge to explain
why Source E is right or wrong.
This question is asking candidates to consider which source is more trustworthy, which source is likely to be a more
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accurate reflection of the reason(s) why the United Party lost in 1948. It is a more complex question than that asked in
Question 3 because candidates, in order to be successful, need to have, at the forefront of their minds, the provenance
and for these sources they needed to utilise their contextual knowledge to access beyond Level 3. Candidates could
simply use content, a simple approach could be taken, the view that different reasons were given so one must be wrong
or they could take the view that they were both right. As above, there was not necessarily a ‘right answer’, candidates
simply needed to compare the sources and offer an answer using evidence.
Clues were present in the provenance to point candidates towards being able to evaluate the sources by giving them the
information that Source D was targeted towards British heritage/English speakers who were traditionally United Party
voters and that Source E was a newspaper targeting those voters more likely to be affected by the post-war economic
slump. Candidates needed to decide how this affected their view of the information in the sources and decide, therefore,
which was more likely to be right but too few failed to successfully compare the content.
Again, cross reference could be used to show why one source was more likely to be wrong but candidates did not focus
on the question e.g. that their comments supported D to help show E was wrong.
4

Study Sources D and E.
Does Source D prove Source E wrong about why the United Party lost the election of 1948? Use the sources and
your knowledge to explain your answer.
[10]
Level 1:

No valid source use/describes the sources

[1]

e.g. simple answer i.e. yes/no, proves right/wrong
Level 2:

Undeveloped provenance

[2]

e.g. It proves it right because both sources are published in 1948.
Level 3:

Right/wrong using content of source only

[3-4]

e.g. E is right because it gives information from Smuts (3) and he would know because he was the
leader (4) OR D is right because it gives more information about why the National party won (3). For
example, it lists some reasons like the housing shortage (4).
1 One-sided + L3/3
2 = L3/4
Marks awarded on quality of answer.
Level 4:

Evaluates D but no use of content from D

[5]

e.g. D comes from a newspaper written in English and so is most likely to appeal to United Party
supporters. The United Party was seen as supporting the British and had led the country during the
war years so the newspaper would want to show it was circumstances not the actual policies of the
party that led to their defeat.
Level 5:

Compares the sources and evaluates one or both

[6-9]

e.g. as above plus Source E shows D is right because it shows that people had abandoned Smuts (6)
OR Source E shows D is wrong because it hints at one of the main reasons the United Party lost was
because the racist policies of the National Party were popular.
if both views are considered.
+ evaluation of either source e.g. Source E is a stronger source so therefore more likely to be right as
it is reflecting the view of a lot of voters working class white people would have been a very large part
of the electorate and a paper reflecting their views gives an idea about what was important
L5/6= 1 Comparison (R+W)
L5/7= 2 Comparison (Both sides)+ TR
L5/9= L5/8+ TR of both (2 sides)
Level 6:

Level 5 + an answer.
Convincing explanation of why E is right or wrong (10).
Contextual knowledge or Cross-Reference

[10]

Question 5
It was answered well. Most candidates reach level 3 by addressing both sides of the hypothesis. A few candidates
reached level 2. Some candidates bring in contextual knowledge and cross-reference in their answers which is not
needed.
Only a few candidates could answer the Testing of Reliability correctly.
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Keep the following in mind when you prepare your students:
At AS Level candidates are expected to be offering a line of explanation to link their source quotes to the question.
Candidates need to be able to show that they understand what the source is saying in relation to the question and
make that link. For example, one candidate wrote, “Source E does support this view: “he feared that they would
pursue extreme colour policies” this shows the National Party won with an appeal to racial policies because Smuts
was worried about how hard the policies could get straight after they won.” This shows it does not have to be lengthy
or sophisticated comment but shows the candidate understands an aspect of how the source supports, or does not
support, the statement.
5

Study all of the sources
“The National Party won the election because of their racial policies”. How far do the sources support this view?
Explain your answer using the sources.
[12]
Level 1:

No valid source use

[1-3]

Level 2:

Use sources to support OR reject the statement

[4-6]

Level 3:

Uses sources to support AND reject the statement.

[7-12]

Yes - A, B, C & E
No - A, B, D & E.
NB: Evaluation must be related in answering e.g. Something about the National Party won the
elections.
•
NOTE: Up to 2 bonus marks may be awarded for evaluation of the reliability of sources (no more
than 1 mark per source)
[12]
•
Sources used must be referred to by letter, provenance or by direct quote from the sources
TR-Example:
o One source
o Two sources

= [1]
= [2]

maximum mark for TR awarded = 2 marks

SOURCE A
Yes: If mixed development is to be the policy of the future in South Africa, it will lead to the most terrific clash of interests
imaginable.
Explanation:
H.F. Verwoerd use the racial differences to promote the apartheid policy in South Africa.
Yes: The only possible way out that both adopt a development divorced from each other.
Explanation:
The National Party promoted separate development to advance the Afrikaner.
Yes: The only possible way out that both adopt a development divorced from each other.
Explanation:
Verwoerd promoted separate development for blacks and whites.
Yes: The Bantu must be guided to serve his own community in all respects.
Explanation:
Homelands were created for the Bantu to develop separately from the whites.
No: The Bantu must be guided to serve his own community in all respects.
Explanation:
The National Party promoted separate development and therefore introduce the homeland policy.
Yes: There is no place for him in the European community above the level of certain forms of labour.
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Explanation:
The Bantu was not classified on the same level as the European Community, they were treated as second class
citizens and Verwoerd view them just as watercarriers and woodchoppers. Homelands were created for the
blacks.
Yes: Until now, he has been subjected to a school system which drew him away from his own community and misled
him by showing him the green pastures of European society in which he is not allowed to gaze.
Explanation:
The National Party wanted the blacks to develop separately to keep their own identity and not try to pursue
the identity of whites.
No: Until now, he has been subjected to a school system which drew him away from his own community and misled
him by showing him the green pastures of European society in which he is not allowed to gaze.
Explanation:
The National Party wanted the blacks to develop separately to keep their own identity and not try to pursue the
identity of whites.
SOURCE B
No: But in 1948 the Smuts position was characterised as weak and indecisive and the National Party made political
capital from such apparent uncertainty.
Explanation:
Smuts could not come up with a decisive racial policy, he wanted to bring in Europeans from Commonwealth
countries to fill up the numbers of whites against the big number of blacks, a decision that did not sit well with
the traditional Afrikaner.
Yes: While the National Party victory of 1948 was undoubtedly a political earthquake, paradoxically it was no electoral
landslide.
Explanation:
The election results took everybody by surprise but it shows that apartheid did not convince everyone but it
was something to reckon with.
No: While the National Party victory of 1948 was undoubtedly a political earthquake, paradoxically it was no electoral
landslide.
Explanation:
The election results took everybody by surprise but it shows that apartheid did not convince everyone yet.
No: In terms of share of the popular vote the party was in fact defeated.
Explanation:
The NP won the 1948 elections mostly due to the voting system.
No: The United Party and its allies secured 50.9% of the popular vote and the National Party and its allies 41.2%, a
significant disparity.
Explanation:
The NP won the 1948 elections mostly due to the voting system, that shows apartheid was not yet appealing
to all.
No: But, due to the vagaries of an electoral system heavily weighted in favour of rural seats where the National Party
was dominant, the party emerged with 79 seats to the UP’s 71.
Explanation:
The rural people served the NP but there was still work to do for them in the urban areas.
Yes: But, due to the vagaries of an electoral system heavily weighted in favour of rural seats where the National Party
was dominant, the party emerged with 79 seats to the UP’s 71.
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Explanation:
The rural people served the NP but there was still work to do for them in the urban areas.
No: When all the parliamentary arithmetic was concluded, the National Party and its allies emerged with an overall
majority of five.
Explanation:
The NP won the election with the help of others.
Yes: This outcome was viewed by the party as a triumph in two distinct areas.
Explanation:
Apartheid win people over that’s why they join the NP.
No: This outcome was viewed by the party as a triumph in two distinct areas.
Explanation:
The NP won the elections with the help of others.
No: First, it was considered a triumph over the English-speaking electorate and the British from whom Afrikaners had
supposedly reclaimed the country to become, once again, masters in their own house.
Explanation:
The NP lure supporters from the UP with their clear policies on races, which was fight for by Hertzog and others
before Malan.
Yes: Second, and more significantly, it was considered a triumph over the black population.
Explanation:
The NP gain support because of their clear policy regarding the growing number of blacks.
Yes: It allowed the National Party to begin to address the so-called “native question”.
Explanation:
The NP gain support because of their clear policy regarding the growing number of blacks.
SOURCE C
Yes: Keep your city white.
Explanation:
The National Party used propaganda tactics like the election flyer to win over whites to vote for them.
Yes: vote for Apartheid.
Explanation:
The National Party used propaganda tactics like the election flyer to win over whites to vote for them.
Yes: An election flyer calls for the electoral to endorse apartheid by voting for L.A. Snyman, leader of the National
Party’s Braamfontein constituency, 1953
Explanation:
The National Party used propaganda tactics like the election flyer to win over whites to vote for them.
SOURCE D
Yes: Several reasons for the defeat of the United Party in the general election were advanced today by a leader of the
Nationalist Party, Mr B J Schoemen admitted to a representative of the Star that the result came as a great surprise to
the Nationalists, “We expected to gain several seats but nobody thought there would be such a landslide away from the
United Party.”
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Explanation:
The victory came as a surprise to the National Party, it must be the apartheid policy that attract more people.
No: Several reasons for the defeat of the United Party in the general election were advanced today by a leader of the
Nationalist Party, Mr B J Schoemen admitted to a representative of the Star that the result came as a great surprise to
the Nationalists, “We expected to gain several seats but nobody thought there would be such a landslide away from the
United Party.”
Explanation:
The victory came as a surprise to the National Party, it must be the apartheid policy that attract more people but
it might have been other reasons for the downfall of the United Party.
No: Mr Schoemen attributed the fall of government to management in matters affecting housing shortage and the high
cost of living had created serious misgivings among the electorate.
Explanation:
There were other factors apart from apartheid that caused the United Party to lose support.
No: These factors, together with the Government’s immigration policy had cost the United Party many votes, he said.
Explanation:
There were other factors apart from apartheid that caused the United Party to lose support.
Yes: He considered Mr Hofmeyr’s liberal policy also influenced the people to a great extent and that the number of
English-speaking voters had deserted the United Party on that account.
Explanation:
Hofmeyr and his Broederbond succeeded to convince a lot of people to join the NP.
No: He considered Mr Hofmeyr’s liberal policy also influenced the people to a great extent and that the number of
English-speaking voters had deserted the United Party on that account.
Explanation:
Many English voters left the UP due to other reasons.
SOURCE E
Yes: Smuts felt his unexpected defeat keenly.
Explanation:
The apartheid policy win votes for the NP.
No: Smuts felt his unexpected defeat keenly.
Explanation:
There were other reasons for the failure of the UP and Smuts was too old to make a comeback.
Yes: He had believed that his party was firmly established and had hoped to retire and hand the leadership to Hofmeyr,
for the strain of the war years had aged him and knew it.
Explanation:
Smuts thought that they would win the elections and he could go on retirement.
No: He had believed that his party was firmly established and had hoped to retire and hand the leadership to Hofmeyr,
for the strain of the war years had aged him and knew it.
Explanation:
He believed that they would win the elections but he did not take into consideration the illuminated ideas of
Hofmeyr which favoured the National Party.
Yes: “My old comrades have turned against me” he lamented to a friend.” Oom , Jannie,”the friend replied, “how could
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they turn against you? They are all dead.”
Explanation:
Many people left the UP because of the old fashioned ideas of Smuts, they prefer apartheid.
No: “My old comrades have turned against me” he lamented to a friend.” Oom , Jannie,”the friend replied, “how could
they turn against you? They are all dead.”
Explanation:
Many people left the UP because of the old fashioned ideas of Smuts.
Yes: The reply was devastating, but accurate.
Explanation:
Smuts was reminded that he need to retire from politics.
No: The reply was devastating, but accurate.
Explanation:
Smuts was reminded that he need to retire from politics.
Yes: Smuts and his ideas no longer held an appeal for the Afrikaners, who had shifted in their thousands from him to
Malan.
Explanation:
Smuts ideas was outdated, therefore many of his supporters left for the NP because they found the apartheid
policy attractive.
No: At the previous election in 1943, he had won with a majority of 54.
Explanation:
Smuts ideas was outdated, he hangs on to pass victories and forget to take the reality into account.
Yes: The swing was immense.
Explanation:
People voted for the NP because of the apartheid policy.
No: The swing was immense.
Explanation:
People voted against the UP because of their inability to solve problems.
No: Three years later the Nationalist Party amalgamated with the Afrikaner Party to restore the original name ‘National
Party’ and consolidate its majority in Parliament.
Explanation:
The NP and the Afrikaner Party become one due to good diplomatic tactics.
Yes: Three years later the Nationalist Party amalgamated with the Afrikaner Party to restore the original name ‘National
Party’ and consolidate its majority in Parliament.
Explanation:
The NP and the Afrikaner Party become one due to good diplomatic tactics because the Afrikaner Party found
the apartheid policy attractive.
Yes: Smuts was afraid that the Nationalists would declare a republic and take South Africa out of the Commonwealth
and feared that they would pursue extreme colour policies which would lead to political ostracism.
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Explanation:
Smuts was afraid that the NP will move away from the friendship with the United Kingdom and introduce the apartheid
policy, his fears became true.
No: Smuts was afraid that the Nationalists would declare a republic and take South Africa out of the Commonwealth
and feared that they would pursue extreme colour policies which would lead to political ostracism.
Explanation:
Smuts was afraid that the NP will move away from the friendship with the United Kingdom and introduce the apartheid
policy.
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MATHEMATICS
8227
Paper 1

Key Messages
Candidates who displayed good algebraic skills coped well with this paper. An alarming number of learners are not up
to standard for Paper 1’s work: specifically the algebraic execution of the work!
Candidates must be informed that if the question requires to show/prove something, the conclusion must always be
stated again.
It is important that candidates understand how to approach the “hence” part of a question.
Calculator and arithmetic skills of many candidates are not up to standard.
General comments
The standard of work in this examination was good for the able candidates, but the weaker candidates’ work is not well
executed. In general the work was done neatly and clearly. The marks ranged from 0 to 75.
The majority of candidates showed their working. Working can score marks, even if a final answer is wrong.
Although the formulae are given, quite a number of candidates were careless in using them correctly.
The algebraic work was very poor for candidates at this level. In question 3(a) and 11(a) it came forward that candidates
do not know that x even number x = 81, results into a positive and negative solution for x and x odd number x = 8,
results into only a positive value for x.
It seems that all candidates were able to finish in time. The weaker candidates left a lot of questions unanswered.
Comments on individual questions
Question 1
Candidates were very careless with their signs of the terms and although the question states non-zero value of p, the
0 was included at times.

Question 2
Many had no idea that the equation of a parabola needs an x2 term and simply tried with a straight line formula. In
general it was well answered.
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Question 3
The majority of candidates only gave x = 3 and in (b) hence means that the candidate needed to see the relationship
with the answers in (a) and not re-calculate the equation.

Question 4
Some candidates did not realize that v = ∫a dt and s = ∫ v dt and tried to use formulae from physics.
Many candidates did not find the value of “c” in 4(a) and lost marks in both parts of the question, since they are related.

Question 5
(a) Well answered, except for those that did not realize that it is a quadratic equation and a lot of
candidates could not solve this at this level.
(b) Even with the formulae given, candidates used them wrongly and the execution was done poorly.
To proof all steps must be shown to be convincing.
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Question 6
Well done in general, but candidates did not find the coordinate of P, some tried to find the unit vector instead.

→

→

A common wrong way of conclusion was to say “shown”, instead of stating that (AP) is perpendicular to (OP)

Question 7
Candidates must adhere to instructions, because many answers were not simplified.
Candidates did not read/understate the description of the metal plate, thinking it was only the shaded region.

Question 8
Many candidates tried to solve this by using the compound interest formulae and many used AP in (a) and GP in (b).
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Question 9
Well answered. Integration was done well, but wrong limits were applied by some candidates.

Question 10
In (a) candidates were very careless with their signs. When an inequality results into an answer between the two critical
values the answer must be written not as two separate inequalities.
In (b) it must be proved firstly and then come to a conclusion. A common wrong conclusion was that 13k2 is a perfect
square.

Question 11
Well done in general.
In (a) the differentiation was done correctly, but to solve for x seemed to be a problem and x3 = 8 resulted in x = ± 2.
In (b) candidates did not realize that the derivative of (a) was needed as the gradient of the tangent and used
∆y
m=
instead.
∆x
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Question 12
The whole question was poorly done.
(b) Candidates struggled to find the domain.
(c) Candidates who did not know their shapes and used the table method struggled to sketch neat
shapes and with that the domain was not taken into consideration. Candidates did not adhere to the
instruction to indicate the intercept with the axes or did not use 3sf instead of the exact value.
(d) Candidates did not realize that differentiation was required and used f ─1(x) instead.
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8227
Paper 2

General Comments:
The paper was of a good standard and fit for the level. The marks ranged between 0 and 75. It was clearly noticed that
a significant number of the candidates who entered this syllabus without a solid algebra basis, struggled to cope with
the majority of topics.
It should be noted that the emphasis in AS is more on the method and the mathematical process than on the final
solution. Complete methods should be shown at all times.
The presentation of the papers was of a high standard. Candidates must make sure to delete work that they do not
want to be marked at the specific question.
Candidates should be discouraged to work in pencil first and then to rewrite their work in pen. They often do not copy
the pencil properly and some accuracy is lost after the pencil is erased. Centres must NOT provide any additional
paper. Candidates do their work on these papers and then just copy the answers, which results in the loss of all the
marks for the specific question.
It is advised that answers should be left exact where possible. An answer of

18

or

3 2 is exact and is preferred

above the decimal version of 4.2426… Candidates should be encouraged only to round their final answer. This prevents
the loss of accuracy caused by premature rounding, especially in the Trigonometry questions.
The lack of basic arithmetic skills was sadly observed throughout the paper.
It was noted that some candidates used calculators that can differentiate and integrate. Candidates who use these,
must be taught to show all the steps of their working. No marks are awarded if only answers are given.
Most candidates took care to show their working, which allows them to gain marks for correct methods even when
their answers are wrong. However, candidates should be encouraged to show complete methods, especially when
they are asked to prove a quoted answer. It should be emphasised that “SHOWN” is NOT an acceptable conclusion.
Candidates may NOT work backwards from the quoted answer.
Candidates should realise that questions are structured in an attempt to help them. The earlier parts of a question are
often used in subsequent parts. The word “HENCE” is an indication that the previous answer must be used in order to
solve the specific question. Candidates must be taught how to interpret questions of this nature. If the question states
“hence” and the previous question is not used, no marks may be awarded for the solution. It should be noted that none
of the questions in this paper read “…hence, or otherwise, ….” If the “…. or otherwise….” is seen it is an indication that
the previous answer should assist the candidate to solve this question easier, but there are other (more complicated)
methods that could be used.
Most candidates finished the paper. It was clear from the candidate’s work that some centres did not complete the
syllabus for theme 2.
Some candidates tend to write the same solution in different forms. This should not be encouraged, as wrong working
could spoil perfectly correct methods and answers. There is no need to write
positive indices in the final solution.

3 −3 x
e
4

or any other exponents with

Candidates must not be encouraged to use tables and plotting points to enable them to draw basic graphs. The basic
shapes of the graphs, as well as their transformations must be taught.
Comments on specific questions:
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Question 1
(a) Very few candidates did not realise that they had to use the remainder theorem. Most candidate who
did not score full marks for this question, lost the last mark that was for solving the simultaneous
equations correctly.
(b) It was clear that many teachers teach the use of tables of the calculator to find the first factor. If tables are

1
was used. It should be noted
2
1 , the candidates
If synthetic division is used with the
2

used, it is advisable to search for integer factors. If was often seen that x =
that the factor will then be (2x – 1) and not

1

x− .
2


must be taught to divide the answer of 6x2 – 2x – 4 by 2 to find the correct quotient of 3x2 – x – 2 = (3x + 2)
(x – 1). Candidates often failed to find the 3 solutions after the 3 factors were found. This resulted in the loss of
the last accuracy mark. Some candidates also omitted the solution of the first factor, mostly x = 1 in the final
solution.
It was also regularly seen that candidates did not realise that they had to use the factor theorem and
randomly tried to factorise and solve an equation, which was often equal to – 2.

1 (a)

M1

4m – 2n = 56
4m + 2n = 0

m=7

1 (b)

M1

n = – 14

A1

x–1

M1

6x2 + x – 2
(x – 1)(2x – 1)(3x + 2)
x = 1 or x = or x =

A1
DM 1
A1

Substitute in x = - 2 to obtain
−16 + 4m − 2n + 5 =
45 , allow one slip.
Substitute in x = +2 to obtain
16 + 4m + 2n + 5 =
21 , allow one slip.

Finding first factor together with division with 2
terms correct.
For the correct quadratic
Solving quadratic
Answers with no working, only 0/4

7

Question 2
The answer to this question was quoted and it was expected of candidates to integrate

8
2x +1

to find

8ln(2 x + 1)
2

to which the two boundaries 4 and 1 had to be applied correctly. It was regularly seen that candidates did not put the
(2x + 1) in brackets and then could not deal with the boundaries properly. As the answer was quoted, candidates were
expected to show all their algebraic working. 4ln 9 – 4ln 3 could not be written to ln 81 without using any logarithmic
laws. 4ln 9 – 4ln 3 could also not be equated to ln 81 by working out the decimal version 4.39444… and then conclude
that the two are equal. This was a definite integral, so there is no use to add the constant (c).

2

B1

B1for kln(2x + 1)

B1

B1for

8
ln(2x + 1)
2

4 ln(8 + 1) – 4ln(2 + 1)

= 4 ln 3
= ln 81

M1

E1

8
ln(2x + 1)
2

For applying limits correctly to an
integral of the form k ln ( 2 x + 1)
Use log laws and establish the
given result

4

Question 3
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Most candidates could use a correct method to calculate the two critical values (1 and – 2).
From this point onwards, the minority of the candidates succeeded to conclude with the correct DOUBLE
INEQUALITY. It should be noted that it is one region and the final answer must be one inequality and not
two separate inequalities.
A very common mistake seen was 3x + 3 = –x + 5 instead of 3x + 3 = – x – 5. This resulted in the loss of the
second method mark, as well as both accuracy marks.

3 9x2 + 18x + 9 < x2 + 10x + 25

M1

8x2 + 8x – 16 < 0 or = 0
(x + 2)(x – 1) < 0 or = 0
–2<x<1

A1
M1
A1

For squaring both sides (condone inclusion of
= rather than <)
Obtain two critical values
Must be a single inequality

OR

Consider one linear equation or inequality to
obtain 1 critical value
Consider another linear equation or inequality
to obtain another critical value
Obtain the critical values 1 and – 2
–2<x<1

M1

3 x + 3 <, >, or = x + 5

M1
A1
A1

3 x + 3 <, >, or =− x − 5

Must be a single inequality

4

Question 4
(a) The minority of candidates scored any marks in this question. Candidates must be taught to study
the basic shapes of the exponential and logarithmic graphs, as well as their transformations. Most
candidates tried to use the table function in the calculator and ended up with a shape that is not a
smooth descending exponential curve, with the x-axis as asymptote. It should also be noted that the
time starts at t = 0. The descending curve must only be in the first quadrant.
(b) It was occasionally seen that candidates just tried out different numbers (“trial and error method”) and
then concluded to a number of weeks. It is not an acceptable method for Advanced Subsidiary Level.
It was expected of candidates to be able to deal with the appropriate algebra. The question asked for
the number of complete weeks. The expectation was to first see the decimal version of exactly the
half of 5000, followed by a conclusion.

4 (a)

4 (b)
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B1

Correct shape in the first quadrant only

B1

5000 seen with a correct shape (allow if in 2nd
quadrant)

2500 = 5000e – 0.02t
– 0.02t = ln 0.5
t = 34.657

B1
M1

t = 34

A1

For a complete method to find t, condone use of
inequalities
Accept: 35
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Question 5
(a) Most candidates realised that the derivative of ln x is
thought that

ln x =

1
.
x

1.
x

It was sadly very often seen that candidates

Very few candidates realised that they had to use the product rule to

differentiate x ln x. Some candidates wrongly attempted to apply logarithmic laws to the expression.
Another common mistake was to apply brackets around
ln(x – x). Candidates did not realise that they changed the whole expression by adding brackets.
Sadly, it was often seen that
accuracy mark.

x
+ ln x − 1 was not simplified to ln x.
x

This resulted in the loss of the final

(b) This question states “Hence evaluate….”. Candidates were expected to realise that an integral is an
anti-derivative. They were expected to apply the two boundaries to the given expression in part (a).
		

The correct answer was often seen from incorrect working or no working at all. This meant that the candidate
used a calculator that can evaluate definite integrals. These candidates did not score any marks. Complete
methods must be shown at all times.

Question 6
(a) Most candidates could use the two formulae correctly and then replace the appropriate trigonometric
ratios. After the initial two marks, most candidates failed to score the final two marks, due to very poor
arithmetic skills. Once again, it was a quoted answer and no steps may be skipped in the process
leading to the quoted answer.
(b) Many candidates, again, did not realise that they needed to use the quoted answer to the previous
question. Those that realised that they had to do that, often sadly did not know that they needed to
write the equation to tan x. It was seen regularly that candidates correctly concluded that
, but failed to convert that correctly to

tan x =

cot x = 3

1
in order to find the solution of 30°. A common
3

wrong answer given was 60°. An acute angle was asked. Candidates who gave 2 solutions instead of
one, lost the accuracy mark.
The question was given in degrees, so the solution had to be in degrees.
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Question 7
Most candidates could correctly differentiate the parametric equations. Very few candidates realised that they needed
to equate y = 0 in order to find the t-values where the curve meets the x-axis. They then needed to substitute these t
values to find the appropriate x-values.
Sadly, many candidates concluded that x = 0 will give the points where the curve meets the x-axis. Very few candidates
scored more than the two marks for the differentiation for this question.

Question 8
(a) In general, this question was answered very well. It was occasionally seen that candidates failed to
conclude after they found the two values 13 and – 2. It was expected that they refer to “change of
sign” in order to gain the mark for the conclusion.
(b) Most candidates answered this question successfully and scored both marks. It was occasionally
seen that candidates attempted to work backwards from the answer, which resulted in the loss of all
the marks.
(c) (i)

Some candidates failed to use the given value x = 2 as a starting value. These candidates
lost all the marks for this question. Other candidates were confused with the given notation.
Throughout, the first two solutions the candidates wrote down were marked. It was also seen
that the required accuracy of 5 d.p. was not adhered to. No marks were awarded for accuracy
less than 5 d.p..

(c) (ii)

Many candidates did not realise that they had to continue with the iteration process they started
in the previous question to find the solution to the given iterative formula. Some candidates found
the correct solution, but did not realise that was the answer to the question. They substituted
it into the given formula. If the correct solution was seen in the substitution, candidates were
awarded the mark.
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Question 9
(a) The minority of the candidates realised that they needed to divide both terms in the numerator by the
denominator. Those who realised that, often had difficulty dealing with the index rules correctly.
Sadly, it was often seen that candidates attempted to use the quotient rule, not realising that there is
no quotient rule for integration in their syllabus.
This is an indefinite integral and it was expected that they add a constant value (c) to the expression.
There was no need to leave the final answer with positive indices.
(b) Many candidates could not deal with the identity given on the formula sheet correctly. Untidy and
careless work was seen in this question. Often cos²x was replaced by cos 2x. Some candidates
attempted to use the identity sin²x + cos²x = 1, which did not help them to obtain an expression in
terms of cos 2x. Once again, this is an indefinite integral and the final accuracy mark was lost for
omitting the constant.

Question 10
(a) Candidates must take more care with the writing of implicit derivates. Many candidates wrote it in the
unsimplified form and expected markers to do the differentiation for them.

d
d dy d
dy d
d
3 x × y + 3 x y − 5 y − 2 x 2 = 6 had to be followed by the next step
dx
dy dx dy dx dx
dx
dy
dy
dy
the subject of the formula.
3 y + 3x − 5 − 4 x =
0 before the candidate attempted to make
dx
dx
dx

		

It was

often seen that candidates wrongly attempted to work backwards from the quoted answer.

(b) This question proved to be difficult for the majority of candidates. Most did not realise that they had
to use the equation at the top of the question to find the value corresponding to

		

x = – 1. This enabled them to find the appropriate gradient of the tangent, using the solution to the previous
question. The gradient of the normal is perpendicular to the tangent. The perpendicular gradient had to be
used with the calculated coordinate to find the equation of the normal.
Many candidates wrongly assumed the gradient and / or y = 0. Many of those who succeeded in calculating
a gradient, failed to find the perpendicular gradient before they attempted to find the equation of the normal.
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Question 11
(a) It was shocking how poorly the logarithmic laws were used in this question, considering that logarithms are
also part of the Ordinary level (6131) syllabus. Many candidates used the ln as a constant that they can
expand into the brackets or alternatively that every term can just be divided by a ln. A very common mistake
seen was that candidates wrote the RHS as

ln 3x 2
3x 2
instead of the correct ln
.
ln(2 x − 1)
2x −1

(b) The hence in this question expected the candidates to solve the quadratic equation given in part
(a) and then conclude that x = 2n. This enabled them to calculate the 2 expected n-values. Most
candidates who found the correct x-values, failed to continue to find the correct n-values. Some of
those who succeeded in finding both n-values, wrongly concluded that n = – 0.585 is not a valid solution.
Most candidates attempted to start the question from scratch and showed very poor use of index rules. It
was very often seen that 3 × 2n was wrongly simplified to 6n.

Question 12
(a) This question required that RADIANS must be used. Candidates must be taught to work with radians
if the domain is given in radians and with degrees if the domain is given in degrees. It is not advisable
that they first do calculations in degrees and then convert the answer to radians. This often resulted
in the loss of accuracy due to premature rounding.
(i)

Sadly, it was very often seen that the angle was calculated as 45°, which resulted in the loss of the
accuracy mark. The solutions were expected to be left as
versions.

(ii)

18 or 2 3 and

1
πð instead of the decimal
4

Candidates who calculated this solution in degrees lost all the marks in this question. Furthermore,
those who used radians, often rounded the value of è
ϴ−

1
πð ==
0.123095...
to 3 s.f. already,
0.123095...
4

		
which lead to the loss of accuracy in the final answer. Candidates should be encouraged to
always write the solution more accurately and only round the final solution.
(b) Many candidates did not realise that they had to use the identity in the formula sheet to convert the
double angle tan2x to angles in terms of tan x. Those who realised what they had to do, very often
failed to do the algebra and arithmetic correctly. Sadly, many candidates concluded that tan 2x × tan
x = tan22x or a variety of other wrong versions, by presuming that tanx and tan2x are like terms that
can be multiplied together.
		The domain was given in degrees. Candidates who ignored the given domain and calculated more than the
required 2 angles, lost both accuracy marks.
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PHYSICS
8225
Paper 2
Key messages
•
•
•
•

•

•

Candidates are sometimes unable to gain full credit because their descriptions are not given with sufficient detail,
and they would benefit from providing more detail.  Often answers are made unclear through the omission of certain
key words and inappropriate use of everyday language.
Candidates should be encouraged to learn precisely certain definitions, laws and principles.  The omission of a
single key word can lead to marks not being awarded if it is an important part of a definition.
It is important not to prematurely round values to two significant figures at intermediate stages within a calculation
as this may lead to an incorrect final answer.  Candidates should instead wait until they obtain a final answer before
rounding to an appropriate number of significant figures.  Never round to 1 significant figure.
Candidates need to present clearly all of their working in extended mathematical questions.   Well presented
calculations show all the discrete steps in a logical order.  This will often enable marks to be gained for the working
even when a mistake has been made with the final answer.  No marks are awarded for mentioning the formula, if
not specifically asked.
Many questions at AS Level require candidates to perform unit conversions, for example from mm2 to m2 or from
g to kg.  Errors due to incorrect unit conversions can add up over a number of different question parts and make
a significant difference to the final mark for the paper.  Candidates should continually practise converting between
units when performing calculations.
It is important that candidates practise answering questions that are of the same standard as those in the examination.  
Working through past papers is a way of achieving this.

GENERAL COMMENTS
A wide range of marks were awarded on this paper.   There were some question parts that were deliberately very
challenging in order to discriminate between stronger candidates.  Other question parts were very straightforward to
ensure that weaker candidates had opportunities to score marks.
Blank pages at the end of scripts may suggest that some candidates had insufficient time to complete the questions.  
However, these blank pages usually appeared in the scripts of weaker candidates and may have resulted from
unfamiliarity with some  subject content.
Many candidates had difficulty in calculating numerical values.  Frequently, the method and substitution were correct but
the final answer demonstrated a lack of calculator skills.  Candidates should be encouraged to consider whether any
answer is physically reasonable, rather than just accepting a calculator answer as being correct.
COMMENTS ON INDIVIDUAL QUESTIONS
1

(a) (i)

The definition of mass was well known.  The majority of candidates  correctly referred to  the
quantity of matter.  Some candidates used incorrect terms such as amount of substance or the
number of molecules.  A significant number described mass in terms of weight and gravitational
field strength, whilst others expressed it in terms of density and volume.  These expressions are
used  to define gravitational field strength and density respectively and are not appropriate here.
Mark scheme / expected answers
Mass is the property of a body that resists change in motion.

(a) (ii)

The most common incorrect definition of force was ‘the product of mass and acceleration’.
Candidates would benefit from improving their knowledge of the definitions in the syllabus.
Mark scheme / expected answers
Force is the rate of change of momentum.

(b) (i)

The majority of candidates could not recall the formula of the volume of a sphere.  There were
many answers which had been set out poorly, with all the working on a single line with the
answer from one calculation running into the next.  These answers are often so unclear that it is
impossible to award credit.  Candidates should be encouraged to lay out their working as clearly
as possible.
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Mark scheme / expected answers

(b) (ii)

Candidates did not appreciate the fact that the unit for volume is to the power of 3.  Power-of-ten  
errors caused  by wrongly interpreting the prefixes of the units given was a common mistake.
Mark scheme / expected answers

(c) When doing calculations no uncertainties should be included.  Candidates did not square the value
for speed when calculating the kinetic energy.  When using the formula P = F v, it should be stressed
that the AVERAGE velocity should be used.  The majority of candidates wrongly used 12 m.s-1.
Mark scheme / expected answers

2

It is evident that many centers did not do this topic in detail.
(a) Many answers did not contain enough detail to gain full credit.  Candidates often did not make it clear
that the object will return to its original shape after the force has been removed.
Mark scheme / expected answers
Elastic deformation is reversible when the stress is removed.
(b) (i)

Many candidates used a small range for the change in the force or chose points that were difficult
to read, and then obtained an inaccurate value for k. For the unit, candidates are advised to use
units given on the graph and convert them to basic SI-units.
Mark scheme / expected answers

(b) (ii)

A minority of candidates realised that SI-units have to be used for the answer to be in J.
Mark scheme / expected answers

(c) This question was only accessible to the better candidate.
Mark scheme / expected answers
elastic potential energy = area under graph
Calculate area of 1 square / 1 block
Energy = number of squares / blocks × area of square / block
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(d) Although clearly stated that the sketch graph should be on Figure 2.2, many candidates opted to draw
a graph in the empty space at the bottom of the page.  These graphs could not be awarded with any marks.
Mark scheme / expected answers
Graph starts at 23.0 N and 9.6 cm and decreases.
Graph ends at a non-zero value on x-axis less than 4.0 cm.
Question 3
(a) Answers were generally very good, with most candidates showing a clear calculation and answer.  
Weaker candidates did not convert the distance to m.
Mark scheme / expected answers

(b) Only the minority of candidates realized that an expression has a variable and is not a value.
Mark scheme / expected answers
(distance due east =) 0.75 t
(c) There were very few correct answers.  Only the strongest candidates were able to give the correct
equation and calculate the time.  The majority were not able to deduce the equation because their
answer in (b) was incorrect.
Mark scheme / expected answers

Question 4
(a) (i)

The minority of candidates scored 2 marks.   Most candidates calculated the period by using
all 9 blocks horizontally.  Only the better candidate realized that only 1 wave has to be used to
calculate the period.
Mark scheme / expected answers

(a) (ii)

Almost all the candidates could state the correct wave equation.
Mark scheme / expected answers
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(a) (iii)

It is evident that candidates do not fully and clearly understand phase difference.  The majority
did draw a phase difference of 180°.
Mark scheme / expected answers
Same amplitude and same frequency with correct phase difference for at least two complete waves,
The peaks and troughs directly above / below the zero position of the original wave.

(b) (ii)

Candidates needed to state the principle of superposition in precise terms.  Some candidates
only said that the waves ‘superpose’.  It was important to state that the waves must overlap and
that the resultant displacement is the sum of the displacement of each wave.  A common mistake
was to say that the ‘resultant wave is the sum of the individual waves’ which was too vague
as there was no mention of displacement. Another common mistake was to refer to amplitude
instead of displacement.

Mark scheme / expected answers

Question 5
The vast majority of the answers were correct.  Candidates should however be sensitized to use the correct spelling for
names of scientists.
Mark scheme / expected answers
(a) Doppler (effect)
The distance between wave fronts / wavelength changes / decreases / waves being pushed together
(causing a change in frequency)
(b)
(c) The observed wavelength is longer/frequency is lower.
Greater velocity between earth and the star (so moving away).
Question 6
(a) The vast majority of the answers were correct.
Mark scheme / expected answers
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(i)

((Q = I × t ) = 5.0 × 4.0 = ) 20 (C)

(ii)

((V = W/Q) = 760/20 = ) 38 (V)
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(b) Many candidates calculated volume instead of area of the conductor.
The majority of the candidates were able to recall and use the relevant symbol formula.
Mark scheme / expected answers
R= 38 / 5 or 7.6 Ω
A = π (0.6 x 10-3)2 or 1.13 x 10-6 m2
ρ = (38/5.0) x π (0.6 x 10-3)2 /45 =)  = 1.9 x 10-7 (Ω m)
(c) (i)

The majority of the candidates were able to recall and use the relevant symbol formula.  When
substituting many candidates wrongly used the total charge and not the charge of one charge
carrier.  Candidates should understand the difference.
Mark scheme / expected answers

(d) (i)

Candidates should be reminded constantly that these questions must be answered in detail and
not in general.
Mark scheme / expected answers
The drift velocity is halved.

Question 7
(a) Most candidates gave the correct answer.
Mark scheme / expected answers

(b) (i)

Most candidates could recall the correct formula but forgot to convert the distance between the
two plates to m.
Mark scheme / expected answers

(b) (ii)

Candidates did not realize that alpha particles have two protons and omitted to multiply the
elementary charge by 2.
Mark scheme / expected answers
(F = EQ =) 70 000 × 2 × 1.6 × 10-19 = 2.2 × 10-14 (N)

(b) (iii)

The majority of candidates only were awarded 1 mark as the drawings were done hastily.  As
soon as the line shows an upward trend somewhere the second mark was not awarded.
Mark scheme / expected answers
Path moves towards the negative plate,
Starts to curve downwards (in the shape of a parabola) towards the negative plate between the plates.

(c) Most candidates gave the correct answer.  Great care should be taken to correctly spell particles.
Mark scheme / expected answers
(i)

Down down up / ddu

(ii)

An up quark changes into down quark
emission of positron
and (electron) neutrino.
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8225
Paper 3
GENERAL COMMENTS
The overall standard of the NSSCAS 8225 Physics Paper 3 appeared to be more challenging to the average learner
compared to the NSSCH Paper 3 Practical Test. This difference in standard is expected because the NSSCAS Paper
3 focuses on Advanced Practical Skills compared to the NSSCH Paper 3 Practical Test. In particular, the Mathematical
requirements to be applied in NSSCAS Physics are more in terms of both depth and volume, as specified in the
NSSCAS Physics syllabus that learners are required to apply arithmetic, algebra, geometry and trigonometry, vectors
and graphs throughout the NSSCAS Physics course (NSSCAS Physics syllabus, page 5).
It should be emphasised that in order for learners to be well prepared for the 8225 Physics paper 3, there is a need
to focus on ANNEXE A: Assessment criteria for Paper 3 (Advanced Practical Skills) on page 31 to page 39 of the
8225 Physics syllabus. This annexe stipulates clearly the marking scheme for Paper 3 (page 32) in terms of the three
main skills which are assessed (manipulation, measurement and observations; presentation of data and observation;
analysis, conclusion and evaluation) as well as the breakdown of marks per skill.
The Supervisor’s Reports from many centres included useful detail about difficulties encountered in the experiments
and any help given to candidates. This information is useful to the Examiners who can take it into account when
marking candidates’ work. When this information is provided, candidates who have recorded readings that are outside
of the expected range can still be given credit where appropriate.
For some centres, there were many excellent scripts; the candidates’ work was of a good standard, and with data and
graphs presented clearly. Working was usually clear and legible. Candidates did not seem to be short of time and both
questions were attempted by most candidates. They demonstrated good skills in the generation and handling of data
but could improve by giving more thought to the analysis and evaluation of experiments.
Candidates should be encouraged to draw tables carefully using ruled lines and, where possible, record data
systematically. For graph work, candidates should be encouraged to use a 30 cm ruler to draw lines of best fit and to
provide legible scale markings on axes. Supervisors are reminded that help should not be given with the recording of
results, graphical work or analysis.
Key messages
•

Candidates need to remember to state their recorded measurements to the precision of their measuring instruments
e.g. ruler used for measuring the length L in 1(a) and distance d in 2(a)(ii) and 2(c) to the nearest 1mm (0.1cm;
0.001 m).

•

Candidates should then be encouraged to undertake repeated readings (at least two) especially if a time is asked
for, e.g. time t in 2(b)(i). Each raw reading should have the same degree of precision (number of decimal places).

•

In answering Question 2, candidates should be reminded that limitations and suggestions for improvement must
be focused on the experiment. General points such as ‘avoid parallax error’ or ‘use more precise measuring
instruments’ or ‘use better apparatus’ will not gain credit without further detail. As candidates take measurements,
they should ask themselves ‘why is this measurement difficult to take?’ and then ‘is there a better method I could
use to take this measurement accurately?’

COMMENTS ON SPECIFIC QUESTIONS
1

(a) Many candidates recorded the value of L that was in the expected range. Answers were generally
provided to the nearest cm e.g. 60 (cm). Candidates need to remember to state their recorded
measurements to the precision of their measuring instruments, in this case it is expected that 60 cm
be recorded as 60.0 cm (to the nearest mm).
Many candidates recorded the value of I to the nearest mA and in the expected range.
(b) Table of results
A reasonable number of candidates were awarded credit for the column headings, stating the quantity and
correct unit. A few candidates omitted either the unit or the separating mark for one or more of the columns.
The heading and the unit should be separated by a solidus or by using brackets around the unit.
One common error was the omission of a suitable separating mark between the quantity and unit, for example
1
writing 1 mA-1 instead of 1 / mA-1 1 or (mA-1). Some candidates gave the unit of 1 as mA instead of mA-1
I
I
I
I
I
and lost marks as a result.
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Successful collection of data and observations
Most candidates were able to collect six sets of values of L and I without assistance from the Supervisor. A
minority of candidates collected more results. A few candidates collected five or fewer. In a few cases the
trend was wrong, possibly caused by a reversed metre rule scale.
Range of readings
Some candidates extended their range of length L of wire to below 30 cm and/or above 100 cm. Other
candidates fell just short of this range (30 cm to 100 cm). Candidates are encouraged to use the full limit
possible with the apparatus provided, in this case the range was specified in the question as 30.0 cm to 100.0
cm.
Consistency in presentation of raw readings
Many candidates correctly recorded their raw values for L to the nearest 0.1 cm. Some candidates recorded
L to the nearest cm (e.g. 10 cm) without considering that they can make the measurement to the nearest mm
using the ruler provided.
Some candidates added a trailing zero to the end of their number if it was less than 10.0 cm and/or omitted a
trailing zero at the end of their number if it was equal to or greater than 100.0 so that the number of significant
figures was the same down the column (e.g. 15.0, 9.00, 5.00, 100 cm). This was penalised as the number of
decimal places in the raw readings of L must reflect the precision of the ruler used (i.e.15.0, 9.0, 5.0, 100.0
cm). As the ruler measuring L can be read to the nearest mm, the number of decimal places in L must be
consistent down all raw data columns and not the number of significant figures.
Many candidates recorded all values of I to the same number of decimal places as expected.
Significant figures
1
Many candidates recorded their calculated values for I to the correct number of significant figures, i.e. to the
same number of significant figures as (or one more than) the number of significant figures in the raw values
of I. Some candidates either stated too many or too few significant figures, or aimed to be consistent in their
use of decimal places at the expense of significant figures. This often increased the amount of scatter in the
results plotted on the grid.
Calculations
1
A satisfactory number of candidates calculated I correctly. A few candidates rounded their final answers
incorrectly, including rounding to only one significant figure. A significant number of candidates made mistakes
1
by ignoring the exponents in their calculations, for example
recorded as 3.33 instead of 3.33 × 10-3.
300
(c) (i) Layout (axes)
The best graphs had scales chosen to give simple intervals (using ratios of 1, 2 or 5 to a 2 cm square) as
well as making good use of the available grid area, and each axis was labelled with the plotted quantity.
1
Candidates were required to plot a graph of I on the y-axis against L on the x-axis. A significant number
of candidates plotted points carefully using a sharp pencil. Candidates could improve by ensuring scales
(in either the x or y direction) are chosen to spread out plotted points to occupy the whole of the graph grid,
rather than points being squashed into a small part of the grid. Compressed scales (where the plotted
points occupy less than four large squares in the x or less than five large squares in the y direction) were
often seen and also did not gain credit. This may have arisen because of the candidate’s perceived need
to start the graph at the true origin. Candidates are encouraged to use the false origin where appropriate.
A few weaker candidates set the minimum and maximum reading in the table to be the minimum and
maximum of the graph grid, leading to time-consuming work plotting and using the scales. Awkward
scales cannot be awarded credit and it was very common for candidates using such scales to make
further mistakes with subsequent read-offs. Some candidates used irregular (i.e. non-linear) scales.
Irregular scales could not be given credit, and often the data could not be awarded credit for quality
either because the error was often in the region of the plotted points. Candidates should be encouraged
to set up their graphs to make them easy to work with in later parts of the question i.e. gradients and
y-intercepts.
Plotting of points
Small crosses generally produce the clearest plotted points as long as the pencil is sharp. The use of
large dots (with diameter greater than 1 mm) is not awarded credit because the accuracy of their position
cannot be judged.
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Candidates need to draw points with a diameter equal to or less than half a small square (1 mm). They can
improve by carefully checking that points are plotted in the correct position. If a point seems anomalous,
candidates should be encouraged to check the plotting and to repeat the measurement if necessary. If
such a point is ignored in assessing the line of best fit, the anomalous point should be labelled clearly,
e.g. by circling the point. There is no credit specifically for identifying an anomalous point, so candidates
should be reminded that they do not need to identify an anomalous point if they do not think they have
one. Any data recorded in the table must be plotted on the graph.
Quality
The quality of the candidates’ data was judged by the scatter of points about a straight-line trend. In
the some cases this was good and so credit was awarded. Some candidates lost marks because of a
negative trend. A mark was awarded for a positive trend of points.
(ii)

Good candidates drew suitable lines of best fit which had a balanced distribution of points
either side along the entire length. In some cases, a stray point was apparently ignored without
explanation. If such a point is to be ignored in assessing the line of best fit, the anomalous point
should be labelled clearly (e.g. by circling the point). Candidates should not ignore more than
one point in this way. Some candidates were not awarded credit for their line because of using a
short ruler and having to extend their line to cover the range of their plotted points. Kinks, hairy,
feathery, breaks and joins in the line are often apparent in such cases and are penalised.
Some candidates joined the first and last points on the graph or any three points on a straight line
regardless of the distribution of the other points. Others joined the plotted points from point to point with
a ruler, forming zig-zag patterns. There should always be a balanced distribution of points either side
of the line along the entire length. Candidates should be encouraged to draw the line according to the
positions of the plotted points, and not to force the line through the origin.

(iii)

Some candidates used a suitably large triangle to calculate the gradient, gaining credit for correct
∆y
read-offs, and substituted into
. Candidates need to check that the triangle for calculating
∆x
the gradient is large enough (the hypotenuse should be greater than half the length of the line drawn).
Other candidates needed to check that the read-offs used were within half a small square (1mm) of the
∆y
∆x
(not
). The equation, if used, m(x – x1) =
line of best fit and show clearly the substitution into
∆x
∆y
(y – y1) should be shown with substitution of read-offs. There were many instances of incorrect read-offs,
and many candidates would benefit from double-checking their read-offs. Instead of read-offs, some
candidates used table points that were not on their line and this was not credited. Many candidates were
able to correctly read off the y-intercept at x = 0 directly from the graph, but a large number of candidates
incorrectly read off the y-intercept when there was a false origin. Some candidates correctly substituted
a read-off into y = mx + c to determine the y-intercept. Others needed to check that the point chosen (if
it was from the table) was on the line of best fit drawn.

(d) This question was very well answered. The majority of candidates were able to record a value of
e.m.f within the expected range.
(e) The majority of candidates only scored 1 out of 3 at this part. Many candidates recognised that K =
gradient. However, most candidates mistakenly took Z as equal to the y-intercept instead of relating
Z
1
y = mx + c to
= KL + Z to deduce that c = E therefore Z = C × E. Many candidates therefore
I
E
failed to score this mark. As a result, most of the candidates were able to deduce the unit for the gradient
correctly, but were unable to deduce the unit for constant Z because of the fact that they did not recognise
how constant z was to be determined as Z = C × E. Some candidates omitted the units altogether.
Candidates should remember that they should be able to determine the units for these constants.
Answers to Question 1
Question
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Answer

Marks

(a)

Value of L in the range 58.0 cm to 62.0 cm and value I in the range 100 mA
to 400 mA.

(b)

Table of results:
1 (M1)
1
Column headings for L, I and .
I
Each column heading must contain a quantity and a unit where appropriate.
The unit must conform to accepted scientific convention e.g. 1/I / A-1 or 1/I
(A-1) 1/I / mA-1 or 1/I (mA-1)
Accept separating mark as a solidus, brackets.
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1

Successful collection of data and observations
Six sets of readings with correct trend as L increases, I decreases scores
three marks, five sets two marks and four sets 1 mark.

3 (M2)

Range of readings
at least one value of L less than or equal to 40.0 cm and one value of L
greater than or equal to 90.0 cm

3 (M2)

Consistency of presentation of raw readings:
All values of L given to the nearest millimetre
All values of I given to the same number of decimal places.

1 (M4)
1

Significant figures in 1 must be given to the same sf (or one more) than the 1 (M5)
I
sf in I

(c) (i)

1
1 (M6)
Calculations for I .
Layout (axes):
1
Scales must be chosen so that the plotted points occupy at least half the
graph grid in both x and y directions.
Axes labelled with the quantity (and unit) being plotted, e.g.
1
x-axis: L / cm and y-axis: I / mA-1
Sensible scales must be used.
Do not accept awkward scales (e.g. 3:10) or fractions.
Place regularly-spaced numerical labels along each axis at least every 4 cm
Plotting of points:
All observations in the table must be plotted on the grid.
Diameters of plotted points must be ≤ 1mm. (no blobs)
Points must be plotted to an accuracy of ≤ 1mm in both x and y directions.

1

Quality:
1
Trend of points must be positive.
All points in the table must be plotted (at least 5) on the grid for this mark to
be awarded.
(c) (ii)

1
Trend line (line of best fit):
Judge by balance of all points on the grid about the candidate’s line (at least
5 points).
There must be an even distribution of points either side of the line along the
full length.
Allow one anomalous point (indicated i.e. circled or labelled by the
candidate). There must be at least five points left after the anomalous point
is disregarded.
Lines must not be kinked or thicker than half a small square

(c) (iii)

Gradient:
The hypotenuse of the triangle used should be greater than half the length
of the drawn line.
Both read-offs from the line must be accurate to ≤ 1 mm in both x and y
directions.
The method of calculation must be correct. Do not allow ∆x/∆y.

1

y-intercept:
1
Correct read-off from a point on the line and substituted correctly into y = mx
+ c or an equivalent expression.
Read-off accurate to ≤ 1 mm in both x and y directions. or
Intercept read directly from the graph, with read-off at L = 0, accurate ≤ 1 mm
in y direction
(d)

Value of E in the range 2.2 V ‒ 3.4 V

1

(e)

K = candidate’s gradient value

1

Z = E × candidate’s y-intercept value

1

Units
K: A-1 m-1 or mA-1 cm-1
Z: V A-1 or V mA-1

1

[20]
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2

(a) (i)

This question was the most accessible in the whole question paper.
Most candidates correctly recorded the mass of the block to the appropriate degree of precision.

(ii)

Just like in question 1(a) with regards to the value of length L, many candidates recorded the
value of d that was in the expected range. Answers were generally provided to the nearest cm
e.g. 60 (cm) while the answer line specifies for the length to be recorded in metres. Candidates
need to remember to state their recorded measurements to the precision of their measuring
instruments, in this case it is expected that 60 cm be recorded as 0.600 m (to the nearest mm).
The majority of candidates recorded the mass m of the mass hanger in the expected range and to the
appropriate degree of precision.

(iii)

(b) (i)

Stronger candidates, on the one hand, realised that the measurement of d was difficult to measure
to the nearest mm and so the absolute uncertainty in their value was greater than the precision
of the ruler scale. On the other hand, stronger candidates who repeated the measurement for d
were also able to recognise that they needed to express the uncertainty as half the range of the
repeated readings.
Some candidates carried out this part competently. They were able to recognise that the
measurements of time should be repeated and recorded consistent raw data. Other weaker
candidates appeared to have little experience of the process and several types of error were
seen. In most cases, there was no evidence of repeated measurements with averaging.

(ii)

Most candidates were able to correctly carry out this calculation by using their values from (a)
(ii) and (b)(i). Most candidates scored at least 1 out of 2 marks at this part. They mostly lost
the 1 mark because there was no evidence of repeated readings. Others lost the 1 mark by not
rounding of their answer to the appropriate number of significant figures.

(iii)

This question proved to be one of the least accessible in the whole question paper. Candidates
found it difficult to justify the number of significant figures they had given for the value of a with
reference to the number of significant figures used in their time t and distance d (since both d and
t had the same number of significant figures). Many candidates stated either ‘raw readings’ or
‘least number of significant figures used in the calculation’ without making reference to what the
raw quantity actually was, or incorrectly involved m in their justification while m is not part of the
quantities used to calculate a.

(c) Stronger candidates were able to record d, m, t and a in the expected range and to the appropriate
degree of precision. Some candidates lost marks for example because they had a greater value of t
compared to t in (b)(i) when it was expected to be a lesser value as per the experimental procedure.
Other candidates lost marks because the degree of precision of t was inconsistent with the degree of
precision of t recorded in (b)(i).
(d) Many candidates were able to calculate g for the two sets of data, showing their working clearly. A
significant number of candidates incorrectly rearranged the equation or inadvertently substituted the
wrong values. Others simply wrote down the memorised value of g = 9.81 from data booklets by
recall, without recognising that they needed to make use of their own data to calculate this value.
(e) Only a handful of candidates scored this mark. The majority of candidates ignored or overlooked
the 5% value which is given in the question and they went ahead and tested the relationship against
their own specified numerical percentage uncertainty as a criterion, commonly using 10%, 20%. This
deviation from the given 5% was penalised. Some candidates omitted the criterion altogether and
just gave general statements such as ‘this is valid because the values are close to each other’ or
‘strongly supported’ without any working, which could not be accepted. Occasionally candidates gave
a contradictory statement such as ‘my results do not support this relationship as my % difference is
less than 5%’ or vice versa, in which case they were supposed to deduce that if their % difference less
than the given 5% then their results support the relationship, and vice versa.
(f)

For both the limitations and improvements, candidates are advised, where appropriate, to state both
the quantity being measured, example time t, distance d, and the reason for any uncertainty. Many
candidates gave partial statements in one or more of their responses and so were unable to gain
credit for these.
A good answer, for example, would be ‘there is an uncertainty in t because it is difficult to start the stop
watch and release the mass at the same time’: a difficulty is identified and the candidate specifies which
measurement is affected.
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For the limitations, the majority of candidates recognised that calculating two values of g is insufficient to draw
a valid conclusion. Some candidates incorrectly linked the lack of g values to accuracy whereas others gave
insufficient statements such as ‘two g values are not enough’. Careful use of language was needed here as
some candidates stated two readings were not enough to ‘conclude the experiment’ (which means in effect, to
end the experiment) instead of meaning to reach a conclusion or candidates referred to taking results rather
than drawing a conclusion.
A significant number of candidates recognised that it was difficult to measure d and hold the wooden block
at the same time. There were many good answers referring to the difficulties in measuring the distance d.
Very few candidates gave an acceptable reason for uncertainty in d due to the zero error of the metre rule on
the floor. Many candidates gave general statements such as ‘the ruler does not start at zero’.
For improvements, many candidates correctly suggested taking more readings and plotting a graph. Other
good answers include using a video which was well explained in terms of measuring time e.g. a stopwatch in
view of the camera and film played back or count frames.
Credit is not given for suggested improvements that could be carried out in the original experiment, such as
‘repeat measurements’, ‘do more readings to get an average value’, ‘zero the stop watch before you take the
next reading of t’. Unrealistic solutions were also not given credit, e.g. ‘robotic arm’ or ‘mechanical hand’ to
hold and release the wooden block/ mass hanger. Limitations that were irrelevant or that could have been
removed if the candidate had taken greater care were not given credit e.g. parallax error. Vague or generic
answers did not gain credit such as ‘too few readings’ (without stating a consequence).
The key to this section is for candidates to identify genuine problems associated with setting up this experiment
to obtain specific readings. Candidates are then encouraged to suggest practical solutions that either
improve technique or give more reliable or accurate data. Clarity of thought and expression separated stronger
candidates from those less prepared to deal with practical situations. Candidates should be encouraged
to write four different limitations (relating to the different measurements undertaken or approaching them
chronologically) stating how these difficulties impact on the experiment. Candidates should then try to think of
associated solutions that address each of these limitations.
Answers to Question 2
Question

Answer

Marks

(a) (i)

Value of mass in the range 20 g to 300 g

1

(a) (ii)

Value of d in the range 0.580 m to 0.620 m
and d measured to the nearest millimetre
and value of mass recorded as 100 g

1

(a) (iii)

Absolute uncertainty in the range 0.002 m to 0.010 m and correct method 1
to determine percentage uncertainty, e.g.
value of uncertainty
× 100
their actual value
If several readings have been taken, then the absolute uncertainty can be
half the range, but not zero if values are equal.

(b) (i)

Two or more measurements of time t

1

(b) (ii)

Average t determined correctly (evidence of repeats)

1

Correct calculation of a using candidate’s d value and candidate’s t value 1
in the formula a = 2d2 given to a minimum of two significant figures.
t
(b) (iii)

Justification based on the significant figures in the values of d and t.

1

(c)

value of d between 0.580 m to 0.620 m,
value of m is 200 g, and
t and a for the second experiment

1

raw t is recorded to the same no of decimal places

1

t is smaller

1

Value of g calculated for the first experiment and
value of g calculated for the second experiment.

1

(d)

a(m + B)
g=
m
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(e)

percentage difference between the two values calculated and compared 1
with 5%.

(f) (i)

4
Suggesting improvements
m
•
Take many readings and plot a graph (of a against
)
m+B
•
Use a heavier wooden block to slow it down.
•
Check position of hook in the centre of the block or alignment of pulley
•
Reduce friction on the surfaces by putting wheels on the block or
polishing the table surface.
•
Use adhesive putty to hold block while d is measured / clamp rule in
a retort stand vertically next to mass
•
Mark distance d on bench (so that block / mass hanger starts from
same position).
•
Measure zero error and subtract form rule reading.
•
Detailed use of electronic method to determine time.

Total

20

POSITIVE SUGGESTIONS TO TEACHERS
In order the prepare learners well for the 8225 Physics Advanced Practical Skills Paper 3, it is important to bring to
the attention of the learners that ANNEXE A: Assessment criteria for Paper 3 (Advance Practical Skills) which is
outlined in the NSSCAS 8225 Physics syllabus from page 31 to page 39 plays a pivotal role in this regard. This is
the annexe in which the assessment skills are specified as to which skills the paper advanced practical skills focus
on (i.e. manipulation, measurement and observation; presentation of data and observations; analysis, conclusion and
evaluation). This is the case in the NSSCAS Physics course as well as the two other cognate NSSCAS subjects (i.e.
Chemistry and Biology). It is exciting to know and to bring to the attention of the learners that the mark scheme for
Paper 3 is already included in the syllabus (see page 32).
It is also important to expose the learners to the basic practical skills using for example the NSSCAS Physics specimen
question paper and materials as specified in ANNEXE A4 (page 37). Once the learners have this expose, they will be
at ease to apply the skills to any advanced practical skill they are faced with and they will have the confidence to tackle
the practical. This in turn will also prepare learners to be able to finish the two questions comfortably in the two hours
without struggling to use some of the basic apparatus such as stopwatches.
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